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Preface 

In the autumn of 1986 a tour through holy places connected with the worship of 
avatiira Rama led me to Ramtek (Ramagiri) c. 45 km north-east of 

Nagpur. A thirteenth-century stone inscription of the time of the Yadava king 
Ramacandra found in the Temple on the spur of this hill eulogized the 
Ramagiri as a holy mountain, hallowed by a visit of Rama and his wife Sita, and 
this echoed Kalidasa's description in the Meghaduta, where he said that its slopes 
were marked by Raghupati's footprints. Were it not that the separation from his 
beloved spoiled his sojourn, the of the Meghaduta would have enjoyed his 
place of exile, since his master could hardly have banished him to a more 
beautiful spot. Since that first visit my research has circled around this hill. For 
a cult of Rama in Kalidasa's days I could find little proof, but my investigations 
brought me into contact with the one-time masters of the hill, the Vakataka kings 
of Nandivardhana. Fascinated by the monuments and the richness of the 
archaeological material that they had left behind, my attention began focusing 
itself on the history of this dynasty. I reported on my findings in several articles 
and for some time I had the idea of collecting these writings in one volume. 
However, their preliminary nature was obvious, and a comparison of the earlier 
publications with the later ones revealed many deficiencies and inconsistencies. 
I felt the need of an integral and comprehensive treatise and from this need the 
present book has ensued. 

During my fieldwork I not only discovered the beauties of Vakataka art but 
also the friendliness and hospitality of the people of Maharashtra. Dr S. M. 
Ayachit was the first friend I made. He accompanied me on my first visit to the 
Ramagiri and brought me into contact with the archaeologists and historians of 
the University of Nagpur: Prof. Dr V. B. Kolte, the eminence grise, who ranks 
among the most illustrious scholars that Vidarbha has brought forth; Prof. Dr 
Ajay Mitra Shastri, who is the greatest living expert in Vakataka history; and Dr 
Chandrashekhar Gupta, who with his vast knowledge of the field and unfailing 
assistance has greatly contributed to this book. They all became personal friends 
and made Nagpur for me an important and familiar city. Professor Shastri 
unselfishly shared with me his knowledge of the history of the Vakatakas, and 
allowed me kindly to photograph and publish the superb collection of sculptures 
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which he had found in his excavation of Mandhal. The staff of the Nagpur 
Central Museum has also been most helpful; to them, Mr V. R. Verulkar, and in 
particular to Dr A. P.Jamkhedkar, Director of the Archaeological Survey and 
Museums of Maharashtra, I am much obliged for allowing me to study and 
photograph the Museum's collection of Vakataka art. I thank the Faculty of 
Divinity and Religious Studies of the University of Groningen and the 
Netherlands Foundation for the Advancement of Tropical Research (wOTRO) for 
the financial support which made this fieldwork possible. 

The turn my research had taken brought me to the field of ancient Indian 
art. In the middle of this field I found Dr James C. Harle. It is no exaggeration 
to say that this book owes its existence to him more than to anyone. From the 
very start he has been involved in the assessment and interpretation of the visual 
material that I collected in the course of my travels in Maharashtra. During my 
yearly visits to Oxford I found in him a counsellor and warm friend. Many happy 
days we spent together arranging and studying the photographs that were spread 
all over the dining-room table. He was always willing to read and to comment 
upon the various drafts which have preceded the text now presented, and to go 
through its final version. I consider it a great privilege to have been given the 
opportunity to profit from his scholarship, knowledge and deep insights into the 
history of ancient Indian art. Hawkswell Farm became my home in Oxford, and 
the hearty hospitality and friendship extended to me by James and Betty Harle 
shall always be very dear to me. 

In many other ways Oxford has been important for me and for the comple-
tion of this study. The Bodleian Library, the ever friendly, helpful and 
professional staff of the Indian Institute, the facilities and learned serenity of this 
library with its wonderful view which transposes one into the fifteenth century, 
all these things meant that I was always looking forward to cross the Channel. In 
1996 I was privileged to work in Oxford for half a year as a Spalding Visiting 
Fellow. I enjoyed the hospitality and scholarly ambiance of Wolfson College. The 
Fellowship allowed me to write a substantial part of this book and offered me the 
opportunity to profit from the indological knowledge which one meets there at 
every step. My thanks are in particular due to Prof. Dr Richard and Sanjukta 
Gombrich and to Prof. Alexis Sanderson, whose series of extraordinary lectures 
during Hilary Term 1996 on the Levels ef Initiation and Practice in the Saivism ef 
Abhinavagupta was one of the high points of my stay. In Bridgestreet I found a 
veritable Ashram of young and brilliant indological colleagues. Drs Harunaga 
Isaacson and Dominic D.S. Goodall were ever available for help, discussion and 
criticism. The latter read the book in its final stage as its English editor. I am not 
only deeply obliged to him for correcting my English, but I am just as, or even 
more grateful to Dominic and Harunaga for their innumerable suggestions for 
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improving the text and reconsidering the interpretation of Sanskrit passages, as 
well as for pointing out dubious conclusions and for referring me to other sources. 

My stay in Oxford was overshadowed by the illness and death on March 28 
1996 of my dearest friend Alan W. Entwistle. Alan not only introduced me to the 
living traditions of India; he turned my academic interest in that country into one 
of love. I look back on the years he lived with us in Groningen as the happiest 
ones of my life. His death is a deeply felt personal loss and a great loss for 
lndology. This book is dedicated to his memory. 

The Institute of Indian Studies of the University of Groningen has gone 
through difficult times during the period I was working on the Vakatakas. I am 
grateful to the Department of Religious Studies - especially to my colleagues 
Prof. Dr Jan N. Bremmer and Dr Lourens P. van den Bosch - for safeguarding 
the lnstitute's existence. Of the small group of devoted indologists and students 
who make up this Institute I should like to mention in particular Yuko Yokochi, 
from whose research into the history of Goddess wo:ship I have profited, and also 
Rob Adriaensen, who not only was my mainstay and support in the production 
process of this book, but whose knowledge of the Sanskrit sources has protected 
me from many mistakes. Egbert Forsten proved to be much more than my 
appreciated publisher. His friendship is dear to me and his sympathetic 
involvement in my work has been a great encouragement. 

A small institute like ours cannot do without the support of the colleagues of 
sister universities. In this respect I should like to thank in particular Prof. Dr 
Henk W. Bodewitz of the Kern Institute of the University of Leiden who stood 
by me through thick and thin. Dr Ellen M. Raven of the same Institute has been 
so kind to go through the iconographic parts of this book; I am grateful for her 
many valuable suggestions. I also thank Frans H.P. M.Janssen, who has kept me 
up-to-date with developments in the world of Indian archaeology and who has 
informed me about new discoveries in the field. 

All those who in one way or another have helped me in writing this book but 
go unnamed here may be assured of my gratitude. One real friend, however, 
should be mentioned: my sweet wife Aafke, the cornerstone of my existence. 

Groningen, 19 March 1997 
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Introduction 

On his tour of 1873-74, the British officer of the Archreologogical Survey of India, 
J. D. Beglar, having arrived at the hill of Ramtek (Ramagiri), made these observa-
tions among others: 

Continuing to ascend, there is a gate, close to which is a bauli [biiulf, 
tank]; ... passing then through another small gate, are seen several 
buildings, all modern, except, perhaps, a small temple of the Varfilla 
Incarnation. This last is a very small open hall supported on four 
massive square pillars at the four corners, enshrining a large statue of 
Varfilla. . .. The statue is of the usual variety, plain and well smeared 
with vermilion; inscriptions, if any exist, are therefore hopelessly 
buried beneath the thick coat of oil and vermilion. I infer this temple 
to be old, and unaltered, because the four pillars supporting the roof 
are all alike, and the intersecting squares of the roof appear undis-
turbed. . .. The other temples here are all modern, without exception, 
though some of the statues may be ancient. They are built without 
the remotest idea of regularity, or arrangement, either of plan, form, 
or material. . .. Near the bungalow built by Sir R. Temple [sic] on 
the hill .. . are the ruins of another Hindu temple; a few pillars of the 
Mandapa exist, and fragments of statues. . .. The sculpture is really 
a mutilated one of the Vfunan Avatar which the pujaris at the place 
are strangely unable to recognize .... Two small shrines of Narasinha 
Avatar have been noticed in the Gazetteer; they are quite modern and 
of no interest. 1 

The account is marked by the spirit of the times, in which fresh academic interest 
in the antiquities of India mingled with disdain for the actual living tradition. This 
unfortunate blend allowed Beglar to recognize some of the ancient structures on 
the one hand, but on the other hand it induced him to ascribe everything he did not 
understand to the decrepitude and ignorance of the purveyors of the culture under 
investigation. His report is a caveat against rash conclusions and should remind us 

Beglar 1873-74, 110-113. 

1 



2 Introduction 

of how little we know, even today, of the genesis of the magnificent monument that 
is Ramagiri. 

The credit for first revealing the full scale, as well as for describing the antiq-
uities, of the hill goes to the Director of the Archaeological Survey and Museums 
of Maharashtra, Dr A. P. Jamkhedkar. In a series of articles published more than 
one century after Beglar's visit Jamkhedkar reports on the discovery of at least six 
ancient structures that date back to the fifth century AD, to the times in which the 
region was under the control of the royal House of the Vakii!akas, the southern 
neighbours of the imperial Guptas.2 

In addition to the growing interest in the architectural remains on the hill the 
last two decades have seen the discovery and publication of a great number of 
inscriptions and sculptures, giving a new dimension to our appreciation of the 
culture of the Vakii!akas, who formerly were mainly renowned for the artistic 
achievements of the Buddhist monuments in Ajanta. Since Vasudev Vishnu 
Mirashi's monumental Inscriptions of the Viikii!akas, which appeared in 1963, the 
total number of known Vakii!aka inscriptions has more than doubled. Excavations 
in Mandhal conducted by the Department of Ancient Indian History and Culture 
and Archaeology (AIHCA) of the University of Nagpur have uncovered three 
brick temples datable to the beginning of the fifth century, as well as a hoard of 
splendid, though puzzling, Hindu sculptures. The historical assessment of all these 
discoveries was undertaken with unremitting zeal and professionalism by Ajay 
Mitra Shastri. 

While the historiography of the eastern Vakii!aka kingdom has thus gained 
momentum, the attention of scholars concerned with the western kingdom has 
remained mainly focused on the Caves in Ajanta, Ghatotkaca and Bagh. A great 
contribution to our knowledge of the history and architecture of these caves was 
made during the last three decades by the researches of Walter Spink. One may 
say that from the middle of the sixties the kingdom of the Vakii!akas has come to 
be seen as pivotal in the history of India, being essential for our understanding of 
the development of its art, religion and culture; as such it is on a par with the Gupta 
world, of which it can no longer be considered to be merely a province. 

The present book builds on the achievements of many scholars, among whom 
those mentioned above are the most prominent. Although I disagree with them from 
time to time, sometimes on minor points sometimes fundamentally, I am deeply 
aware of my indebtedness to their work. If in this study any progress is made, this 
is due to two strategies which distinguish this book from most of those of my pre-
decessors in the field. 

2 Jamkhedkar 1985b, 1985-86, 1987a. 
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Firstly, I consider it no longer productive to concentrate exclusively on one 
branch of the Vakatakas by ignoring or marginalizing the evidence with regard 
to the other branch. The kings of Vatsagulma and Nandivardhana made up one 
family and their history is that of one family for all it is worth: divorce and 
rapprochement, dominance and submission, peaceful coexistence marred by fits 
of rivalry, occasionally erupting into downright civil war. Not only is the political 
history of both houses interlocked, but so is their religion and culture. An attempt 
will be made to show that the art of Ajanta can no longer be detached from the 
artistic achievements of the eastern Vakatakas. On the other hand there is some 
evidence that important religious groups migrated from Vatsagulma to the eastern 
kingdom. 

While we thus find that northern Maharashtra, from Thalner on the Tapi river 
in the west to the Wainganga river in the east, made up one cultural area, we would 
make a serious mistake were we not to keep in mind the continuous exchange with 
the Gupta north, ranging from military to matrimony, from political ideology to cul-
ture, from religion to merchandise. During the first quarter of the fifth century Gupta 
influence, channelled through the Gupta princess Prabhavafi, who became the virtu-
al occupant of the throne in Nandivardhana, seems to have been at its peak, but this 
did not lead to cultural subordination of the Vakatakas. On the contrary, it fertilized 
the germs already there and generated a valuable culture in its own right. 

The second strategy I have adopted is to utilize textual and archaeological 
sources in combination as far as possible. For now more than half a century, schol-
ars of the history of Western art have become familiar with the idea that visual art is 
embedded in a social and cultural context which imbues it with meaning and as such 
may be viewed as a source which generates knowledge concerning this context; 
this again may result in a better understanding of the artefact itself. This synthetic 
method of investigation, known under the name of 'iconology,' has proved to be 
of great value in the research of the history of culture. 3 Iconology thus defined is a 

3 Cf. Erwin Panofsky, Ikonographie und Ikonologie, in Ekkehard Kaemmerling (ed.), Ikonogra-
phie und Ikonologie. Theorien, Entwicklung, ProbJeme, Koln 1979, 220 f.: 'Die ikonologische 
Interpretation schlieBlich erfordert mehr als nur eine Vertrautheit rnit bestimmten Themen und 
Vorstellungen, wie sie durch literarische Quellen iiberrnittelt wurden. Wenn wir die Grundprin-
zipien erfassen mochten, die sowohl der Wahl und der Darstellung von Motiven wie auch der 
Herstellung und Interpretation von Bildem, Anekdoten und Allegorien zugrunde liegen und die 
sogar den angewandten formalen Anordnungen und technischen Verfahren Bedeutung verlei-
hen, konnen wir nicht darauf hoffen, einen einzelnen Text zu finden, der rnit jenen Grundprin-
zipien so iibereinstimmt, wie Johannes 13, 21 ff. mit der Ikonographie des letzten Abendmahls 
iibereinstimmt. Um diese Prinzipien zu erfassen, benotigen wir eine geistige Fiihigkeit, die der-
jenigen eines Diagnostikers vergleichbar ist-eine Fiihigkeit, die ich nicht besser beschreiben 
kann als durch den ziemlich in MiBkrediet geratenen Ausdruck "synthetische Intuition" und die 
in einem begabten Laien besser entwickelt sein kann als in einem belesenen Gelehrten.' 
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branch of cultural and-applied to religious material-of religious history; it is the 
counterpart of philology, which contributes to the same by taking textual material 
as its main object of study. In order to understand the context-political, cultural, 
religious-the iconologist assimilates the results of philological research and 
utilizes them in his understanding of the visual material, which again may serve 
as an important source for the historiography. Since the present study focuses on 
this visual material as far as it belongs to the Hindu fold-brought together for the 
first time in the catalogue of Part II-and the understanding thereof, derived from 
studying its historic context, is again employed in Part I as an important source for 
this context, the book carries the subtitle An Essay in Hindu Iconology. 

All the same, I sometimes found the results of philological investigations, 
including epigraphy, deficient or unsatisfactory. For that reason I have explored 
again much of the textual material relevant for the period at issue and, in addition to 
this corpus of well-known texts and inscriptions, I have utilized two sources which 
only recently have become available: the original Skandapurfil}a and the Vaka!aka 
inscription in the Kevala-Narasirµha Temple on Ramtek Hill. The critical edition 
of the former is the object of a research project at the Institute of Indian Studies 
of the University of Groningen;4 the latter I have published, together with my 
colleague Isaacson, in 1993. Renewed study of this inscription, the value of which 
for the history of the Vaka!akas and Guptas can hardly be overestimated, has led 
to some new interpretations and conjectures. I therefore present a revised edition 
in Appendix I and include again a photograph. 

The method described above may be illustrated by one example. The image 
found in Mansar (Plate xxxvn) defies identification as one specific form of Siva, 
though its identification as an image of this god is warranted by his attributes, 
which we know from other images and which are ascribed to Siva in our Sanskrit 
sources. The site where the image was found, a hillock called Hi<;limba Tek<;lI 5 
km north-west of the Vaka!aka headquarters Nandivardhana (identified with the 
village N agardhan, 6 km to the south of Ramagiri), and also the sheer quality of the 
sculpture point to royal patronage. Considerations of style lead to a dating of the 
image in the second quarter of the fifth century and thus to a connection with the 
Vaka!aka king Pravarasena II. From textual, i.e. epigraphical, evidence we know 
that Pravarasena, who confessed to be a Mahesvara, had a large temple complex 
built, which he used as an official state sanctuary, the Pravaresvaradevakulasthana. 
This was probably not a linga temple, since the archaeology of the Vaka!aka realm 
proves that these kings were not linga worshippers; moreover this is in conformity 
with the reluctance to accept liliga worship which we note in the Sanskrit literature 
of the brahmanical elite of this period. The inference that the Mansar image was 

4 See Adriaensen & Bakker & Isaacson 1994. 
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the idol of the Pravaresvara Temple and consequently that this temple was situated 
in Mansar, appears logical. Charters issued by this king also tell us that, halfway 
through his reign, when his dominant mother was growing older, he decided either 
to rename the old residence Nandivardhana after himself or to build a new one, 
Pravarapura. The evidence of the Mansar Siva and its connection with the political 
context of its time would make it appear plausible that Pravarasena II built his new 
palace in the vicinity of this state sanctuary, i.e. a little to the west of Ramagiri 
and Nandivardhana. It may have sealed the process in which the king broke away 
from his mother and her Bhagavata milieu. The Mansar Siva is thus an important 
piece of evidence in the reconstruction of the political and religious reality of the 
time. What does this reality contribute to our understanding of the image? It could 
explain why this figure, in the words of Joanna Williams, has no 'exact parallel in 
iconography. '5 It represents a Siva who appears to be more domesticated, showing 
a benign smile and offering life to his devotees, whereas wild traits, such as the 
erect phallus, third eye and weapons are absent. One could sense here the influence 
that the Bhagavata environment still held over the Mii.hesvara faith of the king. 

There is no denying that some circularity inheres in the applied methodology, 
but this does not, in my view, detract from its usefulness as a valuable heuristic 
device. The hermeneutic circle can only be broken, or rather widened, when new 
evidence becomes available. In this respect the latest developments are promis-
ing. Recent excavations by the Department of AIHCA of the University of Nag-
pur exposed a brick construction at the foot of the hillock on which the Mansar 
image was found (the Hi<;limba Tek<;lI), and excavations of a mound a few hundred 
metres to the east of this hillock by the Directorate of Archaeology and Museums 
of Maharashtra under the supervision of Dr Amarendra Nath have exposed a large 
brick structure of what seems to be a palace rather than a temple. These discov-
eries, which still await publication, came too late to be incorporated in this study. 
Prima-facie they seem to endorse this line of reasoning. 

The two strategies outlined above mean that in principle all available material 
concerning the cultural history of the Viikatakas will be evaluated in the following 
pages. Limits are set by my own competence and the deliberate decision to leave 
out the specific Buddhist evidence. This implies that one will not find, for instance, 
an art-historical assessment of the Ajanta Caves nor a study of the iconography of 
the images and paintings preserved therein. The reader is referred to the publica-
tions of Walter Spink and Dieter von Schlingloff's Studies in the Ajanta Paintings. 
Identifications and Interpretation, among others. The socio-economic history of the 
Viikataka kingdom is another subject that requires investigation by the specialist. In 
order to facilitate this research and to place the history and culture of the Vii.katakas 

5 Williams 1983, 227 n. 3. 
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in their geographical environment, a map bas been produced which shows the nat-
ural theatre of their achievements. 

It is hoped that the material brought together here may be of some use and may 
stimulate further Vakataka studies. The dynasty deserves it. 



PART I 

The History and Religion 
of the Vakatakas 



Chapter 1 

A Short History of the Vakataka Kingdom 

THE ORIGINS: THE Loss OF THE HOMELAND 
AND THE RECOVERY OF THE VAKA'fAKA KINGDOM 

The second quarter of the 4th century AD saw two power blocks beginning to 
emerge in septentrional India, both consolidated by strategic matrimonial alliances. 
In the Gangetic Plain Samudragupta had ascended to the throne, inheriting Candra-
gupta I's kingdom (comprising the regions along the Ganga, including Magadha, 
Prayaga and Saketa)1 as well as the territories of the Licchavis, a patrimony to 
which he was entitled on account of his mother, KumaradevI (see Appendix II). To 
the south of the northern plains the king Rudrasena I inherited at least 
parts of the kingdom of his grandfather, Pravarasena I, as well as the territories 
of the Bharasivas, a branch of the Naga dynasty that ruled from PadmavatI.2 

Rudrasena's father, Gautamiputra, had died before he could ascend the throne; his 
mother was a daughter of king Bhavanaga of the Bharasiva lineage, who was, it 
would seem, without male offspring, which made Rudrasena, like Samudragupta, 
a 'daughter's son heir' (dauhitra). 3 It seems likely, however, that both successions, 

Pargiter 1913, 53. 
2 Copper coins of an Adhiraja Bhavanaga have been found in PadmavatI (Pawaya); see Trivedi 

1957, xviii-xx, 27-37. 
3 Goyal 1967, 88-94; Joshi in RGH, 112; differently Trautmann 1972. Trautmann, in rejecting 

Pathak and Goyal, reproaches them for paraphrasing Manu 9.132 'somewhat misleadingly' (op. 
cit. 7) . According to Trautmann, Manu is saying that a dauhitra, whom Manu understands as a 
putrikii-putra-the appointed heir of his maternal grandfather who is without sons-inherits his 
grandfather's patrimony, but not that of his own father, unless his father has no other son. Traut-
mann's interpretation is problematic. First of all the text transmission of Manu 9.132 shows a 
significant early variant reading, attested in Bharuci's commentary and discussed (and rejected) 
by Medhatithi in his commentary on this verse. If this variant were to preserve the original read-
ing, the question of the dauhitra's rights to the inheritance of his father apparently does not even 
occur, as the verse then seems to say that the dauhitra , if he inherits the whole of his maternal 
grandfather 's estate, has to offer pily;ias to his own father and his maternal grandfather. Accord-
ing to the reading followed by Medhatithi and later commentators, on the other hand, Manu 
appears to say that, in the event that his father has no (other) sons, he inherits the whole pat-
rimony (akhilaf!l riktham), like he does of the father of his mother; in that case he is the only 

9 
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that of Rudrasena and Samudragupta, were not uncontested, since firstly, enough 
agnate princes of Naga stock remained to challenge Rudrasena's claims to the 
Bharasiva legacy, and secondly Rudrasena and Samudragupta had both rivals of 
'equal birth' (tulyakulaja).4 

Puranic and epigraphic evidence concurs with respect to the origins of the Vaka-
taka dynasty. The founder of the dynasty was Vindhyasakti (I), who was succeeded 
by his son Pravarasena, 'Pravira' according to the Puranic account.5 This account 
mentions four sons of the mighty (vfryavat) Pravira; two of them we know from lat-
er epigraphic evidence, Sarvasena I and Gautamiputra, the founders of the Vatsa-
gulma and the Nandivardhana branches of the Vakatakas respectively. If we are 
allowed to believe the (later) Vakataka inscriptions (of both branches), Pravarasena, 
said to belong to the brahrnin gotra, ruled as a sovereign monarch 
(samriij), during which rule he performed four Asvamedha, a Vajapeya and sever-
al other prestigious Vedic sacrifices, a status never attained again by any Vakataka 
king.6 

The actual division in the dynastic line may have first evolved when the 
grandsons of Pravarasena I, Vindhyasena ( = Vindhyasakti II) and Rudrasena I, and 
their Naga allies were confronted with Gupta power, though it cannot be altogether 
excluded that the branch of Sarvasena I had already split off at this stage. The 
Allahabad Pillar Inscription of Samudragupta testifies to the 'uprooting within a 
second of the staunch army of the Nagas' unmulyiicyutaniigasena0 , CII 
ill, 212 vs. 7). Fleet and others have taken this to refer to two kings named Acyuta 
(Acyutanandin) and Nagasena. The passage may actually have been meant as a 

one on whom the ancestral sacrifices of both lineages to which he belongs depend. This would 
imply-though, admittedly, Medhatithi does not draw this conclusion-that, if his father does 
have other sons, he is not entitled to the whole inheritance, but to his legitimate portion only 
(see Manu 9.104, 156), which would entail that he remains subject to the eldest brother (Manu 
9.105). Trautmann applies the laws concerning sons given in adoption (datrim.a) to the d.auhi-
tra, which may be based on Manu 3.11, which I, following Medhatithi, take to mean that one 
should not marry a brotherless maiden, if her father is not known (i.e., is dead or absent). Since 
the rules of royal succession usually do not acknowledge legitimate portions, as it would lead 
to the fragmentation of the kingdom, the elected or appointed successor (yuvariija), who is in 
actual practice not necessarily the eldest son, does indeed, if he happens to be a dauhitra as well, 
inherit both whole (akhilam) patrimonies, i.e. he is a one having dual descent. 
One can agree with Trautmann that a son having obtained through marriage the qualification of 
dauhitra distinguished his descent from that of his half-brothers by virtue of which he would be 
more eligible as a yuvariija. As history shows, however, kings were not trying to disinherit a 
son whom they did not want as their successor by marrying him off to a brotherless maiden (a 
family strategy to which Trautmann's interpretation would easily lead), but rather they arranged 
the marriage of that son with a putrikii, whom they had destined to be their own heir. 

4 Trautmann 1972, 3, 10. 
5 Pargiter 1913, 5p; err V, 107 f. vss . 2-6; Shastri in AV, 6 f. 
6 err V, 96 11. 1-5; ibid. p. 1211. 1-4. ef. Pargiter 1913, 50. 
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pun on the names of the two Rajas of Aryavarta, Nagasena and Acyutanandin, who 
are listed (in this sequence) later in the inscription, when they are said to be among 
the ones who have been violently eradicated,7 a fate that also befell two other 
Naga princes, Nagadatta and Gal).apatinaga, as well as a king called Rudradeva. 8 

Goyal (1967, 142) and many historians before and after him have identified this 
Rudradeva with the Vak:ataka king Rudrasena I. As we saw, the grouping of the 
Nagas together with the Vak:ataka king Rudra-deva/sena does make sense, but it 
raises the question of the original homeland of the Vak:ataka dynasty. If that were 
the region to the south of the Vindhyas, where we find the great monuments of the 
later Vak:atakas, Rudra-deva/sena could not have been mentioned as the first in a 
list of kings of Aryavarta, but should have been mentioned in the preceding list of 
kings of 9 

A crushing defeat at the hands of Samudragupta, however, may have forced the 
Vak:atakas to leave their homeland: Vindhyasena came to rule in Vatsagulma, 10 his 
nephew Rudrasena-or, if he did not survive the onslaught, 11 the latter's son and 
successor I-in Nandivardhana. 12 The power (§akti) of the Nagas, on 
the other hand, seems to have been curbed to such an extent that one of 
their young princesses could be withdrawn from her father's authority (pitur grhfta) 
in order to be brought up at the Gupta court. This princess, Kuberanaga, was subse-
quently, probably with a view to pacifying the Nagas, given in marriage to Samudra-
gupta's son Candragupta II as one of his chief wives (mahiidevl). 

This hypothetical reconstruction of events is based on a new conjectured read-
ing of verse 5 of the Vak:ataka inscription in the Kevala-Narasirµha Temple on Ram-

7 prasabhoddharw:ia0
, err m, 213 I. 21. 

8 Coins of Gal)apatiniiga were found in Pawaya (Trivedi 1957, xxii-xxiii, 49-54). We do not 
possess coins of Niigadatta and Niigasena, but the downfall of a king of Padmiivati with the 
latter name is mentioned in the (ed. Kane p. 50 ll. 18 f.): yathii niigakulajanmanaf:z 
siirikiifriivitamantrasyiisfn nii.SO niigasenasya padmiivatyiim I· 

9 err m, 212 f. 11. 19-20. 
10 The earliest inscription that has come down to us is a grant by the dharmamahiiriija 

Vindhyasakti (II), issued from Vatsagulrna (CIT V, 96). 
11 The eulogy of Rudrasena in the later inscriptions, compared to that of his two grand-

fathers and son, is remarkably short, which may point to a rather infelicitous career. 
12 That Samudragupta's conquest resulted in the uprooting of several of his enemies seems to be 

endorsed by the inscription in the Temple on Ramtek Hill (Bakker 
& Isaacson 1993). A renewed study of this inscription resulted in some additional readings and 
conjectures. I therefore present a revised edition in Appendix I. One of these new conjectures 
is to read piida a of verse 2 as: diirei:ia This would imply that verses 2 
to 5 are concerned with Samudragupta and verse 6 (or the verse that is possibly lost after this) 
introduces his son Candragupta II who married the girl who 'had grown up like a flame' (vs. 5). 
Consequently verse 3 refers to the kings who were vanquished by Samudragupta and brought 
him tribute, whereas verse 4 seems to refer to the extension of his rule to the borders of the ocean. 
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tek Hill. 13 Trautmann had already remarked that, 'Samudra Gupta, as we have seen, 
claims to have exterminated the rulers of more than one Naga kingdom, and yet 
we find his son married to a Naga princess, as if to cement the amicable conclu-
sion of his father's wars against one of those kingdoms.' 14 Our reinterpretation of 
the Ramtek inscription also puts a phrase in the Poona and Inscriptions 
of Kuberanaga's daughter, PrabhavatI Gupta, in another light: ' ... the daughter of 
Maharajadhiraja Candragupta, who belongs to the Dharar:ia gotra, who is born from 
a chief queen Kuberanaga who was (herself) born in the Naga dynasty, (this daugh-
ter) who is, as it were, the ornament of both dynasties, and who is a fervent devotee 
of the Lord ... '; 15 'both dynasties' should be taken to refer to the Nagas and Gup-
tas, not to the latter and the Vakarakas as is done by Mirashi (CIT V, 37), since the 
Vakarakas as such are still to be mentioned and then only in passing. 16 The history 
of Prabhavafi's mother, born in the Naga House, but grown up at the Gupta court, 
may have induced Prabhavafi to style herself princess of the Naga as well as Gupta 
family. It seems even likely that her gotra, Dharar:ia, was that of the Naga family 
and not, as is usually assumed on the basis of later practice, that of the Guptas. 17 

The name Dharar:ia occurs in the list of Nagas said to be the sons of Kasyapa (MBh 
5.101.16). The gotra of the Guptas, if any, is unknown, since it is never mentioned 
in their own inscriptions, indicating their humble origin. 

The issue of the original homeland of the Vaka!akas was taken up by A. M. 
Shastri at a seminar on The Age of the Viikatakas held in Nagpur 1984.18 Shastri 
arrived at the conclusion that the kings Vindhyasakti and Pravarasena ruled over 
the Vindhya area to the north of the Narmada river. According to the Puranic 
account, the mighty Pravira, i.e. Pravarasena, ruled for sixty years from his capital 
Kfili.cana(ka), 19 which Shastri proposed to identify with 'the modem village of 
Nachna or Nachna-kl-talai in the Panna District of the Bundelkhand Division of 

13 See Appendix I vs. 5; cf. Balcker & Isaacson 1993, 53. 
14 Trautmann 1972, 15 n. 31. 
15 CII V, 7 ll. 7-8, 36 ll. 8-9: [ ... ] mahiiriijtidhiriijafrlcandraguptas tasya duhitii dhiirm:za-

sagotrii niigakulasambhutiiyii'!I frfmahiidevyii'f!'l kuberaniigiiyiim utpannobhayakuliilankiira-
bhatiityantabhagavadbhaktii [ ... ] . 

16 CII V, 7 I. 9, 10: viikiifakiinii'!I 
17 PrabhavatI's own inscriptions prove that it was possible for princesses of high birth to retain their 

own gotra after being married. Sircar 1967 I, 204--9, 236. Cf. Ashvini Agrawal, 1989, 83 f. A 
brahrnin belonging to the Dharai:ii gotra was the recipient of a grant by the Paramabhanaraka; 
see below n. 91 on p. 29. 

18 The paper was eventually published in 1992 in the proceedings of this conference, referred to 
as AV. 

19 Pargiter 1913, 50. Jayaswal , followed by Mirashi, proposed to emend the text purl'f!'l kiificana-
kii'!I ea vai to purikii'f!'l canakii'!I ea vai, which would alter the name of the capital into Canak.a; 
see the discussion in Shastri in AV, 7. 
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Madhya Pradesh. ' 20 Shastri' s arguments, of which the most significant are the very 
name of the founder of the dynasty, Vindhyasakti, and the association of the two 
kings in the Puranic account with the Vindhya,21 are well-reasoned and convincing, 
apart from one, viz. his identification of the Viikataka king whom 
Vyaghradeva mentions in his Nachne-kI-talaI and Ganj Stone Inscriptions as his 
overlord, with I, son of Rudrasena I.22 As will be argued below (p. 48), 
there are good reasons to assume that, after the death of PrabhavatI Gupta, the 
old Viika!aka-Gupta antagonism reemerged. It will be shown that II, 
in the days that Gupta power was waning, succeeded in persuading/coercing a 
local king to acknowledge his overlordship over the ancient homeland of his 
dynasty, Bundelkhand. Rudrasena I, on the other hand, may still have ruled from 
Kaficana(ka) (Canaka)/Nachna.23 

20 Shastri in AV, 9. For a description of the archaeological site of Nachna (24° .24' N, 80° .29' E) 
see Williams 1982, 105-114. 

21 Pargiter 1913, 50. The description of the Vakatakas is followed by the words, vindhyakiiniil'[l 
kule 'tfte ... , 'After the dynasty that belonged to the Vindhyas, . . .. ' 

22 Shastri in AV, lOf.; Shastri 1995a. Shastri carefully avoids mentioning another potential piece 
of evidence for the northern origin of the Vakatakas, which by some has been connected with 
the early history of this dynasty, viz. a number of seals found at the site of Bhita (Allahabad 
District), excavated by Marshal (ASI Annual Report 1911-12, 50ff.). Two of these seals 
contain the name Gautamiputra, but in both cases the names are further specified by anoth-
er appellation, and Sivama(e)gha. The legend of the seal of GautamI-
putra calls him 'Vindhyab(v)edhanamaharaja whose kingdom was graciously granted to him by 
Mahesvara-Mahasena' (frlvindhyabedhanamahiiriijasya 
Thaplyal 1972, 46 ff.). The neatly cut characters of this seal are datable to the 3rd or 4th centu-
ry. The combination Vindhyavedhana and Gautamiputra led M. G. Pai (who proposes to read 
vindhyavardhana0

) to identify this king with the Vakataka Gautamiputra, grandson of Vindhya-
sakti I (ITH XIV, 16 ff.). Against this identification it may be objected that the name Vakataka 
does not occur on these seals, that Gautamiputra is never called 'Maharaja' in the inscriptions 
of the Vakatakas, and that the names and Sivamegha are unknown to the records of 
this dynasty. 

23 This king is styled an atyantasviimimahiibhairavabhakta, Maharaja of the Vakatakas. The reli-
gious title of Rudrasena I seems to me intrinsically different from the later general titles of 

I and Pravarasena II, viz. atyanta/parama-miihe§vara, which denote that these kings 
were very devout Mahesvaras (see Chapter 2). The words sviimi and bhakta preceding and 
following Mahabhairava suggest that a particular deity, i.e. temple image, was meant, which 
might be looked for in Nachna, if indeed this was the old Vakataka capital. Nachna certainly 
is an ancient Saiva centre with a wealth of Shaivite archaeological remains, though these date 
from the last quarter of the 5th century and later, when the site was under the control of the 
Uccakalpa king, Vyaghradeva, feudatory of II, and his successors. They probably 
replaced, however, earlier constructions. The presence of the Pasupata order would be attested 
by a loose sculpture found in Nachna, if that were a Lakulifa image (Williams 1982, 113, Plate 
163). However, I am not fully convinced that we are here concerned with Lakulifa, since the 
deity's attribute seems to be a battle-axe, rather than a club (see below p. 100). The fragment 
lying next to this image is an old bust, somewhat comparable to the Nagardhan 
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On account of what has been said above, we may assume that, around the middle 
of the 4th century or somewhat later, after Samudragupta had firmly established his 
authority in Bundelkhand, a group of Vakataka nobles and their entourage, along 
with what remained of their army, either under the command of their king Rudra-
sena I or his son, withdrew along the ancient southern highway that connected the 
central and eastern parts of the plain of the Ganges with the northern Deccan (the 
route of the present National Highway No. 7). They crossed the Narmada river and 
the Satpura Range and succeeded in carving out another kingdom for themselves 
in Vidarbha, in the fertile plain of the Bew.a or Wainganga, where they built a new 
royal residence, named Nandivardhana, at the foot of a prominent hill, the Rama-
giri.24 

With Maharaja I (son of Rudrasena I), who is styled an atyanta-
maheivara, 25 an era of glorious rule began, comparable to that of the legendary 

that is to say, if we are allowed to believe the eulogy of this king in the 
inscriptions of his son and grandson, according to which he was 'endowed with the 
following virtues among others: truthfulness, uprightness, compassion, courage, 
valour, good policy and conduct, magnanimity as well as wisdom, generosity 
towards those who well deserve it, victoriousness in the dharma and purity of 
mind.' And, the inscriptions continue, 'his son(s) and granson(s), the lineage, and 
the accomplishments, viz. authority and wealth, were increasing over a period 
of one century. ' 26 I also started the practice of making land grants 
in the outlying districts of his kingdom, as may be deduced from the Plil)c;ihllfl)a 
(palimpsest) Plates of Pravarasena II. 27 However, the right to bear the title samraj 
was lost to the Vakatakas forever. 

The group around Sarvasena I or his son Vindhyasena, on the other hand, after 
having split off at an unknown stage, settled in Vatsagulma, further to the west, on 
the Ajanta Plateau, 28 where Vindhyasena is credited with a victory over his southern 

(Plate xxvn), and next to that lies a fragment that Williams describes as 'a four-headed Brahma' 
(op. cit. 113), but which may just as well be a Mahesvara image (cf. Plates I & II). As far as a 
photograph allows one to make any judgement, I am inclined to consider these loose fragments 
by and large contemporaneous with the material. 

24 Present-day Ramtek Hill : 21° .28' N, 79° .28' E. Next to nothing is known about the immediate 
predecessors of the in Vidarbha. Local chieftains may have filled the power vacuum 
caused by the collapse of Satavahana power in the Deccan in the 3rd century AD. 

25 This qualification is conspicuously absent in the Mandhal Inscription of his son, the 
king Rudrasena II (Shastri & Gupta 1985, 227 1. 8), but found in all later inscriptions. 

26 satylirjavaki'irui:iya§auryavikramanayavinayamlihlitmyadhfmattvaplitragatabha{kti]tvadharma-
vijayitvamanonairmalylidigui:iais samupetasya 11 va{ abhivardhamlinako§adai:i<;fa-
slidhanasantlinaputrapautrii:ia[J:i], CII V, 12 ll. 9-12; cf. Shastri & Gupta 1985, 227 I. 8-10. 

21 err v, 66 tl9. 
28 Modem Basim: 20° .10' N, 77° .11' E, in the Akola District. 
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enemy, the king of Kuntala. 29 

THE PERIOD OF CONSTRUCTION: RUDRASENA II AND PRABHAVATl GUPTA 

To judge by the archaeological and epigraphical remains, the group that had set-
tled in eastern Vidarbha was the most prominent of the two collateral branches, at 
least until the middle of the 5th century; it is consequently often referred to as the 
'Main Branch.' 30 A factor that undoubtedly contributed enormously to the material 
and cultural flourishing of the eastern Vakatakas is that I concluded the 
peace with Candragupta II, Samudragupta's successor, who had ascended the Gupta 
throne at the beginning of the last quarter of the 4th century after a succession strug-
gle (see below p. 27). Now that the Vindhyas were safely under their control and 
the Vakatakas no longer posed a direct threat to their empire, the long-term strate-
gic interests of the Guptas required a reliable and strong ally at the southern bor-
ders of their realm. To assure this Candragupta II was prepared to give a daughter 
from his marriage with the Naga princess Kuberanaga to I's son Rudra-
sena II, in the ninth decade of the 4th century. 31 The proud bridegroom leading 

29 AjaJ.I!ii Cave Inscription of Variihadeva, CII V, 108 vs. 8. There is some difference of opinion 
as to the precise area covered by the kingdom of Kuntala. Mirashi has investigated the prob-
lem carefully and collected the data. He comes to the conclusion that in the 5th century the 
kingdom of Kuntala comprised the upper and central valleys of the river (south of its 
Bhima tributary), including the early capital Manapura, but not Vanavasi (Mirashi 
in SI II, 155-163). On the basis of this conclusion Mirashi argued that this kingdom was ruled 
by the early Ra*akii!as of Manapura. He suggests that the victory of Vindhyasena could thus 
have been over the king Manailka (EI XXXVII, 16). This would make Manailka 
a fourth century king, and his grandson Avidheya, who issued the Pandarangapalli Grant (EI 
XXXVII, 20--23), a contemporary of Pravarasena II. In these Pandarangapalli Plates Avidheya 
says of his grandfather that 'he had frightened the countries of Vidarbha and Asmaka by his 
policies' : vasa( su)dhiividha( dhi)santrastavidabhii( rbhii)smakamai:ifialaf:i [I*] miiniifzkanrpatif:i 
frfmiin kuntaliiniirri pra{§ii}sitii [I Ill I*], EI XXXVII, 20 1. 1. The reading of the first hemistich, 
however, is far from certain. 

30 I see no reason why Trautmann and others should qualify the eastern Vaka!akas as the 'senior 
branch,' the Vatsagulma Branch as 'junior' (Trautmann 1972, 10). 

31 Trautmann 1972, 15 n. 31 : 'Was Prabhavati's maternal line related to Bhavanaga? The law of 
prohibited degrees which neither the Guptas nor the Vakii!akas are otherwise known to have 
violated probably rules out too close a relationship, but it is tempting to see in Prabhavati's Naga 
connexion the renewal of an old alliance between the Vaka!akas and the Nagas, as well as the 
start of a new one with the Guptas. ' As we will see below (p. 17), the rules referred to were 
at least once violated and Trautrnann's suggestion of a close relationship with the lineage of 
Bhavanaga has therefore become more feasible. At the same time it may prove that judicial 
hairsplitting as discussed above (n. 3 on p. 9) has only academic value in the Indian historical 
reality of power politics (cf. Joshi in RGH, 115). 
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his young Gupta princess to her new home in triumph, across the Vindhyas, along 
the very route that only two generations before his family had probably taken to 
escape the Gupta rod, must have afforded a fine spectacle. The bride, the younger 
sister of several brothers, 'who resembled the lustre of the moon, ' and whose girl-
hood name evidently was Mui:i<;la, 32 turned out to be a formidable lady, who became 
famous under the name of Prabhavafi Gupta, a name that she may have adopted after 
her husband's death, when she became acting monarch.33 She brought with her the 

Bhagavata faith and the cultural assets and sophistication of the Gupta 
court. To judge by her inscriptions, in which seven lines are devoted to the eulo-
gy of her imperial origins and only one line to her Viikataka husband-denoting 
her father Candragupta as Maharajadhiraja, her husband as Maharaja-she might 
have thought herself far above the family of her in-laws, though her marriage was 
actually, in Dharmasastra categories, anuloma. By emphasizing her descent from 
the Naga family of the Dharai:ia gotra she may have intended to make up for the 
obscure origins of her paternal lineage (see above p. 12). 

A tragic event meant that this girl had to assume full responsibility for the roy-
al house in which she had married. After a rule of about one decade her husband 
died in c. AD 405, leaving her with three boys and at least one daughter. She adopt-
ed the regency over her eldest son, the yuvaraja Divakarasena, 34 but apparently he 
too died before he was allowed to ascend the throne. 35 Her regency over her two 
remaining sons may have lasted one or two years more, which brought the total 
duration of the rule of this dowager queen to thirteen or fourteen years, from c. 
AD 405 to 419, an exceptionally long term by Indian standards. It seems likely 
that she could not have completed it, if she had not had the full and powerful back-

32 See Appendix I vs. 7 (cf. Bakker & Isaacson 1993, 53). I am now pretty certain that the syllable 
preceding mw:u;fa forms no part of the name, but may be the demonstrative pronoun sii. 

33 If Kuberanaga was five years old when she was taken from her parental home to the Gupta court 
in, say, AD 355, and if she was married to eandragupta II at the age of sixteen, their wedding 
must have taken place in AD 366 (cf. Kane 1930--62 II, 446 f. and Altekar 1959, 58 on the mar-
riageable age of girls). who had at least three elder brothers, was born in the 
sixth year of this marriage and was wedded to the Vakataka crown-prince at the age of sixteen, 
Rudrasena II's wedding must have taken place in AD 388. The Gupta princess may have been 
thirty-three when she succeeded her husband Rudrasena, whose death is usually dated in about 
AD 405. et. Goyal 1967, 107 f. 

34 yuvariija[.frf]diviikarasenajananf, err V, 7 II . 9-10. The seal of these Poona Plates of Prabha-
vatI, issued during the thirteenth year of her regency, runs : ' [By] the enemy chastising order 
of the Mother of the Yuvariija, who is the ornament of the Vakatakas and has attained royal 
fortune by inheritance' : viikiifakalaliimasya [kra]mapriiptanrpa.friya[f:i} I jananyii yuvariijasya 
siisanaf!L ripusiisa[nam llJ, err V, 8. 

35 As we will see below Divakarasena is no longer mentioned as a son or king in the later charters 
of PrabhavatI; in his stead two other sons of hers are called Maharaja. See below p. 22. 
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ing of the Gupta family. 36 Evidence of the Kevala-Narasirµha Temple Inscription 
endorses this supposition. PrabhavatI Gupta had her daughter, whose name is part-
ly illegible but may have been AtibhavatI (vs. 24), married off to her half-brother, 
Ghatotkaca,37 who ruled as a viceroy in eastern Malwa and Bundelkhand-that is 
in the land of her daughter's Vakataka and Naga ancestors-at the time her other 
brother, Kumaragupta, held the imperial office. 38 It may be objected that this type 
of maternal uncle-niece marriage would be against the law (dhanna), but so is the 
rule of a dowager, and it is a fact of life, in India as well as elsewhere, that power 
politics remains within the precincts of the law only as long as suits its aims.39 It 
thus seems that we are here concerned with an unprecedented example of matrimo-
nial policy to consolidate matrilinear bonds (see above p. 11). Whether everyone in 
the Vakataka family was happy at the wedding is another matter. As will be seen 
below, the girl's brother undertook serious steps to annul this matrimonial alliance 
after her husband's death. 

The period in which Rudrasena II and his queen PrabhavatI ruled the eastern Vaka-
taka kingdom, the last decade of the 4th and first two decades of the 5th century, is 
marked by a remarkable cultural and religious activity. 

Two inscriptions of Rudrasena II himself refer to an important part of his king-
dom, viz. the land that stretches along the west bank of the Wainganga (designated 

36 When Rudrasena II died, Divakarasena, being the eldest of at least three boys and one girl, must 
have been between ten and sixteen years old. PrabhiivatI thus ruled when the yuvariija was 
already between twenty-three and twenty-nine. This is quite extraordinary, even if the lower 
extreme were the correct age; it indicates that Prabhavati was more than just a regent, but was 
virtually wearing the royal crown of the Vakli!akas, no doubt to the satisfaction of her Gupta 
relatives (cf. the succession to the throne of Sarvasena II of the Vatsagulma Branch who was 
only eight years old when his father died; en V, 108 vs. 10). If our chronological reconstruc-
tion above (n. 33 on p. 16) is correct, and if we assume that Divakarasena was born in the second 
year ofRudrasena's marriage (i.e. in AD 390), be must have been twenty-eight when his mother 
issued her Poona charter. 

37 Appendix I vss. 11-13 (cf. Bakker & Isaacson 1993, 53). 
38 en ill, 276-279; see Bakker & Isaacson 1993, 66. The most probable date of this wedding is 

between eandragupta n 's death (AD 415) and Damodarasena/Pravarasena's succession to the 
throne (AD 419). The former as well as the latter may have objected to this extraordinary policy 
of PrabhiivatI to take advantage of her three-cornered relationship that connected her with the 
Guptas, Vakli!akas and the Nagas, in whose lands Gha!otk.aca reigned as viceroy. Atibhavati 
may have been about sixteen years old at the time of her wedding. This princess, to whom the 
Ramtek inscription is to be ascribed, was more proud of her Gupta affiliation than of her Vaka-
!aka one. Just as in the inscriptions of her mother, the Gupta dynasty is eulogized extensively 
at the expense of Atibhavati's Vakli!aka relatives. 

39 The present case corroborates an observation made by the champion of Dharmasastra, P. V. 
Kane, to the effect that 'a very striking instance of the limits of sapii:u;la relationship not being 
observed is the practice among certain sections of even brlihrnru;ias [ ... ] marrying their own sis-
ter 's daughter ' (Kane 1930-62 II, 467). 
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Bewatata in the inscriptions), in which the present-day villages of Mandhal and 
Deotek are situated.40 In between Mandhal and Deotek, on the Wainganga river, 
lies the ancient site of Pauni, well-known for its Buddhist stupas from the Sata-
vahana period.41 

In Deotek an undated palimpsest stone inscription was found, which is for the 
greater part illegible, but which certainly refers to a temple (dharmasthiina) at 
Cikkarnbu[nl-the village Cikrnara, within a kilometer south-west of Deotek. It 
would seem to have been a place of worship of Rudrasena. 42 The other inscription 
is a grant 'incised on a set of four [copper] plates, ... discovered while ploughing a 
field at Mai;i<;lha!. ' 43 The inscription is of paramount importance, not only because 
it is the first dated inscription of the eastern Vakatakas--dated in the 5th regnal 
year of Rudrasena (II)-but also because, in the words of Shastri, 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

The grant is said to have been made at the message or command 
(sandeia) of god Visbi;iu called Mondasvarnin and described as carry-
ing a conchshell, a wheel and a sword and resting in the yoga-nidra 
on the body of the snake-king called Ananta in the ocean.44 

Mandhal: 20° .57' N, 79° .27' E; c. 42 km south-east of Nagpur, 52 km south of Riimagiri, 
c. 20 km to the west of the Wainganga river bed. Deotek: 20° .36' N, 79° .44' E; also c. 20 km 
west of the Wainganga, 47 km south-east of Mandhal. 
Pauni: 20° .45' N, 79° .42' E, in the Bhandara District. A. M. Shastri remarks about this region 
that 'it was well-known for abundant paddy cultivation. It is interesting to note that the Bhandara 
region is even now regarded as the rice-bowl of Maharashtra' (Shastri in AV, 238). S. B. Deo 
& J.P. Joshi (eds.) 1972; see also A. Ghosh 1989, An Encyclopaedia of Indian Archaeology II, 
s.v. 
Mirashi in SI I, 109-117; CII V, 1-4: idaf!l rudrasenarii[jfial:tJ { sva* ]dharmasthiinaf!! ( nam j). 
Mirashi assigns the earlier inscription on this stone to the times of Afoka and thinks its object 
was to record ' the command of some lord (Siimi) , prohibiting the capture and slaughter, ' evi-
dently of animals (op. cit., 111 , 113). In view of what has been said above, we think it very 
unlikely that the superimposed inscription belongs to Rudrasena I, as Mirashi thinks (CII V, 3). 
There is a small dilapidated temple near the place where the inscribed slab of stone was found 
(for a description see Cunningham's ASI Reports Vol. VII, 123-5). Mirashi (CII V, 3) observes: 
'Though the present structure cannot date back to the fourth century A.C., to which period the 
inscription can be referred, it undoubtedly marks an ancient site and may have been erected when 
the original temple fell into ruins.' 
Shastri in AV, 227. IAR 1981-82, 81. This inscription has been edited by A. M. Shas-
tri & C. Gupta in 1985 in an article published in a felicitation volume offered to V. Bh. Kolle (in 
Marathi). The inscription has been discussed by Shastri in an English article that was published 
no less than three times: in the Nagpur University Journal 35 (1984-86), 130-164; in Early His-
tory of the Deccan. Problems and Perspectives, Delhi 1987; in The Age of the Vakafakas, Delhi 
1992. In an article in the ABORI (1994) Shastri discusses the inscription again and mentions 
(op. cit. p. 114 n. 12) for the first time that the inscription has been edited by him (together with 
C. Gupta) in 1984 (read 1985). 
Shastri in AV, 228. Apparently the Sanskrit text is partly illegible; I reproduce the text of this 
inscription (here and further below) exactly (including interspace) as it is given by Shastri & 
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It is evident that this refers to a Vigm temple. We shall deal with the archaeolog-
ical sites in the vicinity of Mandhal in Chapter 3. Here it may be observed that 
there existed at least three Hindu temples at Mandhal, the oldest of which may date 
from the last quarter of the 4th century, and we venture the conjecture that one of 
the later ones (beginning of the 5th century) was dedicated to 'Mondasvamin.' We 
have seen above that the girlhood name ofRudrasena's wife may have been Mm;1c;ia, 
and it is tempting to assume that this Bhagavata temple was erected by her and that 
she lent her name to that of the deity of the temple.45 I do not subscribe to Shas-
tri's view that 'there can be no doubt whatever that the Mondasvarnin known from 
the Mfu:tc;ihaj plates of the Vfilca!aka monarch Rudrasena II was actually an Ananta-
8ayana image installed in the sanctum sanctorum and the temple was dedicated to 
him. '46 No doubt the temple was dedicated to 'Mondasvamin,' but his praise in the 
first sentence has no other function than to identify this deity with the supreme cos-
mic god regardless of the iconography of the idol. The 
iconography of the images found in Mandhal does not support Shastri's view.47 

Gupta (1985, 227 ll. 1-2): bhagavato ekany:zava - salilavistiirita niigariijfionannasya tasya 
vaca sphufaphafiijalabhogasiiyiyoganidriimupagatasya salikhacakkriisidhiiril'}a/:z devada( de)-
vasya mondasviiminassande§at[J *] Since no photographs of the inscription have been published 
so far, these readings cannot be checked. Shastri conjectures that nannasya may be read as 'nan-
nasya = anantasya. The deity described not only rests on the coils (bhoga) of the serpent king 
but is also covered (jiilita?) by his expanded hoods (sphufaphafii). 

45 According to Shastri & Gupta's edition the text reads monda0
, with dentals instead of cerebrals. 

However, /}{la and nda are mainly distinguished in the script of the Vakiitaka inscriptions by the 
top of the cerebral nasal and this differentiation may have been blurred or overlooked. Since 
Shastri could not connect 'monda' with a 'personal name prevalent among the social elite as the 
founder or financier of a shrine may rightly be supposed to have been,' he proposes to connect it 
with a toponym by pointing to two present-day villages in the neighbourhood called Maudii and 
J?oil.gar Maudii (Shastri 1994, ll5). It seems more likely, however, that the toponyms preserve 
the ancient name of the temple than that the temple-name derived from these toponyms. 

46 Shastri 1994, ll8. 
47 A contemporaneous Ananta5ayana relief is found in Udayagiri Excavation 13 (see Williams 

1982, 46 f., Plate 39). It is quite possible, even likely, that a similar relief once decorated the 
• Mondasviimin temple. An early reference to [ ... ] as resting on the wide and spot-

less couch that is the single (i.e. , cosmic) ocean' (ekiirl'}avavipulavimalaparyalikatalasayinal:z 
.. . is found in the inscription of the Valkhii king BhuluQc;la dated in the [Gupta] year 47 
(=AD 365/6). This king, called 'servant of Sviimi NiiriiyaQa,' donated five villages on the south-
ern bank of the Narmadii to the temple of this god (deva) who, in addition to the above qualifica- ,/ NJ3 
tion, is praised as ' the guru of the gods' etc., as 'possessed of eight arms,' as ' the one who broke /! 
the pride of Bali ' etc., 'who as Variiha recovered the earth' etc. (Ramesh & Tewari 1990, 1). Just 
as there is no need to assume that this temple contained an idol ofVariiha, so too there is no need 
to believe that its idol was an Ananta5ayana image. Differently, however, Shastri (op. cit. , 114): 
'This description would show that eight armed images were already well-known 
in Central India during the third-fourth centuries A.D. though no actual example answering this 
description dating from such an early age has been reported as yet.' 
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The same inscription further refers to the existence in the same region of 
two religious establishments or communities (adhivasa) of the Satvata school, 
which, or the members of which, apparently originated from Vatsagulma.48 The 
Satvatas were a devotional (bhakti) sect promulgating the Bbagavata 
mode of worship, centering around the five, later four, or Satvata deities: 

Pradyumna, Aniruddha and Siimba.49 

Rudrasena's ancestors had been Saivas,50 and he too, to judge by the wealth of 
Saiva images at Mandhal, patronized this form of Hinduism. Yet, Rudrasena II is 
reported to have embraced-probably under the influence of his Gupta wife-the 
Bhagavata faith and he describes himself as the one 'whose rule bas been installed 
by Him whose emblem is the cakra, viz. the Lord.' 51 

The object of the Mandhal Inscription of Rudrasena II is the endowment or 
grant of a group of four villages in the eastern part of the administrative division of 
Padmapura, 52 but it is not entirely clear who exactly are the beneficiaries. Shastri 
thinks 'that the granted villages appear to have turned into an agrahiira (BriihmaQa 
settlement) which was placed under the BriihmaQas belonging to different gotras 

48 The edition (Shastri & Gupta 1985, 228 ll. 17-18) reads viitsagulmaka (kii)ryyasiitvata-
carm:iiidhiviisadvayasya. In the English articles discussing this passage Shastri reads viitsa-
gulmakasya siitvata0 and argues that this is a in which viitsagulmakasya is 
intended as an adjective of siitvatacara1:ta and not of the entire compound, 'used in the sense 
of one originally belonging to and hailing from Vatsagulma' (Shastri 1994, 116 n. 17). This 
interpretation seems plausible, if indeed this is the reading of the text, since in the (emended) 
reading of the edition (viitsagulmakiiryasiitvata0

) the problem would not occur. 
49 See Chapter 2. 
50 This is true for his as well as his Naga forbears . The former (Rudrasena I) is described 

as atyantasviimimahiibhairavabhakta and the latter (Bhavanaga) is said to belong to a 'House 
that was installed by Siva, who was pleased that its members wore His emblem, the liliga, 
placed as a load on their shoulders' (af!lsabhiirasaf!!nivefitasivaliligodvahanasivasuparituna-
samutpiiditariijavaf!!Sa, CII V, 12 ll. 4 f.), which might be seen as an aetiological etymology of 
their family name 'Bharasiva.' As noted above (n. 25 on p. 14), Rudrasena II is silent with regard 
to the religious persuasion of his father who is called an atyantamiihe§vara by his 
grandson Pravarasena II. 

51 Shastri & Gupta 1985, 227 I. 11. This is 
changed in the inscriptions of his son into: 'whose royal fortune was obtained by the grace of 
Cakrapli.Qi, the Lord' (bhagavatas cakrapiil)el;i prasiidopiirjitafrfsamudayasya, CIT V, 12 ll. 13-
14)-not merely because, as Shastri observes, this is 'grammatically more acceptable,' but 
because Pravarasena, who had again embraced the Saiva faith of his ancestors, thought it polit-
ically more acceptable; for as a Mahesvara he could not officially declare that the rule of his 
father, or of his House for that matter, had been installed by For similar reasons Rudra-
sena II may have left out the religious affiliation of his father (seen. 25 on p. 14). 

52 Selluddraha, Accabhallika, Saragramaka and Aragramaka, which are situated to the west of 
Kurudumbhaka, to the north of the two Sailkhikas, to the east of Babbaika and to the south 
of Phukudumbhaka (Shastri & Gupta 1985, 228 II. 15-17). The locations of these villages are 
uncertain; cf. Mahajan in AV, 73 f. 
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and charat;as and engaged in study.'s3 The inscription (in the sentence quoted in 
the preceding note) states that the usual privileges and exemptions applicable to 
agrahara villages were accorded to ( vitariimaf:i) the learned brahmins 'thereof' 
(ciisya), that is of the land granted; that land, i.e. the four villages, was apparently 
(already) inhabited/possessed by the members of two Satvata religious communi-
ties who hailed from Vatsagulrna. These two communities are mentioned in the 
sentence that describes the four villages, which precedes the statement about the 
privileges granted. The learned brahmins, including those who were members of 
the two Satvata communities, may therefore have been the donees in the sense that 
they were exempted from taxes etc. s4 

About the other religious centre, the sacred compound on the Ramagiri, which 
may have developed somewhat later than the one in Mandhal-say during the first 
quarter of the 5th century-we are chiefly informed through the inscriptions of (or 
related to) queen Prabhavati, that is after Rudrasena II's demise.ss The hill to the 
north of Nandivardhana developed, it would seem, into a sort of official state sanc-
tuary, dedicated to and his avatiiras. 

A pavilion enshrining the footprints of occupied the spur of this hill. 
The hill had been associated with a visit of the epic hero Rama and his wife Sita, 
either before the Vaka!akas had arrived or during the period at issue. The atyanta-
bhagavadbhaktii Prabhavati, who professed 'to meditate on the feet of the Lord,' s6 

S3 Shastri in AV, 228. This interpretation is based on the following sentence of the text 
as edited by Shastri & Gupta 1985, 228 11.18-20 (faithfully reproduced, including 
inters paces): ucitii( liif!! )§ciisya briihmai:iiinii( niif!! )niiniigotracarai:iiita( niif!! )ya sa[ dyii ]ya 
[*sviidhyiiya0

, in note] niratiinii (niif!!) purvvariijfiiinumatiim(n) ciiturvve(rvvai)dyiigrahara 
maryyadiiparihiiriinvitariima/:i £1 *] Shastri 1994, 115 f. has a rather cryptic interpretation: 'The 
inscription states that the land earlier granted to the two monasteries of the Siitvata school 
originally belonged to Vatsagulma . . . ' What originally may have belonged to Vatsagulma is 
the Satvata school or its members, but not the land granted. 

S4 The last part of the sentence that begins with the description of the location of the four vil-
lages (the fourth one being Aragriimakii) runs: [ ... ] aragriimakiiniimagriima/:i viitsagulmaka 
( kii)ryyasiitvatacarai:iiidhiviisadvayasyal apurvvadatyii( ttyii) £1 *] (op. 
cit. JI. 17-18). The clause, apurvadattyii udakapurvam occurs in many Viikii!aka 
inscriptions and means that the land had not earlier been granted and was donated after an obla-
tion of water. The genitive 0 dvayasya depends, it would seem, on the preceding four griimas and 
signifies that these villages were in one way or another connected with the _two Siitvata commu-
nities. For Shastri 's paraphrase, 'barring the land earlier granted in favour of a couple of monas-
teries of the Satvata school originally belonging to Vatsagulma' (Shastri in AV, 228), I see no 
ground. 

SS CII V, 35 Plates); Bakker & Isaacson 1993 (Kevala-Narasiiµha Temple Inscription); 
Shastri in AV, 233 f. (Miregaon Charter), 239 Plates of Pfthivishei:ia II). 

S6 bhagavatpiidiinudhyiitii, CII V, 36 II. 10--11 , which may as well be interpreted as 'whose rule 
was sanctioned/favoured by the Lord.' 
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issued two charters from 'the soles of the feet/footprints of the Lord of Riimagiri. ' 57 

Elsewhere (Bakker 1992b) we have argued that two other temples arose on the hill 
during this period. The shrine of Varaha, the boar avatara of which still 
stands today (Plate XXXII A), may have been erected by Rudrasena II and/or his 
spouse to transfer merit to the former's father, king I, paying tribute by 
way of metaphor to recovery of the Vakii!aka kingdom, analogous 
to Varaha's rescue of the earth (prthivl). 58 And the so-called Rudra-Narasirp.ha 
Temple, enshrining a large image of man-lion incarnation, may have been 
erected by PrabhavatI to transfer merit to her deceased husband. The enshrined 
god, seated in maharajalllasana, the relaxed, gentle but sovereign pose of a king-
his right knee pulled up, supporting lightly the right arm that holds the cakra, 
the symbol of royal power, dignity and sovereignty-may have been consciously 
reminiscent 'of the illustrious Mahiiraja of the Vakii!akas, Rudrasena II,' 'whose 
rule was installed by Him whose emblem is the cakra' (Plate xxxm c).59 

THE PERIOD OF CONSOLIDATION AND BLOOM: 
DAMODARASENA AND PRAVARASENA II 

After her long rule as regent for her sons, PrabhavatI Gupta continued to play an 
important role in the affairs of the kingdom. This follows from charters of land 
donations made in the nineteenth and twentieth regnal year of her son Pravara-
sena II. In these inscriptions she describes herself as the 'Mother of the Mahiirajas 
of the Vakatakas, the illustrious Diimodarasena and Pravarasena. '60 Evidently, 
after the early death of Divakarasena, two sons remained, but the expression 
quoted above was long a mystery and often taken as referring to one king only, 
viz. Pravarasena II, because no inscriptions of Diimodarasena have come to light. 
That we are actually concerned with two kings follows from an inscription dating 
from the twentieth regnal year of Pravarasena, newly found in Miregaon. The seal 
attached to this charter has been preserved and reads, '[By] the enemy chastising 
order of the illustrious PrabhavatI Gupta, the mother of two valorous kings of the 

57 riimagirisviiminal;i piidamuliid, CIT V, 35 I. 1; Shastri in AV, 233 (Miregaon Charter) . 
58 Balcker l 992b, 12 f. PrabhavatI may have got the idea of this metaphor from her father, who had 

a Varaha image carved in the Udayagiri Cave 5 near Viclisa (Plate XLVI) . Cf. Asher 1983. 
59 viikiifakiiniif!! mahiiriijafrfrudrasenasya (CII V, 71. 9) and above n. 51 on p. 20 (cf. below p. 52). 

Balcker 1992b, 14; Balcker & Isaacson 1993, 69. 
60 viikiifakiiniif!! mahiiriijafrzdiimodarasenapravarasenajananf, CII V, 361. 10; Shastri in AV, 233 , 

reporting the contents of the Miregaon Charter of the Reign of Pravarasena II, Year 20, which 
is not yet published. 
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Viikatakas.' 61 This new evidence allows us to conclude that, either Darnodarasena 
ruled only for a short period, or was in one way or another incapable to exercising 
his royal rights. Since his mother styles him 'valorous Icing,' the latter option is 
less likely; we therefore have to assume that Darnodarasena held the royal office 
for a short period before his younger brother Pravarasena II ascended the throne of 
N andivardhana. 62 

Pravarasena II ruled for at least twenty years with his mother at his side 
(AD 422-443), a mother who, no doubt, will have ensured that relations with the 
mighty northern neighbour, her brother Kumaragupta, remained good. To judge 
by the six charters that we have of the king himself pertaining to this period, the 
eastern Vakataka kingdom enjoyed a period of peace and prosperity. Pravarasena 
boasted to have established the conditions of the Kftayuga on earth by the grace 
of Siva (Sambhu),63 and there are no references to military campaigns. If the 
sites where the inscriptions were found are any indication of the actual extent of 
the kingdom, we may roughly demarcate the boundaries, giving their distances 
from the present city of Nagpur: in the north Siwani, on the Seoni Plateau on 
the upper course of the Wainganga (140 km N), in the east the left (east) bank of 
the Wainganga river (c. 100 km E), in the south the Penganga/Wardha river till 
its confluence with the Wainganga (180 km S), and in the west Charnmak on the 
Chandra River (160 km W). Thus the eastern Vakataka kingdom seems to have 
been confined to the Nagpur and Wainganga plains, and their fertile soil was the 
source of its wealth. 

It would seem though, that Pravarasena II did not strike his own coinage; his 
charters are all concerned with land grants, and excavations have not exposed urban 
settlements of any consequence.64 We may therefore safely assume that we are 
concerned with a small-scale rural exchange economy in which long distance trade 
played a minor role. 65 As far as can be known the economic surplus was used, apart 
from maintaining the royal court and its administration, to build religious establish-
ments and temples.66 The endowment of brahrnins with tax free land on the periph-

61 vikrantayor jananyas tu viikiifakanarendrayol:z I irfprabhiivatiguptayal:z sasanarri ripusasa-
nam II, Shastri in AV, 233. 

62 A reasonable guess of the duration of Diimodarasena's reign would be about three years, from 
AD 419 to AD 422. 

63 §ambhol;z prasiidadhrti(ta)kiirtayugasya, CIT V, 121. 15-16. 
64 Shrimali 1987, 22 ff. 
65 Shrimali 1987, 4ff. 
66 In addition to religious centres such as Mandhal and Riirnagiri, which feature prominently in 

history, reference is made to the 'feeding house' (sattra) of the piidamiila of Mahii-
to which a donation was made on the request of NiiriiyaI_laraja (CIT V, 60 II. 22-23), and 

to a temple (devakulasthiina) of Pravaresvara (CIT V, 65 I. 1), evidently a Siva temple built by 
Pravarasena (see p. 87). 
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ery may have served to spread and reinforce the dharmic (Sanskritic) religious and 
social order from which the Viikataka kings derived their authority.67 The cultural 
elite and members of the administration obviously had their base in a landed aris-
tocracy. This could partly account for the robust, solid quality of their art, marked, 
particularly in its early phase (Mandhal), by an undeniable indigenous flavour (see 
below p. 107). 

A charter dating from Pravarasena's sixteenth regnal year, found in Mandhal, 
bestows one third of the resulting merit (pw:iya) upon the mother of Narindara[ja], 
who may be identified with Pravarasena's son and successor Narendrasena. If this 
identification is correct, this mother, called Ajfiakabhaqarika, but whose descent is 
not mentioned, may have been Pravarasena's chief queen.68 In most of Pravara-
sena's inscriptions the donations are said to aim at increasing the 'religious mer-
it, life, power, victory and rule' of the king himself,69 but in his Patna Museum 
Plate, which is incomplete and consequently of unknown date, all the merit is said 
to accrue to the queen mother (matrbha.tftirikti).70 When the latter issued her Mire-
gaon charter from the 'soles of the feet/footprints of the Lord of Ramagiri ' in the 
twentieth regnal year of her youngest son, 'in order to increase her own religious 
merit (pw:iya) here on earth and hereafter, ' 71 she must have been quite old, presum-
ably in her early seventies, and it seems reasonable to assume that she died not long 
afterwards. 

67 Bakker 1992a. The Chammak Plates of Pravarasena, which were found at and refer to the west-
ern periphery of the eastern Vakataka realm, may illustrate this. It records that 'The village 
named Charmiiilka (consisting of) eight thousand- 8000---(nivartanas) of land, according to 
the royal measure, (situated) on the bank of the (river) Madhunadi in the rajya of Bhojakata, 
has, at the request of Koi:i<;Iaraja, the son of Satrughnaraja, been given to a thousand Brahmai:ias 
of various gotras and charai:ias' (CIT V, 26, 24 ll. 18-20). Carmanka is modern Chammak 
(21° .13' N, 77° .28' E) and the Madhunadi may be identified with the river called today Can-
dra(bhaga). Bbojakata, the eponymous capital of the province (riijya) , is possibly referred to 
in the Harivarpsa (1.88.32), as pointed out by Mirashi (CIT V, 23). It bas been ' identified with 
BhatkulI, a village about 8 miles from Amaravatl where there is still a temple ofRukmin' (ibid., 
p. 23). The chief (rajan) of this outlying region, who evidently was subordinate to the Vakata-
ka king and whose name refers to bis tribal background, viz. the Koi:i<;Is or Goads, proved bis 
worth to the sovereign by allowing a thousand brahmins to settle on bis land (cf. Kaui:i<;Iaraja in 
the Panan Plates, CIT V, 61 I. 45). 

68 Shastri in AV, 231 bas doubts about this : 'However, there can be no certainty about it as the 
relegation of just one-third of the merit to Narindariija's mother Ajfiakabhanankii and the casu-
al manner in which the mother and the son are mentioned seem to negate this conjecture' (cf. 
Shastri in EI XLI (1975-76), 72). 

69 iitmano dharmiiyurbalavijayai§varyavivrddhaye, CIT V, 12 ll . 22-23. 
10 err v, 11 1. 7. 
71 That these phrases are found in the Miregaon charter is inferred from Shastri 's description of it 

to the effect that, 'The inscription is similar in all respects to Prabhavatlguptii 's Riddhapur Plates 
except technical details like the names of the donees and the donated village etc. ' (Shastri in AV, 
233). Cf. err v, 36 1. 13. 
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There are indications that the death of the extraordinary queen mother in about AD 
443 marked a significant change in Vak:ataka policies, policies which, to the taste of 
ambitious princes, may had tended too much towards subservience to Gupta will . 
A shift towards a more autonomous stance may already have been imminent for 
some time though. Pravarasena II had not followed his parents in their choice for 
the Bhagavata (Satvata) faith. Instead he claimed, like his Vak:ataka forbears, to be 
a great devotee of Mahesvara (Siva), a paramamahe§vara, who by Sambhu's grace 
carried the lance (sula) instead of the cakra.72 Somewhere in between his eleventh 
and sixteenth year of government he had started to issue his charters no longer from 
Nandivardhana, but from Pravarapura. It is commonly assumed that this implied a 
change in the seat of government, and consequently Pravarapura is identified by 
many Vak:ataka historians, who all follow Mirashi in this respect, with the archae-
ological site of Paunar on the banks of the river Dham.73 A. P. Jamkhedkar has 
argued, with reason, that the etymological relation between Paunar and Pravara-
pura is problematic, and the present author has argued that a change of name would 
not automatically imply a shift of 'capital.' There seems to have been no particular 
reason for Pravarasena to move the 'capital' to another part of his kingdom, but his 
self-esteem may have increased along with the growing prosperity of his realm and 
may have induced him either to rename the residency after himself or to build a new 
palace in the vicinity of the old one (in the Mansar-Ramtek-Nagardhan area).74 

In an inscription dating from Pravarasena's twenty-third regnal year, i.e. soon 
after PrabhavatI's death, we encounter the first evidence that the Vak:ataka king had 
entered into the territories of the Gupta empire-whether with or without military 
objectives remains to be seen. The so-called Indore Plates were issued from the roy-
al camp in Tripuri, the ancient capital of the Dahala country on the northern bank of 
the Narmada river.75 Mirashi linked this information with a problematic verse in the 
Bhitari Stone Pillar Inscription of Skandagupta, in which this king records how he, 
still during the reign of his father Kumaragupta, had rescued the shaken fortunes of 

. his family by vanquishing and subduing his enemies (CII III, 315 vs. 4). These ene-

72 CII V, 121.16; §ambho[l;z} prasadadhrti(0 ta0 )sii.la(0 ltf')yudhasya, ibid. p. 71 ll . l -2. We shall 
argue below (p. 87) that, as a counterpart of the Riirnagiri , Pravarasena erected his own 
state sanctuary (sthana) on a prominent hillock near the present-day village of Mansar, which 
mirrored, as it were, the Rarntek Hill situated 5 km to the east; this sanctuary (devakula) dedi-
cated to Siva was named Pravaresvara. 

73 Paunar: 20° .47' N, 78° .41' E, c. 70 km south-west of Nagpur. 
74 Cf. Bakker & Isaacson 1993, 68. 
75 Identified with the hamlet Tewar, c. 10 km south-west of Jabalpur City, 23° .8' N, 79° .51' E. 

Mirashi in IRP I, 69, 72 I. 1: tripurfvasaka[t* ]. For the meaning of the term vasaka see also 
below n. 199 on p . 56. 
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mies, Mirashi argued, may have been the Vakatakas.76 Mirashi (ibid.) also pointed 
out that verses 4 to 8 in fact 'refer to three different struggles in which Skandagupta 
was involved. ' In reaction to Mirashi 's theory, G. S. Gai, though accepting the read-
ing of the Bhitari inscription proposed by Divekar and Mirashi, rejected Mirashi's 
conclusions, mainly because, 'There is absolutely no evidence either in any records 
of Kumaragupta I or of Pravarasena II to indicate that there was rivalry between 
them. '77 This statement, however, is to be reconsidered in the light of the Vakata-
ka inscription in the Kevala-Narasirµha Temple on Ramtek Hill, about which more 
below. 

The Bhitari inscription continues with a verse describing the glory won by 
the young prince (vs. 5) and then, in the next verse (vs. 6), records how he, when 
his father had gone to heaven, established the fortunes of his family once more 
(bhuyas) , by vanquishing his enemy, which made his mother weep like 
made Devakl weep after he had killed his enemy (viz., his uncle Karµsa) . Thus 
rescuing his faltering dynasty, he conquered the earth on his own and was duly 
praised for it (vs. 7). These verses have often-and rightly so--been taken to mean 
that there had been a war of succession after Kumaragupta's death. It appears 
likely that Skandagupta, who fails to 'identify his mother in a context where we are 
entitled to expect it' was not born of a mahadevz.78 The comparison in the Bhitari 
inscription with makes one look for an uncle who was more entitled to the 
throne than a bastard son; thanks to the Ramtek inscription we are now certain 
that the viceroy of Vidisa, Ghatotkacagupta, until recently only known from his 
Tumain inscription of AD 435-6, a seal found in Basarh, and two gold coins,79 

76 Mirashi in IRP I, 70 f. ; cf. Mirashi in JESI (1980), 86 ff. The interpretation of this verse is con-
troversial. Fleet in err III (1888), 53-54, ll. 10-11 reads 
ea [j]itvii, taken as a reference to the tribe of the Fleet admitted in a note that the 
second syllable of the name was damaged. Mirashi (IRP I, 70), following a proposal ofDivekar, 
conjectures the reading: samuditaba[la]kosii[n yuddhy a]mitriif!!S ea [j]itvii, that is 'after hav-
ing vanquished in battle (yudhi) his enemies whose wealth and power had increased,' a reading 
accepted in the revised edition of err III (p. 315 vs. 4). 

77 Gai in JESI V (1978), 100. Shastri (AV, 235) agrees with Gai and adds an important argument, 
viz., 'had the relations become that inimical during Pravarasena II 's reign as 
Mirashi would have us believe, the reference to the matrimonial alliance with the Guptas, which 
is certainly indicative of cordial relations, would have been dropped in subsequent records.' For 
this argument see also below p. 27 and n. 203 on p. 57. 

78 Trautmann 1972, 9. 
79 ASI Annual Report 1903-04, 107; EI XXVI, 117; CII III, 276-279, 294-296. Two gold coins 

of are found as yet. One is in the St Petersburg Collection (Allan 1914, p. liv, 
pl. XXIV.3), the other was published by Ajit Ghosh in JNSI 22 (1960), p. 260 f., Pl. 9.6. With 
regard to the St Petersburg coin Thaplyal 1972, 67 remarks that, if this coin was issued by the 

of the Tumain Inscription, 'he might also have unsuccessfully contended for the 
imperial crown against Skandagupta.' This assessment is based on the affinity of the 
kaca coins with the Archer coins of variety B struck by Skandagupta (Raven 1994, 15 n. 1.31). 
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was the uncle of Skandagupta, albeit a paternal, not a maternal uncle as Karp.sa 
was of Kfgia. 80 

Although history does not repeat itself, geographical patterns of spheres of 
influence may repeatedly produce power struggles that are structurally akin. 
Eastern Malwa, with its important centres of Vidisa and Airikii:ia (Eran), had been 
earlier the scene of an uprising against the authority of the imperial centre, viz. 
when Candragupta II ousted his rival Ramagupta after the death of Samudra-
gupta. 81 In these struggles the viceroys of Vidisa may have been supported by 
Naga feudatories who had not yet forgotten their defeat by Samudragupta and were 
awaiting their chances. Verse 2 of Skandagupta's Junaga<;lh Rock Inscription may 
allude to this, when it refers to Skandagupta as the one 'who forged an order with 
an effigy, namely, Garu<;la, which rendered, devoid of poison, the Serpent Rulers 
[i.e. the Nagas] who uplifted their hoods in pride and arrogance.' 82 The Ramtek 
inscription further informs us, as we saw above, that the rival uncle was married 
to a Viikataka princess, his niece (bhiigineyl) to be precise, 83 and that, after his 
death, 84 her brother, who can hardly be other than Pravarasena II, the cousin of 
Skandagupta, brought her home by force. 85 It is conceivable that Pravarasena 
came to the aid of Ghatotkaca and his Naga allies and/or, taking advantage of 
Skandagupta's elimination of his uncle and the former 's protracted struggle with 
the Hui:ias-who are Skandagupta's adversaries mentioned in the next (two) 
verse(s) of the Bhitari inscription (vss. 8 (9))-tried (after an earlier unsuccessful 
attempt in his 23rd regnal year?) to establish his authority in the region to the 
north of the Narmada, the not yet forgotten homeland of his paternal and maternal 

80 If he had been a maternal uncle his claim to the throne would have been weaker than that of a 
bastard son. 

81 There is evidence that Vidisa was Ramagupta's stronghold, see EI XXXVID, 46--49; cf. Gupta 
1974-79 I, 290-296; Joshi in RGH, 121. 

82 Bhandarkar's translation (CII ill, 302) of [na]rapati[bh]ujaganiirri miinadarpotphai:ianarri 
pratikrti[ ga]rutj,ajfia[rril ciivakartii 1121 I· The Sanskrit (and translation) is problem-
atic; one would expect something like 0 iijfiayii I agree with Bhandarkar (in CII ill, 
302 n. 3) that this simile probably alludes to the Nii.gas, but unlike him (CIT ill, 81), I assume 
that they were Gha!otkaca's allies rather than his adversaries; and I think that Mirashi (IRP, 76) 
is wrong on this point, although he rightly saw, unlike Bhandarkar, that Skandagupta's inscrip-
tions refer to three separate struggles. The issue was taken up again in G. S. Gai's Presiden-
tial Address (JESI XVII (1991), 6 f.), in which he repeated his earlier statement, on which his 
rejection of Mirashi 's 'three separate struggles theory' was based, to the effect 'that none of the 
records of Pravarasena II nor of his successors indicate hostile relationship between the Vlika-
!akas and Guptas during Pravarasena's or Kumaragupta's time.' 

83 Appendix I vss. 11-13; cf. Bakker & Isaacson 1993, 66f. 
84 Appendix I vs.17; cf. Bakker & Isaacson 1993, 67. 
85 Appendix I vs. 17: bhriitii baliit svaf!l grham ii(ni)niiya; cf. Bakker & Isaacson 1993, 67. 
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ancestors. 86 In any case, the expedition to bring back his sister led his army into 
Bundelkhand and eastern Malwa. 

Before embarking on these highly risky campaigns across the Narrnada, 
Pravarasena may have secured the borders of his realm. About this we possess 
little information; our only indication is that the Viikataka king allied himself with 
the ruler of Kuntala-the traditional enemy of Vatsagulma (see above p. 15)-since 
his daughter-in-law, Ajjhitabhartarika, was a daughter of a king of Kuntala.87 The 
dramatic events told in the Ramtek inscription, if they indeed coincided with 
Skandagupta's war of succession, must have taken place in AD 454-5, since also 
the Junagac;lh Rock Inscription of Skandagupta makes, as we have seen, an allusion 
to these troubled times, while the contents of this inscription implies that Skanda-
gupta had established his imperial authority before the month of 
in the Gupta year 136, i.e. August 455. 88 The expedition may have exhausted 
Pravarasena and he probably died soon thereafter. This would explain why we do 
not find allusions to these events in the Viikataka king's own inscriptions, the last 
one of which dates from his thirty-second regnal year (c. AD 454). The fact that 
Skandagupta in his inscriptions refers to anonymous enemies (amitrarris) rather 
than mentioning them by their names, as indeed the Hui:ias are mentioned, may 
have been dictated by internal political considerations: after all it was his uncle 
and cousin who had driven him into dire straits. With this internecine struggle half 
a century of peace, stability and prosperity in the eastern Viikataka realm seems to 
have come to a close. 

THE PERIOD OF EXPANSION AND INTERNAL STRIFE: 
NARENDRASENA AND DEVASENA AND HARISENA 

In the second half of the sixth decade of the fifth century Narendrasena succeed-
ed his father Pravarasena II to the throne of the eastern branch of the Vakatakas. 
His aunt, the unfortunate widow of Ghatotkacagupta, was back in Nandivardhana. 

86 The upheaval in the western part of the Gupta kingdom is also apparent from the fact that from 
the time of Kumaragupta's death the issuing of charters by the Gupta feudatories ruling in Valkha 
(Anilpa), south of Malwa, is disrupted; these rulers had in their many inscriptions, which are 
dated in the Gupta era, referred to the grace of the Paramabhanaraka. About this time, or shortly 
afterwards, this region came under the sway of Vatsagulma (see below n. 132 on p. 39)-. 

87 err V, 81 ll. 30-31 , where II is said to be the son of Narendrasena and MahadevI 
Ajjhitabhanarika, the daughter of the Kuntaladhipati. Opinions differ as to who this Kuntala 
king may have been (see e.g. Mirashi in SI I, 186 and M. J. Sharma in AV) . The princess could 
have been a daughter of Avidheya (see above n. 29 on p. 15). 

88 err III, 299 vss. 2-3; see above p. 27. ef. A. Agrawal in RGH, 172. 
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The army of the Vakatakas had proceeded to eastern Malwa during or shortly after 
the succession struggle that followed the death of Kumaragupta. It is almost cer-
tain that Narendrasena was no friend of Skandagupta. The serious disruption of 
Gupta-Vakataka relations had obviously an unbalancing effect on Narendrasena's 
dominion. No inscriptions of this king have so far been found. In the inscriptions 
of his son II, however, it is stated that his authority was acknowledged 
by the rulers of Kosala, Mekala and Malava. 89 This has been taken by historians as 
an empty boast, but in view of the events described in the preceding section there 
might have been more truth in it than has so far been believed possible. 

In Mekala at this time a new dynasty was beginning to assert itself, which 
traced its descent back to the legendary Pa9<;lu; its kings styled themselves 
Pa9<;1avas belonging to the Lunar Race (somavaf!!Sa). The first two kings of this 
lineage, Jayabala and Vatsaraja, are called Rajan and N.rpati, not yet Maharaja, in 
the inscriptions of the last known member of the dynasty Siirabala.90 In Kosala 
also a new dynasty had come to power at this juncture, called, for the want of a 
dynastic name, Sarabhapuriya, after the capital Sarabhapur. Maharaja Narendra, 
son of the founder of this lineage, Sarabha, refers in his Kurud Plates to the 
Paramabhaqaraka, who had earlier granted a village to Bh(a)srutasvamin, which 
grant Narendra reconfirmed in favour of this brahmin's son Saiikhasvarnin for 
the sake of the increase of merit of the Pararnabhattaraka.91 This has commonly 
been interpreted as an acknowledgement of the sovereignty of the Guptas, i.e. of 
Kumaragupta, over Kosala, and the early Piil).<;lavas of Mekala may initially have 
been Gupta feudatories as well. It can no longer be excluded though that, with the 
Gupta empire shaking to its foundations in the sixth decade of the fifth century, 
these countries temporarily shifted their allegiance to the Vakatakas, however 
nominal this may have been; at least, the Vakataka king II wanted his 
subjects to believe that his father's overlordship was recognized by their rulers. 

The first years of Narendrasena's reign may still have been successful, capital-
izing on the legacy of his father and grandmother. We surmise that the inscription 
in the Kevala-Narasirµha Temple on Rarntek Hill dates from the period in which 
Narendrasena took over from Pravarasena (c. AD 45617).92 It records that the wid-

89 kosaliimekaliimiilaviidhipati[bhi]r abhyarcitasiisanasya pratiipapraliitiirisanasya (i.e. 0 praria-
tiirisiisanasya) viikii.takiiniif!! mahiiriija§r!narendrasenasya, CII V, 81 II . 27-30. 

90 EI XXVII, 132-145 (CII V, 82-88) ; JESIIII, 183-193; Shastri 1995 II, 73-85. See Bakker 1994, 
3 f. 

91 EI XXXI, 263-268; Shastri 1995 II, 8- 11. See Bakker 1994, 7- 11. The original charter of the 
Paramabhanaraka, issued after a bath in the Ganges, had been written on palm-leaf but had been 
burnt. The original donee, the brahmin Bh(a)srutasviimin, is said to belong to the same gotra as 
Prabhavatl and her mother, viz. Dharai:ia (Dharai:ii) ; see above p. 12. 

92 From the contents of the Kevala-Narasif)lha Temple Inscription it cannot be deduced whether 
Pravarasena II was still alive or whether his son was already ruling when the temple was being 
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ow of Ghatotkacagupta, returned to her paternal home, erected a temple for the 
merit of her mother Prabhavafi, naming the enshrined deity after her, PrabhavatI-
svarnin.93 This probably refers to the Narasiqlha Temple in which the inscription 
is found (Plate XXXIII).94 Not far from this temple is the earlier Rudra-NarasiIµha 
Temple. The images of both temples are almost identical. Side by side they may 
have called to the minds of their contempories the conjugal unity that once was the 
mortal couple Rudrasena and Prabhavafigupta.95 

Two more temples, known today as Bhogarama and Trivikrama, are, for stylis-
tic reasons, to be dated to approximately the same period as the near-by Kevala-
Narasirµha Temple. It is possible that their construction was also commissioned 
by PrabhavatI's daughter Atibhavati Her inscription appears to refer to one or two 
other temples (vss. 27 to 31), but the fragmentary state of the text does not warrant 
any conclusion in this respect.96 Despite the uncertainty about whether AtibhavatI 
was involved in their construction or not, it is plausible that these two temples were 
built for similar purposes as the Narasiqiha Temple. The Bhogarama Temple, with 
its two parallel garbhagrhas, may have been dedicated to (= 
Bhogarama) and the merit of its construction may have gone to 
the two brothers, the 'valorous kings' Damodarasena and Pravarasena (see above 
p. 22).97 The Trivikrama Temple, of which only the mm:u;lapa and the image remain 
(Plate xxxiv), was possibly built for the spiritual benefit of the eldest brother of Ati-
bhavatI, Divakarasena, the yuvaraja who never became king. 98 

built. 
93 Appendix I vs. 21; cf. Bakker & Isaacson 1993, 54, 69. 
94 It has to be admitted that this is not entirely certain. The inscription, as far as we can read it, does 

not refer to Narasiqiha explicitly. The maligala verse that opens the inscription praises, accord-
ing to our present reading, as the one whose body swells at the occasion of Bali's sacrifice 
(i.e. Trivikrarna or Yamana) and as the one who is viewed with fear and trembling by the 
wives of the demons (Appendix I vs. 1; for a translation see p. 145). The erection of the Prabha-
vatisvamin temple, however, is only one of the recorded deeds of the princess; it is followed by 
several others pious acts, one of which is the building of the storage reservoir Sudarsana (see 
below). It may be of significance that the (almost contemporaneous) Junaga<;lh Inscription of 
Skandagupta, which records the reparation of the Sudarfana reservoir in Girinagara, also opens 
with an invocation of as the god who takes the royal fortune away from Bali (CIT ill, 299 
1. 1). 

95 Bakker & Isaacson 1993, 69; Bakker 1992b. 
96 Reconstruction of verse 30 especially remains highly problematic and what has been said about 

it in Bakker & Isaacson 1993, 63, 69 appears to me now even more speculative than at the time 
of writing. The conjectured reading of 30a, proposed in our earlier publication, has therefore 
not been inserted in the revised edition in Appendix I. 

97 Bakker 1992c; Bakker 1992b. 
98 Bakker 1992b. The eastern part of the Ramagiri appears thus to have been a kind of memori-

al monument of the Nandivardhana dynasty, comprising altogether at least five temples: four 
dedicated to the oldest triad of avatiiras (Variiha, Narasiqiha (2 x), Trivikrarna), and 
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One more devout act of AtibhavatI is reported in the Narasitµha Temple Inscrip-
tion, namely the construction of a storage reservoir, called Sudarfana, in the village 
Kadalivii!aka, which in all probability is identical with modem Keliipur, 2 km north 
of the hill, situated in the basin of the rivulet Sura. The reservoir near Ramagiri 
might have been named after the first construction of this kind known to us, viz. the 
one in Girinagara with the repair of which Skandagupta's inscription 
is concerned. The Ramagiri reservoir may have served, next to irrigation purpos-
es, as a water storage for the nearby residency Nandivardhana!Pravarapura. The 
inscription further informs us that in connection with the reservoir in Kadalivii!aka 
a beautiful (sudar§ana) image of a god was installed.99 

At this juncture of Viikii!aka history the spotlight turns to the western branch in 
Vatsagulma. After the one and only inscription of Vindhyasena (above p. 11) and a 
reference to Vatsagulma as the original home of two Satvata communities in Rudra-
sena II's Mandhal Inscription (above p. 20), a period in which our sources are silent 
began, during which period of half a century two kings ruled, as we can infer from 
later inscriptions: Pravarasena II (not the same as the king of that name of the east-
ern branch) and Sarvasena II. 100 The latter king was succeeded by Devasena. To 

one dedicated to the two elder Siitvata brothers (Balariima, who were also included in 
the lists of incarnations. D.R. Bhandarkar surmises something similar with respect to 
the Gupta dynasty and the monuments in Bhitari: 'In fact, Bhitan is studded with so many large 
mounds that it is not impossible that it was the mausoleum or pratima-griha of the Gupta family ' 
(CIT ill, 83; cf. ibid. p. 237). 

99 Appendix I vs. 24; cf. Bakker & Isaacson 1993, 54, 69 f. 
100 A. M. Shastri 1991 proposes to identify this Sarvasena II with the king of that name who 

is said in the Mudigere Plates of the Kadamba king Siiphavarman, son of to 
have honoured Siiphavarman by consecrating him after he was earlier anointed by 
a certain Maisada (Maisava?): tad anu sarvasenamahiiriijena 
tatsvariijyapaficame vatsare tithau dasamyiif!I sa frfmiin kadambiiniif!L mahiiriijaJ:t 
sif!Lhavarmii (text based on quotation in Shastri op. cit. 317 and M. J. Sharma in AV, 54). M. 
J. Sharma (ibid.) proposes to identify this king with the son of who, he conjectures, 
might also have been called Sarvasena. The latter suggestion may have been prompted by the 
chronological difficulties to which Shastri 's identification gives rise. About the son of Hari-

however, we know next to nothing (see below n. 135 on p. 40); if indeed he succeeded 
his father to the throne of Vatsagulma, he seems to have been hardly in the position to anoint 
a far-off Kadamba king. The earliest date suggested for the commencement of Siiphavarman 's 
reign by B. R. Gopal is AD 490 (Corpus of Kadamba Inscriptions, by B. R. Gopal, Sirsi 1985, 
p. xxx (quoted from Shastri 1991 , 318; Gopal 's publication was not available to me)). Shastri 
argues that this date should be reconsidered. Chronological problems apart, Shastri 's identifica-
tion appears to be inconsistent with the subordinate position held by Sarvasena II (see below). 
On the other hand it should be observed that Sarvasena Il's interest in the Kadambas may have 
been raised by the circumstance that Pravarasena II of Nandivardhana had established a matri-
monial alliance with the rulers of Kuntala (above p. 28), the northern neighbours of the Kadam-
bas and old enemies of Vatsagulma (above p. 15). 
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him we owe the only inscription that provides a firm chronological basis for the 
Vakataka dynastic history, since his Hisse-Borala Inscription is dated in the year 
380 of the Saka Era, i.e. AD 457-8. It was discovered near the remnants of a dam 
in the vicinity of the eponymous village, c. 10 km south of the capital Vatsagulma 
(Basim). It records 'the construction of a water storage (saras) called Sudarfana 
by a noble called Svamilladeva for the welfare of all living beings.' 101 The man 
under whose supervision the construction was built, the was called 
Bappaka. 

Discussing this inscription Shastri (AV, 247) concludes 'that Svarnilladeva, who 
was responsible for getting this inscription engraved and, of course, for the excava-
tion of the lake recorded in it, hailed from Gujarat where the Saka Era had been in 
use ever since its initiation.' 102 Shastri assumed that the idea of constructing the Su-
darfana artificial lake was brought to Vatsagulma by Svamilladeva from the reser-
voir with that name in Girinagara in the Junaga<;lh District of Gujarat. In the light 
of the Kevala-Narasirµha Temple Inscription, however, another possibility should 
be considered, viz. that Svamilladeva knew of, or had even been involved in the 
construction of the Sudarsana reservoir in Kadalivataka near Ramagiri a few years 
earlier. 103 A noble (iirya) Bappa is, as is a certain Svamideva (see n. 103 on p. 32), 
among the donees of the Chammak Plates of Pravarasena II (llth regnal year).104 

I 01 viikii.takiiniif[! (devasenasya) riijnaJ:t iijfiiikam:ia sviimilladevena asmin 
kale niimnii sudar§anaf!! saraJ:t sarvasattvahitiiya, EI XXXVII (1967-68), 3. 
Much has been written about this inscription and its date, which is apparently also given in 
astronomical terms (see i.a. Kolle 1965; Gokbale and Gai & Sankaranarayanan in EI XXXVII 
(1967-68), 1-4, 5; Shastri 1970; Mukherjee 1980; Shastri in AV, 246 f.). 

102 The only inscription that mentions the Saka Era explicitly before the Hisse-Borala Inscription is 
' the WiJ.la (Thane District, Maharashtra) inscription of the Bhoja-Maurya chief Suketuvarman' 
of the Saka year 322. (Shastri in AV, 247). In a note (op. cit. 265 n. 145) Shastri adds, 'In the 
Report (p. 13) itself [i .e. Annual Report on Indian Epigraphy 1950-51, No. B 36, not available 
to me] the record is said to have been found at Vala in Saurashtra and to refer to Suketuvarman as 
Dharmmamahiiriija. On palaeographical grounds it is dated about the sixth century A.D.' The 
first inscription mentioning the Saka Era after our inscription is that of Vikramendravarman II 
(Saka 488 =AD 566), for which see below p. 46. Mirashi in IRP, 171 observed that, 'the era [i.e. 
Saka Era] was not current anywhere in Western Gujarat and KoilkaQ, the home 
province of the in the period from A.D. 250 to A.D. 620.' This statement is to be 
qualified in the light of the evidence discussed in Shastri 1996. 

103 A Sviirnideva Arya is known to us from the Chammak Plates of Pravarasena (11 regnal year) 
as one of the thousand brahmins who were endowed with land at the western perimeter of the 
eastern kingdom, that is the land adjoining the territory of the Vatsagulma Branch 
(CIT V, 25 I. 57; see above n. 67 on p. 24). He is said to belong to the Gautama gotra. Another 
Svamideva, said to belong to the Vatsa gotra, is known as a donee from the Yawatrnal Plates of 
Pravarasena (year 26), EI XLII ( 1977-8), 34 I. 11. 

104 CIT V, 25 I. 53. This Bappa is said to belong to the Bharadvaja gotra. Another Bappiirya, son 
of GoQ<;iiirya, belonging to the Vajikausika gotra, is known from the lndore Plates (CIT V, 40 
ll. 15-17). 
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This Bappa, or the Bappaka of the Hisse-Borala Inscription for that matter, might 
have been Pravarasena's officer Bappadeva, who was seniipati during the period 
that lasted at least from c. AD 440 to 448. 105 After Pravarasena's death he may have 
entered the service of Devasena. If so, this may be taken to point to a drain of mem-
bers of the establishment, officials and craftsmen, from the eastern to the western 
Vaka!aka realm. This surmise appears to be confirmed by our archaeological evi-
dence (seep. 42). The barrage near Vatsagulma, which probably served a similar 
double function as the Sudarsana construction near Nandivardhana, may be seen as 
just the beginning of this shift from east to west. 106 

We encounter Svamilladeva also in the Bidar (Hyderabad) Plates of Devasena 
(regnal year 5), where he either makes or executes a land grant, 107 and then again 
in the Thalner Plates, as the liaison officer (dutaka) of Devasena's son, Harisena.108 

Little historical information can be culled from Devasena's Bidar Plates, apart from 
the fact that the growing importance and self-confidence of the western kingdom 
under Devasena seems to have found expression in the title that this king reserved 
for himself, viz. Dharmamaharaja, which was denied to his two predecessors, who 
are only called Maharaja. 109 This fact combined with the total absence of inscrip-
tions of these two preceding kings, Pravarasena II and Sarvasena II, lead us to the 

105 Siwani, Wadgaon and Yawatmal Plates, 18th, 25th and 26th regnal years of Pravarasena II; CII 
V, 311. 35, 561. 42; EI XLII (1977-78), 341. 18. Whether he is the same as the Boppadeva whom 
we find as the engraver of Thalner Plates dating from his 3rd regnal year (Mirashi in 
IRP, 87 I. 27) is doubtful, since a career from well-endowed landowner to a high-ranking offi-
cer called seniipati and subsequently to superintendent of public works seems 
feasible, but to end this career as a scribe would imply rather a demotion. 

106 How much our knowledge of the cultural history has progressed during the last two 
decades can be illustrated by a remark made by Walter Spink in his publication of 1981 , p. 111 : 
'Furthermore, it is remarkable that no remains of brick or stone structures-nor more than a 
single piece or two of stone sculptures-have ever been found in the huge areas which the Vii-

directly controlled in the fifth century.' It would seem, however, that for one reason or 
another the discoveries in the eastern realm after Spink's now obsolete observation 
have had little impact on this scholar's later views on the (art) history of this period. 

107 JESI XIII (1986), 74 I. 12; cf. Shastri in AV, 265 n. 149. 
108 Mirashi in IRP, 87 I. 26. 
109 The two founding-fathers of the dynasty, Vindhyasakti and Pravarasena I, are also 

given the title of Dharmamahiiriija (JESI XIII (1986), 73 f. ll . 1, 4-5). The Bidar Plates are an 
iron replica of the original copper-plate set, which was made by a craftsman in the Bidar Dis-
trict (Kamataka). The whereabouts of the original set and the place where it was found are not 
known. A. M. Shastri attaches great value to these plates, because they apparently came to light 
in Bidar, which led him to the following speculation. 'If the plates originally belonged to the 
Bidar region, they would indicate an extension of the dominions of the Vatsagulma Branch of the 

into northern Kamataka' (Shastri in AV, 250). Admittedly Vatsagulma was tradition-
ally more orientated towards the south than Nandivardhana (see above p. 15), but it is doubtful, 
even if the plates were originally found in the Bidar District, whether it can be inferred from 
them that Devasena had extended his rule towards Karnataka. 
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assumption that they were subordinate to the eastern kingdom during the reign of 
Rudrasena II, Prabhavatigupta, Damodarasena and Pravarasena II, i.e. during the 
first half of the fifth century. 

The increasing prosperity of the western branch may also be deduced from the 
Ajai;ira Cave Inscription of Varahadeva, in which it is said that Devasena entrusted 
the actual government of his kingdom to his chief minister, the father of Varahadeva, 
Hastibhoja.11° As we will see, the time was about to come when the Vaka!akas of 
Vatsagulma turned the tables on their eastern relatives. 

We assume with Spink that Devasena's son ascended the throne of Vatsa-
gulma in about AD 460. m Soon after his enthronement initiated a policy 
of expansion. His first (and only surviving) inscription, dating from his third reg-
nal year, was found in the region to the west of his kingdom, in Thalner, ancient 
Sthalakanagara, on the Tapi river. 112 This region might till then have been sub-
ordinate to the king of Trikll!a, possibly Dahrasena, ruling further to the west in 
Aparanta (North Konkan). 113 It would seem that Dahrasena himself became soon 
afterwards within the reach of that is, if the latter 's minister Varahadeva 
is not aggrandizing his king and patron too much when he proclaims in his Ajai;ira 
Cave Inscription (verse 18) the superiority gained by vis-a-vis the kings 
of Kuntala, Avanti, Kalinga, Kosala, Trikll!a, Lara, and Andhra, though he admits 
that they too were well-known for their courage. 114 Ever since Btihler conjectured 
that a Sanskrit equivalent of the word conquered must have stood in the illegible 
part of this verse, 115 it has been interpreted as proclaiming a kind of digvijaya of 

and this again has opened the floodgates of speculation. 116 

It is, however, far from certain whether the verse should be read in this sense. 
Nowhere else in the available sources concerning nor in those of his 
supposed antagonists for that matter, do we find any confirmation of this putative 
extraordinary military achievement, which is most unlikely ever to have taken 
place in historic reality. The verse rather seems to suggest that the Vaka!aka 

110 err v, 108 vss. 11-16. 
1I1 Spink 1976-77, 58, repeated in most ofthis author's later publications. 
I 12 Thalner in the Dhule (or West Khandesh) District of Maharashtra, 21° .10' N, 74° .55' E. 
113 Mirashi in IRP, 83-85, 164ff.; err IV, 22-25. cf. Shastri in AV, 252f. 
I 14 sa kuntaliivantikaliligakosalatrikiifaliifiindhra0 

- - -
0 jiinimiin[IJ - - - - - - - §auryavifrutiin 

api svanirdesagw;.iiti0 
- - - [II 18llJ, err V, 108 ll . 14-15. Sircar (Se!. Ins. I, 453) reads, 

- - nairdhrtiin instead of §auryavifrutiin. 
115 Biihler in ASWI IV (1883), 127; cf. err V, llO. 
116 Mirashi in err V, xxx.i, 'It would thus seem that became the undisputed suzerain of the 

entire country extending from Mfilwii in the North to Kuntala in the south and from the Arabian 
sea in the west to the bay of Bengal in the east. ' Spink 1991, 92, vast irnperium, 
which by the mid-470s had stretched from sea to sea, ... ' &c. 
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king was outdoing or putting to shame all the surrounding kings. This suspicion 
receives some support from the text as far as it is legible in Plate LVII of Biihler's 
publication (ASWI IV). On the basis of what I can read and conjecture this verse 
says that, 'He (i.e. [stands above] these foreign kings ofKuntala, Avanti, 
Kaliilga, Kosala, TrikU!a, La!a and Andhra, renowned for their valour and courage, 
their own names [ ... ].' 117 Although imperialist exploits thus seem 
to lack sufficient epigraphic basis, the verse at issue underlines his expansionist 
ambitions, and one of the first victims thereof might have been his eastern kinsman 
N arendrasena. 

Before investigating the evidence for this last statement, however, we will con-
sider once more the verse discussed above for what it does not say. It does not men-
tion those territories for which we have some positive evidence that they had come 
under sway, viz. Asmaka and the eastern Vakataka kingdom. 
or his minister in his stead, did not mention them, first of all because the inscription 
probably does not refer to his conquests, as we have just argued. Moreover, to spec-
ify them as such may have been thought embarrassing, as it might have cast doubt 
on Vatsagulrna's pretension that they formed an obvious part of the kingdom. 

As usual, Mirashi and Sircar differed on the area designated Asmaka. We accept 
Mirashi's well-reasoned conclusion to the effect that the fifth-century country of 
Asmaka lay south of the Godavari river, north of the upper course of the Bhirna, 
comprising the present-day Ahrnadnagar and Bhir Districts. It adjoined the heart-
land of the western Vakatakas to the north; in the south it bordered on the kingdom 
of Kuntala. 118 

That had some sort of control over Asmaka is suggested by the fact 
that, under his rule, a prince (nrpati), who prides himself on having grown very 
rich after he (and his brother) 'had attacked repeatedly (?) rich countries such as 
Asmaka,' 119 is permitted to excavate a rock sanctuary (marirf,apa) and adjacent hall 

117 sa kuntaliivantikalingakosalatrikilf aliifiindhra ( vide§a )jiin imiin I (nariidhipiin vikrama) §aurya-
vifrutiin api svanirde§a - - - dhiHhi(tal}), ASWI IV, Plate LVII ll. 14-15. The syllables gui:ziiti 
read by Mirashi seem to me very uncertain. It also seems that we are concerned with a case of 
haplography, since I can count only four visible alcyaras and there is space for only five, while the 
metre requires six syllables after nirdde§a. Though the last three of the verse might read 

(I am moderately certain of taJ:i is supplied) it is conceivable that the intended 
reading is 0 In the translation above we have therefore added 'stands above' between 
square brackets. Even if one considers the verse after svanirdde§a as hopeless, the particle api 
beginning the last piida directly followed by sva0 suggests that the reflexive pronoun refers to the 
foreign kings and not to sa (i.e. at the opening of the verse. This again suggests that the 
intended meaning is that somehow obliterated these kings ' own names (svanirde§a) as 
a result of his superiority. In any case there is little in the verse that refers to a military conquest. 

118 Mirashi in Sill, 160--163. 
119 .. . [nfyocchrita]m asmakiidi[kam] [!*] [kr]tiirthasatvii(ttvii)[v a]bhibhilya bhilyasii rariijatus 

candradiviikariiv iva, CII V, 125 1. 10. Mirashi's reading of piida c is not supported by what 
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of worship (gandhakurt) in the Sahya Mountain, i.e., Ajanta Cave XVII (in which 
the inscription is found), and Cave XIX. 120 The precise implication of the word 
abhibhuya ('subdued') is not clear to me. One could argue that, if indeed Asmaka 
belonged to kingdom, he would not allow to have it plundered. Maybe 
we are nearest to the truth if we assume that considered Asmaka primarily 
as a source of revenue. 

sovereignty is explicitly stated in verse 21 of the Inscription in 
Ajal).!ii Cave XVII: 'while the moon among kings, protected [the earth], 
for the good of his subjects.' 121 Who the afore-mentioned prince and his brother 
are is not clear. Their pedigree is given in the inscription and from that we know 
that they were the sons of and [Ati]candra. They are compared to 
Pradyurnna and Samba, the two sons of The names of the two princes 
appear to be given in verse 9cd, which is translated by Mirashi as, 'The elder (of 
them) bore the title of a king, while the second bore the appellation Ravisamba.' 123 

The 'name' of the elder brother is odd: Dharadhipa (i.e. 'Lord of the Earth,' 
'King'). 124 After the younger brother had died, the elder one made generous gifts, 
among which Caves XVII and XIX, thus 'illuminating the entire earth with the 
rays of his fame which were white like the beams of the moon.' 125 

one can actually see in the Plate published in ASWI IV, Pl. LVI No. 4 (in Plate XXVn of en V 
one does not see very much). Bhagvanlal and Btihler read, .. . nu tabhyiim abhibhuya bhuyasii. 

120 gambhrryagw:iair upetam I niveiitantarmunirajacaityam ekasmakaf!l mm:u/aparatnam etat, en 
V, 127 I. 24 and anyiiligade§e '.1-ya di.Si pratfcyiim acfkarad gandhaku!fm udiiriim, ibid. I. 27. 

121 paripiilayati hitakiirii:ti prajiiniim, en V, 126 I. 21. 
122 [pradyu]mnasiimbapratimau kumiirau I, en V, 125 I. 9, vs. 9ab. 
123 dhariidhipiikhyii!f! prathamo babhiira, dadhre dvitfyo [ ra* ]visambasaf!1jfiiim 11 , en V, 125 I. 9, 

vs. 9cd, 128 (the printed text actually reads dhariidhipiirakhyii!f!, which must be a typographical 
error). The second part of the name of the younger brother, 'Samba,' appears to be a sort of 
surname, which also occurs in the names of two of his ancestors (Harisamba and Saurisamba). 
His name makes the comparison with Samba, son of and the sun ( ravil diviikara) apposite. 

124 The first word was not recognised as a name by Btihler (ASWI IV, 129) who read ekiidhipatya!f! 
(i .e. 'sovereignty' ), although the context seems to require a name here if anywhere. The compar-
ison with sun and moon would suggest a name that designates the moon. The name 'Taradhipa,' 
however, is not born out by the form of the first syllable, which, though uncertain, conforms most 
to Mirashi's reading dha. There is something mysterious about this verse. The communis opinio 
is that the name of the elder brother has been Jost, but I can't see a better place in the inscription 
where it could have occurred than in this hemistich 9cd. Maybe the brother, in a fit of unlike-
ly modesty, did not want to have his name explicitly mentioned, the reasons for which we can 
only guess. One of the possible guesses may be that the donation was entirely intended for the 
good of his deceased brother. If I am allowed one more guess, I would suggest that a possible 
name of the elder brother may have been Somasamba. 'Soma' was in use as a personal name 
in circles, as the pedigree of Varahadeva proves, in which the father of a handsome 
prince called Ravi was named Soma (en V, 116 vss. 6-7). 

125 ya§of!1subhis candramarfcisubhrair jagat samagraf!l samalaficakiira, en V, 126 I. 20. 
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Mirashi proposed to identify the prince who sponsored the excavation of these 
caves with the rulers of a country that he situates to the west of the Vakataka 
realm proper, viz. in Khandesh (where Thalner Plates were found). The 
country of features prominently in Mirashi's and Spink's reconstructions of 
the history of the Vakatakas, yet it does not feature in any inscription pertaining to 
this period that I know of. The confusion created by introducing in Vaka-
taka history is illustrated by the fact that Spink, contrary to Mirashi, identifies this 
country with the region of Ajanta itself, while Sircar and Sankaranarayanan situate 
it far in the south in the Mahbubnagar-Nalgonda region, the homeland of the 
kundins. 126 

Mirashi, followed by Spink with considerably less reservations, derives the role 
of the feudatories of from Dal).<;lin's Dasakumaracarita, the eighth Ucchviisa 
of which both authors treat as a reliable description of the historic events that led 
to the downfall of the House of if it were a roman a clef, in which 
Pu9yavarman represents Vasantabhanu the king of Asmaka, Ekavira the 
king of etc.; yet, the eastern Vakatakas are conspicuous by their absence. We 
do not accept this hypothesis for the simple reason that Da9<;1in's work was com-
posed a century or more after the events it putatively describes and, more impor-
tantly, is primarily a literary, not an historical work. 127 At best it could be seen as 
a kind of Alexander Romance, valuable in itself, though no historian would use it 
as his primary source for Alexander's life and deeds. That is not to say that there 
might not be echoes of historical reality in the romance of prince Visruta, but they 
can only be used by the historian if they are supported by independent evidence. 

126 Mirashi in SI I, 168; CII V, 123 f.; Spink 1976-77, 55; Sircar in Se!. Ins. I, 205 n. 5; Sankara-
narayanan 1977, 301. 

127 Lienhard 1984, 234 dates Dru_i<;lin, author of the Dasakumaracarita, 'before the middle of the 
seventh century'; considerably earlier Kuiper 1979, 229: 'c. 550 A.D.?' S. K. De (in Das-
gupta & De 1947, 214): 'The Dasakumara is imaginative fiction, but it approaches in spirit 
to the picaresque romance of modern Europe, which gives a lively picture of rakes and ruffi-
ans of great cities.' Recently a new attempt has been made to prove the historicity of the tale 
of prince Visruta. In an article with the somewhat awkward title, An Analysis of Dm;u;Jin 's 
Dasakumaracarita and its Implications for Both the Vakataka and Pallava Courts, in JAOS 
1995, Robert DeCaroli argues that Dru_i<;lin's story was meant as a metaphor that should have 
served to caution the young Pallava king Narasilµhavarman II. To make the metaphor effective 
Dai;i<;lin'peppered' his text with accurate historical information (op. cit. 671, 677). Unfortunate-
ly the author, who wholly relies on secondary literature, has not taken the trouble to investigate 
the historical sources that could corroborate or cast doubt on his contention. Actually, by view-
ing Dru_i<;lin's story as a metaphor, DeCaroli generalizes the contents of the eighth Ucchviisa, 
turning its characters into stereotypes that would fit many a king and many historical situations. 
In other words, contrary to the author 's intention, his 'analysis ' implies, if anything, that there is 
less historicity in Dru_i<;lin 's tale than he and some of his American colleagues might have hoped. 
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In his treatment of the inscription in Cave XVII, Spink goes one step further 
than Mirashi when he identifies the elder brother called 'King' with the donor of 
Cave XX. In the latter cave a very fragmentary donative inscription is found which 
seems to feature the name Upendra, who, possibly, is the son of a man whose name 
might have begun with One of the ancestors (the great-great-great-great-
grandfather) in the pedigree of Ravisamba and his anonymous brother is called 
Upendragupta; hence Spink conjectures that the elder brother might have been 
named after him, in which case the name of the father in the inscription of Cave 
XX, whose name might have begun with should be read as 
However, the inscription in Cave XX is in such a bad condition that hardly any 
reliable information can be derived from it; moreover, Cave XX is not Cave XVII 
or Cave XIX. It is difficult therefore to consider Spink's theory as any more than 
ingenious speculation. 129 

Summarizing, we may say that had some sort of control over the coun-
try of Asmaka. A prince, who patronized the excavation of Ajanta Caves XVII and 
XIX may have been installed by as its governor. With regard to verse 
18 of Varahadeva's Ajanta Cave (XVI) Inscription, we conclude that, contrary to 
what this verse until now has been taken to mean, it specifies precisely those coun-
tries that were not under direct control; their rulers however were put 
to shame by his excellence. And to judge by the monuments built under his rule, 

minister Varahadeva was perfectly justified in the praise of his king. 
Another region that evidently formed part of dominion was that in 

which the Bagh Caves are found. This region formed part of Anfipa, which by all 
accounts appears to have been the country to the north of the Satpura Range, which 
forms the watershed between the basins of the Tapi and N armada. The N armada riv-
er flows through it and on its right bank lay the ancient capital (modern 
Maheshwar). 130 To the north-west of Maheshwar, about 90 km as the crow flies, are 
the Bagh Caves. Aniipa thus adjoined Avanti (Western Malwa) to the north and in 
the south bordered on the heartland of the western Vaka!akas. As has been shown 
by Spink, the caves near Bagh are closely related to those of Ajanta in style and 
date. 131 Like Asmaka, Anfipa is not mentioned in putative digvijaya, 

128 [. .. ] ya[m] ma!l<Japa [. . . ] pautrasya [Kril [ ... ] putrasya Upendra[sya] [. .. ] sya dharmma-
haga ( ?) [ . . . ] trasya jayatiim [. . . ], Chhabra in Ajanta IV, 113 f. 

129 Still a mere footnote in his article of 1975 (143 f., n. 2), the theory attained the status of estab-
lished fact in later articles; e.g. Spink 198la, 119: 'When, in c. A.D. 471 Upendragupta, the 
Rishik:an king, dedicated his beautiful vihiira, Cave 17, he makes a particular point of stating 
that he had subjugated the neighbouring province of Asmak.a . . . ' 

130 For a summary of the archaeology of this site see Ghosh 1989 II, s. v. 
131 Spink 1976-77. Spink conjectures, on the basis of the Dasakumaracarita, that Aniipa was ruled 

by one of sons, called Mitravarman in Dai;i<;lin's work. I find the art-historical and 
iconographic reasons presented by Spink for dating the Bagh Cave in time rather than 
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and like Asmaka it may have served as a buffer between hostile neighbours (Kun-
tala and Malwa) and the Vakaraka kingdom proper. 132 

In sum, it would thus seem that probably in an early stage of his 
career, had managed to extend his authority in the west towards West Khandesh 
(Thalner), in the south towards the upper course of the Bhima (Asmaka), and in 
the north towards the borders of Avanti (Bagh). We shall now turn our attention 
towards the eastern border of kingdom. 

As has been observed above, we do not possess charters of Pravarasena II' s son and 
successor to the throne of the eastern Vakaraka kingdom, N arendrasena, and this 
may be more than mere chance. Information about what happened to this king must 
be culled from the inscriptions of his son II. In these inscriptions PrthivI-

II describes his father as one whose authority was acknowledged by the rulers 
of Mekala, Kosala and Maiava and we have tried to give a plausible explanation for 
this claim above (p. 29). 

Another phrase in II's inscriptions has long puzzled its decipher-
ers, but its proper reading and understanding has been offered by A. M. Shastri on 
the basis of an inscription of II (year 10) found in Mandhal. In this it is 
clearly said ofNarendrasena that 'the royal fortune of his house, to which he initial-
ly had succeeded, was taken away from him by a kinsman who possessed virtue.' 133 

a century earlier convincing. A chronological problem is apparently created by the Bagh Plates 
of king Subandhu (CII IV, 19-21), which tell us that this king provided the means to restore 
and maintain the caves. Another inscription of the same king is dated 167 in an unnamed era. 
Mirashi took this as the Kalacuri-Cedi era which would yield a date of AD 417 for this king 
(CII IV, 17-19). Spink argues that the era probably was that of the Guptas, which would yield a 
date of AD 48617 (Spink op. cit. 57; cf. inter alias Williams 1982, 182 n. 7; Goyal 1967, 297 f.; 
Shastri 1994, 113). 

132 Before this region was brought under sway it was ruled from Valkhii by kings 
who recognized the overlordship of Samudragupta, Candragupta II and Kumiiragupta, all three 
referred to as Paramabhagiiraka. Their last known charter, dated in the [Gupta] year 134 (=AD 
452/3), was issued by Maharaj a A hoard of copper-plate inscriptions of these kings 
was found in Bagh and has been published by K. V. Ramesh & S. P. Tewari 1990. It thus appears 
that, either under the final years of the reign ofDevasena or the first of that of his son, the Aniipa 
region (Valkhii) was temporarily brought under control. After the fall of 
another regional king, Subandhu, reinstated the practice of issuing charters dated in the Gupta 
era (see above n. 131 on p. 39). Ramesh and Tewari identify Valkhii with 'modem Balkhar sit-
uated to the south of the Narmmadii and removed from Mahesvar, lying on the northern bank 
of the Narmmadii, by about 8 kilometres as the crow flies. Mahesvar (District Nimar) is a well-
known archaeological site. It is likely that at some unknown time political importance shifted 
from Valkhii to Bagh in the vicinity of which the present hoard was unearthed. It is even pos-
sible that the modem name Bagh is also derived from Valkhii. Bagh, lying to the north of Nar-
mmadii, is separated from Balkhar by a distance of about 50 kilometres as the crow flies .' (op. 
cit. p. xxiv f.) 

133 purvadhigatagui:iavad( da)yiidapahrtava['!'-JSafriya{f:z}, EI XLI, 177 I. 17; Shastri in AV, 242. 
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Shastri (ibid.) comments that 'The word dayada ['kinsman' ] primarily means "heirs 
to property," i.e., sons or brothers in relation to each other with a claim to inheri-
tance ... . Dayada has, however, a secondary meaning also, viz., a distant relative or 
kinsman (Amarakosa III 3.89), and if this were the intended meaning, it may well 
refer to a feud between the two branches (Nandivardhana and Vatsagulma) of the 
Viikii!akas during Narendrasena's reign, in which Narendrasena was defeated and 
lost the kingdom or a major portion thereof.' Dayada in the wider sense is syn-
onymous with saph:uja, that is to say it refers to relatives who offer sacrifices to the 
same ancestor. and N arendrasena were sapi1:1rj,as at sixth remove; both 
performed §raddha rites for Pravarasena I and Vindhyasakti. 134 At first sight one 
may wonder that in inscription this relative is described as 'pos-
sessed of virtues' (gu1:1avat), but, after all, he was a member, albeit a distant one, of 
his own family. 

After having at first briefly enjoyed the legacy of his father and grandmother, 
N arendrasena thus lost his sovereignty, a twist of fortune that is reflected in the 
archaeological remains of both kingdoms. 135 While we possess in the eastern realm 
a wealth of material dating to the first six decades of the fifth century and very lit-
tle that unequivocally belongs to the subsequent decades, it is in the 460s that the 
western Viikii!aka kingdom is beginning to create its stunning artistic production, 
some of the caves of Ghatotkaca, Bagh and Ajanta, for which the Viikii!akas until 
recently were mainly known. 

We must be brief on these wonders of the age. First of all, because so much has 
already been written about them. Secondly, because their assessment is only partial-
ly relevant for the political history which concerns lis here and their description is, 
by and large, beyond the scope of this book, since the caves belong to the Buddhist, 
not the Hindu tradition. That this should be so is already remarkable in itself. By 
all we know of he was a Hindu; nevertheless, the material remains of his 
reign that we possess are almost all directly linked to the Buddhist faith. In this con-

134 Sriiddha rites are performed for seven generations of patrilinear ancestors. 
135 An alliance struck between the king of Kosala, his eastern neighbour, and might 

have contributed to Narendrasena's misfortune, if had indeed succeeded in arrang-
ing the marriage of his son with a princess of Kosala, possibly a daughter of the Sarabhapurlya 
king Narendra. However, this information is derived only from Dai:i9in's Dasakumaracarita-
rather a problematic source (see above p. 37)-in which it is said (p. 202): 'His (i.e. 
Bhaskaravarman's) mother (i.e. Vasundhara, wife of Anantavarman) was born of Sagaradatta-
daughter of Vaisravai:ia, a merchant from the king of Kosala, Kusumadhan-
van': pii!aliputrasya vw:iijo vaifravai:iasya duhitari siigaradattiiyiif!! kosalendriit kusumadha-
nvano 'sya miitajata iti I· Mirashi and Spink identify Anantavarman, son of Pui:iyavarman, with 
the son of the king Mirashi in SI I, 174 is certainly wrong, however, when 
he takes 'sya in the passage quoted above to refer to Anantavarman. The pronoun refers to the 
latter 's son, Bhaskaravarman, whose mother hailed from Kosala (cf. Dasakumaracarita p. 208.). 
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nection it may be relevant that not a single one of these caves contains a dedicatory 
inscription by the king himself. Spink has argued at great length that Ajanta Cave 
I is the 'royal cave,' patronized by himself, but he is at pains to explain 
the absence of any positive evidence for this. We are encouraged to believe that 
the great emperor whose dynasty in the heyday of its power 'had hardly 
a rival in the world in terms of either its political or its artistic achievements,' at 
the very moment that 'there was hardly two weeks' more work to do, and that on 
the murals alone,' died 'from a heart attack or a stroke, or (considering the perverse 
machinations of the Asmakas) it may have been by poison or the knife.' 136 And no 
one among the mourners-no doubt due to the 'shock wave [that] surged through 
the site' -had the presence of mind to inscribe the pra§asti on the wall, on which 
work must already have begun to rush it to completion before the great occasion of 
the official conveyance of the vihara to the sailgha, which was due within a fort-
night! 

In fact, questioning patronage of Cave I is raising the question 
whether all the Mahayana Caves of the site were excavated by and large during 
his reign. Spink has with increasing eloquence and tenacity argued that they were. 
Yet, we are not fully convinced that this is so of all the caves. In particular the 
caves at both outer ends of the crescent, Caves I and XXVI, XXVII, may be of a 
later date. The matter should be left to art historians to settle. As far as historical 
and epigraphical evidence goes, I do not see a reason why all work should have 
come to a halt almost immediately after death. 137 The inscriptions 
found in Cave XXVI and on 'the back wall of the Chapel between Caves XXVI 
and XXVII' 138 actually seem to testify against Spink's assumption. The first 
inscription records the donation of the cave by a Buddhist monk, Buddhabhadra, 
who was a close friend of the minister of the king of Asmaka, Bhavviraja, in 
whose honour the cave was excavated. 139 No word of overlordship 
nor of any other ruler apart from that of Asmaka. This strongly suggests that this 
complex was excavated after the Asmakas had gained full control over the region, 
i.e. after death. The other inscription is of still later date. It belongs to 
one Nan(n)araja born of the family in He is to be dated 
either at the end of the sixth or, less likely, at the end of the seventh century AD. 140 

On the other hand, there are numerous features that connect the Ajanta Caves 
with artistic/iconographic forms developed in the eastern Vakataka kingdom; this 

136 Spink 1991, 69, 82. 
137 See the discussion in e.g. Williams 1982, 181-187. 
138 Ajanta N, 121. 
139 Ajanta N , 115 f. vss. 9-13. 
140 See Chhabra in Ajanta N , 121 f. Nannaraja was possibly a descendant or distant relative of 

Milnilllka who had struck terror in the countries of Vidarbha and Asmaka (see n. 29 on p. 15). 
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is in particular true for what I consider the core of the Mahayana Caves, viz. those 
caves from which one has a full view of the gorge of the Waghora river, Caves XVI, 
XVII and XIX. Their connection with the reign of is substantiated by epi-
graphic evidence and in that respect they are unique. 141 It cannot be our aim here 
to give a full art-historical assessment of the continuity and discontinuity of the art 
and architecture of the eastern and western Vakaraka kingdoms. To underpin our 
hypothesis of a drain of officials and craftsmen from Nandivardhana towards Vatsa-
gulrna during the early reign of Narendrasena a few observations should suffice. 

It is not true that the eastem Vaka!akas did not experiment with the excavation of 
caves and temples in rock. Two excavations are found below the pathway that leads 
to the top of the Ramagiri on the southern side of the hill. The first one is a little 
temple, known as Kapararama or Guptarama. 142 The second one is a reclusory of 
ascetics, known as the Siddhanatha Cave, 100 m further along the track from Gupta-
rama. It consists of two little rooms excavated in the rock. Pseudo-capitals of the 
cross-bracket type, similar to free standing constructions on top of the hill, 'support' 
the roof (Bakker 1989b, 92 f.). And there appear to have been caves in a hillock in 
Mansar, 5 km west of Ramagiri. S. Deo tells us that Mansar contains, among other 
things, rock-cut caves, 'though now completely filled up, [which] are supposed to 
have been yielding, some years back, a few sculptures. It is not possible to know 
where these antiquities are.' 143 

Leaving aside these caves, which admittedly pale into insignificance compared 
with those in Ajanta, there are architectonic relationships between the free standing 
stone temples on the Ramagiri and for instance Ajanta Cave XVI. Both Narasllµha 
Temples have a shrine chamber, in which the large cult image, tightly enclosed by 
four pillars is encircled by a narrow circumambulation path 
patha) running between these pillars and the temple wall. These two temples may 
therefore represent the earliest specimens of the so-called siindhiira class. In front 
of the shrine chamber is a hall or ma':lfi.apa, the roof of which is supported by a quad-
rangle of four pillars. 144 This plan resembles that of Cave XVI in some respects. 
The latter cave has a shrine chamber in which the large Buddha figure is positioned 
between four pillars and also here there is a narrow path to circumambulate the 

141 The only construction outside Ajanta that we can certainly assign to reign is the so-
called Gha!otkaca Cave at Gulwada, 17 km west of Ajanta, on account of the dedicatory inscrip-
tion by Varahadeva (CIT V, 112-119). 

142 EITA II.I, 70, Plate 127. 
143 Deo 1975-76, 275. I saw two shallow cave excavations on the northern slope of the 

They did not seem to be 'filled up.' 
144 EITAII.l,Fig. 27, ?8. 
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image. 145 The size of the Buddha figure, just as those of the Narasirµha images (or 
that of Vara.ha) on Ramagiri, gives the impression of being out of proportion with 
respect to the catu:jkf that encloses it. It was evidently designed to have the maxi-
mum visual effect on the beholder. The ma1y.;lapa in front of the shrine chamber of 
Cave XVI also contains a quadrangle of pillars, increased to twenty because of the 
size of the hall. Just as in the Narasirµha temples there is not (yet) an antechamber 
(antariila) between shrine and hall, and I doubt whether it had ever been the original 
intention of the architect to provide one. 146 The front of the cave consists of a veran-
dah or porch. Its fa;ade consisted originally of six pillars as in Cave XVII. 147 This 
verandah may be compared to that of the Bhogarama Temple on Ramagiri, which 
has a colonnade of six pillars with unequal intercolumniation and plain bracket cap-
itals.148 And like the Ajanta Cave, in which, 'The roof of the front aisle is cut in 
imitation of beams and rafters,' 149 the fa9ade of the Bhogarama Temple shows an 

145 Fergusson & Burgess 1880, 304 f. , Plate XXXIIl.l. 'Of these four No. XVI is certainly the ear-
liest and in some respects the most elegant.' ... 'The gigantic statue of Buddha sits with his feet 
down and the hands in what is called the dharmachakra mudrii .. . There is a passage quite round 
the image; and on each side are octagonal pillars screening off side aisles ... ' Cf. Spink 1966, 
140 f. : 'Indeed, the plan of the shrine of Cave 16 must have been suggested by the somewhat 
similar arrangement of the traditional chaitya hall, where the worshipper could enter down the 
left aisles and, keeping the sacred chaitya on his right, move behind and around it in his ritual 
ofpradakshina and exit on the other side.' Differently Spink 1975, 153 f. : 'What seems to have 
occurred is this: when this new and grandiose type of image was conceived, the architects decid-
ed to design a fitting architectural setting for it-a "pavilion" of a type no previous image had 
ever had. Therefore they created this special pillared chamber, in the center of which this new 
and compelling image sits with an almost regal grandeur. The fact that one could if one wished, 
circumambulate the image, is merely the result of (and not the reason for) the particular archi-
tectural form used.' Spink's altered view on the history of Cave XVI should be reconsidered in 
the light of the Riimagiri temples. See also the discussion in Williams 1982, 184 f. Incidentally, 
I fail to see why the Buddha seated in pralambapadasana is necessarily a late feature, in view of 
the fact that this pose was already fully developed half a century earlier, as, for instance, the (less 
ponderous) Besnagar Miitfkiis illustrate (Plate XLVII) . A third-century Buddha image sitting in 
pralambapadasana is known from Niigiirjunakol)c.Ia (Weiner 1977, 62 Pl. 43). Weiner (op. cit.) 
argues for the relatively late date of Buddha images sitting in this posture in Ajanta. She argues 
that cave viharas without antarala in which the Buddha shrine is directly connected with the 
mai:iefapa (as is the case in Cave XVI) are a comparatively late development. Apart from the 
fact that her arguments show a high degree of circularity, the thesis proposed by Weiner (and 
Spink) has lost much of its plausibility in the light of the Riimagiri evidence. 

146 Spink 1975, 159: 'It seems likely that the original plan was to include-:--as in nearly all other 
caves at the site-an antechamber fronted by two pillars with an inner image chamber beyond 
(text fig. 1)' (see ibid. p. 167). 

147 Fergusson & Burgess 1880, 304, 'Its verandah, 65 feet long by 10 feet 8 inches wide, had six 
plain octagonal pillars with bracket capitals and two pilasters, of which all are gone except one.' 

148 EITA 11.1, 70, Fig. 29. 'Pillars of the mukhamal)<.lapa are simple, Rucaka, with a short octagonal 
constriction of the upper part.' See op. cit. Plate 124. 

149 Fergusson & Burgess 1880, 304. 
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imitation of a wooden roof construction. 
As regards style and iconography there are also links with the sculptures of 

Ramagiri, though here, of course, limits are set by the different Buddhist and Hindu 
affiliations of the sites. Actually these connections were the first to be noticed: 
'The resemblance is unexpectedly striking between the Ramtek dwarves and 
the colossal guardians of Ajanta cave 19 in pose, body-type, and head-dress.' 150 

And not only with the two guardian figures of Cave XIX, but with many of the 
minor figures that adorn Ajanta's friezes and pillars. One example should do. The 
doorjamb of the Kevala-Narasirµha Temple shows eight gm;as or nidhis, of which 
the two lower ones carry money bags on their shoulders from which they shower 
coins; comparison is invited with an almost identical representation on a doorjamb 
in Cave XXI. 151 Finally, every visitor of both sites will be struck by the similarity 
of decorative motifs on pillars dados and architraves, though the Ajanta ones are 
generally more elaborate, indicative of a later date and of the greater wealth of 
their donors. I do not want to argue that the art of Ajanta can be fully explained 
by its counterpart in the eastern kingdom, far from that, but a stream 
of artisans moving from Nandivardhana to Vatsagulma was certainly one of the 
creative forces that contributed to the development of the Caves, a development 
that can no longer be studied without taking the findings of the last two decades in 
eastern Vidarbha into account. 

Yet, the material remains of the western Vaka!akas breath a totally different atmo-
sphere from those of their eastern relatives. The inscriptions speak no longer of 
kings who are praised for their upright, reliable and solid rule, paragons of the dhar-
ma as it were, but instead of a world of courtiers, in which ministers took over the 
day-to-day worries of government in order to allow the king to become 'free from 
care' so that he could engage 'himself in the enjoyment of pleasures, acting as he 
liked' (CII V, 110 vs. 16). No longer is the king compared with the righteous Yudhi-

but in his person he resembles the gods, like 'Indra, Rama, Hara and Cupid' 
(CII V, 110 vs. 17). This world of sensuous pleasures and sophisticated refinement 
is the one we find in the Ajanta murals. They reflect the very world of leisure and 
affluence that enabled their donors to be magnanimous. The excavation and deco-
ration of these caves must have been a heavy drain on the economic resources of the 
kingdom. That this was at all possible indicates that its economic basis and organ-
isation was very different from that of the eastern kingdom. 

As we have seen, the prosperity of Nandivardhana was rooted in a rural small-
scale economy. The sudden development of the economic potential of Vatsagulma 

150 Williams 1983, 226. Compare Plates XXXVI A and XXXVIII A, and below p. 151. 
151 Compare Plates XXXVI B and XXXVIII B. 
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must have had other causes. Possession of arable land played a less significant role. 
The western kingdom seems to have comprised considerably less thereof than its 
eastern neighbour anyway; we possess only one land grant of On the 
other hand this king had been a conqueror from the beginning. By incorporating 
the eastern Vakatakas in his realm he probably secured a sufficient supply of grain 
and rice. His northern, western and southern expansion brought him in control of 
a long stretch of the principal north-south caravan route, which ran from Ujjain 
(Malwa), over (Aniipa), along Ajanta, toward (Paithan) on 
the Godavari into Asmaka. As we saw above, Cave XVII and XIX were probably 
financed by plundering Asmaka (and other 'rich' countries). 152 

And along with the riches that were thus amassed new ideas poured into the 
kingdom. In a way, one could say, the Vakataka kingdom was opened up to the real 
world. As I have stated above, the art of eastern Vidarbha alone could not explain 
the artistic explosion in Ajanta. Influences from all sides must have been absorbed, 
among which those from the Gupta North were paramount. The religion of the 
rich merchants, the manifestations of which one meets everywhere along the great 
trade routes, was Buddhism. Buddhist patrons became connected with the Vakata-
ka court, as exemplified by Varahadeva. The king himself seems to have taken only 
a marginal interest in these by-products of his policy. He allowed his courtiers to 
improve their balance of merit and demerit by spending parts of their earnings or 
spoil on lavishly decorated Buddhist monasteries. In this respect the inscription in 
Cave XVII is most revealing. However, in view of the absence of any sign to the 
contrary, we assume that contented himself by being at the apex of this 
prolific political organisation. 

THE COLLAPSE OF THE HOUSE OF HARISENA AND THE REESTABLISHMENT 
OF THE EASTERN VAKATAKA KINGDOM 

Narendrasena's alliance with the royal house of Kuntala, to which he was related 
through his wife Ajjhitabhattarika, had not brought him the support that his father 
might have hoped for. The rulers of Kuntala, probably bound by aggres-
sive policy in the country of their northern neighbours, Asmaka, evidently were of 
no immediate help to their Vakataka in-laws when these ran into difficulties. As we 
have seen, Narendrasena lost his sovereignty but not his life. Scheming to recov-
er his lost fortune he might have sought for other possible allies in the south and 

152 How this type of economy could have done without coinage of its own is a problem that I am 
happy to leave to economic historians. 
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apparently found these in the burgeoning dynasty of the He arranged 
the marriage of one of the daughters of his house with the son of Maharaja Govin-
davarman Vikramasraya, Madhavavarman II Janasraya. 153 The Tummalagu9em 
Plates that contain this information are dated in the year 488 of the Saka Era, i.e. 
AD 566. A. M. Shastri has established on account of this and other evidence that 
Madhavavarman II must have ruled between the termini post and ad quern of AD 
470 and 528. 154 Until Madhavavarman II, the were petty kings in the 
Guntur District of Andhra Pradesh who had extended their rule to the Mahbubnagar 
and Kumool Districts. Govindavarman and his wife, Madhavavarman's parents, 
were both Buddhists and patronized a Buddhist vihara in Indrapura. 155 The ascen-
sion to the throne by Madhavavarman initiated a new period. The dynasty went over 
to Hinduism and became devoted to Sriparvatasvarnin, the god that is now known as 
Mallikarjuna, situated on a hill overlooking a deep gorge of the river. 156 Like 
the father of the Pravarasena I, and the father of the Bharasivas, Bhava-

·' \ naga, Madhavavarman is credited with the performance of many Vedic sacrifices, 
v including eleven Asvamedhas. 157 His great fame is said to have spread over the 

earth like a stream that sprung from his unequalled virtues. 158 We shall see below 
to where this stream reached. 

In the north too the political scene was rapidly changing around AD 470. The 
last Gupta emperor whom we know to have still held the entire empire together, 

153 The Tummalagii':fem Plates (set II) of Vikramendravarman II inform us that the grandfather 
of this king, Vikramendravarman I, was a son of Madhavavarman II and a Vakataka princess, 
vakafakamahadevfsuta (nH 43 (1965), 734 11. 9-10). This is confirmed by another charter 
of this king, in which he proudly declares that his grandfather was born as an ornament of 
two dynasties, the and the Vakatakas, 
janman (EI IV, 196 I. 10). 

154 Shastri 1987, 122-131. See also below n. 194 on p. 55. Though we nowhere find the name of 
the father of this Vakataka princess, the most plausible candidate, in view of the above dates 
and the subsequent history, is Narendrasena. 

155 nH 43 (1965), 740 11. 21-24; ibid. p. 736 11. 28-31. The vihara was built by this queen and 
named after her Paramabhattarikama!J.avihara. 

156 Nandikotkur Taluk of the Kurnool District (AP), 16° .51 N, 78° .53' E. The legend connected with 
this sanctuary might not be completely irrelevant for our history. It tells of a princess called 
CandravatI, who is said to have been a daughter of Candragupta. This princess came to the south 
and offered a garland of jasmine (mallika) to the deity of Sriparvata, hence the name of the deity 
Mallikarjuna (White Jasmine), a manifestation of Siva. The Report on Epigraphy for 1914-15 
(Southern Circle), p. 91 quotes this legend from a Sthalamahatmya. Lakshman Rao 1924, 52 
refers to a 'Telugu poem of the 13th century' that refers to this legend. If indeed a daughter of 
Narendrasena was married off to Madhavavarman, his bride was a great-great-granddaughter of 
Candragupta II. 

157 nH XI (1924), 59 11. 11-13. 
158 ananyanrpatisadharai:zadanamanadayadharmadhr 

prabhrtyanekagui:zasarripajjanitarayasamutthitabhumai:z{ialavyapivipulayasal:i, nH XI ( 1924 ), 
59 11. 9-11. 
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Skandagupta, had died in the second half of the sixties. No sons of him are 
, known and the rule of the dynasty appeared to have returned to the hands of the 

legal heirs of Kumaragupta I, offspring of the latter's son Piirugupta. The later 
historiography of the imperial Guptas is notoriously confused, which probably 
reflects the situation within the empire itself during the last quarter of the 5th cen-
tury.159 Skandagupta may have been succeeded in the heartland of the empire by 
Narasirµhagupta Bfiladitya 1160 and Kumaragupta II, of whom we have a dedicatory 
inscription dating from AD 473. 161 With another son of Purugupta, Budhagupta, 
stability seems to have returned to some extent. 162 His earliest inscription dates 
from AD 477. The pillar inscription at Eran, dated AD 484, reveals however, in 
the words of Joanna Williams, 'the condition of the empire to the west. Although 
this calls Budhagupta bhiipati or Lord of the Earth, he is here eclipsed by more 
local potentates. One Surasrnicandra, who ruled between the rivers Yamuna and 
Narmada, is compared to a Lokapala (divine World-guardian), a simile hitherto 
reserved for Samudragupta in Gupta inscriptions. Furthermore, the local ruler 

is styled Maharaja and is in fact the subject of the entire eulogy, he 
whose "fame extends up to the shores of the four oceans." '163 While thus the old 
antagonism between Vidisa and the centre had once again surfaced and the latter's 
control over Eastern Malwa had been reduced to being merely nominal-this time 
for good-the Guptas also lost control over parts of Bundelkhand in the same 
period. 

In Nachna (the old capital of the Vakatakas according to Shastri, see above 
p. 12) and nearby Ganj two inscriptions were found that belong to a king named 
Vyaghradeva, who acknowledged the overlordship of the Vakataka king 

II, son of N arendrasena. This Vyaghradeva probably ruled sometime between 
470 and 490, since two inscriptions of his son by his wife Ajjhitadevi, Jayanatha, 
are dated in the Gupta years 174 and 177 (i.e. AD 493, 496). 164 Historians have 

159 See the discussion in Gupta 1974-79 I, 169-182. 
160 Known from gold coins of71 % (Altekar1957, 266-71) and two Nalanda clay seals and the seals 

of his son Kumaragupta (ell III, Nos. 44-46). Bhandarkar names the latter Kumaragupta III and 
thinks he is different from Kumaragupta II of the Sarnath Stone Inscription (cf. Goyal 1967, 
323f.; Gupta 1974-79 I, 179-182). 

161 err III, 321 f. Sel. Ins. I, 328 f. 
162 D. R. Bhandarkar (ell III, 82) argues that Piirugupta was another name of Skandagupta and 

that Budhagupta was thus the son of Skandagupta. No real arguments for this identifiction are 
given, except a rather dubious one, namely that it 'simplifies the chronology of the later Imperial 
Guptas. ' ef. Gupta 1974-79 I, 172 f. Bhandarkar's edition of the Bihar Stone Pillar Inscription 
of Budhagupta (err III, 348) is an example of how an inscription should not be edited. 

163 Williams 1982, 66; err III, 339-341. 
164 err III (1888), 11811.4-5, pp.122, 131 , 136. We accept Mirashi's view as the most plausible, 

viz. that 'Vyaghradeva probably belonged to the Uchchakalpa dynasty' (ell V, xxviii). This 
dynasty is referred to as that of Uccakalpa on account of the place of issue of their later charters. 
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expressed doubt about this allegiance to the since Vyaghradeva's 
successors dated their inscriptions in the Gupta Era. Moreover, to the east of their 
territory, in Baghelkhand, epigraphical evidence testifies to the rule of a Yarman 
dynasty, a king of which, Hari varman, acknowledged the suzerainty of B udhagupta 
in an inscription dated in the Gupta year 168 (= AD 487-8). This inscription was 
found in Sankarpur in the Sidhi District. 165 We, however, do not see anything 
incongruous in this situation. In a time that imperial power was evidently on the 
wane, allegiances were quickly pledged and just as easily broken. The distance 
between the findspots of the inscriptions of Vyaghradeva and Harivarman (Ganj 
and Sankarpur) is 160 km as the crow flies and the respective territories of both 
kings were separated by difficult terrain, criss-crossed with several rivers, including 
the Son, and the Kaimur Range. 166 I fail to see why rulers in Baghelkhand could 
not still acknowledge explicitly the nearest major power, the Guptas, while further 
to the west, where Gupta power was less influential, at the same time rulers could 
opt for a possible other allegiance that looked more promising. 

The actual boundary line between land that still was to some extent nominal-
ly under Gupta sway and that of a ruler who no longer recognized the authority of 
the Gupta king, i .e. Vyaghra( deva), seems to have run between the territories of the 
latter king and those of his neighbour Maharaja Hastin of the House. 
Though Hastin (AD 475-510) dates his inscriptions in years in which Gupta kings 
were in power, 167 he fails to mention any Gupta king by name in his three inscrip-
tions. That the kingdoms of Vyaghradeva and Hastin were contiguous follows from 
a marker erected jointly by Vyaghradeva's grandson Sarvanatha and king Hastin in 
Ambloda-probably identical with the site where it was found, Bhumara, c. 22 km 
east of Nachna-in AD 508. 168 The fact that in this inscription, and in this inscrip-

Most of these inscriptions were found in Khoh, in the Nagod District, the earliest one in Kiirl-
talfil, 35 km north-east of Muc;lwiira (Murwara). 

165 JESI IV, 62-66. Sankarpur is a hamlet c. 3km south-west of the Gopad river, a tributary of the 
Son (24° .5' N, 81° .55' E). 

166 Shastri in AV, 11 blurs the actual topographical situation when he writes, 'The recently discov-
ered Shankarpur (Sidhi District, Madhya Pradesh) copperplate grant of Mahiiriija Harivarman 
dated in Gupta year 168 clearly shows that the Baghelkhand region, where Nachna and Ganj are 
situated, was ruled by Harivarman as a feudatory of the Gupta emperor Budhagupta in 487-88 
A.D.' Nachna and Ganj are not situated in Baghelkhand, but in Bundelkhand. 

167 err ID (1888), 95 11. 1-2, guptanrpariijyabhuktau. 
168 err ID (1888), 111 . Bhumara is a village c. 16 km north-west of Uchahara in the Nagod District 

(24°.26' N, 80°.41' E). Williams 1982, 104 observes, 'Traditionally interpreted as a boundary 
stone, this has been recently reconsidered by D. C. Sircar, who suggests that it concerns a vil-
lage within the Parivrajaka kingdom that was also ajagir (economic holding) of the Uccakalpa 
Sarvanatha. This would imply a somewhat subordinate status for the Uccakalpas at this point. 
Territorially, the boundary between the two kingdoms cannot have been far from this point, for 
Nachna lies some 25 kilometers to the west.' 
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tion alone, Hastin refrained from mentioning the 'reign of Gupta kings,' may be 
taken as a sign of recognition on his part that at this junction one was leaving the 
sphere of Gupta influence. The situation in Bundelkhand-Baghelkhand appears to 
have been similar to that one and a half millennia later under the British Raj, during 
which a part of this region was divided in petty principalities and a part was 'British 
Bundelkhand.' That Vyaghradeva's successors payed what at best is lip-service to 
Gupta authority (only by using, not naming its era), instead of to the Vlikatakas, 
has a very simple reason: in the 6th century there were no more Vlikatakas. More-
over, a date in the Gupta era would no longer have amounted to much ('a phrase 
that could hardly have evoked more than a distant memory') 169 and might have had 
above all practical reasons. I therefore consider it almost certain that the PrtbivI-

in Vyaghradeva's inscriptions is the second Vlikataka king of that name (for 
an additional argument see below p. 52). 170 

We have anticipated the course of events in order to clarify the policies pursued 
by Narendrasena, which can only be assessed by their subsequent effects, since 
we do not possess authentic documents of this king. To the arguments in favour 
of Vyaghradeva's acknowledgement of Vlikataka suzerainty rather than that of the 
Guptas, to which his neighbours were inclined, another, admittedly speculative 
thought may be added, namely that Narendrasena gave one of his daughters in 
marriage to the king that ruled in the ancient homeland of his dynasty. This is 
suggested by the similarity of the rather unusual (Prakrit?) names of Naren-
drasena's chief queen, Ajjhita(bhattarika), and that of Vyaghradeva's chief queen, 
Ajjhita(devI). 171 

We have no means to decide exactly in which year succeeded his father 
N arendrasena. This happened, as we shall see below, at least two years before the 
death which we date, with Walter Spink, in about AD 477-478. On the 
other hand the kings or crown-princes to whom Narendrasena may have given his 
daughters in marriage both ascended to their respective thrones in the beginning of 
the eighth decade of the fifth century at the earliest. To date Narendrasena's death 
therefore in the mid-470s is a plausible guess. During the last fifteen years or so of 

169 Williams 1982, 103. 
170 This does not entail that monuments of this area pertaining to this period are necessarily Va-

kataka in style (Williams 1982, 94, ' thus surely in terms of style, eastern Bundelkhand was at 
this point part of the Gupta world'), though, now so many new Vakataka monuments have been 
discovered since Joanna Williams wrote, a new scrutiny may reveal some Vakataka influence; 
the siindhiira-type Parvatf Temple at Nachna and some loose finds there (Williams 1982, Pl. 
163) may be cases in point. 

171 CIT Ill (1888), 118 I. 5. Also in Prak:rit the name Ajjhita makes little sense. It could go back 
to a Dravidian name (though the aspiration makes this problematic too), since Ajjhitabhan:arika 
came from the south, from the kingdom of Kuntala. 
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his life he had to put up with a checked control over his hereditary kingdom, but 
he may have made some friends. on the other hand, expanded his sway 
as no Vakataka king before him, but he made no friends, apart perhaps from some 
who were totally dependent on him. He thus neglected an important aliga of the 
traditional science of politics (Nitisastra), the acquisition of friends (mitralabha), 
and this was to cost his family dearly. 

As argued above (p. 37), we cannot consider Da9c;lin's Dasakumaracarita as a 
reliable historical source for the events which happened at death, but the 
fact is that with his demise the House of the western Vakatakas virtually ceased 
to exist. Whether was actually overthrown and killed by his enemies or 
whether the latter were biding the opportunity of a weak successor is impossible 
to determine, but the inscription in Ajanta Cave XXVI indicates that the Asmakas 
had taken over control of important parts of the Vatsagulma kingdom.172 A similar 
event apparently happened in the northern part of kingdom, when the 
Aniipa country asserted its independence under a king called Subandhu. We accept 
with Goyal, Spink and Williams (versus Mirashi) that this king ruled in 
in AD 48617 and that he, in about the same time, had restoration work carried out 
on the Bagh Caves (see above n. 131 on p. 39). Here the opposite seems to have 
happened as in Bundelkhand where Vyaghradeva shifted his allegiance to PrthivI-

who had reinstated the power of the eastern Vakatakas. Subandhu accepted 
the Gupta Era, which may indicate that he, like his northern neighbours ruling in 
Avanti (Western Malwa), considered himself within the margins of Gupta influence 
rather than within that of the Vakatakas. 173 

That II indeed seized the opportunity to reinstate Nandivardhana's 
power not only follows from Vyaghradeva's allegiance to him, but from his own 
records, in which he proudly claims that he was 'the resurrector of the sunken fam-
ily.' 174 This 'resurrection' took place between the second and tenth years of PrthivI-

II's rule, since he does not yet mention this achievement in his earlier charter 
dating from the second year of his reign. At that time was probably still 
alive and hence II had not thought it opportune, naturally enough, to 

172 Ajanta IV, 114-118. 
173 Goyal 1967, 299, 'Further, the fact that the Maitrakas of Vallabhl continued to owe their alle-

giance to the Gupta emperor even in the sixth century, strongly suggests that the rulers of western 
Malwa, situated as it is to the east of Surashtra, had not assumed complete independence in the 
last quarter of the fifth century A.D. Actually, there is absolutely nothing in the inscriptions of 
the king Gauri to indicate that he or A.dityavardhana were not within the sphere of Gupta influ-
ence, however weak.' 

174 Mai:u:).hal Charter of II, year 10; El XLI, 177 1. 21, magnavarrifoddhartr, a phrase 
repeated in his Mahiirzari Plates, year 17 (ABORI Liil, 193 I. 26). In the inscription of his tenth 
regnal year also makes mention for the first time of the fact that his father had lost 
his royal fortune to a relative (see above p. 39). 
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mention that his father had lost his royal fortune to his relative (see above p. 39), 
nor did he mention his father's claim of having been honoured by the kings of Kos-
ala, Mekalli and Malava. 175 It is impossible to prove, but all the same very like-
ly, that II was involved in the events that led to the downfall of Vatsa-
gulma. A militant spirit in the new king is already discernible in the seal of the 
charter that he issued in the second year after his succession and in the fact that 
he ventured to make a land grant on his own at all. Until this time the inscrip-
tions of the eastern Vlikli!akas had been remarkably free from military swank, but 
that was going to change. The seals attached to II's charters state his 
intentions right from the beginning by making it perfectly clear that here we are 
concerned with a king who is 'desirous of conquering' i.e. 'whose rule 
is victorious' (jayasiisana). 176 And like his majestic great-grandmother, whom he 
still might have known, he issued his first public charter from the state sanctuary 
(sthiina) of Rlimagiri. 177 

The basis of this resilient spirit may have been laid by Narendrasena. PfthivI-
II was strengthened in his attempt to 'raise his sunken family' by relying on 

the support-which he could justifiably hope for if our hypothesis is correct-of his 
two brothers-in-law, Vyaghradeva in the north and Madhavavarman II in the south. 
We do not possess data which allow us to assess how II's alliance with 
Vyaghradeva worked out. On the other hand, there is substantial evidence, that his 
alliance with the had eventually a great impact on his kingdom. Obvi-
ously Madhavavarman was quite a different person and in quite a different situation 
from his brother-in-law by marriage, Vyaghradeva. 

Madhavavarman Janasraya had an exceptionally long reign; the last of four 
inscriptions of his that we possess is dated in his regnal year 48. 178 Two of the 
remaining three are also dated in the last part of his rule, the Velpuru Pillar Inscrip-
tion, being the earliest one, is dated in his 33rd regnal year, that is to say in AD 

175 Neither does II in the charter of his second year call his father Mahariija, but 
he describes himself as the 'good son of Narendrasena' (narendrasenasatputra). The whole 
inscription is stilJ in low key, but for the seal which announces his intentions (see below). Shas-
tri (AV, 239) thinks that this is 'due to negligence on the part of the composer of the grant,' but 
this does not seem very plausible, if the beginning of the inscription, has any meaning 
at alJ. Alternatively, Shastri suggests that the 'post-Pravarasena II prasasti or draft was not yet 
standardised at the time of this charter.' That may be so, but our reconstruction of the histo-
ry of events provides good reasons why it was not. The differences between the first and later 
inscriptions of II are pregnant with historical significance. 

176 Shastri in AV, 289 f. describes two coins with legend jaya (Figs. 70 IIIA and IIIB) which he ten-
tatively ascribes to the Viikiitakas, possibly II. 

177 EI XLI, 165, 169. 
178 Polamuru Plates (Set I), El XXIll, 88-99. According to Sankaranarayanan 1977, lOff. this 

inscription belongs to Miidhavavarman IV, but the biruda 'Janiisraya' poi?ts against this. 
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503 at the earliest, 179 whereas the Khanapur Plates (found in the Satara District of 
Maharashtra) do not mention a year. 180 It seems quite likely that the information 
contained in these inscriptions and in those of his grandson and great-grandson, 
which credit Madhavavarman II with conquests unto the Narmada river, all relate 
to the final twenty years of his reign when the eastern Vak:ataka kingdom had col-
lapsed. 181 All the same, the backing of such a potentially powerful ally may have 
bolstered II's campaign to reassert his sovereignty in Nandivardhana 
at the close of the seventies of the fifth century and it may have contributed to the 
fall of the House of 

THE TWILIGHT OF THE VAKATAKAS : 
II's RULE STRUGGLE AND FALL 

II professed to be a declaring himself 'a great devotee of 
the Lord, a store, as it were, of energy and forbearance.' 182 His return to the 
religion of his great-grandfather and -grandmother by placing Vak:ataka kingship 
once again under the gracious protection of the Lord (Bhagavat) whose emblem 
is the cakra, becomes iconographically visible in the two stone inscriptions of his 
feudatory Vyaghradeva, which both depict the eight-spoked wheel (cakra), the 
symbol of II's overlordship. 183 At a deeper level it may symbolize 

II's nostalgic endeavour to restore the glory of olden times, when the 

179 EI XXXVII (1967-68), 125-130. This interesting inscription is 'engraved on two sides of the 
lower part of a white marble pillar, about 2.75 metres in height, now set up in the front mai:u;f.apa 
outside the entrance into the Ramalingasvamin temple in this village [i.e. Velpuru]' (op. cit. 
125). It records (op. cit. 130 ll. 13-16) the installation of an image of Dantimukhasvamin, 
Vinayak.a (i.e. Ga9e§a). 

180 EI XXVII, 312-318. That this inscription-is equally late may be inferred from the fact that 
Madhavavarman Janasraya assumed the title siirvabhauma, 'emperor ' (op. cit. 316 I. 3). The 
region where the inscription was found, the Satara District, indicates that at the time of issue 
Miidhavavarman was in the possession of great parts of Maharashtra. 

181 Shastri 1987, 135, 'As we have seen above, Miidhavavarman came to power not later than the 
eighth decade of the fifth century A.D. And he must have taken a few years to consolidate his 
position at home prior to embarking upon a career in distant territories. His conquest of Maha-
rashtra may, therefore, be placed about the close of the fifth or early in the sixth century AD, 
immediately after the fall of the See also below p. 57. 

182 EI XLI, 177 I. 20, atyantabhiigavatasya teja[J.z* sa)IJlnidhiinabhiitasya. We do not have 
information about the religious affiliation of his father Narendrasena. 

183 en V, Plates XXI and XXII. See also below p. 90. This is one more reason to assume that we 
are here concerned with II, since I was a Saiva (see above p. 14). One 
wonders whether the same symbol was not also engraved on the Deotek Stone Inscription of 
Rudrasena II, en V, Plate I. See above p. 22. 
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kingdom was flourishing and enemies poised to tear it apart were nowhere to be 
seen. The fact that his first charter was, after more than thirty-five years, issued 
again from Ramagiri may be viewed in the same perspective. 

For the time being everything went well. military prowess proved 
itself and the eastern Vakatakas were again their own masters in Nandivardhana 
during a period that lasted from about 478 to 492. The charters issued by PrthlvI-

II in his tenth and seventeenth regnal years betray, however, that the spirit of 
the times had changed. In the pra§asti of the Mandhal Plates (year 10) we not only 
find a reference to Narendrasena's superiority vis-a-vis the kings of Kosala, Mekala 
and Maiava; II also found it necessary to exhume two old epithets of 
Pravarasena II, which, as far as we know, the latter himself had once used in his 
Siwani Plates (year 18) but never again thereafter-attributes such as 'he who fol-
lows the path marked out by earlier kings,' and 'he who exterminated all his ene-
mies by his excellent policies, power and valour.' 184 In the Mahurjhari Plates (year 
17) the composer of the prasasti understood that N arendrasena, despite his failures, 
'chastised his enemies who bowed down before him by virtue of his prowess. >1 35 

The latter Plates were issued from Pfthivisamudra, which has led to consider-
able controversy. Kolte, who edited these plates, thinks that this refers to (again) 
another capital, situated further to the west because of the threat from the side of the 
Nalas in the east, and he proposes to identify it with the village now called Samu-
drapura in the Hinganghat Taluk of the Wardha District. 186 A. M. Shastri argued 
against this and proposed to identify the place with Mahurjhari where the plates 
were found and thinks that this may have been a holy place. 187 Though I consider 
it unlikely that II shifted his capital-which, I think, was still Nandi-
vardhana188 -and find the reason alleged for it rather illogical in military terms, it 
is certainly true that by this time a serious threat had built up to the south-east of the 
kingdom. 

In the last quarter of the fifth century, in the remote, until today mainly trib-
al area of the Bastar District of Madhya Pradesh and adjacent Kharnmam District 
(Andhra Pradesh) and Koraput District (Orissa), local chiefs-naming themselves 

184 CIT V, 30 11. 14-15, purvariijiinuvrttamiirgiinusiirii:ia(t sunayabalapariikramocchinnasarva-
cf. El XLI, 176f. 11.14-15, ABORI LIII (1972), 193 11.17-18. Cf. the Man-

dhal Plates of Rudrasena II: sakari[sarika , H.T.B] lpiibhidyo(yo)gapariikkramopajitiinvartta-
miiniiniijfiiipayiima(t fl* ], Shastri & Gupta 1985, 228 I. 29. II's Mandhal Plates (year 
10) were issued, not from Ramagiri, but from the (other) state sanctuary (sthiina) on the bank 
of the river Bei:ii:ia (Wainganga), which possibly refers to Mandhal where the inscription was 
found (bei:ii:iata.tasthiina). 

185 ABORI LIII (1972), 193 I. 23, pratiipaprai:iatii(ri){sii* ]sanasya. 
186 Kolte 1971-72, 67ff. KolteinABORILIII(l972), 191. 
187 Shastri in AV, 245 f. 
188 See Bakker & Isaacson 1993, 68 f. n. 62. 
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after Nala, the famous epic king of (nalanrpavarrisaprasiita)-had estab-
lished a petty kingdom. To their north in Kosala the Sarabhapurlyas were 
ruling. To their south and west the kingdom of the was expanding. 
Their capital has recently been identified with the site Garhdhanora, where 
excavations led by the Directorate of Archaeology and Museums Madhya Pradesh 
(Museum of Raipur) in 1989-90 have brought to light several temples and three 
(standing) and one sitting NarasiIµha image. 189 The pose of the latter image 
is similar to that of the Ramagiri images, though it lacks the latter's sophistication. 

The founder of the Nala dynasty was Bhavadattavarman, whose copper plate 
inscription was found along with that of Prabhavatigupta in Riddhapur. The grant 
recorded in this charter was apparently made during a pilgrimage of this king and his 
wife to Prayaga, but it was issued from Nandivardhana. The charter was engraved 
on copper plates by Arthapati Bha!!iiraka, who was 'favoured by the grace of his 
grandfather's feet.' 190 Arthapati, Bhavadatta's grandson, had the charter published 
and executed in his 1 lth regnal year. 191 The above phrase 'favoured by the grace of 
his grandfather's feet' served to authorize his acting posthumously on his grandfa-
ther's behalf. The land donation was made by Bhavadatta 'in order to invoke bless-
ing upon his and his wife's matrimony,' 192 and if this means 'asking for sons' the 
present and other plates prove that the grant had the desired effect. The pilgrimage 
to Prayaga may have been undertaken to the same end. It must have taken place in 
the early years of Bhavadatta's kingship, before he became embroiled with the Va-
ka!akas, through whose kingdom and that of their northern feudatory he probably 
travelled. 

189 Personal communication of the deputy director of the Raipur Museum Dr G. K. Chandra! and 
Dr L. S. Nigam (see also Nigam 1994). Garhdhanora: 20° .5' N, 81° .34' E, 4 km west of Keskal, 
20 km south of Kanker in the Bastar District (Raipur Division) of Madhya Pradesh, and 270 km 
south-east of as the crow flies. In Keskal another large Narasirpha image has 
been found; this village is to be identified with the Keselakagrama mentioned in the Kesaribeda 
Plates of Arthapati (EI XXVIII, 16 1. 3), rather than the spot where the inscription was found, 
Kesarabeda in the Koraput District of Orissa (19° .45' N, 82° .5' E). 

190 EI XIX, 103 1. 24, iiryakapiidaprasiidiinugrhftena. 
191 Krishnamacharlu, the editor of the grant, takes this date to refer to the eleventh regnal year of 

Bhavadatta himself, which is rejected by Sircar (EI XXVIII (1949-50), 13). Sircar's objection 
seems to be justified by the fact that another charter of Arthapati (El XXVIII, 17 1. 14) was also 
written by the officer Culla, who is mentioned in the Rithapur Plates in the same Arya verse 
that mentions the date: yii caikiidase [i.e. yaikiidase, H.T.B.] 'tha kiirttikamiisasya bahula-
saptamyiim I svamukhiijfiii [sii} likhi(tii) rahasi niyukte(na) cullena 11 (EI XIX, 103 1. 20-21). 
For the expression rahasi niyuktena compare the Kesaribeda Plates of Arthapati were Culla is 
called rahasyiidhikrtena, which, according to Sircar, refers to a 'Privy Councillor' (EI XXVIII, 
16). 

192 EI XIX (1927-28), 102 1. 6, mama ciicapf (ciipi?) bha.t_t(a)rikiiyiiS ea d(ii)mpatyasyiismakam 
anugrahartham. 
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It is commonly deduced from this piece of evidence that Bhavadatta ousted 
II from his capital and temporarily ruled proudly from Nandivardhana 

in about AD 493. This seems to me, however, far from certain. Bhavadatta may 
have had this intention, but his plans foundered. When his grandson, at least 
twenty-three years later, 193 i.e. after AD 516, executed the grant of his grandfather 
he may have done so, because he himself was master of Nandivardhana at that 
time, thinking it a worthy tribute to the ambitions of his grandfather. Arthapati 
may have seen the opportunity to capture Nandivardhana after the death of the 

king Madhavavarman II, who ruled over Vidarbha after the fall of the 
(see below).194 

Nevertheless it seems that II came under heavy attack from the 
Nalas. After a serious initial setback, he appears to have reassembled his forces and 
probably summoned the help of his brother-in-law Madhavavarman II, to whom, 
as to II, the growing power of the Nalas must have been a matter of 
mounting concern. Madhavavarman's involvement in the struggle with the Nalas 
may also be inferred from his Polamuru Plates (Set I), in which he declares that 'he 
crossed the Godavari for conquest in the east,' 195 which alludes to the territories 
of the Nalas in the Bastar District to the east of the Godavari river. How much the 
power had increased during Bhavadatta's reign may not only be inferred from his 
success against the there are strong indications as well that the Nalas 
seriously disturbed the status quo in Kosala. Here we notice a disruption 
in the lineage of the Sarabhapuriyas, and it was from them probably that Bhava-
datta got the idea of issuing his own gold coins. 196 A successful counterattack 
was launched, the Nalas were driven back, and their capital was raided, 
as may be inferred from an inscription of Bhavadatta's son [Skanda?]varman: 
'the illustrious king [Skanda?]varman-the good son of king Bhavadatta, the 
foremost of the lineage of the illustrious Nalas who had destroyed his enemies by 
his valour-after having wrested back the royal fortune which had been lost and 
had fallen into (the hands of) others, and after having (re)populated the deserted 

193 We possess an inscription of Bhavadatta's son, [Skanda]varman, from his 12 regnal year, while 
Arthapati/Bhavadatta's Rithapur Plates date from the eleventh year (of Arthapati's reign). 

194 Shastri 1987, 135 observes, 'The rule over Maharashtra, however, did not last 
long. Neither has any record of any successors ofMadhavavarman II been discovered anywhere 
in Maharashtra nor do we come across any allusion to their hold over this area except for the 
description of Madhavavarman ill as the lord of If we accept the terminus post quern, 
AD 470, as the actual year of Madhavavarman's accession to the throne, his death may have 
occurred shortly after his last known inscription, which dates from his regnal year 48, i.e. AD 
518 (see apove p.46). 

195 Rao 1924, 60 II. 21-22, pra(sthi)taJ:i godiivarfm atftaran, which is corrected 
by Sankaranarayanan 1977, 181n.15 to prasthitaiJ:i +++ atitaradbhiJ:i. 

196 Bakker 1994, 9; Mirashi in JNSI XI, 109 f. 
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(capital) has established this temple/footprint of desiring welfare 
for himself and acting for (the good of) his father, ancestors and mother-t having 
established hope of obtaining merit (for them)t .' 197 Bhavadatta may have been 
killed in this war and it evidently took his son twelve years to put his dynasty on 
its feet again. II, on the other hand, revelled in his victory, calling 
himself 'the rescuer of his House which had sunken twice' in his unfinished 
Bfilaghat Plates, 198 which were issued, at least that was the intention, from his 
camp (viisaka) Vembara, identified by Mirashi with Bembal in the south-eastern 
comer of the Vakataka kingdom, on the western bank of the Wainganga, which 
may be considered his eastern line of defence. 199 

It proved to be a Pyrrhic victory. In order to withstand the Nalas II 
probably had to accept a greater presence of the in his realm. There 
is abundant evidence that Madhvavarman II or his countrymen stayed in Vidarbha, 
especially in the south. This evidence has been collected and dealt with by A. M. 
Shastri (1987, 132-137). A hoard and several loose base metal coins were found 
in Paunar on the river Dham. Though recent research of Shastri and Gupta have 
made a case to assign some of these coins to the Vakataka kings themselves, notably 

II, there can be little doubt that the majority of them were struck by 
the initially perhaps in collaboration with their Vakataka in-laws, in 
order to finance their combined war effort against the Nalas.200 The archaeologi-
cal remains of this site likewise point to influence (we shall deal with 
the remains in Paunar in Chapter 3). coins were also reported from 
Nagara in the Gondia Tahsil of the Bhandara District, where excavations revealed a 

197 EI XXI (1931-32), 15511. 2-5, §rfnaliinvayamukhyasya I nrpater bhava-
dattasya satputre1:zanyasar[1sthitam 112 11 rajarddhir[I sanyam avasya I 
pituf:t pitiimahiiniir[I ea jananyiif) kri( kr )tinii [ tataf:zl I I 3 I I krtvii dha[ rmii] rthanebhyiisiin( m) idam 

I piidamiilaf(I krtaf(I [ riijnii] frf[ skandava] rmaf!ii 114 I I· I do not understand 
piida 4a, which was evidently no problem for Krishnamacharlu who translates 'with the hope 
ofobtaining religious merit for his father etc.' (El XXI, 157). 

198 CIT V, 81 I. 33, dvimagnavaf(lsasyoddhartuf:z. Due to their unfinished character the Balaghat 
Plates do not contain a regnal year, but they must be later than the Mahurjhari Plates of PfthivI-

II 's 17th year, because in the latter plates he still is 'the rescuer of his House which 
had sunken,' scil. once (magnavar;i(l'(l)Soddhartur, ABORI LIII (1972), 193 I. 26) . Hence we 
assumed above that the Nala attack must have taken place about eighteen years after Prthivi-

II 's accession to the throne, i.e. in about AD 493. 
199 Bembal: 19°.55' N, 79° .45' E, 50km east ofChandrapur, c.190km due west ofGarhdhanora, 

the supposed capital of the Nalas (see above p. 54). The term viisaka in the meaning 
of '(military) camp' we also encounter in the Indore Plates of Pravarasena II (tripurfviisakiit, 
Mirashi in !RP, 72 I. 1), which we, following Mirashi, interpreted as referring to Pravarasena's 
intrusion into Gupta territory see above p. 25). The only other charter that was issued 
from a vi'isako is the Wadgaon inscription, which was issued from the Hirai;iyanadivasaka (CII 
V, 54 I. 1), a camp on the Erai river. 

200 See below p. 90. Shastri and Gupta in AV, 142-145, 285-294. 
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huge brick temple complex. 201 The question seems justified whether II 
had not let in the Trojan horse. The conquest of Madhavavarman, whose kingdom, 
according to the inscriptions of his descendants, adjoined the waters of the Reva riv-
er (i.e. the Narmada),202 took place, according to A. M. Shastri, ' immediately after 
the fall of the Viikii!akas. In view of the pride felt by his [i.e. Madhavavarman 's] 
successors in his marriage with a Viikii!aka princess, it is unlikely that he himself 
contributed to the collapse of the Viikii!aka power.' 203 In any case, if the 
ku9<;Iins did not themselves have a hand in the fall of the Viikii!aka kingdom, they 
were quick to turn it to their profit. How long II's rule continued after 
the battle with the N alas is difficult to say, but probably not very long, in view of the 
fact that the Balaghat Plates remained unfinished. The new masters ofVidarbha, the 

did not allow any of II's descendants to raise his voice, 
for nothing of the Vakii!akas was ever heard again. 

201 Shastri 1987, 134. For this temple, about which I have serious doubts whether it was built by 
the and which for that reason I have left out of this study, see EITA II.1, 64 f. 

202 ITH 43 (1965), 734 LI . 8-9, bhuvo bhartur mahiiriijafrf-
miidhavavarmai:ia/:I. 

203 Shastri 1987, 135. The argument does not carry much conviction, for the too kept 
their pra.fostis unchanged till the very end, irrespective of the·fact that they had intruded into 
Gupta territory and even had established feudatory relations within it. The emphasis on the 
descent of one of the ancestors from another mighty dynasty of the times may, in addition to 
enhancement of one's own status, have been regarded as a justification of asserting certain rights, 
if not of territorial expansion into the realm of one's in-laws. Cf. also PrabhavatI's emphasis on 
her Naga descent, above n. 38 on p. 17 and p. 11. 



Chapter 2 
The Hindu Religion in the Vakataka Kingdom 

The two forms of Hinduism that are reflected predominantly in the material 
remains of the Vakataka kingdom are those in which either Mahesvara (i.e: Siva) 
or Bhagavat (i.e. is the principal focus of worship. The devotees of Mahe-
svara call themselves Mahesvaras, those of the Bhagavat Bhagavatas. The kings 
of the eastern Vakatakas were either Mahesvaras or Bhagavatas. The Vatsagulma 
kings call themselves Dharmamaharaja, without being more explicit about their 
religious orientation. 1 They were, at least indirectly, great patrons of the Buddhist 
sangha, though we do not possess indications that they themselves were Buddhists. 
The title Dharmamaharaja may therefore be interpreted as a general one indicating 
an oecumenical attitude towards the religions represented in their kingdom. The 
large majority of the images described in the catalogue below pertain either to the 
Saiva or the pantheon and, with a few exceptions from Ajanta which 
are included for the sake of comparison, they all belong to the Nandivardhana 
kingdom. 

There are good reasons to assume that the stone images that have been found 
are not a faithful reflection of the variety of religious cults in the Vakataka realm. 
They represent the 'higher,' brahmanical forms of Hinduism. Within the villages, 
however, local cults of folk deities and mother goddesses may have been of equal 
or greater importance, as they still are today. When they were acknowledged and 
received patronage from the elite, they were accommodated to the general forms of 
Hinduism that we know from Sanskrit literature. Thus we have an image of DevI, 
the slayer of the buffalo demon Plate XXIX A) and of a Matr-
ka goddess (Plate xv), two goddesses who may have had long histories before they 
were eventually acknowledged in Sanskrit literature, in which they appear com-
paratively late. A female deity that was never admitted to the circle of 'higher' 
Hinduism is the fertility goddess commonly designated Lajja Gauri She is repre-

The biruda Hiiritiputra given to Pravarasena I in Vindhyasakti Il's Basim Plates and in Hari-
Thalner Plates cannot be taken to mean that this king was a Buddhist, though Hiiriti is a 

folk deity (Mother Goddess) who became particularly prominent in the Buddhist fold. A series 
of Vedic sacrifices was also ascribed to this Pravarasena. The same biruda was adopted by the 
Hindu Calukya kings (Mirashi in IRP I, 82; CII V, xxx:vi n. 5). 
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sented in our catalogue by a stone tablet (Plate XXIX B); her cult must have been 
widespread, since many similar plaques have been found in Vidarbha and all over 
Maharashtra and beyond; we noticed a shrine in which such an icon was still in wor-
ship in a street in Pauni. In an earlier publication (Bakker 1992a) we have argued 
that also for instance the cult of Narasirµha on the Ramagiri may have been rooted 
in the local worship of a lion deity that was elevated to the Vaig1ava pantheon, a 
process in which political motifs played a role. Through recognition and patronage 
(e.g. by means of temple construction) of local deities, large groups of the popula-
tion were assimilated to the culture of the elite, while at the same time, by promoting 
'higher ' or Sanskritic forms of worship, the brahmanical world-view, which was the 
ideological basis of the Vfil<:a!aka rule, was spread broadly through the populace.2 

The limitations of our survey may finally be illustrated by three splendid Buddhist 
bronzes, found at the site of Nandivardhana (Nagardhan), testifying to the fact that 
the Buddhist Mahayana religion was not exclusively found in the Vatsagulma king-
dom, but was present in the eastern kingdom as well. 3 

For the understanding of the images illustrated in this work we shall briefly dis-
cuss the underlying religious beliefs of the Bhagavatas and Mahesvaras in so far as 
these can be reconstructed on the basis of early Sanskrit sources. 

THE BHAGA VATA FAITH 

Vaisnavism, as represented in the images found in eastern Vidarbha, seems to have 
been focused on two originally quite different sets of deities, which were eventually 
synthesized; and indeed the archaeological remains of Ramagiri reflect the initial 
phase of this fusion (seep. 64). 

The first set of deities seems to go back to a cult of deified human heroes. It 
comprises the Paficavira, the 'Five Heroes,' about whom the Vayupurfu;la remarks: 
'Learn about the gods who are of human nature, whose praises are sung (by me): 

Vasudeva, Pradyumna, Samba and Aniruddha, they are praised as 
the five heroes of the race. '4 The 'race' referred to is that of the clan of the 
Yadava tribe, whose origins may have been the region around Mathura. These five 
deities are also said to belong to the race of the Satvata. The devotees of these gods 

2 Bakker 1992a, 89. 
3 Jamkhedkar 1985a. 
4 deviin kfrtyamiiniin nibodhatal viisudevaf:z pradyumnaf:z samba 

eva cal aniruddhas ea paficaite vaf!!savfriif:z prakfrtitiif:zll, ViiP 97.1-2. 
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are named Satvatas after them and their belief, the Satvata religion. 5 The earliest 
evidence of the enshrinement of these five deities for the sake of worship comes 
from the Mora Well inscription (near Mathura) of king So<;tasa (AD 10-25), which 
records the installation in a stone temple of the 'images of the exalted five heroes of 
the ' 6 Vidisa (modem Besnagar) and PadmavatI (modem Pawaya), which 
played such prominent roles in the Gupta/Vakataka history, as we have seen, 
appear to have been other centres of Satvata worship. On the basis of epigraphical 
and archaeological evidence, Banerjea argued convincingly that at least three 
deities, Vasudeva and Pradyurnna, had their respective shrines there.7 

Vasudeva is . understood as the patronymic of and is taken as 
another name of Balarama, elder brother;8 Samba and Pradyurnna are 
the latter's sons and Aniruddha his grandson, son of Pradyurnna. The Satvata 
religion is part of and sometimes seems to coincide with the Bhagavata faith. In 
his Mandhal inscription Rudrasena II refers to the existence of two settlements 
or communities of the Satvatas (siitvatacarm:ia), and this may well be the first 
epigraphical attestation of this school as such (see above p. 20). 

The NariiyaJ}fya section of the Mahabharata gives us more information on an 
early stage of the Bhagavata religion and cult. 9 In this connection mention is made 
of the Satyata dharma, also referred to as Paficaratra: was a local prince, head 
of the clan of the Yadavas, and said to belong to the people of the Satvatas. 
However, in the Nariiya!Jfya the name of is not prominent, but the bearer of 
the name Vasudeva is the central figure of a religion which was explained to his 
true devotee (bhakta) Narada by Narayal).a himself in Svetadvipa: 10 Vasudeva, also 
called Hari, is the Supreme Soul, the internal ruler of all. His religion is the Bhaga-

5 MBh 12.336.31 (cf. 12.322.19), tataf:i pravartata tada adau krtayugaf!l subham I tato hi satvato 
dharmo vyapya Lokan avasthitaf:i 11 · In MBh 1.210.12 Vasudeva is named Satvata. Bhan-
darkar 1913, 8-13. 

6 bhagavatiif!L paf!Lcavlriii:tiif!l pratimaf:i §ailadevagr[he sthapitaf:il, Se!. Ins. I, 122. 
7 Banerjea 1956, 104. 
8 The exact connection between Vasudeva and and how they came to be associated with 

each other, if indeed they were ever completely separate personalities, is a matter of consider-
able obscurity. Later mythology states that was the son of Vasudeva (presumably derived 
in retrospect from the supposedly patronymic Vasudeva) and Devaki (given as the name of the 
mother of an apparently different in Chandogya Upani$ad 3.17 .6). The process of identifi-
cation of the two deities just as that of their two respective brothers, and (Bala)rama/ 
Baladeva, appears to have already been completed in the second century BC when Pataiijali used 
these names for one and the same pair of brothers (Mahabha$ya ad P. 2.2.24, 2.2.35, 4.1.114). 
In Mahabha$ya ad P. 3.1.26 and 3.2.111 Pataiijali says that Vasudeva killed Kaiµsa; the pada, 
'asadhur matule ascribed to Pataiijali by Jaiswal 1967, 66 (cited from Raychaudhuri 
1936, 37, 51) I could not find with the help of Pathak's Word Index. Cf. BhG 7.19, 19.57, 11.50, 
18.74. See Jaiswal 1967, 51 ff. ; Bhandarkar 1913, 3 f. 

9 MBh 12.321-339. 
10 MBh 12.326.1ff.Laine1989, 193- 202. 
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vata faith, a devotional (bhakti), monotheistic (ekantika) belief system (dhanna), 
in which the Bhagavat, Vasudeva, is the principal object of ritual (satvatavidhi). 
The world evolves from him through his forms (murtis), etc. 11 This 
devotional movement distanced itself from traditional Brahmanism in that it took 
issue with the animal slaughter involved in Vedic sacrifices, a practice of ahirrisa fj-
which greatly pleased the Lord, though not the other gods. 12 In MBh 12.327.78 the 
Bhagavat answers the gods upon their question where to go in the Kali age when 
only a fourth of the dhanna remains, 

0 best of the gods, where the Vedas, sacrifices, asceticism, truthfulness 
and self-discipline prevail along with a dhanna of 'no killing (of ani-
mals),' that is the land that should be visited; may adhanna not tread 
on you.13 

In MBh 12.332.13-18 the Satvata path to Vasudeva, a theological variant of the 
early Sarµkhya, is described. The sinless devotees go, without merit and demerit 
(pur;yapapavivarjita), along the good path to the sun (after death, though an esoteric 
interpretation is possible).14 The sun (aditya), which destroys all darkness, is called 
the gate. It bums their bodies and, invisibly (adrsya), having become atom-like, 
they_ enter the deity, i.e. Aditya. Leaving him again they stay in the body of Ani-
ruddha. Then having become manas they enter Pradyumna. Leaving him they enter 

the jlva; after having left their trigur;a nature behind them, they finally 
enter the that is Vasudeva. 15 

11 MBh 12.326.17-46. Cf. Bhandarka.r 1913, 4-13; Gonda 1977, Sf. 
12 MBh 12.323.10-11. 
13 MBh 12.327.78, frfbhagaviin uviiea I yatra vediis ea yajniis ea tapaf! satyal'(l damas tathii I 

ahil'(lsiidharmasal'(lyuktiif! praeareyuf! surottamiifll sa vai de§afl sevitavyo mii vo 'dharmaf! padii 
sprset ll78ll -

14 Cf. 1.3-4. 
15 ye hi loke pw:1.yapiipavivarjitii(i I 

vai adhviinaf!I gaeehatiif!I dvijasattama I 
sarvalokatamohantii iidityo dviiram ueyate I I 13 I I 
iidityadagdhasarviiligii adrsyiif! kenaeit kvaeit I 
paramii1J.ubhiitii bhiitvii tu tal'(l deval'(l pravisanty uta I I 14 I I 
tasmiid api vinirmuktii aniruddhatanau sthitiif! I 
manobhiitiis tato bhiiyaf! pradyumnal'(l pravisanty uta I I 15 I I 
pradyumnii<: eiipi nirmuktii jf val'(l tathii I 
visanti viprapravariif! siil'(lkhyii bhiigavataif! saha I I 161 I 
tatas traigu1J.yahrnas te paramatmanam anJasa I 
pravi§anti nirgu1J.iitmakam I 
sarviiviisaf!I viisudeval'(l viddhi tattvataf! IJ7/J 
samiihitamanaskiis ea niyatiif! sal'(lyatendriyiif! I 
ekiintabhiivopagatii viisudeval'(l vi§anti te 111811(MBh12.332.13-18; cf. MBh 12.326.35-43). 
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We see that the place of the fifth deity Samba is taken by Aditya, the sun, 
to which Samba in another, mythological context is closely related. For reasons 
not satisfactorily explained Samba was, when the above religion evolved into the 
Paficaratra system, expelled from the pantheon, while the four remaining milrtis 
developed into hypostases of Vasudeva's emanations (vyuhas) in the process 
of world-creation. Banerjea, however, has collected evidence that, before he 
became exclusively associated with the cult of the sun, that is of Siirya, Samba was 
worshipped in his own right, along with the other in images of which the 
iconography anticipates that of Siirya. 16 Of the four or five Satvata deities Vasu-
deva and (Balarama) were singled out for special worship. 
Quite a few early inscriptions and images testify to the worship of these two, and 
their images are found in Mandhal too (Plates XIX to XXII). A third image found 
here may also have belonged to this group of Satvata or heroes (vfras) and, 
possibly, represents Samba (Plate xxm). 

The Satvata worship was integrated into the Bhagavata religion in two ways: 
as noted above, four of the five deities were eventually transformed into abstract 
functions in an intricate theology that became known as the Paficaratra, and there-
with lost their immediate devotional appeal to worshippers; simultaneously, the two 
main deities, Balarama and were accommodated to another ramification that 
developed in the Bhagavata fold, namely that of appearances (vibhavas) or 
descents (avataras) to earth. It is this doctrine that is reified in the temples of the 
Ramagiri. They lead us to the second set of deities. 

The· same Niirayai;iiya section that provided us with some valuable information 
about the Satvatas contains several lists of manifestations (pradurbhavas). 
The idea of god identified with 17 incarnating in human 
form to save the world was first expressed in the Bhagavadgita, in the famous 
verses where says, 

For Me have passed many births, and for thee, Arjuna; These I know 
all; thou knowest not, scorcher of the foe. Tho unborn, tho My self 

16 Banerjea 1944, 129 f., 'The early iconographic texts refer to his images, and I shall try to show 
in this paper whether extant images of this god who was originally a human being can be recog-
nised among a class of sculptures of the period from Mathura. These are seated figures, 
some shown riding in a chariot drawn by four horses, while in the case of others the chariot is 
either completely absent or faintly suggested only. These figures are usually dressed according 
to the mode of the northerners (udfcyavesa), and hold in their two hands either lotus flowers (not 
very distinct in many cases) or a mace, a sword and other indistinct objects. They are either 
described by modem scholars as so many images of Siirya or statues of some kings, 
according as their attributes are clearly recognisable.' 

17 BhG 11.N, 11.30. 
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is eternal, tho Lord of Beings, resorting to My own material nature I 
come into being by My own mysterious power. For whenever of the 
right a languishing appears, son of Bharata, a rising up of unright, then 
I send Myself forth. For protection of the good, and for the destruction 
of evil-doers, to make a firm footing for the right, I come into being in 
age after age. 18 

63 

That the highest god could assume different forms on different occasions was 
already known from the Brahnrn1,1.as in which Prajapati is said to have assumed 
the forms of a tortoise ( ___. Kurma) and a boar ( ___. Yaraha).19 These incarnations 
became eventually associated with but the earliest incarnations around 
which a devotional cult developed were without doubt the ones mentioned in 
the Niiriiyai;iiya 12.337.36, viz. Yaraha, Narasirµha, Yamana (i.e. Trivikrama) 
and the 'man incarnations,' referring to Rama Dasarathi, and his brother 
Balarama, 20 and Bhargava Rama (i.e. Parasurama). 21 Sanctuaries were built on the 
Ramagiri that were dedicated to most of these deities; of Yaraha, Narasirµha and 
Trivikrama we still possess the idols (Plates XXXII to XXXIV), of 
and the temple, known as Bhogarama, is preserved, and 
Rama Dasarathi's connection with the hill-though not a proof of his cult in its 
own right, which was first to develop many centuries later-is indicated by its 
name, 'Hill of Rama,' and the contemporaneous Meghadiita (vss. 1 and 12, see 
below p. 85). Only Parasurama is missing, for his divine power seems to have 
been looked upon as something of the past, suggested in the Riimiiyai;ia 1.75.11-12 
where we read, 

Then, while the world was stupefied and Rama (Dasarathi) held the 
eminent bow, that Rama, son of Jamadagni, gazed at Rama, being 
bereft of his power: the son of J amadagni was stupefied because 
his power (vfryatva) was nullified by the ardour (tejas) (of Rama 
Dasarathi). 

As has been observed above, the cult of Narasirµha may have been grafted on a 
folk deity and so may that of Yaraha. The figure of Trivikrama goes back to Yedic 
origins and pertains to as cosmic deity. It became connected with the myth of 
his dwarf incarnation (Yamana) who wrested the world from king Bali 's oppressive 
rule by striding through the universe in the three steps that Bali in his ignorance 

18 BhG 4.5-8, translation by Franklin Edgerton . 
19 SBr7.5.l.5, 14.1.2.11; TaiBr ·u .3.5ff.; TaiSa 7.1.5 .1; cf. SBr 1.8.1 (the fi sh that saves Manu). 
20 He is designated Satvata in MBh 12.326.851 *. 
21 MBh 12.337.36, varahaf!I narasif!!haf!I ea vamanaf!! tathal ebhir maya nihantavya 

durvinfta[l suraraya/:111 · 
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had allowed the dwarf to take. The myths connected with these three deities, all 
concerned with the rescue of the earth from evil forces, lent themselves perfectly to 
royal allegory, an opportunity not lost upon the kings of Nandivardhana nor upon 
their Gupta counterparts.22 

The background of the two human avatiiras, l(rgia and Balarama, is a differ-
ent one as we saw above. The Bhogarama Temple with its two garbhagrhas next 
to each other may originally have been dedicated to the two Satvata brothers. The 
figure of Balarama had been from early times onwards connected 
with serpent worship and snakes play an essential role in his iconography; the word 
bhoga preceding riima should hence be taken in its meaning 'coil of a snake,' and 
the 'Rama with the coils' can only be Balarama.23 The temple today is in the pos-
session of the Manbhaus sect and they have installed an image of their god 
in one of the cellas. 

The affiliation of Rama Dasarathi with the hill is less transparent. The worship 
of Rama as the major form of or as identical with did not develop until the 
eleventh century.24 The name 'Ramagiri' on the other hand, which appears in the 
inscriptions of PrabhavatI Gupta, indicates that it was associated with the hero of 
the RamayaJ}a from the fifth century onwards. The tradition that the hill was visited 
by Rama who left his footprint is known from Meghadiita 12 and is corroborated 
by the thirteenth century Yadava inscription in the Temple on the hill, 
which says that the mountain had been 'touched by the lotus-feet of the illustrious 
Rama' (vs. 83), hence it is called the 'Mountain of Rama' (Ramagiri).25 

22 The Trivikrama/Vamana symbolism is expressed in the opening verse of the Kevala-Nara-
sirpha Temple Inscription: (ba)([)(i)(ma)khasamayaidhitiiliga(fo)(bho)(Appendix I vs. 1); and 
Skandagupta's Junaga<;lh Rock Inscription: §riyam abhimatabhogyiif!L naikakiiliipanftiif!L tri-
da§apatisukhiirthaJ!L yo baler iijahiiral (Cll Ill, 299 vs. 1). The Narasirpha symbolism is found 
on some coins of Kumaragupta ('Lion-slayer Type' ), the obverse of which has the following leg-
end (Allan 1914, cxviii, 77, 155): 'Like Narasiilha in presence, the lion-Mahendra is eternally 
victorious' iva narasiliho silihamahendro jayaty ani§am). 

23 Bakker 1992c and l992b. 
24 Bakker 1987; Pollock 1993. 
25 Bakker 1989a, 485 (vs. 85): riimasya giriiv iha. The same inscription in verse 86 identifies the 

Ramagiri with the hill on which Sambuka practised tapas and was beheaded by Rama: "Here the 
sudra saint Sambuka [sic] had reached the abode of Muran after having been killed by the sword 
Candrahasa [sic] which was wielded by Ramacandra; and on this eminent mountain he became 
well-known as the 'smoky-eyed' " (Bakker 1989a, 493). The inscription, as far as 
legible, does not mention the name Saivala. The liliga sanctuary of or Dhurnre-
svara, considered as the bhUmipiilaka of the hill, is still pointed out today. In a forthcoming 
article I have evaluated this tradition, which may have its starting point in an old shrine, 
which, possibly, inspired Kalidasa to situate the of his Meghadiita on this hill. There are 
several indications that the famous poet was well acquainted with the actual Ramagiri (Bakker, 
forthcoming b). Possibly the first attestation (4th century AD?) of a hill called 'Ramagiri' is 
found in Vimalasiiri 's Paiimacariya: Rama (also called Padma) and his retinue stayed on a hill 
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The temples of avataras mentioned so far are all situated a few hun-
dred meters to the east of the main temple complex on the spur of the hill. Though 
the latter complex, dedicated to Rama and his brother dates from the 
Yadava period (13th century), it can be taken for certain that the main sanctuary 
of the hill in the fifth century, the Ramagiristhana, occupied the same spot. In one 
of her inscriptions PrabhavatI seems to give some additional information regard-
ing the nature of this main sanctuary, when she declares that the charter was issued 
from the 'soles of the feet of the Lord of Ramagiri,' 26 which echoes an earlier char-
ter by her in which it is said that the grant had first been offered to the 'soles of the 
feet of the Lord. '27 With regard to a tablet containing a pair of footprints that was 
found at the foot of the hill in N agardhan and is described below (Plate XXXI B) I 
advanced the hypothesis that the footprint icon may represent a miniature version 
of the sanctuary on top of the hill (Bakker 1991). If this conjecture is correct, we 
could answer the question as to how the ramagirisvaminal;i padamulam sanctuary, 
in which PrabhavatI Gupta worshipped, should be conceived. It might have been 
a square enclosure giving access to a square platform on which an altar contain-
ing the footprints of the Bbagavat, the Lord (svamin) of Ramagiri, was installed, 
squared in by a low railing or wall, rather than being enshrined in a temple. 28 This 
sanctuary may have been replaced in Yadava times by the Rama temple that is still 
crowning the hill. The legend that connected the hill with a visit of Rama makes it 
plausible that these footprints were conceived, by some at least, as those of 
incarnation Rama as depicted in the RamayaJ}a. 

The concept of a hill-top imprinted by the feet of is not only repeatedly 
found in the Mahabharata,29 its actual occurring in the religion of the Bhagavatas is 
also attested by the Meharauli Pillar Inscription of Candra. 30 This inscription is the 
subject of extensive scholarly debate, which in my view bas not led to a refutation 
of Sircar's most plausible interpretation that 'the pillar was made for Candragupta II 
about the end of his life; but the record was engraved by Kumaragupta soon after 
his father's death.' 31 On account of this interpretation we feel confident in conclud-

called Varµsagiri near the city of Varµfasthapura . Because the king of that city erected many 
Jaina shrines on that hill on Rama's advice, that hill became known as 'Ramagiri ' : riimei:ia 
jamha bhavm:zottamiii:ti jii:iindacandiii:ia nivesiyai:ii I tattheva tulige vimalappabhiii:ti tamha jai:ie 
riimagirf pasiddho 111611 (Paiimacariya 40.16). See Mirashi 1968. 

26 riimagirisviiminal;t piidamulat, CIT V, 35. 
27 bhagavatpiidamule nivedya, CIT V, 7. 
28 This would endorse the view that the expression piidamula should in some cases be taken liter-

ally, in its sense of ' sole of the foot,' i.e. 'footprint, ' and not as a metaphor for ' temple' as argued 
by Sircar in Sel. Ins. I, 512 n. 2. 

29 MBh 3.81.86-87, 3.130.7-8, 5.109.19, 7.57.32, 12.29.31. See Bakker 1991. 
30 CIT ill, 257-259; Se!. Ins. I, 283-5. 
31 Se!. Ins. I, 284 n. 4; Papers of a symposium on this pillar were published by M. C. Joshi and S. 
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ing that the paramabhiigavata Kumaragupta, brother of PrabhavatI Gupta, erected 
a lofty column (dhvaja) ofBhagavat on a hill (giri) that was believed to con-
tain a footprint (pada) of this god and was hence called The tree-like 
object that is depicted between the two footprints on the tablet found in Nagardhan, 
if it reflects a similar object once standing near or in the footprint sanctuary on the 
spur of the Ramagiri, may have expressed the same symbolism as the dhvaja on 
the viz. that of the cosmic pillar (skambha), the world tree that rose out 
of the primordial hill, along which took his strides to separate heaven and 
earth.33 

THE MAHESVARA FAITH 

Certain (kecana) Mahe8varas disapproved of the doctrine of the 
a (doctrine of) dependence on another's will as indicated 

by such terms as "servitude" (diisatva) (used therein), doing so on 
the ground that this doctrine does not furnish what we desire, namely 
the end of suffering (duf:ikhtinta). Preferring (to take as their goal) 
absolute sovereignty (piiramai.§varya), they accept as authoritative 
the following inference: Those souls whom others (the 
consider to be released cannot be released, because they are dependent 
upon another (viz. God) (paratantratva), and because they lack abso-
lute sovereignty just as we do (in the present life). (On the other hand) 
souls which are (truly) released must be possessed of the qualities of 

K. Gupta 1989. The issue was taken up again by V. C. Pandey in RGH, 155-164. 
32 priiptena svabhujiirjitaf!! ea suciraf!! caikiidhiriijyaf!! candriihvena samagracandra-

sadrSlf!! vaktrafriyaf!! bibhratiil teniiyaf!! prm:iidhiiya bhumipatinii bhiivena au) matif!! 
priinsur girau bhagavato dhvajaJ:z sthiipitaJ:z [I I*], Sel. Ins. I, 284 f.; cf. en ill, 
259. 

33 Kuiper 1983, 49, 'From a purely mythological point of view who by his position in 
the center must also in Vedic belief have been immediately associated with the cosmic pillar 
(skambhd), must have ascended along the pillar at the beginning of the year and descended in 
the second half of it but, owing perhaps to the fact that the texts are primarily concerned with 
the beginning of the new year, they do not contain any reference to such a belief. [ . .. ] On the 
other hand there is clear evidence of connection with the mountains: he is 'dwelling ' 
or 'standing' on the mountain(s) and 'regent of the mountains.' [ . . . ] he stands on the summit 
of the mountain 1.155.1). [ ... ] Later art represents him standing on Mount Mandara, 
and arising from it as the cosmic pillar. In the middle of the seventh century A.D. an artist at 
Mamalapuram portrayed the god, while taking his three strides, as being the supporting pillar 
of the universe.' 
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an absolute sovereign (parame§vara), because despite the fact that 
they are individual souls they lack all seeds of (future) suffering, 
as in the case of the highest Lord (Mahesvara). Accordingly these 
Mahesvaras take to the Pafopata scripture, a system which sets forth 
the five categories (panciirtha) as their instrument for achieving the 
highest goal of men. 34 

Sayru:ia Madhava's (c. AD 1350) opening statement of the chapter in which he deals 
with the system of the Pasupata according to Nakuli8a (NakulisapiiSupatadarsana) 
makes a number of things clear. First that not all Mahesvaras are Pafopatas. The 
Pasupatas were ascetics who, after having undergone initiation were com-
mitted to the piisupatavrata, i.e. to observe a life in accordance with the Pafopata 
scriptures, a career which was beyond the pale of organized society (termed 'the 
Outer Path,' Atimarga). 35 The majority of the Mahesvaras on the other hand were 
probably householders (laukikas) who, like the contented themselves 
with worshipping Mahesvara (Siva) and supporting the order, thereby, in the 
view of their world-renouncing brethren, abstaining, at least in their present life, 
from the possibility to realize complete autonomy (= release from all suffering, 
dul:tkhiinta).36 The relationship between the majority of the Mahesvaras and the 
(Nakuli8a)-Pa8upatas may therefore have been similar to that between the laity and 
the monks of the Buddhist order. Madhava's statement, secondly, seems to entail 
that the Mahesvaras on the whole set greater store by ascetic values than their 

counterparts. The Naraym}iya section of the Mahabharata informs us that 
there were five different doctrines or schools (jfiiina): in addition to the Vaig1ava 
school (here termed Paficaratra) and the Sarµkhya, Yoga and Vedic traditions, there 
was the Pasupata, which was promulgated by Srlkru:i!ha, the son of Brahma, the 

34 Sayai;ia Mli.dhava, Sarvadar§anasaipgraha, Chapter 6, p. 16111. 1-6, translated by Minoru Hara 
1958, 12 f. 

35 

36 

Sanderson 1988, 132. MBh 13.15.4 pictures the outward appearance of the initiate who has gone \ r -Uvt 
through a d14a ceremony: he carries a staff, his head is shaven, he has ku§a grass (in his hand), "1 
he is clad in bark (or rags), he wears a girdle and is anointed with ghee: dine ea vipre1:za 

'harri yathiividhi I dai:zrj,f mui:zrj,f kuff efrf ghrtakto mekhalf tathii 1141 I· 
The more mundane objectives of the common devotee may have been succinctly summed up 
in request to Siva and Umli. in l\IBh 13.16.2, 6. 'I wish firmness in the dharma, in 
war (the ability) to kill the enemies, the utmost fame and greatest power, dedication to yoga, 
nearness to you, and hundreds of hundreds of sons': dharme drr)hatvarri yudhi satrughiitarri 
yasas tathiigryarri paramarri balarri ea I yogapriyatvarri tava vri:ze sutanarri ea 
§atarri §atani 112 I I; 'I wish freedom of anger towards the brahmins, grace from my father, a 
hundred sons, and the utmost enjoyment, attachment to my family, and grace from my moth-
er, the obtainment of tranquility and skillfulness' : akoparri prasadarri satarri 
sutanam upabhogarri pararri ea I kule prftirri matrtas ea prasadarri samapraptirri pravri:ze eapi 
da4yamll6ll . 
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consort of Uma and lord of the bhutas (beings/spirits), the unwavering Siva. 37 

The Pasupata sect that considered Nakulifa (Lakulifa) as its preceptor was prob-
ably only one of the order's divisions,38 and it was itself again split in four sub-
divisions each headed by a disciple of Lakulisa. 39 The latter was seen by his fol-
lowers as the 28th and last incarnation of Mahesvara, who had assumed a human 
body by animating a corpse in the cremation ground of Kayarohai:ia (Karoha9a), 
modem Karvan in the Baroda District, Gujarat.40 This myth might ultimately go 
back to a trick of an accomplished yogin and it is generally assumed that Lakulifa 
was a historical figure. 

On account of an inscription on a pillar found in Mathura which is dated in the 
Gupta year 61 (=AD 380) it has been inferred that Lakulifa lived in the second cen-
tury AD. At the time of the inscription there had been nine Masters (iiciiryas) since 
Kusika. The inscription records the installation of two cult objects, named after 
two of the earlier iiciiryas (Kapilavimala and Uparnitavimala) as 'Uparnitesvara' 
and 'Kapilesvara,' in a sanctuary of the order that seems to have been some sort of 
memorial shrine of the gurus of the Kusika lineage (gurviiyatana). 41 The inscrip-
tion was made to beseech the Mabesvaras to protect the sanctuary and to offer wor-
ship there.42 The pillar on which the inscription was engraved shows a large tri-
dent (trisula) with a stocky naked figure at the bottom whose right hand rests on a 
staff (dm:ufa) and who may represent the guardian god (bhagavat) a supreme 
leader (agraniiyaka) of Rudra's host of gm:zas, personifying the latter's dm:uja or 
authority (rudradm:zfla); he is saluted in the last line of the inscription.43 

The 'five categories' referred to in the quotation from Madhava are, (1) 'the 
effect' (kiirya), which is the visible and invisible world comprising knowledge, the 

37 umiipatir bhutapatif:i §r!kai:irho brahmai:iaf:i sutaf:i I uktaviin idam avyagro jfiiinaf!l piisupataf!l 
§ivaf:i 116211, MBh 12.337.62. It has been argued that Srikai:iµia refers to a historical person of 
that name, who could have been Lakuli§a's teacher (see H. Chakraborti in the Introduction to 
his translation of the Pasupatasiitra, 1.9; Pathak 1960, 4 ff.) . 

38 Sanderson 1988, 132 ff. 
39 ViiP 23.223; Cintra Prasasti in EI I, 281 vss. 14-16: Kusika, Gargya (Garga), and 

Maitreya (Mitra). SPBh 167.128-149: Kausik.a (in Ujjayinl), Gargya (in Jambiimarga), Mitra in 
(Mathura) and sugotrajaf:i (?) (in Kanyakubja). 

40 ViiP 23.220-24. 
41 Sel. Ins. I, 278. 
42 [atha* ] miihe§variii:tiif!l vijfiaptif:i kriyate sambodhanaf!l ea (I*) yathiikii[le]niiciiryi11Jilf!l pari-

graham iti matva visalika[f!l] [pu]jiipuraskiiraff!ll parigrahapiiripiilyaf!l [kuryii}d iti vijfiaptir 
iti , Sel. Ins. I, 278 11 . 11-14; cf. Sircar in IHQ XVIII (1942), 271-75. Sircar, following D.R. 
Bhandarkar, thinks that 'the lower part of the Liilga-shaft called Upamitesvara was so shaped 
as to represent the figure ofUpamita, while the figure ofKapila was made in the lower part of the 
other Linga called Kapile§vara. Apparently the teachers were represented as bearing a Liilga on 
the head' (Sircar op. cit., 275; Bhandarkar in EI XXI (1931-32), 6 f. (cf. CIT III, 239)). 

43 Sel. Ins. I, 279 1. 17; Kreisel 1986, 252. Banerjea 1968, 52 (following Bhandarkar) identifies 
the naked figure as LakuliSa (by equalling dai:it;la with laku!a). 
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means of knowledge (i.e. the organs and the material world associated with them),44 

and the pasus (living beings dependent on God); (2) 'the cause' (karw:za), which is 
God (Pa8upati); (3) 'yoga,' which is the connection with God through the psychic 
faculties; (4) 'prescribed behaviour' (vidhi), which entails the Pa8upata observance 
(vrata); (5) 'end of suffering' (duflkhanta). The 'prescribed behaviour' of the Pa8u-
patas knows five stages, in the first of which 'the ascetic lived by a temple of Siva. 
His body was smeared with ashes and he was to worship the deity in the temple by 
dancing and chanting, boisterous laughter, drumming on his mouth ( hur;J,cj,ukkara), 
and silent meditation on the five mantras of the Yajurveda, the five brahmamantras, 
which in course of time became personified as the five faces of Siva. '45 The task 
of the wider circle of Mahesvaras was thus an important one. They should erect 
the temples, enshrine the idols, maintain and worship them and support the ascetics 
who were living in and around them. The duties and rewards of these laymen are 
described in the Sivadharma, a corpus of texts that, for the greater part, still awaits 
editon and exploration. Abhinavagupta may have put it in a nutshell, 'Those who 
are without initiation and knowledge but are fully devoted to the worship of lingas, 
they will attain to the City of Rudra, (high) within the Cosmic Egg, and they will 
never (fall back) to lower stages.' 46 Despite the emphasis on yoga, asceticism and 
some transgressive practices and notwithstanding their aim and claim of absolute 
sovereignty, the Pa8upata ascetics, and a fortiori the Mahesvaras at large, operated 
within a theistic system, as is illustrated by Kau1_1<;tinya's Bhfi$ya on Pasupatasiitra 
5.40. 

Those who reach release through Sfupkhya and Yoga attain the 
'supreme state,' (yet) they are then no longer aware of their own self 
nor of another self, as if in a state of unconsciousness. But there is 
knowledge for him (who has attained the (Pasupata) ultimate goal), 
since the sutra says: 'He whose vigilance does not fail shall attain the 
end of sorrows thanks to the grace of God. ' 47 

An important idea in the theology of the Mahesvaras, which features in their 

44 For this part of their view of the world the Pasupatas, like their Bhagavata (Pancaratra) counter-
parts, rely heavily on the philosophy of the Sfuµkhya school. 

45 Sanderson 1988, 133. The other stages are, (2) moving about in public pretending to be mad etc., 
(3) retreat in a cave for meditation, (4) living in the cremation ground until death, (5) completion 

i.e. the end of suffering. 
46 df4iijfiiinavihfnii ye liligiiriidhanatatpariif:i //1571/ te yiinty m:u/iintare raudraf!! puraf!! niidha!1 

kadiicana /, Tantri'iloka 8.157 f. Jayaratha ad Joe. explains liligiiriidhanatatparii iti sivadharmo-
ttariidiprakriyayii (I owe this reference to A. Sanderson). 

47 Siif!!khyayogamuktal:z kaivalyagatiil:z sviitmapariitmajfiiinarahitiil:z saf!!milrchitavat sthitiil:z / asya 
tujfianam asti / yasmiid iiha-apramiidf gacched dul:zkhiiniim antam fsaprasiidiit //40 // iti /. R. 
Ananthakrishna Sastri's edition, p. 140. 
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praxis (see above) and eventually came to inform the iconography of their images, is 
that of the five brahmamantras. This very old tradition, ultimately reaching back to 
the Taittiriya Ara{lyaka (10.43-47), associates five mantras, i.e. five cosmic aspects 
or functions with Sadasiva; the first word of each mantra is explained by the com-
mentator as the name of a face (vaktra) of God (Paramesvara), viz. Sadyo-
jata, Varnadeva, Aghora, and Isana. These five aspects, known in the 
scriptures of the Saiva Siddhanta as 'the five Brahrnans,' are conceived of as being 
comprised in or as being the embodiment of Sadasiva, an idea also reaching back to 
the Taittirlya Ara{lyaka, which concludes the fifth formula of Isana with the words 
sadiiSivom, glossed by as sa eva sadiiSiva om. The highest aspect, Isana, 
embodying Siva's grace, is homologized with the fifth element aka.Sa. The other 
Brahrnans are also associated with the elements, in such a way that they form two 
correlated series of decreasing subtlety. 48 

Like the Bhagavata, the Mahesvara faith of the fourth and fifth centuries was an 
entwining of various religious strands. At the end of the Vedic period the idea of 
a personal supreme God, the cause of fear and bliss, who grants desires and deliv-
ers those who know him from all fetters (pa.§a) and who is called the 'Great Lord' 
(Mahesvara), 'was propounded truly by the wise Svetasvatara, thanks to his tapas 
and the grace of God, to those who had proceeded beyond the stages of worldly 
life,' in a text that may be considered as the earliest treatise of the Mahesvara faith, 
the Sveta8vataropani$ad (6.21). This God is said to be the Great Lord of Lords, the 
Master of Masters, who, though transcendent, is known as the Ruler of the world 
who should be worshipped; He is the highest, pure brahman, the magician who 
issues the past and future, all that is propounded in the Vedas, in short the natural 
world of phenomena. 49 

This supreme god is grafted on the older Vedic deity Rudra, who was beyond 
the pale of the neatly organized, sacrificial world of the brahmins and who was more 
feared than loved and needed to be propitiated; hence his euphemistic appellation 

48 See e.g. Abhinavagupta's Paratrfsikalaghuv[l:ti p. 7 11. 18-21 (I owe this reference to A. Sander-
son); the same correlation is given in VDhP 3.48.1-3: sadyojatarrz vamadevam aghorarrz ea 
mahabhuja I tat ha jfi.eyam fsanarrz pafi.eamarrz mukham 111 I I sadyojatarrz mahf prokta 
vamadevarrz tatha jalam I tejas tv aghorarrz vikhyatarrz vayus matam 11 2 11 fsanarrz ea 
tathaka§am iirdhvastharrz pafi.eamarrz mukham I· 

49 ehandiirrzsi yajnal:z kratavo vratani bhiitarrz bhavyarrz yae ea veda vadanti I asman mayf srjate 
visvam etat tasmirrzs eanyo mayaya sarrzniruddhal:z 14.91 mayarrz tu prakrtirrz vidyan mayinarrz tu 
mahesvaraml tasyavayavabhiitais tu vyiiptarrz sarvam idarrzjagatl4.10I [ ... ] tarn fsvarai:iarrz 
paramarrz mahesvararrz tarrz devatanarrz paramarrz ea daivatam I patirrz patfnarrz paramarrz 
parastad vidiima devarrz bhuvaneiam fr/yam 16.71 [ ... ] tapal:zprabhavad devaprasiidiie ea 
brahma ha svetaivataro 'tha vidviin I atyiiiramibhyal:z paramarrz pavitrarrz provaea samyag 

16.211, Sveta§vataropani$ad 4.9-10, 6.7, 6.21 (ed. Limaye and Vadekar). 
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'the auspicious one' (siva). In the (2.33) he is called the bull 
the terrifying one (ugra), who carries bow and arrows, but he is also called the lord 
of medicines 1.114.5). The Vajasaneyf Saiphita styles him the Lord of Cat-
tle (Pasupati).50 This Rudra or Pasupati is sung in the so-called Satarudrlya of the 
Taittirlya Saiphita (4.5.1-11). He is depicted as roaming on .the mountains,51 the 
leader of the armies, lord of the foot-soldiers and warriors,52 who pierces his ene-
mies and is the master of the thieves.53 He is also spoken of as the master of the 
hosts (gm:iapati) and as vriitapati, possibly an allusion to a group of Indo-aryans 
that was outside brahmanical Vedic society, viz. that of the Vratyas. 

In this early source we already encounter several of the characteristics and epi-
thets that will inform the iconography of the Rudra/Mahesvara/Pafopati of the times 
of the Viikii!akas, such as those which emphasize his wildness, by describing him 
as being 'deformed' (virilpa) , 'all-formed' (viivariipa) , stocky (hrasva, viimana), 
as a hunter, carrying bow and arrows that embody his wrath, as having a reddish 
brown colour,54 but with blue neck (nflagrfva) and white throat (sitika1:1Jha); he 
is also called 'Blue-red' (Nilalohita).55 His hair is said to be either wound up in 
the form of a shell on the top of his head (kapardin) , an epithet already given to 
Rudra in 1.114.1, or straight (pulasti, =matted?), or shaven/bald.56 He is a real 
Lord of Spirits (Bhutesvara), commanding thousands of Rudras who dwell on earth, 
Bhavas in the great ocean and in the air, Sarvas beneath the earth, and spirits living 
in trees.57 Though these awesome features predominate, he is also said to wear the 
sacred thread (upavltin) and a turban indicative of his royal dignity in 
the terrestrial realm. 

Several visions of this god are described in the Mahabharata in which new, 
iconographically significant characteristics are added. Upamanyu saw the bhaga-
vat Mahesvara,59 standing immovable as a post (sthii1J-u), possessed of eighteen 
arms, with Parvafi at his side and surrounded by singing, dancing and jumping 
companions, which seems to be a clear reference to Pasupata practice.60 He had 
three eyes and was wearing a crown adorned by the crescent moon and a white 

. 50 
51 

Yajurveda IX.39, XXXIX.8 . 
TaiSa4.5.1, 3. 

52 sentinl, pattipati, satvapati, TaiSa 4.5.2. 
53 
54 
55 

56 
57 

stenapati, TaiSa 4.5.3. 
arw:za, tiimra, babhru, already in 2.33. 
These colours might reflect the phenomenon of lightning and thunder with which he was asso-
ciated as appears from his epithets such as meghya., vidyutya, dundubhya (TaiSa 4.5.7). 
vyuptake§a, TaiSa 4.5.5. 
TaiSa4.5.ll. 

58 TaiSa 4.5.2-3. 
59 Laine 1989, 202-211. 
60 MBh 13.14.115-118. 
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garland strung together by golden lotuses and adorned with jewels. His weapons 
had assumed bodily form: the bow called Pinak:a, a seven-headed serpent; the 
arrow, the terrible PaSilpata weapon, with which he destroyed the Triple City 
(of the Asuras), a one-footed, thousand-headed, majestic body.61 Among the 
other attributes mentioned are the lance (sula) and the axe (parasu) , given to 
Parasurama to kill Kartavirya and the To his right stood Brahma, to 
his left Naraym:ia, near to him Skanda with the spear (§akti) and in front of him 
Nandin carrying the sula, another Sarµkara as it were (dvitfyam iva sarrikaram).63 

Upamanyu sings the praise of the God who is said to wear a garment made of the 
skin of a black antelope, and whose appearance is bright (sukla), as he is wearing 
white clothes and smeared with white ashes (suklabhasmavalipta) .64 

After having been initiated by Upamanyu, also had a vision of Siva,65 

adding again other characteristics, among which the crown (kirffa) , the mace 
(gada), a tiger-skin (vyaghraja), the staff (dalJ<j,a) and sharp fangs 
beautiful armlets (subhaizgada), a yajnopavfta consisting of snakes (vyala), and 
matted hair (jafila). 66 He is said to be surrounded by galJas,pramathas and eleven 
Rudras and riding the bull. 67. 

From these and other descriptions of Mahesvara/Siva in the (late) Anusasana-
parvan of the Mahabharata it emerges that the god of the Mahdvaras was no longer 
only an archetype of those excluded from brahmanical society and of world-renoun-
cers, but had developed into a catholic cult figure with a fully-fledged iconography 
of its own. Yet it is not exactly the deity that we encounter in the art of the fourth 
and fifth centuries. Two aspects seem to be underexposed: his life-sustaining and 
gracious nature (though he is said to grant every desire when he is duly propiti-
ated), symbolized in the images inter alia by the varada- and abhayamudra and 
his holding of the vessel (kala§a) with ambrosia (amrta), and his marked sexuality, 
expressed by his erect penis (urdhvaliizga). 

With regard to Siva's phallic aspect some more information is given when Vyasa 
reveals Siva's nature in a famous eulogy in Drol)aparvan 173. 

When his phallus stands in perpetual celibacy and people worship 
(mahayanti), (then) is he known as Mahesvara. Seers, gods, Gandhar-

61 MBh 13.14.119-126. 
62 MBh 13.14.131-140. 
63 MBh 13.14.141-146. 
64 MBh 13.14.150--153. 
65 Laine 1989, 212-217. 
66 MBh 13.15.11-12. 
67 MBh 13.15.13-14. After another hymn sung by Tru:u;li (MBh 13.16.13--65), the frunous hymn 

of the thousand nrunes (Sivasahasranamastotra) follows in MBh 13.17.30--150. 
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vas and Apsarases also adore his phallus, and then also it stands erect. 
Therefore that Great Lord (Mahesvara) rejoices when his (phallus) is 
worshipped; Saipkara becomes happy and gratified and he is certainly 
delighted. 68 

73 

A veiled reference to the four-faced linga may have been implied in the myth of 
the nymph Tilottama told in the A.diparvan.69 This myth explains why Mahesvara, 
referred to as Stha1:m ('Post'), has four faces. 70 They emerged from his body, caused 
by his desire to watch the beautiful nymph when she made his This 
myth is taken up in the Anusasanaparvan, 71 where significant iconographic fea-
tures are added. Again the text stops short of explicitly referring to Siva's linga; 
it explains how Siva assumed a quadruple form (caturmurtitva). 

Wherever she with beautiful teeth (i.e. Tilottama) came into my vicini-
ty, there, 0 Goddess, emerged a lovely head of mine. Wishing to watch 
her, I assumed a quadruple form with the help of yoga. Having become 
four-faced, while showing my own yoga, I exercise sovereignty with 
rny eastern face, with my northern one I sport with you, 0 blameless 
one (Urna); rny western face is gentle and conveys happiness to all liv-
ing beings; rny southern face, which has a terrifying appearance and is 
fierce, crushes creatures.72 

68 nityena brahmacaryei:ia liligam asya yadii sthitam I mahayanti ea lokiiS ea mahdvara iti 
smrtaf:z I I 83 I I caiva devas ea gandharvapsarasas tathii I lingafJ1 asyarcayanti sma tac 
ciipy iirdhva'!I samiisthitam 11841 I piijyamiine tatas tasmin modate sa mahdvaraf:z I sukhf prftas 
ea bhavati caiva safJ1karaf:z 11851 I, MBh 7.173.83-85. This passage is taken over in 
Anusasanaparvan 146.15-18. Apart from some minor variants, an explicatory sloka is insert-
ed after verse 83 (= MBh 13.146.16), which disturbs the syntax, since the relative pronoun yo 
in 16a has no clear antecedent. It is the first and only verse in the Mahabbarata that unequi-
vocally refers to the liliga as a particular cult object different from an (ithyphallic) iconic idol: 
'One worships the image of the magnanimous one (i.e. Siva), or otherwise his phallus (liliga); he 
who always worships his phallus shall obtain great prosperity (vigrahafJ1 piijayed yo vai liliga'!I 
viipi mahiitmanaf:z I lingafJ1 piijayitii nityafJ1 mahatffJ1 friyam asnute I I 161 i). Compare also MBh 
13.14.99-102. 

69 MBh 1.203.22-26. 
70 That the appelation 'Sthfu:iu ' may have a phallic connotation emerges from the ambiguous expla-

nation in MBh 7.173.92: 'When he stands erect, he bums (/destroys), and when he is standing 
(erect), living beings are born, and because he always bears the mark of standing (/his phallus is 
always standing), therefore is he known as "Post."' (dahaty iirdhva'!I sthito yac ea prai:iotpatti-
sthitas ea yat I sthitaliligas ea yan nityafJ1 tasmiit sthiii:iur iti smrtaf:z 119211). 

71 MBh 13.128.1-6. 
72 yato yataf:z sii sudatf miim upiidhiivad antike I tatas tato mukhafJ1 ciiru mama devi vinir-

gatam 11 31 I tiifJ1 didr4ur ahafJ1 yogiic caturmiirtitvam iigataf:z I caturmukhas ea safJ1vrtto 
darsayan yogam iitmanaf:z 1141 I piirvei:ia vadaneniiham indratvam anusiismi ha I uttarei:ia tvayii 
siirdhafJ1 ramiimy aham anindite I I 5 I I pafcimafJ1 me mukhafJ1 saumya'!I sarvaprai:iisukhiivaham I 

bhfmasafJ1kiisafJ1 raudrafJ1 safJ1harati prajiif:z 11611(MBh13.128.3-6). 
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The same myth is told in another early Saiva source, the original Skandapuriil}a 
(SPBh62.1-26). Here explicit reference is made to Siva in his liriga form. 73 From 
this liriga four faces emerged when Tilottarna made her circumambulation, the east-
ern one lustrous, with lips gracious as the bimba fruit (prasannabimbaunha) and 
with three eyes the southern one dark as a water-laden cloud, with a terri-
fying voice (bhfmanisvana) and dreadful teeth (karaladasanodbhii.sin),74 the west-
ern one perfect (anuttama) having three eyes, and the northern one very full (su-
saf!Zpiin:za) and very gracious (suprasanna) .75 

From the textual evidence presented above it becomes apparent that the con-
cept of a fourfold form of Siva was well established in Vakataka times. This con-
cept could be applied to his representation in a liriga (Sadasiva), where it became 
eventually assimilated to the concept of the five Brahmans, or to an anthropomor-
phic manifestation (Mahesvara). The distinction between Sadasiva and Mahesvara 
is made by art-historians on the basis of a fundamental distinction in Siva's icono-
graphy, viz. his aniconic or serni-aniconic representation in the liriga or mukhaliriga 
on the one hand ('Sadasiva'), and iconic representation in a more or less anthropo-
morphic idol ('Mahesvara') on the other. The highest fivefold manifestation of the 
transcendent Paramesvara, i.e. Sadasiva, is still beyond the world of (gross) phe-
nomena; he is, as we have already noted, embodied in the five brahmamantras. The 
Mahesvara level of God is structurally connected with the higher fivefold manifes-
tation of Sadasiva but, less subtle than this, it unfolds in forms which can be repre-
sented in space and time and which allow identification with personal forms of Siva 
known from (later) mythology such as Bhairava, personifying his ugra or terrifying 
aspect. The quadruple form that we find in the Mahabharata evolved into the five-
fold Mahesvara division, a process in which these forms, like those of Sadasiva, 
were homologized with the five elements, which was believed to make the highest, 
fifth form invisible, since it is associated with aka§a. 

We shall argue below that the theological distinction referred to by us as 
'Sadasiva' and 'Mahesvara' was known to the Mahesvaras of Mandhal who 
designed the images found there, since it seems to be implied in their iconography. 
However, the archaeological evidence strongly suggests that the Vakatakas, like 
the composers of the Mahabharata, had a preference for the anthropomorphic 
forms. Of the multi-headed images found in Mandhal the faces in eastern, western 
and northern directions are all very similar and could be described as gracious 
(prasanna) or gentle (saumya); the southern head is well distinguished in one case, 

73 'There arose amidst these celestials a linga, solid, massive, a bundle of tejas as it were, ' atha 
lingarrz samuttasthau madhye divaukasam I susarrzhatarrz samuhas tejasam 
iva 111211(SPsh 62.12). 

74 For a full quotation see below p. 123. 
75 SPsh 62.16-24. 
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in the eight-faced, four-headed image (Mahesvara, Plate II), and conforms to Siva's 
ferocious aspect. It remains open to question, however, whether the quadruple 
form of Siva had already become standardized in an iconographic set of (five) 
deities as specified in the (3.48.3-6)-viz. Sadasiva, 
Mahadeva, Bhairava, Nandivaktra, Umavaktra, though the deities implied in these 
names are separately represented in Mandhal. 

Resuming the issue of linga worship again, we observe that, although arguably 
the earliest textual reference to linga worship is found in the Grhyaparisi$tasiitras of 
Baudhayana (3rd-4th centuries AD?),76 and abundant archaeological evidence tes-
tifies to ling a worship all over India from the beginning of the Christian era, 77 there 
is very little to prove that liliga worship was patronized in the Vakataka kingdom, 
this notwithstanding the fact that the kings must have been very well acquainted 
with the linga cult, as they repeated in their inscriptions that their Bharasiva ances-
tors were favoured by Siva because they wore his emblem, the linga, on their shoul-
ders. 78 The Siva images of Mandhal show his ithyphallic mark decently covered by 
a dhotf (Plates I to VIII), except for the Rudra image (Plate IX), a mark indicating 
his complete control over the senses and sexual drive, rather than his lustful char-
acter.79 As has already been indicated and will be shown below (p. 103), the same 
symbolism that underlies the caturmukhalinga was applied in the Sadasiva image 
of Mandhal (Plates VII and VIII), though in an unusual iconic way and as such far 
removed from the original sexual and fertility connotations. 

The overall impression is, to conclude, that the Mahesvara worship of the elite 
in the Vakataka kingdom was iconic, not aniconic or serni-aniconic. This state of 
affairs seems to confirm that phallus worship was only reluctantly accommodat-
ed into the brahmanical circles of Saivism and that, when it was, it was by being 
transformed into a sophisticated theology. The had warned against the wor-
shippers of the penis (Sisnadeva),80 in the Mahabhiirata, apart from the few places 
referred to (see n. 68 on p. 73), it does not feature and also in the Pasupatasiitras 
and its commentary there is no evidence for linga worship; on the contrary, this text 
describes the Siva sanctuary in iconic terms. 81 The Vakatakas on the whole seem to 

76 When Siva is worshipped in an image there is an eye-opening rite, when in a linga there is not: 
hirai:zyena tejasa ca4ur vimocayet tejo 'sfti I linge cen nivartate abhlivad I 
sutra II.16 (see Harting 1922, 7 ll . 16f.); cf. ibid. II.17 (Harting 1922, 10 I. 23). 

77 The best survey is that of Kreisel 1986, 44 ff. Jamkhedkar reports the finding of a linga in the 
Nagardhan area (Jamkhedkar 1985a, 18). 

78 See above n. 50 on p. 20; cf. above n. 42 on p. 68. I presume that this refers to a tattoo or applied 
design in the form of a linga on the upper arm. 

79 See MBh 7.173.83 quoted above n. 68 on p. 73. 
80 7.21.5; 10.99.3 
81 Kaul).<;tinya does not refer to linga worship but ad Pasupatasutra 1.9 mentions as one of the 

marks (la4ai:zas) of the image (miirti) of Sadasiva the iirdhvalinga: 'The "image" (miirti) is 
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have been too orthodox to take up with this popular form of devotion, which would 
soon, however, cast off all disreputableness. 

Archaeology has revealed two major sites of Mahesvara worship in the eastern 
Vakii!aka kingdom, Mandhal and Mansar. 

Of the three temples exposed in Mandhal two at least seem to have been ded-
icated to Siva. The older (?) one is referred to as MDL-II, situated c. 800 m south 
of the village. In its neighbourhood (?)three Saiva images were found in the field , 
which are now preserved in the Nagpur Central Museum (Plates I to VI). Under 
the floor of the other structure, referred to as BHK-1, c. 1.5 km south of the village, 
nine images (and three heads) were found, kept in the Museum of the Department of 
AIHCA of the Nagpur University; five of these images and one of the heads belong 
with certainty to the Saiva pantheon (Plates VII to XVI). We surmise that the three 
images found in the field pertain to the temple at MDL-II. Whether the other five 
images and the loose head (Plate xxv A) originally all belonged to the temple in 
which they were found is not certain but not unlikely. The iconography of these 
images is without close parallel and is only partly understood. 

On admittedly rather vague stylistic grounds we are inclined to date the images 
found in the field (Nagpur Central Museum) somewhat earlier than the group of 
BHK-1, with the possible exception of the ugra head, which might be slightly older 
than the rest of the images in the University Museum. Two two-armed images, one 
pertaining to the group found in the field and one to the set of BHK-1, are close-
ly related in respect of their iconography (compare Plates I-II and VII-VIII). The 
major difference appears to be that the older one has one tier of four yo gin heads, 
the other has two such tiers. Both images have bald faces on the upper-arms and 
two turbaned faces on the thighs. We conjecture that the eight-faced image (Mahe-
svara) was the main idol of MDL-II, the twelve-faced one that ofBHK-1. We shall 
discuss the iconography in detail below; here it may suffice to note that in both cases 
the basic structure, although elaborated in a most unusual fashion, seems to conform 
to what has been called the 'Grundtyp der Sivadarstellung': 

Der sivaitische Bilderkult laBt sich bis in den Beginn der kunst- und 
religionsgeschichtlich bedeutsamen Phase zuriickverfolgen, in der zur 
Kennzeichnung der gnadigen, 'bhaktischen' Gottheit die Geste des 
huldvollen GriiBens eingefiihrt wird. Dieses Bildelement erscheint 

that visible object (rupa) that is seen by him who, with his face turned north, stands to the south 
of the deity at the edge (i.e., entrance) and that is characterized by a Banner of the Bull, (the 
two figures of) Nandin and Mahakfila with lances in their hands, an erect penis, etc.' (murtir 
niima yad etad devasya piirsve sthitenodalimukhenopiinte yad rupam upalabhyate 

Sastri 's edition p. 15). 
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an Kultfiguren gegen Ende des letzten Jahrhunderts v. Chr. und 
ermoglicht, zusammen mit einem weiteren gottlichen Attribut, dem 
Nektar- oder WassergefaB (kala§a, auch gha!a oder kama7J-tfalu), die 
Gestaltung einer standardisierten, alien zum Bilderkult tendierenden 
Glaubensgemeinschaften zuganglichen Form des Gotterbildes, das 
dann durch spezifische Kennzeichen differenziert wird. 82 

77 

The two other images found in the field may be identified as two acolytes belonging 
to the inner circle of Mahesvara, representing his vigorous nature. It will be argued 
below (p. 98) that the one with the four arms and heads, who carries the da!J-tfa (or 
sula?), may represent Nandisvara (Plate III). If he had the function of a sentinel, 
this would explain that his rear face, which would have been turned towards Mahe-
svara, has a pleasant smiling expression (Plate IV). The other sturdy four-armed 
figure, who probably carried an axe may represent another superintendent of the 
ga7J-as, a (Plate v). These two four-armed images, both showing an 
energetic, striding stance, may have guarded the temple of MDL-II. In view of the 
north-south orientation of this temple the main idol probably faced north. If we 
apply this orientation to the eight-faced Mahesvara image it follows that its rear 
head, which alone has a moustache and looks grim, would face south and hence 
may represent his destructive aspect (Plate II). 83 

The twelve-faced image (Sadasiva) may have been the main idol of the tem-
ple of BHK-I, in which it was found (Plates VII-VIII). In addition to the stylistic 
argument, it would seem that also from the points of view of developing theology 
and artistic expression it appears plausible that first the Mahesvara image with eight 
faces (MDL-II) was designed and afterwards its iconographically and technically 
more complicated counterpart, this image with twelve faces. The intricacy of the 
iconography of this image suggests that the iconographic programme of the tem-
ple as a whole might have been equally grandiose. If the four other Saiva images, 
to which an image of Brahma and the ugra head may be added, really belonged to 
the same temple complex, this programme may have virtually encompassed Siva/ 
Mahadeva's family; present are: his wife ParvatI (Plate XIII), his son Brahma (Plate 
xvn), his alter ego Rudra (Plate IX), said to be born as Brahma's incestuous son,84 

(Plate XI), who is a form of his son Skanda, and a MaJ:rka (Plate xv), 
mother of Skanda, who iconographically seems to be linked with the 
image. Skanda himself is conspicuous by his absence (unless N represents 

82 Kreisel 1986, 88 f. 
83 Our hypothetic reconstruction of the iconographic programme of this temple would thus struc-

turally conform to the description in Kaui:ic:linya 's commentary (the is missing), 
although the orientation of the MDL-II temple seems to have been the other way round. 
Kaui;i<;linya's description of the image as facing south seems to be atypical (seen. 81 on p. 75). 

84 Bakker 1996, 9 ff. 
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him), but we don't know whether the set that was found is complete or not. Of the 
three loose heads one has clearly a terrifying (ugra) countenance with strands of 
matted hair combed backwards over a protruding occiput (Plate xxv A). Its mouth 
is open, showing fangs, and the whole face is one intended to inspire great fear. The 
third eye is carved horizontally on the forehead. 85 The other two heads are too much 
damaged to allow an interpretation. 

In short, it would thus seem that the Siva and temples (BHK-1 & II) of 
Mandhal enshrined more or less the major family members of both gods, Mahadeva 
and Vasudeva. The religious sophistication of the Mlihesvaras that is evident in the 
Mandhal images matches that of the Bhagavatas and the artistic accomplishment 
of the craftsmen of the local workshop duly paid tribute to it. These sculptures in 
stone must have continued a long tradition in wood. 

A high point in the artistic achievements of the Mlihesvaras, and arguably in Vlikata-
ka sculpture as a whole, was recovered from the debris on a hillock, called Hi<;Iimba 
Tek<;II, five kilometers due west of the Rlimagiri near a village called Mansar. Bricks 
scattered all over the hill indicate that a temple once crowned its top. Though this 
hillock, like the BmµgI Hu<;lki in Mandhal (seep. 80), to which it bears some resem-
blance, is nowadays (locally) associated with Buddhism, there can be little doubt 
that the 5th-century brick temple was a Hindu one. 

Among the rubble a splendid four-armed Siva image was found in 1972, which 
is presently on display in the hall of the National Museum in New Delhi (Plate 
XXXVII) . The red sandstone of the image points to the adjacent Rlimagiri, where 
images carved out of the same kind of stone have been found (Plates XXXIV and 
XXVII to XXX), and towards which the deity must have looked, if the temple on 
the hill faced east. Stylistically the image is a trait-d'union between the stocky 
(viimana, hrasva) Saiva images of Mandhal and some of the 
of Ajanta (Plate xxxvm A). As such a trait-d'union it is closely akin to some 
ga7:1a sculptures from the Rlimagiri/Nagardhan area. 86 The subtle modelling of 
the flesh is so similar to that of one of the found in Nagardhan 
(Plate xxx A), that we conjecture that both images hail from the same workshop 
(see below p. 135). 87 We therefore think it safe to date the image to the reign of 
Pravarasena II, that is in the second quarter of the fifth century AD. 

85 This may be indicative of an early date, since 'Aghora/Bhairava' heads with horizontal third eye 
are (apart from a Nepalese tradition) only known from sculptures (Kreisel 1986, 96, 71 , 
Abb. 14, 60b ). The Mabesvaras of the Viikataka kingdom reserved the iconographic feature of 
the third eye for the ferocious forms of Siva (see below n. 6 on p. 96). 

86 Cf. Williams 1983, 228. 
87 For the stylistic development compare Plates IX , XIX (Mandhal), xxv1, xxx (Nagardhan), 

XXXVI A (Ramagiri), XXXVIII A (Ajanta). Cf. Deo 1975-76, 2':/7, Plates 39-40. 
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The Mansar Siva shows the advancement made since Mandhal, not only in artis-
tic expression, but also in the views of the Mahesvaras. Here we meet a god whose 
serene smile truly expresses his 'love for his devotees.' In a way, the Siva of this 
image has become domesticated; gone are his wild traits, his weapons and his ithy-
phallic mark and one may detect here the subtle influence of the Bhiigavata religion. 
The image combines in an asymmetric but harmonious way two principal, though 
opposing aspects of the god of the Mahesvaras, viz. life and death, represented on 
the one hand by the life-renouncing Piisupata yogin who conquers death in the cre-
mation ground, symbolized by the skull on his head, and on the other hand by the 
life-affirming Ruler of the World, who graciously bestows blessing upon his sub-
jects, a precious gift presented in his right hand that reaches out towards his devo-
tee. 88 Because this God, possibly named 'the All-highest' (Pravaresvara), 89 'is the 
very great one among the gods and because he has the great (world) as his domain 
and because he protects the great universe, he is traditionally known as the Great 
God, Mahiideva, ' 90 a definition that we think appropriate to the deity represented 
by this Siva image, which may be viewed as an epitome of the Mahesvara faith of 
the Viikiitakas.91 

88 For these two aspects see p. 96 ff. 
89 See below p. 88. 
90 deviinii'!I sumahiin yae ea yac eiisya mahiin/ yac ea visva'!I mahat piiti mahiidevas tataJ:i 

smrtal:z 11811, MBh 13.146.8. 
91 Kreisel 1986, 64: 'In der Bildgestaltung kommt freilich zum Ausdruck, daB Mahiideva als 

zentraler Aspekt die Funktion des hochsten Gottes iibernimmt und nicht nur Teilaspekt der 
fiinffachen Manifestation, sondem die dominierende Repriisentation Sivas im Bilderkult ist.' 



Chapter 3 
The Vakataka Sites* 

MAND HAL 

Nine out of the twelve Mandhal sculptures discussed above were found at a 
site called Bholahuc;lk:I Tekc;II (BHK-I) in the vicinity of the village of Mandhal 
which is situated c.42km south-east of Nagpur. Apart from some diggings in 
Mandhal village itself (MDL-I), altogether three sites have been excavated: (1) 
MDL-II, c. 800 m south of the village; (2) BHK-I, a site between two hillocks, the 
Bholahuc;lk:I Tekc;II in the east and the Huc;lk:I in the west, situated c. 1.5 km 
south of the village; (3) BHK-II, the BorµgI Huc;Ik:I directly to the west of BHK-I. 

Excavation revealed that the two brick structures exposed earlier 
[BHK-I and MDL-II, H.T.B.] represent remains of temples datable 
to the Vakataka period (fourth-fifth century AD.). One of these 
temples at BHK-I was raised on a rectangular platform, measuring 
18.0 x 10.60 x 1.20 m [orientated east-west]. In the middle of the 
platform were found traces of what appears to have been a small 
shrine, represented by an altar (2.10 x 0.95 m) with three courses of 
bricks, a semicircular brick platform to its west and .a fragment of 
a wall possibly going round the altar. A flight of steps on the north 
leading to the platform, a brick-built cistern (2.30 x 2.50 x 1.59 m) 
on the east of the platform and a couple of brick chambers on the 
west were also exposed. [ ... ] Excavation in BHK-II, a small hillock 
locally known as Bongi Hudki, brought to light remains of yet another 
temple. The temple, built on a massive platform (11.70 x 14.70 m) had 
a garbhagriha (4.50 x 5.60 m) and mukha-mandapa (4 .00 x 3.30 m). 1 

* Only those sites are described that have yielded images that are included in the present 
catalogue. 
IAR 1976-77, 39. Jamkhedkar 1988, 64 remarks about the temple atBHK-I that 'the brick struc-
ture at Bhola though of inferior quality and built entirely of brickbats, has some notable 
features. The main shrine above the rectangular platform has a central altar (6 ft.11 in. x 3 ft .), 
approached by steps from the north and south. The main approach on the north had two cham-

80 
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The brick temple of BHK-I lies to the east, at the foot of the hillock on which BHK-
II is situated, separated only by a 'few yards' (kuch gaj). The platform on the hillock 
on which the latter temple was raised was partly built into the surface of the rock, 
which was levelled by 32 layers of brick at the southern side. 2 The report in IAR 
1975-76 had already mentioned that, 

The bricks used were of two sizes, 3 viz. , 44 x 23 x 8 cm and 40 x 24 x 
8 cm. The ceramic industry of the period is represented by a red ware, 
comparable to that found in Paunar in the Vakataka levels. Associat-
ed finds include: a dozen sculptures of the Hindu pantheon, all broken 
and stylistically belonging to the Gupta-Vakataka period; an earthen 
pot containing three sets of copper plates, one of Pravarasena II and 
the rest of Prithivisena II of the Vakataka dynasty. The sculptures and 
the pot containing the copper plates appear to have been deliberately 
buried under the floor of the structure. (IAR 1975-76, 36) 

The same report noticed that the Mandhal site 'on an earlier occasion' had yield-
ed 'three Saiva images of the Gupta-Vakataka period while digging pits for plant-
ing saplings by the Forest Department. ' 4 In his Epigraphia Indica publication of 
the same year (1975-76) Shastri adds some information to this. The finding 'in the 
course of an efforestation programme' happened in July 1974: 'These sculptures 
representing Lakulifa, Ashtamurti and Sadasiva forms of God Siva are now deposit-
ed in the Central Museum, N agpur. ' 5 The 'dozen sculptures of the Hindu pantheon' 
found in BHK-I include the nine images kept in the Museum of the Department of 
Ancient Indian History and Culture and Archaeology (AIHCA) of the University 
of Nagpur as well as three heads of male deities, kept in the same museum, and 
evidently belonging to this group. 

bers and a rectangular cistern. Slightly away from the main structure can be noticed a pathway 
6 ft. 7 in. wide forming a sort of around the structural complex.' About the tem-
ple at BHK-11 this author only says that 'nothing remains except the plinth' (op. cit. p. 63). Jam-
khedkar is completely silent about the images found. The first report of the excavations in IAR 
1975- 76, 36 mentions, in conformity with Jamkhedkar's description, that steps were found 'on 
the north and south ' of the BHK-1 temple. The second report in lAR 1976-77, however, only 
speaks of a 'flight of steps on the north ' and omits the southern steps altogether, as does the 
excavation report of Shastri 1977-78. Neither Shastri nor the IAR reports mention this so-called 

See also below n. 8 on p. 82. · 
2 Shastri 1977-78, 144. 
3 According to Shastri 1977-78, 145, the size of the bricks of site MDL-II is 44 x 23 x 8 cm. 
4 IAR 1975-76, 36. 
5 Shastri 1975-76, 68. The details of the iconography of these three image will be discussed below 

(Plates 1-v1), a discussion that has led us to designate these three sculptures as 
'Mahesvara,' and 'Nandisvara (?).' See also above p. 76. 
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Apart from some minor fragments,6 altogether twelve images and three heads 
were found in Mandhal, which are all, stylistically speaking, very similar. They 
may have been sculptured in the same workshop at about the same period. Shastri's 
preliminary excavation report (1977-78) describes only eight images, kept in the 
Museum of the AIHCA, omitting the Hero' image (Plate xxm) and the three 
heads. This excavation report gives some extra details with regard to the lay-out of 
BHK-1.7 According to this report the 'cistern' or jalakw;<j,a is situated NE of the 
platform, whereas the 'couple of brick chambers' or pujiirf athavii sevak kii niviis 
is situated opposite it in the NW. 

The brick construction found at MDL-II measures 11.5 x 10.0 m and is 'orien-
tated north-south, with a couple of projections on the west' and with an 'alignment 
of stones dressed on the exterior' (on the northern and southern sides). This tem-
ple was 'originally built of massive brick walls; it was first reconstructed in the late 
Vakataka period or shortly thereafter. Once again, around twelfth century AD., it 
was provided with rubble wall raised on the remains of the earlier stone wall. ' 8 

It is much to be regretted that no final comprehensive excavation report has 
appeared, which could have shed more light on the lay-out of these brick temples 
(even a map or plan would work wonders!). Consequently we grope in the dark 
when we try to establish the exact provenance and original function of these 
rmages. 

It would seem plausible a priori, that the three images found in 1974 and the 
'dozen' found in BHK-I belonged to different temples. If this supposition is correct, 
the Nagpur Museum triad of sculptures probably belonged to the original brick tem-
ple at site MDL-II. The eight-faced idol, designated 'Mahesvara,' may have been 
its main idol (Plate I-II). This temple may be dated in the last quarter of the fourth 

6 See n. 11 on p. 84. 
7 '[ .. . ] [BHK-1] par pahurp.cane ke lie uttar disii merp. Itorp. kii ek sopiin-miirg thii I iske 

uttar-purv merp. Itorp. kii banii ekjalakm.i<;Ia thii, jiskii iikiir 2.30 x 2.50 mitar aur gahriiI 1.59 mitar 
thI I yal) piin:Jatal) sthiti merp. rnilii hai I iske tfilK. siirnne (adhiHhiin ke uttar-pascim merp.) 
do ke upalabdh hue I inmerp. sarp.bhavatal) mandir ke pujiirl athavii 
sevak kii niviis rahii hogii I is sthal ke utkhanan merp. anya vastuorp. ke atirikt vividh Hindu devI-
devatiiorp. kI ek darjan sundar prastar-mllrtiyiirp. evarp. Viikiitakorp. ke tin diinapatra priipt hue 
hairp.jinkI carcii age yathiisthal kI jiiyegI I.' Shastri 1977-78, 144. 

8 IAR 1976-77, 39. About this temple Jarnkhedkar (1988, 63) notices: 'Half a mile from the vil-
lage on the bank of the Varha<;II Talii6 are the remains of a shrine that appears to have been crude-
ly rebuilt during the Yiidava period. The square garbhagrha had 8 ft.2 in. thick walls preceded 
by a balustrade, 14 ft.9 in. long flanking a flight of steps. The brick-built plinth was encased in 
blocks of buff sandstone. Excavations yielded a bull in the mature style of the Viikataka period.' 
When I visited this site I saw indeed an image of a bull and a linga pedestal (yoni), but both were 
certainly of a much later date (Yiidava period or still later). Nothing is known of a 'bull in the 
mature style of the Viikiitaka period. ' 
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century AD.9 

Three sculptures of the set found in BHK-I appear to pertain to the Vaig1ava 
pantheon: Vasudeva (Plate XIX-XX), (Plate XXI-XXII) and the one 
representing another, unidentified Hero (vfra), possibly Samba (Plate xxm-
XXIV). As suggested above (p. 19), these three images, or only the Vasudeva image, 
may have belonged to the Mondasvamin Temple, mentioned in the Mandhal Plates 
of Rudrasena II, which, in our view, is to be looked for in Mandhal. The temple 
on top of the hillock Bmp.gi Hu9Jd appears, as far as its lay-out is concerned-a 
garbhagrha with a narrower mukhama1:irj,apa in front, orientated west-east-to be 
structurally most akin to the temples on top of the Ramagiri. 10 It may 
therefore be considered as a likely candidate for being this sanctuary. If its 
identification with the Mondasvamin Temple is correct and the latter 's name indeed 
refers to Prabhavafi Gupta as conjectured above (p. 19), it may date from around AD 
400. 

The majority of the images found in BHK-I, however, are not but 
Saiva, and at least one of the three loose heads that are kept in the Museum of the 
Department of AIHCA is Saiva as well. Stylistically speaking, these three heads 
conform to the other Mandhal images. As we have suggested above, these images 
may all or partly have belonged to the temple in which they were found. They sug-
gest a date for this temple that is roughly contemporaneous with the one. 

The sacred compound of BHK-I must have been by any standard a most extraor-
dinary one. The sculptures that may have belonged to it are all carved in the round 
with much attention paid to the reverse side. This indicates that the images were 
standing free and could be circumambulated. The 'small shrine' in the 'middle of 
the platform' may have housed the Sadasiva image, the most imposing of the set 
(Plate VII-VIII) . Other images may have encircled the central shrine in a struc-
ture that once covered the main platform (jagatl), or they may have occupied a 
place along the flight of steps and the reservoir. The two 'chambers' may have 
contained images as well, that is to say, these rooms may actually have been minor 
shrines. As has been noted above (n. 1 on p. 80), according to Jamkhedkar 's report, 
this temple complex was encircled by a No doubt a well-thought-
out and intricate iconographic programme underlaid the whole sacred structure of 

reconstruction of it, as long as so many pieces of the puzzle are miss-
ing, would lead us beyond well-reasoned speculation into pure guess-work. 

9 Cf. Shastri 1977-78, 145 who dates this site on account of the earthenware findings between 
the third and fifth centuries : ' in bhm:u;loqi ka pracalan kal sadharal_latal_l IsvI tisrI-piiqtcvI §atabdI 
mana jata hai I'. 

10 See EITA II. l, p. 66, Fig. 27. 
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NAGARDHAN 

The village of Nagardhan lies 6 km due south of Ramtek Hill (Ramagiri) in the 
midst of paddy fields. The area around this village and the adjacent Hamlapuri is 
now commonly identified with the site of the Vfildi!aka residence ('capital') Nandi-
vardhana. Of this residence no traces remain. Over the last twenty years, however, 
a wealth of loose archaeological findings have been reported from here, the major-
ity of which pertain to the Vfildi!aka period. They are partly stored in the Nagpur 
Central Museum and partly in private collections. In 1989 the then keeper of this 
museum, Mr V. R. Verulkar, informed me that during archaeological explorations a 
(mud?) wall was found between Nagardhan and Hamlapuri of about 1 km in length. 

Among the most spectacular finds in this area is the image of a seated man 
with an open pothf in his left hand (Plate XXVI). The image is locally dubbed 
'Kalidasa,' and I have earlier argued that this possibility cannot be fully excluded 
(Bakker 1993b). Though I still am of the opinion that the image represents a 
'human' sage (kavi) , I now think it less likely that he represents the historical poet, 
who probably was well-known in Nandivardhana and whom we have to date in 
the same period in which the image was made (first half of the 5th century AD). 
A portrait statue of an ordinary, though celebrated contemporary would be highly 
exceptional in the Indian context. 

Half-way between Nagardhan and Hamlapuri is a little (modem) open shrine 
in which a Vaka!aka image of Gai:ie8a is installed (Plate xxvm). Several other 
images of the same red sandstone and similar fluid style were reportedly found in 
its vicinity; the major ones are, next to two (Plate xxx), a 
mardinI image (Plate XXIX A) and a head of (Plate XXVII). They may all 
date from the first half of the fifth century AD, when the site was the theatre of 
the royal court of Prabhavati Gupta and her son Pravarasena II. It may be coinci-
dence, but it is nevertheless remarkable that sculptures of the same deities are found 
grouped together in niches in the verandah of Cave VI in Udayagiri. 11 Iconographi-

11 For an overall picture see Williams 1982, Plate 35. The Gar;ie5a image of Udayagiri Cave 6, 
situated in the south-eastern side wall of the verandah (Plate xuv B) faces a worn 
relief in the opposite wall (not illustrated; see Panikkar 1997 [1996], Pl. 20). In niches in the rear 
wall of the verandah (facing NE), on either side of the entrance, are images of two Dviirapalas 
and (Plate XLV A) ; the image (Plate XLV B) is beside the image 
that is illustrated, to the viewer's right side of the entrance. The similarity of the iconography of 
this image of Udayagiri and that of Nagardhan decides the dispute over the date 
of the Udayagiri image in favour of Harle and Williams who had argued for an early date (see 
Williams 1982, 42 n. 68). The remarkable coincidence extends to the site BHK-II in Mandhal, 
which we tentatively identified with the site of the Mondasviirnin Temple, where reportedly two 
little Gar;ie5a images and a little image were found, presently kept in the Museum 
of the Department of AlliCA of the University of Nagpur (see n. 97 on p. 129 and n. 106 on 
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cally these sculptures are close to the Nagardhan images, but their style is more typ-
ical of early Gupta sculpture. An inscription above the Vigm and 
images records that Udayagiri Cave VI was donated by a feudatory of Prabhavafi's 
father Candragupta II in AD 400-01. 12 Evidently there was an iconographic pro-
gramme underlying Cave VI, which is however no longer understood-we do not 
even know whether the cave was or Saiva. 13 In view of the Udayagiri evi-
dence we venture the conjecture that also the red sandstone images of Nagardhan 
belonged to one sacred compound. As in the case of the Varaha image and, per-
haps, of the on the Ramagiri, inspiration for it might have come from 
the Gupta North.14 

The Buddhist presence at this site in this period is attested by three splendid 
bronzes. 15 

RAMAGIRI (RAMTEK HILL) 

Travelling along the National Highway No. 7, either coming down from the Satpu-
ra Range heading towards the Deccan or going up to the North from Nagpur, one 
cannot miss the magnificent sight of the white temples glittering in the sun on the 
top of a steep hill that suddenly rises about 150 m above the Wainganga Plain (Plate 
xxv B ). This hill, today known as Ramtek (Hill) or Ramtekri, has been identified 
by V.V. Mirashi with the Ramagiri celebrated in Kfilidasa's Meghadiita. 

A yalqa, who had neglected his duties, had lost his powers by his 
master's curse-heavy to bear, since he had to live separated from 
his beloved for one year; he took up his abode in the hermitages on 
the Ramagiri, where the trees (spread) a cooling shade and where the 
waters were hallowed by the bathing of Janaka's daughter. (1) 
[ ... ] 
After having embraced that lofty hill, you, (0 cloud), should take 

p. 132). 
12 err m, 242-44. 
13 Williams 1982, 41 n. 64: 'It is impossible to determine whether this cave [i.e. Udayagiri Cave 

VI] is (with GaJ.Iesa attendant, as at Deogarh) or Saiva (with LakulISa perhaps in the 
central candrasiilii and with the two images attendant upon the greater glory of Siva).' 
See also below n. 99 on p. 130. 

14 See above p. 22 and p. 65 and ad Plates XXXII A and XXXI B. 
15 Jamkhedkar 1985a. One of these (Fig. 1) is typically Gupta, the other two may have been 

imported from Andhra (Figs. 3 & 4). In addition to these three images some bronze fragments 
were found among which a pedestal inscribed with a dedicatory inscriptior (Figs. 17-20). 
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leave of your dear friend that, on its slopes, is marked by Raghupati's 
footprints, venerated by mankind; every time when you and he meet, 
shedding of warm (tear)drops born from long separation betray your 
affection. (12) 

There is abundance evidence to support Mirashi's theory, which we have accepted 
as the most plausible identification of the poet's ' lofty hill.' 16 

This hill and the buildings it contains have been described in various publi-
cations. The reader may be referred to R. B. Hiralal's Visit to Ramtek, 17 R. V. 
Russell's Nagpur Gazetteer, 18 V. V. Mirashi's Meghadiita merp Ramagiri arthat 
Ramtek, 19 and the same author's Introduction to Volume V of the Corpus Inscrip-
tionum Indicarum, or earlier publications of the present writer. The best and most 
up-to-date archaeological description of Vakataka temples on the hill is found in a 
chapter of the Encyclopredia oflndian Temple Architecture by A. P. Jamkhedkar.20 

The sacred complex of Ramagiri of Vakataka times seems to have been spread 
over three areas. The first and main compound, we assume, was situated at the 
western spur of the ridge, today occupied by the 13th-century temples of Rama and 

In view of the prominence of this site it must also in the fifth century 
have contained the main sanctuary, the Ramagiristhana, abode of the 'Lord (sviimin) 
of Ramagiri ' and the spot where or his incarnation of Rama was believed to 
have left his footprint. 

The second area lay 250 m to the east, at the entrance of the ridge where the 
two arms of the horseshoe-shaped mountain diverge. A slightly curved line run-
ning north-south connects the three oldest sanctuaries, those of Varaha and the two 
Narasirµhas , which all face west; the Varaha shrine is situated due east of the main 
sanctuary on the spur. A little to the south-west of Varaha, north-west of Rudra-
Narasirµha, lies the temple of Bhogarama, the only one that faces east, overlooking 
the horse-shoe. The Trivikrama Temple, which again faces west, lies somewhat 
out of the centre, c. 200 m north-east of Varaha on the northern arm of the horse-
shoe. As has been argued above this compound may have been designed as a kind 
of memorial of the kings of Nandivardhana. 

Finally, about 250 m due south of the main complex, c. 100 m below the top of 
the hill, are the little rock-cut temple ofKapatarama (also known as Guptarama) and 
the recluse cave of Siddhanatha. Their architectural features prove that they pertain 

16 Mirashi 1959, 1964, and in Cll V, liii ff. 
17 Hiralal 1908. 
18 Central Provinces District Gazetteers Nagpur District. Bombay 1908, 332. Revised Edition, 

Maharashtra State Gazetteers, Bombay 1966, 764--66. 
19 Nagpur 1959. 
20 EITA 11.1, Chapter 3, 11.2, Plates 101 to 129. 
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to the Vakataka period. In the vicinity of the rock temple a heavily mutilated four-
anned standing image was found, which can be identified as (Plate xxxv A). 
It may have been the original idol of Guptarama, though its stiff hieratic style sets 
it apart from the other sculptures of Ramagiri. This temple presently houses a linga 
and Siva's viihana, the bull, both dating from the Bhonsle period (18th century). 

MANS AR 

Five kilometers due west of Ramagiri is an ancient site, named Mansar after the 
adjacent village. The site comprises a large pond, with rock formations and some 
(modem) temples on its western and a steep hillock rising at its eastern end. A high 
bank along the south side of the pond connects both ends. A few hundred metres to 
the east of the hillock is another mound. According to S. B. Deo, 

The present site seems to contain at least a stupa, rock-cut caves and 
brick structures. A number of stone sculptures lie around. The caves, 
though now completely filled up, are supposed to have been yielding, 
some years back, a few sculptures. It is not possible to know where 
these antiquities are. 21 

None of the sculptures referred to appear to have emerged, but a superb Siva image 
was 'retrieved from a brick debris by Shri Bishan, a local mine contractor' (Plate 
xxxvn).22 The brick debris is found on and at the foot of the hillock to the east of 
the pond, known as the hill of the goddess Hi<;limba, Hi<;limba Tek<;fi On the rock 
face of this hillock is an undeciphered inscription in shell script.23 A set of five 
copper plates was also discovered in the neighbourhood (CIT V, 73). Only one of 
these plates could be retrieved from the finders. Contents, style and palaeography 
point to Pravarasena II as its commissioner. 

If the brick temple on the Hi<;fimba Tek<;fI matched the quality of the Siva image, 
it must have been a magnificent one. It would make Mansar and the Hi<;limba Tek<;II 
a fully fledged Saiva counterpart of the Ramagiristhana opposite it in the 
east. 

In this connection we would venture an hypothesis. After initially issuing 
his charters from Nandivardhana, just as his mother did, Pravarasena made the 
majority of his land donations in his residential abode Pravarapura which, as we 

21 Deo 1975-76, 275. 
22 Sanna in AV, 219. 
23 Mirashi 1959, 22. 
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have argued (above p. 25), might have been either a new palace in the vicinity of 
Nandivardhana, or the old residency renamed. Two of his charters were issued 
from viisakas (Tripurl and Hirar:iyanadi), which appear to have been army camps 
(see above n. 199 on p. 56). Two other charters were issued from sthiinas, which 
were religious places. One was connected with water (Naratangavaristhana),24 

the other was the temple (devakula) of Pravaresvara ('the All-highest').25 The 
Pravaresvara temple was an important one, not only because, as the name indicates, 
it was founded by Pravarasena II. Firstly, it appears to have possessed lands. This 
may be inferred from the designation of a donee, Siiryasvamin of the Kasyapa gotra 
of the Taittiriya siikhii, as a resident of the 26th village (vii!aka) of Pravaresvara.26 

Secondly, like the Ramagiristhana and the Be.rp;iatatasthana (Mandhal?), the temple 
of Pravaresvara was a state sanctuary (vaijayika dharmasthiina). 27 In view of the 
evident importance of Pravaresvara and the extraordinary quality of the Siva image 
found in Mansar, which one would assume could only be produced with the support 
of royal patronage, we tentatively identify the temple on the Hi<;limba Tek<;II with 
the Pravaresvaradevakulasthana. It may have been Pravarasena's equivalent of the 
sanctuaries of his father and mother in Mandhal and on the Ramagiri. 

AJANTA 

Descriptions of the site of Ajanta have been published so often that they need no 
repetition here. The reader may be referred to James Fergusson & James Burgess, 
The Cave Temples of India,28 G. Yazdani (et alii), Ajanta,29 and the publications of 
Walter Spink. We assume with the latter author that the excavation of the Mahayana 

24 CII V, 50 I. 1. 
25 pravare§varadevakulasthiiniit [l*J , CII V, 65 I. 1. II issued his Mandhal Plates, sec-

ond regnal year, from Ramagiristhana, the sanctuary on the Ramagiri ; his Mandhal Plates, tenth 
regnal year, from the sanctuary on the bank of the Wainganga, which may refer 
to the site were the plates were found, Mandhal. 

26 pravara( re tj,vif!lSa)ti viifakava( vii)stavyataittiri( rf)yakiiSyapasagotra[ sii ]ryya-
sviimina( rie) datta[m*] [IJ, CII V, 19 11. 14 f.; cf. CII V, 19 ll . 13 f. One or more sanctuaries on 
the Ramagiri seem also to have had landed property, probably in the vicinity of the village 

which was mentioned in connection with the building of the Prabhavatisviimin 
Temple (Bakker & Isaacson 1993, 70) . 

27 The precise implication of the qualification vaijayika dharmasthiina is not known. It seems to 
refer to a royal estate where official functions could be performed. The Narataiigaviiristhana did 
not have the status of vaijayika dharmasthiina, but the army camps (viisakas) and residency(ies) 
Nandivardhana/Pravarapura did. 

28 London 1880. 
29 London 1930-1955, 4 vols. 
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caves started in the 460s under the reign of but we do not subscribe to his 
opinion that all Mahayana caves were executed within twenty years or less. The 
caves that with certainty pertain to the period of rule are XVI, XVII and 
XIX, situated in the centre of the curving scarp of the gorge of the Waghora riv-
er. They represent two monasteries (vihiiras) and one caitya or congregation hall 
(gandhaku.ttJ. 

Though this site is distinguished from the other sites described in that it belongs 
to the Buddhist tradition, its architecture, style and iconography have several fea-
tures in common with other Viikataka artefacts (see above p. 42 f.). It is true that the 
magnificent paintings in some of the caves make them outstanding monuments of 
Indian art, yet the quality of their sculpture on the whole does not reach the sophis-
ticated subtlety and fresh originality of that of the Eastern Viikataka kingdom. 

PA UN AR 

Paunar in the Wardha District is a small village on the right (i.e. south) bank of the 
river Dham, 70 km south-west ofNagpur. It has several mounds testifying to a long-
standing occupation of the site. Excavations were carried out in 1967 under the 
supervision of S. B. Deo of the Department of AIHCA of the University of Nagpur. 
The site chosen for digging (PNR-I) was at the north-eastern side of a mound locally 
known as Qila ('Fort'), the top of which is crowned by a mosque and at the base of 
which remains of a massive fortification wall are found. 30 

The excavations were undertaken with a view to ascertain, if possi-
ble, the proposed identification of Paunar with ancient Pravarapura, the 
capital of the Viikatakas. It may be stated here that though the remains 
of the Viikataka-Gupta period-i.e. Period ID-were varied, greater 
in number and rich in conception as compared to those in any other 
period, the excavations have not brought to light any positive evidence 
to suggest that Paunar is ancient Pravarapura. However, it is beyond 
doubt that Paunar seems to have enjoyed its days of prosperity during 
the Viikataka period.31 

With respect to the findings of Period ID the excavators report, 

The constructions of this period were characterised by well-planned 
foundations, use of brick and brickbats, construction of ring wells, the 

30 Deo & Dhavalikar 1968, 1-4. 
31 Deo & Dhavalikar 1968, 114 f. Cf. Gupta in AV, 119-153. 
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employment of tiles on a large scale and floors of compact clay some-
times mixed with fine gravel. [ .. . ] 
The houses were well built, beautiful red pottery came into use, coins 
of the Vislu)ukui:ic;Iins were possibly in circulation. Beautiful beads of 
semi-precious stones, bangles of shell and precisely made plaques and 
sculptures of Brahmanical deities like Gai:iesa were used. 32 

Period ill is defined by layers 4 and 5. Two coins, which were assigned to the 
lcur,ic;lins, 'were found in the top horizons of layer (4) of Period ill' (op. cit. 13). 
The evidence seems to confirm that (red) brick was widely used as building mate-
rial throughout the Vakataka period (cf. Mandhal and Mansar) and that-the 
km;1c;Iins settled in the south of Vidarbha in the last phase of the kingdom under the 
reign of II. presence is further corroborated by the (sur-
face) finding of a copper pot containing a large number of copper/bronze coins. 

The motifs on the obverse depict either bull facing right or a lion with 
one of the fore paws upraised and the tail curled up, whereas the reverse 
shows either an axle in relief with a crescent and a pellet at the four 
comers, or a conch shell, or a vase on stand, all in a circle with radiating 
strokes.33 

On account of these motifs these coins were assigned by the excavators to the 
Recently, examination by A. M. Shastri and C. Gupta has led to 

the hypothesis that some of these coins have to be assigned to the Vakataka kings, 
notably II (see above p. 56). The legend of one of these coins reads 
.frfmaharajaprthivf, another shows a cakra, which, as we have seen (p. 52), appears 
to have been the royal emblem of II, and two others again contain the 
legend jaya, which reminds us of the seals of P:f(:hi II' s inscriptions reading 
jayasasana (p. 51).34 

The major findings in Paunar, however, did not emerge from the excavation, but 
were recovered during the building of the Paramadhiima Asrama of Vinoba Bhave 
on the left (northern) bank of the Dham. Moreover a good number of surface finds 
are reported by Gupta (AV, 145 ff.), most of them now in private collections. The 
sculptures and panels found 'while digging in the fields round Sri VinobajI's a.fra-
ma' are preserved in the Ashram.35 They attest to the existence of several sanctuar-

32 Deo & Dhavalikar 1968, 9, 115. 
33 Deo & Dhavalikar 1968, 14. 
34 Shastri in AV, 285-294, Figs. 70 I, IIIA and IDB and 72 vm. Gupta in AV, 144 remarks, 'As 

there were cordial relations between the and the the possibility of 
exchange of their coins cannot be ruled out. The need to study these coins from this point of 
view is strongly felt.' 

35 CIT V, Ix. 
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ies on the bank of the river, among them at least one large temple. From the 
beginning, however, there has been controversy over their iconography and date. 
Mirashi, who was the first to give a systematic interpretation of the panels, thought 
they depicted scenes of the Ramayar;ia.36 This view bas proved to be untenable 
and it is now generally believed that the majority of the panels (if not all) represent 
lfla scenes of and his associates (Plate XL). With the refutation of Mirashi's 
Ramayar;ia interpretation this scholar 's theory to the effect that there existed a Rama 
cult in the days of Pravarasena II and that this king built a great Rama temple in his 
new capital Pravarapura on the bank of the river Dham is to be relinquished. 

Actually, considerations of style would rather suggest that many of the findings 
preserved in the Ashram, including the panels, are of a later date and it may even be 
doubted whether they belong to the Vakataka period at all. Walter Spink ascribes 
them to 'a period (c. A. D. 500) of rule over Vidarbha.' 37 Joanna 
Williams, comparing the panels with those of Deogarh and Ajanta, remarks that, 

the artists of Deogarh and Pavnar differ substantially. For some pan-
els in the Pavnar group, a later date and affinities to the south (Ra*a-
kilta sculpture, for example) are tempting. Yet the analogy between the 
seated figures in Plate 18 [not illustrated here] and the paintings on the 
porch of Ajanta Cave 17 are equally great. Without surface detail, one 
can go no further. 38 

The whose homeland, as we have seen, was the region to the 
north of the Snsaila Hills (the present Mahbubnagar District, AP), became, when 
their kingdom began to emerge at the end of the 4th century, heirs to the artistic 
tradition of Amaravati and Nagarjunako9C;la (3rd century AD), the sculptural style 
of which is outlined by Huntington as follows. 

The sculptural style at Nagarjunako99a, like that at Amaravati, is 
known from the carved stone slabs that were part of the veneer of the 
major stupas, as well as from free-standing images. By and large, 
the Nagarjunako9C;la carvings are closely tied to the latest sculptures 
from Amaravati in style as well as range of subjects. If anything, the 
compositions of the reliefs are often more animated, the figures more 
lithe and slender, and the spatial arrangements more sophisticated. 39 

It is this legacy that we may recognize in the slender, natural but sensuous figures 
of Paunar; it may account for the stylistic undercurrent that is responsible for the 

36 Mirashi in SI II, 272-282. 
37 Spink 198la, 123 n. 8. 
38 Williams 1983, 230. 
39 Huntington 1985, 180 (italics mine). 
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'South-Indian flavour' that art-historians savour when they examine these sculp-
tures. 

To substantiate this contention one would wish to see other specimens of 
unquestioned origin, but here serious difficulties are encountered. 
Apart from the much contested cave temples at UI).c;lavaHi and Mogalrajapuram, 
there seems hardly to have survived any artistic testimony of the 
dynasty.40 Whether or not the above-mentioned caves are to be ascribed to the 

and if so, whether there are stylistic features apparent that may link 
them to Paunar, are questions that should be decided by art-historical research.41 

It should be observed, however, that nothing in these caves comes near to the 
refinement of the Ganga image of Paunar (Plate xxx1x B ). 

To wind up, it may be repeated that Paunar has turned out to be a site that has 
yielded a rich harvest of sculptures. For the present work we have selected only 
three specimens from the dozens that are preserved in the Paramadhama Asrama. 
A more extensive survey-which is, however, not complete either-the reader may 
find in Chandrashekhar Gupta's article Paunar under the Vlikatakas (AV, 119-153). 
Our reason for being so reluctant is that, unlike Gupta, we think that the majority of 
the sculptures postdate the Vakataka period proper. The foundations of the religious 
building activity in Paunar, however, may have been laid in the last decade of the 
reign of II, when Vakatakas and together seem to have 
held sway over this region. This would explain the conflated stylistic features that 
mark most of the findings. The art of Paunar thus appears to represent a southern 
tradition which blended with that of the Vakatakas and in which their spirit lived 
on. 

40 Sankaranarayanan 1977, 146-150. 
41 A good point of comparison may be interalia the large image Anantasayana in the cave 

temple ofU1_1<:1avaHi (Longhurst 1924, 29, Pl. XII; Pattabirarnin 1971, Pl. XXIV-XXVI; Nigam 
1987, 347, Pl. 37) and the Ananta8ayana image that is found in a (modem) Rama temple 
next to the Ashram discovered in Paunar along with the other sculptures (Mirashi 1954, 8, Fig. 
VIII; Soundara Rajan 1980, 181, Fig. 31 ; Jamkhedkar 1985b, 84, Pl. 126; Jarnkhedkar 199la, 
205, Pl. 95 ; C. Gupta in AV, 149). 
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PLATES I & II 

MAHESVARA, MANDHAL 
(!front, II rear) 

Mandhal. Nagpur Central Museum, 
no. A 93. Red-brown sandstone. 
61 x 43 x 26 cm. Last quarter of 4th cen-
tury AD. Found, together with two other 

images (Plates m-vr), in the fields in the 
vicinity of the village of Mandhal. Lit.: 
Jamkhedkar 199la, 199, Pl. 76, 77; Joshi 
1984, 53. 

Throughout the history of Indian culture, one of the ways of expressing metaphys-
ical hierarchy in spatial dimensions is by superimposing horizontal layers or tiers, 
the highest tier representing the highest, the lowest tier the lowest principle in the 
hierarchy. When this stratification is projected on the human body, as is done, for 
instance, in the famous Hymn of the the feet represent the lowest, 
the head the highest rank. 1 This general principle of spatial order should offer the 
key to solve the riddle posed by some of the images found in Mandhal. One of the 
most intriguing among these images is the figure of a standing male, who carries 
one tier of four heads with matted hair on one neck. A second tier is represented 
by two shaven faces on the two upper arms. 2 Two more faces are situated on the 
thighs, constituting the third tier. Within each tier the heads or faces are virtually 
identical, with the exception of the addorsed head. 3 

The principal characteristic that distinguishes each tier from the other is the 
hair/head-dress. The heads of the lowest, i.e. third tier are covered by the cloth of 
the dhotf, which trims the foreheads with three lines. Though no other wrappings 
of the turban are visible, we are probably justified in denoting these two heads as 

The head of the second tier (on the upper arm) is bald or shaven (mul}tj,a). 
The four heads of the first tier wear an ascetic coiffure. These heads are connected 
by a headband (bhalapa!fa), which binds strands of matted hair smoothly combed 
back over the joint cranium. 

The image is two-armed. The right arm is broken off at the shoulder. Its left 
hand holds the water/elixir vessel (kalasa) from which a stalk (niila) emerges.4 The 

Mainly two ways of spatial ranking are employed in Saiva thought: vertically, the path from top 
to bottom is one of decreasing purity; horizontally, purity decreases along the radius proceeding 
from a centre. Cf. Davis 1991, 44. 

2 Because the right arm is missing, only one face has been preserved in this image, but the Sada-
siva image (Plate VII & VIII) proves that the right arm possessed a face like the left arm. 

3 For the significance of faces on the joints of the (human) body see p. 107. 
4 We are probably concerned with a bottle-gourd (Lagenaria siceraria (Mo!.) Stand!.) that is used 

as a water vessel (aliibupiitra) and has the iconographic function and symbolic meaning of the 
kala§a, viz. container of amrta and source of all that grows. Cf. the Parvati image from Patur in 
the Nagpur Central Museum (Divakaran 1984, 284, Pl. 244; Jamkhedkar 199lb, 90, Fig. 8). 

95 
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right hand may have been raised in abhayamudra like, for instance, the Mahefa-
miirti of the Russek Collection (Plate XLI), and have held the rosary. The deity 
is without ornaments. The elongated ear lobes are pierced. Only the head on the 
reverse has a vertical third eye. The image is without upavfta. The dhotf is rolled 
into a ribbed belt (kafibandha) which undergirds the big-bellied trunk; it covers the 
( urdhva )liriga. 

The three tiers possibly point to a theological conception that involves a 
sequential manifestation in three arrays of diminishing subtlety: yogin, brahma-
carin (mw:ufin), and The represents Siva's manifestation in this 
world (sakala), on which the turban bestows royal dignity. The brahma-
carin, the religious aspirant stands half-way between this world and the 
reality of the yogin; his shaven head (mul}t;f,in) indicates his detachrnent.5 The 
ascetic or yo gin form of Siva, recognizable by its matted hair, exercises sovereignty 
over the mundane reality, as represented by the lower two levels, and ultimately 
transcends it (see also below p. 102). 

The four heads of the first tier conform to some extent to the description of 
the quadruple form of Siva (caturmurtitva) in Mahabhiirata 13.128.3-6. All four 
show his yoga as symbolized by the matted hair. Iconographically the most sig-
nificant distinctive feature is the addorsed head, which looks grim, has a mous-
tache and third eye.6 It may represent his 'southern face, which has a terrifying 
appearance and is fierce, and which crushes creatures' (see above p. 73). As such 
it symbolizes the destructive aspect/function of Siva.7 If this interpretation is cor-
rect, it follows that the obverse head must have been facing north. According to the 
Mahabhiirata description this northern head faces Uma in sport. We can no longer 
assess whether it had a distinctive joyful expression, because it is mutilated. The 
eastern and western faces, said 'to excercise sovereignty' and 'convey happiness' 
respectively, are iconographically hardly distinct from each other in the image at 
issue. 8 The assumption that the image as a whole faced north makes it plausible 

5 The is described as mwy;lin in MBh 13.15.4 (see above n. 35 on p. 67). 
6 As far as can be assessed, the addorsed head of the image at issue and that of the Rudra image 

(Plate IX) are the only Siva heads among the Viika!aka sculptures that have a vertical third eye 
The loose ugra head found in Mandhal has an horizontal third eye (Plate xxv A). 

From this evidence it emerges that the Mahesvaras in the Viika!aka kingdom reserved the icono-
graphic feature of the third eye for the ugra forms of Siva. It is conceived as the eye which emits 
the destructive rays of Siva's anger. Cf. Kreisel 1986, 96--98. 

7 This aspect became later associated with the figure of Bhairava (VDhP 3.48.5, 11). It should 
be observed, however, that Bhairava as such, as being a specific embodiment of Siva, is not 
mentioned in the Mahabharata, Vayupurai:za, or Pasupatasiitras and their 
commentary (see also von Stietencron 1969). On the other hand, a deity named Mahabhairava 
is already attested in the Viika!aka inscriptions as the focus of devotion of Rudrasena I (above 
n. 23 on p. 13). 

8 Cf. Kreisel 1986, 64: 'An dieser Stelle sei vermerkt, daB seit der Guptazeit die Catur-
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that it once was the main idol of the temple excavated in MDL-II which was orien-
tated north-south. 

Because the image represents the High God of the Mahesvaras in an anthropo-
morphic (iconic) form, symbolizing his emanation in space and time, we propose 
to designate the image 'Mahesvara. ' 9 

PLATES III & IV 

NANDISVARA (?), MANDHAL 
(III front, IV rear) 

Mandhal. Nagpur Central Museum, 
no. A 92. Red-brown sandstone. 
55 x 50 x 25 cm. Last quarter of 4th cen-
tury AD. Found, together with two other 

images (Plates I/II & v /VI), in the fields 
in the vicinity of the village of Mandhal. 
Lit.: Bhattacharya 1989, 63; Jamkhedkar 
199la, Pl. 73, 74; Joshi 1984, 52. 

This four-armed image with four heads (in one tier) resembles in some respects the 
Mahesvara image, though it is without faces on the arms and thighs. The legs are 
broken off at the knees, the top right arm has disappeared almost completely, the 
top left arm is preserved until the elbow. The right forearm is akimbo (ka!ihasta) , 
holding up at the wrist something that resembles a large paw, but which might actu-
ally be the clumsily carved right lower hand of the deity himself (cf. the left hand 
of the image, Plate XI). The left (lower) hand holds either the shaft of 
the lance (sula), or a stick or staff (dm:uj,a). 10 The two upper hands may have held 

mukhaliilga-Kopfe in der Ost- und Westrichtung sich bis zur Kongruenz angleichen und somit 
die Moglichkeit bieten, je nach Ausrichtung der Kultstatte den einen wie den anderen als Haubt-
aspekt Sivas zu betrachten. Dieser di.irfte in jedem Fall richtiger als Mahiideva zu bezeichnen 
sein und nicht der kanonisierten literarischen Version entsprechend oder Sadyojiita. 
Der als Nandivaktra bezeichnete Kopf ware dem gemiiB der jeweils ri.ickwiirtige . .. ' 

9 This name has little more pretension than to conform to a (later) convention and denotes a gener-
ic type rather than a particular form (see above p. 74). Alternative names are possible through-
out. Shastri 1975-76, 68 refers to this image as because it has altogether eight 
faces . however, seems not to be a particular iconographic category of Siva images 
(cf. Gonda 1970, 42). MBh 13.146.6 reserves the name 'Mahesvara' for Siva's most terrify-
ing form in which he destroyes the world: yiisya ghoratamii miirtir jagat sal'[lharate tathii I 
fsvaratviin mahiitviic ea mahe§vara iti smrtaf:i 11611- MBh 7.173.83-85 MBh 13.146.16-18) 
and 13.14.101 connect the name 'Mahesvara' with the ithyphallic nature of Siva (see above n. 68 
on p. 73), a feature found in the image at issue. 

10 The dai:z4a, which we take as a stick or ascetic staff rather than a club (lakufallagu4allakula 
or gadii, cf. Kreisel 1986, 103). MBh 13.15.11 calls Siva dai:z4apiii:zin, though usually Yama is 
referred to by this epithet. According to VDhP 3.48.11-13 the dai:z4a symbolizes death (mrtyu) 
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other weapons. The waist is wrapped in a dhoti:, visible on the reverse. A slender 
belt skirts the hips and passes around the back. An erect penis (urdhvalinga) is dis-
tinguishable underneath the dhoti:. Unlike Joshi (1984, 52), we were unable to dis-
cover traces of a yajfiopavfta, though two parallel oblique lines run across the breast 
(probably due to imperfections in the stone). The trunk is not paunched; it carries 
four heads, which are encircled by a broad headband; the joint matted hairdo is more 
flattened than that of the first tier of the Mahesvara image (Plates I & II). As in the 
latter image, the four heads have ears in common. The front face is badly mutilated 
but nevertheless creates the impression of being slightly protruding. Whether it had 
a third eye is difficult to determine, but the other three faces do not have one, nor 
do they have moustaches. The countenances of the two lateral heads are somewhat 
different, sterner than the faces of the Mahesvara image. The countenance of the 
addorsed head shows a beatific smile. 

The conception underlying this sculpture is evidently different from that of the 
Mahesvara image. The aim seems not to be to divulge different levels or stages 
of Siva's epiphany, but rather to represent one form of his. The matted hair and 
absence of ornaments indicate that we are concerned with a yo gin. The figure shows 
a striding stance, which, combined with the dm:u)a or Hila, suggests that he had a 
protective function. In this respect he may be compared to the guardian god 
at the bottom of the pillar found in Mathura (see above p. 68). However, his pos-
session of four arms and heads point to an higher deity. The foremost of Siva's 
acolytes, who resembles him (dvitfyam iva sa11ikaram), who is the captain of his 
guard and leader of his hosts (ga':las), is Nandisvara or Nandin. He is described as 
resting upon a lance (sula) or carrying a golden staff (vetra). 11 His four heads and 
urdhvalinga may signify his impersonation of Siva, and he is accordingly described 
as four-faced (caturvaktra) and carrying the lance (sulapa':li) in the (much later) 

and is, together with the miitulunga (see n. 98 on p. 129), an attribute of Bhairava: dmy/a§ ea 
miitulunga§ ea karayor bhairavasya tu I I 11 I I mrtyur dm:u/o miitulungas tathii kare I 
jagadbfjasya sarvasya ye riijan paramai:iavaJ:i 111211 taiJ:i pun:ial'(L bfjapilratval'(L bhairavasya 
kare smrtam I· However, the attribute may just as well be the lance; compare the weapon held 
in the right hand of the Rudra image (below Plate IX). 

ll Ram. 7.16.13-14: so 'pa§yan nandinal'(L tatra devasyiidiirataJ:i sthitam I dlptal'[l §iilam 
avaHabhya dvitlyam iva §ankaram 111311 taf!l viinaramukham avajfi.iiya sa I 
prahiisa'!l mumuee tatra satoya iva toyadaJ:i 111411· MBh 13.14.144: purastiie eaiva devasya 
nandil'(L pa§yiimy avasthitam I siilal'(L dvitlyam iva §ankaram 1114411· 
Kumiirasaipbhava 3.41: latagrhadviiragato 'tha nandl I 
mukhiirpitaikiingulisal'[ljfi.ayaiva mii eiipaliiyeti gm:ziin 11411 I· The confusion of 
NandiSvara (Siva's effigy and doorkeeper) and Siva's viihana, the bull which 
eventually resulted in their merging, may have started with an intermediate anthropomorphic 
figure with the head of a bull. The earliest archaeological evidence of such a (conflated) figure 
reported by Bhattacharya 1977, 1556 f. is found in Aihole and Badami (6th and 7th centuries 
AD). 
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HaracaritacintiimaJ}.i, though there he is said to be six-anned. 12 The description of a 
four-anned Nandin in the also only partly agrees with the 
present image. This text ascribes to him the trident (trisula) and dart (bhindipiila). 13 

In brief, we shall probably never be certain which deity exactly the sculptors 
of Mandhal had in mind when they made this image. On account of the arguments 
considered above we tentatively propose identifying him as Nandlsvara, who may 
have stood in front of Mahesvara as a servant. This interpretation has at least the 
advantage that the beatific smile of the addorsed head makes sense: it was directed 
to his Master. The latter may have been represented by the Mahesvara image (Plate 
I), the main idol of the MDL-II temple. 

PLATES V & VI 

A MANDHAL 
(v front, VI rear) 

Mandhal. Nagpur Central Museum, 
no. A 94. Red-brown sandstone. 
60 x 45 x 27 cm. Last quarter of 4th cen-
tury AD. Found, together with two other 

images (Plates I-IV), in the fields in the 
vicinity of the village of Mandhal. Lit.: 
Jamkhedkar 199la, Pl. 69; 199lb, 87, 
Pl. 1, 2. 

This sturdy figure has been identified as a 'ga1:za' by Jarnkhedkar (199lb, 87). The 
image is four-anned, its left rear ann is intact until the elbow, the right rear ann has 
completely broken off. Tresses of matted hair on top of the head, parted in the mid-
dle, tum into long snail-shell curls which cascade down on to the back; the crown is 
covered by a flower rosette, a feature regularly found in Vfildi!aka sculpture as well 
as in some Gupta images. The elongated pierced ear lobes are decorated by earrings 
which rest on the shoulders. 14 The image wears a collar (ekiivali) around a neck that 

12 Haracaritacintiimw;ii 4.74-76: rudro bhava caturvaktraf:i chagaladhvajaf:i J J74J J 
pramathaprathamaf:i pingasmafruke.savilocanaf:i I vyaghracarmambaradharas trinetro 
vahanaf:i JJ75J J siilapiiJJir mayii tulyo bhava sarvatra putraka J. See also Granoff 1979, 66 nn. 3 
and4. 

13 VDhP 3.73.15cd-17: nandf kiiryas trinetras tu caturbiihur mahiibhujaf:i JJ 15J J sindiirii-
rui:iasalikiiio vyiighracarmiimbaracchadaf:i J trisiilabhindipiilau ea karayos tasya kiirayet JJ16 JJ 
sirogataf!l trtryaf!l tu tarjayantaf!l tathii param I atokamanaf!l kartavyaf!l darad agamikaf!l 
janam JJ17JJ. 

14 Cf. the panel at Ramgarth Hill described by Berkson 1978, 226: '[ . .. ] the earrings on the 
figure at Ramgarth Hill resemble the earrings on an unidentified Maqka at Pathari [cf. 

the Mandhal Maqka, Plate xv, H.T.B.]. The ears protrude, the lobes have been bored, and the 
fleshy parts descend to the shoulders, supporting the earrings. Gupta sculptors were fond of this 
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is marked by three lines (kambugrfva), jewelled bracelets, and a yajnopavfta. The 
dhotf is wrapped tightly around the thighs, indicated by two parallel double lines, 
and twisted around the waist into a ka!ibandha, showing an iirdhvaliizga beneath. 
The end of the cloth turns over the left side of the girdle and is firmly held by the 
left (lower) hand. The left knee is slightly bent, which gives this figure a special 
vigorous air (vikrama). 

Identification of this image will to some extent depend on the interpretation of 
the only attribute that is (partly) preserved and is held in the right lower hand. Jam-
khedkar thinks (op. cit. 87) it to be a sword. This might be the case, but it seems 
also possible that the figure carries a kind of club (laku.ta) which rests against his 
right shoulder and of which the top has broken off. The latter interpretation would 
point, of course, to the figure of Lakulifa, but there are hardly any other signs that 
could justify such an identification. 15 

To solve the problem, the attribute of the image may be compared with that of 
a sculpture found in Nachna, illustrated in Williams 1982, Pl. 163. As we have not-
ed above (n. 23 on p. 13), this sitting figure described by Williams as 'Lakulifa,' 
does not seem to be that deity, because his left hand holds a battle-axe rather than a 
club. Since the broken-off attribute in the right lower hand of the image at issue also 
broadens where it rests against the shoulder (as in the N achna image), it is probably 
a similar weapon, perhaps the axe (parasu or para§vadha). 

The image does not represent a yo gin as such, but rather calls to mind a stalwart 
warden. His mouth, though mutilated, seems to be slightly open (kariila), which 
adds to his deterrent nature. Like the image of Nandisvara (?) (Plates III-IV), we 
may here be concerned with a figure from Siva's entourage, whose staunch posture 
was meant to impress. We shall therefore refer to this image as i.e., 
'superintendent of the gm:ias.' 

The original Skandapurfi.r}a gives a description of the when they 
arrive for Nandisvara's consecration (SP 23.5 ff.). The first and foremost gm;apa 
who arrives is Dil)-<;li . He is described as having, among other features, an open 
mouth, contracted brows, fangs, three eyes, his head covered by thousand twist-
ed locks, a girdle and upavfta of snakes, an erect penis, while he is loudly laughing 
and carrying the battle-axe (parasvadha). 16 This early (6th-7th century) literary 

device and used it often.' 
15 Judging from the sign at the pedestal of the image, this identification has been proposed by the 

staff of the Nagpur Museum. According to U. P. Shah (1984, 100) four-armed Lakuli5a images 
make their appearance in the 6th century AD. 

16 tataf:l kariilavadano I §ankhahiiriimbugaura§ ea sragvf tri-
loeanaf:l 11611 ja_tiisahasrordhva§irii jviiliike§o mahiihanuf:l I agnyafigiirakanetra§ ea bhu-
jagiibaddhamekhalaf:l 1171 I vidyujjihvo mahiikiiyas tathii eaivordhvamehanaf:l I sarpayajfiopavftf 
ea parasvadhadharas tathii 11 811 bhujagiibaddhamaufiji§ ea bhujagair eva kankwzaif:l I a!.fa-
hiisal!l srjanas ea a§anfpiitasal!lnibham 11911 di1:uj,ir ity eva vikhyiito gm:zapaf:l samadrsyata I 
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description of a ga1:zapa agrees in some respects with the image at issue, though 
certainly not in all-something that could hardly be expected. A major difference 
is that our has four arms, a feature that seems to indicate that the deity 
was intimately related to Siva himself.17 The question must therefore remain open 
as to whom among Siva's acolytes this image represents. Whoever he is, however, 
he may have had a guardian function in the Mahesvara Temple of MDL-II. 

PLATES VII & VIII 

SADASIVA , MANDHAL 
(VII front, VIII A rear, VIII B right side) 

Mandhal. Museum of the Dept. of AIH- BHK-1. Lit. : Jamkhedkar 199la, 199, Pl. 
CA, University of Nagpur. Red-brown 78; Joshi 1984, 54; Sarma 1992, 221-
sandstone. 89 x 50 x 30cm. c. 400AD. 224; Shastri 1977-78, 146. 
Found under the floor of brick temple of 

This image reflects in many respects the Mahesvara image described above (Plates 
I & II). It is better preserved, though, and its portion below the neck is distinguished 
from the Mahesvara image by the fact that it wears a necklace (graiveyaka), bracelet 
with a jewelled clasp (ratnavalaya), and a simple upavfta. The ka!ibandha is twist-
ed instead of ribbed. As the image seems to be complete, it can be observed that the 
lower and upper legs are actually contracted to the space occupied by the two faces 
on the thighs (the feet-cum-pedestal was found separately and added to the image 
afterwards).18 The major difference with respect to the Mahesvara image is found 
above the neck: on top of the four-headed tier that corresponds to the first tier of the 
Mahesvara image is placed another tier of four heads resulting in altogether eight 
heads on one neck. 19 

atmana/:i sadrsilnilf!l ea koffbhir da§abhir vrta(t I ga1:wpilnilf!l sure§ilnilf!l yoginilf!l dfpta-
tejasilm 11101 I, SP 23.6-10. 

17 Cf. the four-armed Saiva image from Mandasor, about which Williams 1982, 142 f. remarks 
that it resembles the gai:ias and attendants in other examples fom the area, yet 'while four-armed 
gai:ias are known, I am tempted to identify this as Bhairava (with animal in the lower right hand) 
or possibly Virabhadra.' 

18 See the photograph in Shastri 1977-78. 
19 The earliest depiction (2nd-3rd century AD) of a deity with two tiers of (each three) heads on one 

body may be the figure ofKarttikeya (Kumara) on some Yaudheya coins (Allan 1936, CXLIX f., 
270, PI. XXXIX.21). Cf. the six-headed Kfttikii figure on a Gandharan stele published by Sher-
rier 1993, pl. 48.1 a. 
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The heads of the uppermost (first) tier are aligned with the intermediate (antar-
de§a), those of the second tier with the cardinal directions, supposing that the front 
of the image faced to one of the main quarters, probably east. The heads of the two 
upper-tiers differ from the faces of the two lower tiers by their moustaches, some 
of which are twisted upwards, 20 others downwards. 21 The heads of the second tier 
(from the top) are somewhat bigger than those of the first. This leaves the former 
without intermediate space, whence each head of the second tier has its ears in com-
mon with those of the two adjacent heads. The tresses of a high ascetic coiffure 
(ja!ii}ii.ta) with a parting in the middle are gathered up by a hair-ribbon (ke§abandha) 
and rise above each head of the second tier, filling the intermediate space between 
the four heads of the first tier. This produces the effect of a column out of which the 
latter heads emerge. The top heads are, as in the Mahesvara image, connected by a 
headband (bhiilapa.f!a), which binds strands of matted hair. 

The theological conception underlying this image is evidently more complicat-
ed than the one embodied in the Mahesvara image. The quadruple form of Siva has 
been adapted to a vertical as well as horizontal structure, whereby the four aspects, 
as indicated in the Mahiibhiirata description (MBh 13.128.3-6), are blurred or indis-
tinct. The four vertical levels, however, may be aligned with the concept of the ema-
nation of the transcendent God in four hypostases, an idea that we primarily know 
from Pfilicaratra theology, where it is known as the four Vyuhas (caturvyiiha) .22 

20 Notably the whiskers of the head on the reverse in the second tier. 
21 Notably the moustache of the head that faces to the left on the reverse in the first tier. 
22 SPah33.9 praises Deva (Siva) as follows : (obeisance to) caturvyuhiiya deviiya trinetriiya 

bhaviiya ea I caturmukhiiya suddhiiya jiiliintaraviciirii:ie 11911· Cf. KUP 1.11.26-27; SiP 
(VayaviyaS) 10.29; LiP 1.18.22 (caturvyuhiitmane) . The concept of a Saiva caturvyuha is prob-
lematic (Srinivasan 1984, 42 f.) . Mostly reference to this concept is made in discussing the Siva 
figure on a pillar in the Muktadevi Temple in Miisanagar (Srinivasan ibid.; Joshi 1984, 56). 
Kreisel (1986, 144 f.) remarks about this figure that the main aspect of this image is 
der als sitzende Mittelfigur drei weitere Aspekte als verkleinerte Halbfiguren aus Schul tern und 
Kopf entlaBt. Er ist ithyphalisch dargestellt [ ... ]. Gestik, Attribut und Schmuck entsprechen 
der Form des ikonographischen Grundtyps der Sivafigur [see above p. 76]: die rechte Hand ist 
in huldvollen GruBgeste erhoben, die linke triigt ein kleines rundbauchiges GefaB (kalata). [ . . . ] 
Uber dem kopf des erscheint die Halbfigur des Yogin mit langer Asketenfrisur, deren 
mittlere Striihnen wahrscheinlich abgebunden sind. [ .. . ] Die zwei seitliche emanierenden Halb-
figuren, die im selben GroBenverhaltnis wie der Yogin dargestellt sind, lassen sich imjetzigen 
Erhaltungszustand nicht mehr detailliert beschreiben. Die Gestalt iiber der rechten Schulter halt 
in beiden erhobenen Armen rundliche Objekte (?), der Kopf triigt eine leicht erhohte Frisur. 
[ . . . ] Die entsprechende Figur iiber der linken Schulter halt die rechte Hand iiber den Kopf, 
die linke liegt in Brusthohe. Ob sie ein Objekt triigt, ist ungewiB. Am Kopf erhebt sich eine 
runde Schmuckscheibe, die als seitliche Kokarde eines deutlichen Stimbandes interpretierbar 
ist. [ . .. ] Illustriert werden soll jedoch nicht eine (freistehende) Kultfigur, sondem die theolo-
gische Konzeption der Aspekte Sivas. In diesem Sinne kommen siimtliche Aspekte in Frontal-
stellung zur Abbildung, ohne daB ein nicht darstellbarer riickwiirtiger Kopf anzunehmen ware. 
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The two tiers of yo gin heads, which are superior with respect to the brahmacarin 
and and are consequently placed above them, may refer to the distinction of 
Sadasiva and Mahesvara (see above p. 74): as the ruler and creator of the world, 
god, in a way, forms part of it, which corresponds to his embodiment called Mahe-
s( var )a; transcending this embodiment, and nearing his absolute nature (para), is 
his reality as Sadasiva (sakala-niskala). 23 Or, as described by Srinivasan: 

Out of the cosmic essence that is Para Siva (i.e. the linga), the body of 
god begins to reveal itself and the head projects first. There follows a 
series of projections leading towards full manifestation. When the full 
figure is revealed, that is Mahe8a. That figure can be described with 
five heads in the agamas. [ .. . ] 
Mahesa's five heads are clearly depicted, but those of his predecessor 
are not. Theoretically there should be structural parity between 
Mahe8a and Sadasiva since the former is the latter, fully revealed. 
Indeed, Sadasiva, just like Mahe8a, is described with five heads in the 
agamas, and the Pafi.camukha Linga is his theoretical cognizance. [ ... ] 
the Four-headed Siva Linga is understood to stand for a Paficamukha 
Linga, since the fifth head, in the center, is rarely represented.24 

The interpretation that we propose of this complex Mandhal image is that it re-
presents Siva's manifestation on four levels, the eight heads of the upper two tiers 
jointly representing his two forms as Sadasiva and Mahesvara, thus expressing the 
'structural parity' of these two concepts. As a deviation from the common represen-
tation of Sadasiva in the caturmukhaliliga, the sculptor of the Mandhal image made 
the four (visible) heads (Brahmans) of Sadasiva emanate from the central 'column' 
that is formed by the tied up hair of the heads of the second tier. The horizontal 
headband, which encircles the heads of the top tier, may be seen as reminiscent of 

Die Viergestalt Sivas ist somit als eigenstandige Konzeption aufzufassen. Sie geht einher mit der 
Entstehung der [ . .. ] Caturrnukhalillga-forrn.' Although Kreisel avoids speaking of caturvyiiha, 
his description could be taken as illustrating this concept, whicli is, though not widespread, not 
totally unknown to Saiva literature (see above). We may here be concerned with a borrowing 
from theology which never caught on in Saivism as it was superseded by the concept 
of the caturmukhalinga. 

23 This distinction is broadly in keeping with the Saiva Siddhiinta tradition (see e.g. Brunner 1963 
(= SSP I), X f., XXIX; Srinivasan 1990; Davis 1991, 121). Granoff (1979, 75) and Kreisel 
(1986,143) do not distinguish between Siva's manifestation as Sadasiva and Mahesa, although 
the latter author reserves the term Mahes(var)amiirti for iconic (i.e., sakala) representations of 
Siva. However, it cannot be denied that there is a good deal of conflation of the concepts of 
Mahesvara and Sadasiva in the iconography of the semi-aniconic caturmukhalinga and, as the 
present image shows, in the iconic representation of Siva as well. 

24 Srinivasan 1990, 109. Cf. Davis 1991 , 121. 
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the piirivasutra, the vertical hair parting of the brahmasutra of the liftga. The liftga 
rising above four heads of a Mahesvaramiirti is not unknown. 25 The early Gup-
ta Mahesamiirti in the Russek Collection (177 IMGU) in particular seems to come 
close to the conception underlying the Mandhal image (Plate XLI). 26 There is how-
ever only one other image known to me, in which this 'top liftga' is again furnished 
with four(?) heads, viz. the 'rare lifesize sculpture of chatushpada-Mahasadasiva 
[ . . . ] exhibited in the Archaeological Museum, Khajuraho. ' 27 

It is uncertain whether the concept of the fivefold form of Sadasiva (the five 
Brahmans) had already, in the period under consideration, influenced the idea of the 
quadruple form of Siva Mahesvara so much that also the latter concept had come 
to involve a fifth, invisible head, homologized with iikiisa. For this we do not find 
support in contemporaneous texts, but the later (3.48.3-6) 
seems to attest it. It calls the fifth head of Sambhu-a name taken as equivalent to 
our 'Mahesvara' -which represents his highest aspect (or from the point of emana-
tion his origin), 'Sadasiva. ' 28 If this idea existed in the theology of the Mahesvaras 
of Mandhal, then the heads of the first tier could be conceived of as the differ-
entiation (corresponding to the Brahmans) of the apex of the second tier, Sadasiva. 
The image would thus be the visual representation of the two interlocking concepts 
of Sadasiva and Mahdvara. 

The eight heads do not differ much in their physiognomy, which could in all cas-
es be described as that of the yo gin; notably the image does not seem to feature the 
terrifying aspect, which we found in the Mahesvara image. The faces all look rather 
neutral in that they all have forceful though composed expresssions, are adorned 
with moustaches, but, and this is remarkable, none has the third eye.29 Identifica-

25 See Kreisel 1986, 147-150, Abb. 65, 66, 67(?), A20. 
26 See also Kreisel 1986, 211 f. 
27 B. N. Sharma 1976, 21 , Pl. XXVIII. Sharma (ibid.) remarks about this image, 'His heads 

arranged horizontally in two tiers remind us of the figures of Skanda-Karttikeya depicted on 
some early Yaudheya coins and a dome like projection above suggests the Isana aspect of the 
deity. His surviving lower right hand is held in gift-bestowing attitude and the four legs are 
arranged as in the image of Sadasiva carved on the KaI.J.9ariyii Mahiideva Temple at Khajuraho 
(Pl. V). The sculpture can be dated to the Chandella period, lOth century AD.' Compare also 
the so-called 'catunnukhalinga' of Kaman (llth century: Maxwell 1984, 78, Pl. 61), and the 
'Sadiisiva with six heads' (Desai 1984, 150 f. , Pl. 160). 

28 vibhiigeniitha §ambhor vadanapafi.cakam I I 3 I I mahiidevamukhaf!l jfi.eyaf!l pilrvaf!l 
§ambhor mahiitmanaf:i I netriii:zi trzi:zi tasyiihuf:i somasilryahutasaniif:i 11 41 I tu mukhaf!l 
raudraf!l bhairavaf!l tat prakfrtitam I pa§cimaf!l yan mukhaf!l tasya nandivaktraf!l tad ucya-
te I I 5 I I umiivaktraf!! ea vijfi.eyaf!l tasya devasya cottaram I sadiisiviikhyaf!l vijfi.eyaf!l piivanaf!l 
tasyapafi.camam 11611 , VDhP 3.48.3-6. 

29 Kreisel 1986, 119: 'Allerdings kann der Schnurrbart allein weder in der noch in der 
Guptazeit als hinreichendes Kriterium zur Interpretation der Aspekte gelten. ' As we have seen 
above (n. 6 on p . 96), the third eye was only given to those forms of Siva that are ferocious 
(ugra). The present image does not feature that aspect. 
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tion of any of these eight heads with one particular aspect, form or face of Sadasiva 
and Mahesvara is not warranted by the evidence of the image. 30 

It follows from this analysis that Sadasiva, Siva's first and foremost manifes-
tation in the cosmos, is the constituting principle that underlies this image-not 
conceived as aniconic as usual, but embedded in an intricate iconic structure. We 
therefore propose to refer to this image as 'Sadasiva.' For the ordinary devotee, not 
educated in Mahesvara theology, the image will above all have inspired awe and 
he will have perceived chiefly its anthropomorphic Mahesvara aspect, embodied 
in the two-armed figure holding the vessel with the elixir (amrta) in his left hand, 
while the right hand might have held the rosary in abhayamudra. In this way the 
cryptic Mandhal figure, although elaborated in a most unusual fashion, conforms 
in its basic structure, like the Mahesvara image, to what Kreisel described as the 
'Grundtyp der Sivadarstellung' (seep. 76). 

Although, admittedly, we cannot give a special metaphysical explanation of the 
doubling of the faces on arms and thighs-this may have been prompted by reasons 
of symmetry-the above-proposed interpretation has the advantage of explaining 
most of the aspects of the sculpture, making it a meaningful image for the initi-
ate and layman alike. It also conforms visually to general underlying principles 
of arrangement that combine Saiva items into groups of four (e.g., caturmurtitva), 
eight and twelve (e.g. , dvada§ajyotirliliga). Moreover, the eight heads 
on top, directed towards the eight points of the compass, create the idea of a pow-
erful all-commanding deity. The image may have been the main idol of the BHK-I 
temple in which it was found. 

When look for a contemporary image that resembles the Mandhal Sadasiva, 
at least in some of its outer aspects, the hybrid, spectacular, perhaps even slight-
ly absurd image that was found near the entrance of the Devararu Temple in Tala 
comes to mind (Plate XLII). It has to be admitted, though, that when we apply the 
principle of hierarchical vertical ranking of the tiers of heads/faces to this image, 
no clear organisational structure appears. There are five such tiers: the uppermost 
one is the single head that wears a turban made up by serpent coils; the sec-
ond tier consists of two bald, moustached faces on the breast; the third tier is a large 
round, moustached and apparently bald face that forms the belly of the figure; the 
fourth tier consists of four bald, grinning faces without moustaches on the thighs, 
in the front and on either side; the fifth tier is formed by two animal heads on the 
knees. It would seem that the last two faces represent lions. The image is further 
composed of various natural motifs, such as animals. 

30 In a forthcoming publication (South Asian Archaeology 1995) I have tentatively applied the 
iconography given in the Vi$QUdharmottarapuriiQa to the present image. 
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The serpent coils of the seem to end in two cobra hoods that flank the 
head on either side above the shoulders. The serpent motif returns in the coils which 
gird the neck and encircle the face-in-the-belly above and below; they form, as it 
were, a kind of hara, udarabandha and ka!ibandha. The two bangles and the fingers 
of the left hand are modelled after snakes, the preserved thumb of the right hand 
shows the head of a snake. This right hand may have rested on a mace (gadii); the 
uppermost part of it is preserved. A large hood of a snake comes forward from the 
rear next to the left foot of the image and rises beside the leg; it is likely that a similar 
snake-hood rose along the right leg too, but is now missing. Various parts of the 
body are composed of different animals.31 

The elongated, pierced ear lobes of the two faces on the breast are adorned by 
bells, the four faces on the thighs are without ornaments. The two frontal faces on 
the thighs are wreathed by a garland (or coil of a snake?), of which the central orna-
mentation (or protruding head?) has broken off. An alternative interpretation would 
conceive of the 'wreath' as two bent arms, the broken-off middle piece as hands in 
an afijali pose. 

The conception underlying this deity and hence his identification remains a 
puzzle despite some similarities with the Mandhal Sadasiva. If we count also the 
two makara heads, the image has twelve heads/faces. However, the relationship 
between them seems to be different from the one that underlies the Mandhal 
sculpture. Rather than a hierarchy of emanations (vyuha) these heads seem to 
represent various aspects of the deity. In view of the animals constituting and 
accompanying the image one could think of Pafapati, but this does not explain the 
five tiers of faces . 

If, however, we compare the Tala image with descriptions of figures from 
Siva's entourage, the gar;as and pramathas, in Mahabharata 9.44, we find many 
similarities, although their combination into one figure is unique and rather odd. 
Here it is said that a ga1:1a may be large-bodied (mahiikiiya) and possessed of heavy 
limbs (sthuliiliga); he may be shaven-headed (mu1:19-a) or with matted hair (ja!ila) ; 
he may be monstruous ( virupin) and possessed of the forms of various animals 
(anekapra1:1irupin); he may possess the face of a lion (sif!thamukha) and makara, or 
he may have a head in his belly (udaratomukha), or on his thighs (jalighamukha). 
The ga1:1a may be naked (nagna) or hooded by a kind of snake (gho1:1asiivara1:1a) . 

31 The nose is formed by a lizard, the hind-legs of which form the brows; both ears and their orna-
ments are represented by two peacocks with fanned tails; the eyes are modelled after the head of 
a frog-like animal that holds the eye-ball in its widely opened mouth (the nose and eyes of the 
frog-like animal are faintly visible on the eyelid); the moustache is made out of two fish, while 
the chin is formed by a crab. Both arms emerge from gaping makara mouths. The erect penis is 
formed by the neck, its glans by the head of a tortoise; the two fore-legs of this animal, together 
with the shell from which they protrude, form the scrotum. 
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In short, he may be deterrent (§atrubhayalikara) , and this the Tala image at issue 
certainly is.32 In want of any other clue, we tentatively propose considering the 
Tala image as a composite Saiva ga1:la figure, who may have had an apotropaic 
function, protecting the DevariinI Temple. 

Finally a general remark needs to be made about a feature common to both images 
compared and the Mahesvara one (Plates I & II), which, despite all differences, 
seems to belong to an indefinite local, i.e., tribal background. In this respect it 
may be of some importance to refer to a publication of Carl Schuster (1951), in 
which it is made clear that the motif of faces on the joints of the human body 
is very common and widespread among tribal cultures. The faces at the limbs 
of both images may derive from ancient tribal prototypes in which the joints of 
the human body were believed to be endowed with special significance, because 
they were considered to be knots in which the forces of the soul (or souls) were 
confined (Schuster 1951, 19 f.). Schuster adduces examples of joint-markings 
from East and South-East Asia, Oceania, the Western Pacific and the New World, 
i.e., Precolumbian America. The Tala sculpture as well as some of the sculptures 
of Mandhal seem to be informed by the same conception, which in both cases 
may indicate the still close links of the sculptors with their own tribal background 
and which may point to an environment on its way towards what is now called 
'Hinduism.' 

PLATES IX & X 

RUDRA (ANDHAKASURASA¥HARAMURTI), MANDHAL 
(IXjront, X rear) 

Mandhal. Museum of the Dept. of AIH- Found under the floor of the brick temple 
CA, University of Nagpur. Red-brown of BHK-1. Lit. : Jamkhedkar 199la, 200, 
sandstone. 62 x 46 x 24cm. c.400AD. Pl.71 ; Shastri 1977-78, 145f. 

The two-armed image represents the anthropomorphic Siva/Rudra as he has been 
described from the times of the Satarudrlya33 onwards: the formidable (bhfma) 
piercer (nivyiidhin), short in stature (viimana, hrasva), dwelling on the mountains 
(girisanta) and wielding the bow (dhanvan). The bow became known as Pinaka 
and its arrow was recognized by Upamanyu in his vision of Siva as the terrible 

32 MBh 9.44.51-110. Cf. Dhaky 1984, 248. 
33 TaiSa 4.5 .l-ll ; see Sivaramamurti 1976. 
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Pasupata weapon.34 Bow (dhanus) and arrow §ara) are held in the left hand 
of the image. The other formidable weapon that was seen by Uparnanyu is the 
lance (siila), with its razor-sharp point ' that splits the whole world 
and vaporizes the great ocean.' 36 Pataiijali ad P. 5.3.76 attributes the iron lance 
(ayaftSiila) to the followers of Siva (sivabhagavatas) , and it is this weapon that the 
god himself seems to clasp with his right hand in this image. Unfortunately, this 
attribute is broken off at the top and the bottom, but, to judge by the way it is held, 
it is likely that it is a pointed weapon, i.e. , the siila. 37 

The other characteristics of the image also conform to traditional Saiva icono-
graphy. It has an intricate ascetic coiffure of matted strands (}a.tii.}iifa). The round 
knob protruding from the left front side of his hair may be a skull (kapala), which 
has been eroded almost beyond recognition; to its right is the crescent (cf. the skull 
and the crescent on the head of the Mansar Siva, Plate XXXVII) . The deity has aver-
tical third eye and earrings in the elongated ear lobes.38 He wears a necklace (eka-
vali), belly-band (udarabandha), bracelets (valaya), and the upavfta of the snataka 
or grhastha-a band consisting of six strings of pearls (muktayajiiopavfta), similar 
to the ones worn by the Ramagiri Trivikrarna, Mansar Siva and Ajanta Vajrapal).i. 39 

The band runs over the left shoulder crosses the breast obliquely, but is not con-
tinued on the reverse. The deity is clad in a tiger-skin (vyaghracarman)-the head 
being visible on the right thigh-which leaves the erect penis exposed.40 In this 

34 MBh 13.14.122-130; see above p. 72. 
35 MBh 13.14.135. 
36 MBh 13.14.131-132. 
37 Shastri (1977-78, 145) identifies this attribute as the club (lakufa). The trident (trisiila) as an 

attribute of Siva features already in the earliest representations of this god, especially on coins 
in the north-west of the sub-continent. Kreisel (1986, 22) concludes that it was probably a bor-
rowing from the Hellenistic culture (the trident of Poseidon found on Hellenistic coins). On the 
other hand, Kreisel observes that 'die Darstellung des Dreizacks erscheint in Mathura erstrnals in 
der Guptazeit, im Jahre 380/81 n. Chr., jedoch nicht als Attribut in Sivas Hand, sondem als Kult 
Symbol im Relief an der Gedenksaule der Miihadeva- oder Pasupata-Sekte. [ .. . ] Erst aus der 
Spatguptazeit ist der Dreizack als Attribut einer Sivafigur der Mathura-kunst bekannt' (Kreisel 
1986, 105). Equally late is the appearance of the trisula as an attribute of Siva in Sanskrit litera-
ture. The relatively late T'uthayatraparvan of the MBh associates the tri§ula with the great god, 
Mahadeva (MBh 3.80.84; cf. MBh 12 App. 1No.28 l. 178; MBh 14.8.25), but in Upamanyu 's 
and description of Siva his weapon is the§ula (MBh 13.14.131, 151; 13.15.11 ). In retro-
spect, after the trisula had replaced the original lance, the term siila was and is often interpreted 
as ' trident.' This might be justifiable for later sources, but should be avoided in translating and 
interpreting Sanskrit sources dating from before the 7th century AD. 

38 For the significance of the third eye see above n. 6 on p. 96. 
39 Plates XXXIV A, XXXVII and XXXVIII A. For this type of yajfiopavfta see Kane II, 293 . 
40 In contrast with the Mahesvara and Sadasiva images (Plates I & vn), which represent the aus-

picious (§iva) side of the god and emphasize his celibacy (brahmacarya) by an iirdhvaliliga that 
is covered by a dhotf, the present image, showing his ferocious (ghora) side, depicts his sex bla-
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respect the image may be compared with a sculpture that rests at the bottom of the 
eastern steps that lead up to the JithanI Temple in Tala (Plate XLIII A), in which 
the scrotum and erect penis are very pronounced, although they are covered by the 
tiger-skin. The face of the tiger, flanked by two claws, is sculptured on the inner 
right thigh (Plate XLIII B ), like in the Mandhal image. 

The face of the Mandhal image is damaged, but the bulging eyes seem to look 
downward towards the imaginary target of the lance. It would seem that this tar-
get was pushed down by the left foot. This becomes clear when the image is seen 
from the rear: it shows a lifted left leg, the heel against his bottom, and toes pressing 
down something not shown. Evidently we are concerned with a so-called saf!Zhara-
miirti which represents Siva as a ferocious deity.41 The victim is apparently forced 
into submission by the siila. This would exclude the possibility of the image being a 
Kamantakamilrti, Kfiliirimilrti, or Tripurantakamilrti. Since Siva wears a tiger-skin, 
and there is no trace of an elephant, it would also follow that the image does not rep-
resent the Gajasurasarµhiiramilrti. We therefore conjecture that the image depicts 
the victory over the demon Andhaka (Andhakasurasarµhiiramilrti). It may, accord-
ing to one version, represent the moment when-after the demon had 
been hit by one of Rudra's arrows and the blood issuing from the wound had been 
drunk by the Maqkas and (the 'Shrivelled RevatI,' created by at 
Sarµkara's request)-Rudra plants his siila in him and the demon surrenders and 
starts praising his victor. 42 

tantly. Cf. MBh 13.146.3-5: dve tanu tasya devasya vedajfiii briihmai:ia viduJ:z I ghoriim anyiil'{l 
siviim anyiil'{l te tanu bahudhii punaJ:z 1131 I ugra ghorii tanur yiisya so 'gnir vidyut sa bhiiskaraJ:z I 
sivii saumyii ea yii tasya dharmas tv iipo 'tha 1141 I iitmano 'rdhal'{l tu tasyiignir ucyate 

I brahmacaryal'{l caraty siva yasya tanus tathii 11s11 . 
41 Cf. MBh 13.146.7 where the name 'Rudra' is reserved for this form of the deity: yan nirdahati 

yat yad ugro yat pratiipaviin I miil'{lsa§oi:iitamajjiido yat tato rudra ucyate 1171 I· 
42 MP 179.5-39 (see also n. 59 on p. 115). Various versions of the Andhaka myth exist. They 

are discussed by Collins 1988, 57-65 in connection with the Andhakiisurasarphara relief in the 
Elephanta cave temple. Discussing the story in the Viimanapurill}a, Collins 1988, 61 observes: 
'The attribute of the lance, also alluded to in the Mahabhlirata, is repeatedly mentioned here 
as the instrument of death or reform, and not the trident as found in the Matsya-, Kiirma- and 
Uiigapurill}as, or the mace of the Harivmpsa; [ ... ] This probably relates more closely to the Ele-
phanta relief since a spear or lance, but not a trident, is used to destroy Andhaka in the similar 
relief at EUora cave-temple 29.' Collins falls victim to the wrong translation of sula by 'trident' 
in the cases of the Matsya- and Liiigapurai;ia which both consistently read sula; only the critical 
edition of the Kiirmapurill}a alternates sula with trisula (see above n. 37 on p. 108). 
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PLATES XI & XII 

MANDHAL 
(XIfront, XII rear) 

Mandhal. Museum of the Dept. of AIH-
CA, University of Nagpur. Red-brown 
sandstone. 64 x 40 x 19 cm. 
c. 400 AD. Found under the floor of 

the brick structure of BHK-I. Lit. : 
Bakker, forthcoming a; Jamkhedkar 
199la, Pl. 70; Shastri 1977-78, 147f. 

This image represents another figure from Siva's entourage. It concerns a deity with 
the head of a ram or goat (chaga) , whose horns bend downwards around the 
ears. The face is partly damaged, but the right bulging eye appears to be that of 
an animal. The horns flank a thick head of hair which falls on to the shoulders in 
a check pattern. The deity wears a necklace (ekavali), yajfiopavfta (visible at the 
back), and simple bracelets (valaya). The dhotf covers an urdhvaliliga and is rolled 
into a belt. Its rim is marked by two lines on the thigh. The spare cloth falls along 
both thighs. The legs of the image are broken off at the knees, but its two arms have 
been preserved. Its left hand rest on the top of his hip in a highly unnatural position 
(cf. the right lower hand of the NandISvara (?) image, Plate III), whereas the right 
hand holds a tapering shaft, probably of a spear (sakti), which reaches up to the right 
shoulder and is broken off at the left knee; it is more slender than the shaft in the 
hands of the Nandisvara (?) and Rudra images (Plates III & IX) and is definitely not 
a dal'}{i.a as in the image of Tala (Plate XLIV A). 

The ram/goat-headed deity in Siva's following is known as 
(Naigamefa) or Naigameya and is closely related to the figure of Skanda. In the 
Ar8I}yakaparvan of the Mahabharata Skanda's father Agni metamorphosed into 
Naigameya for the sake of his son's entertainment, a figure that is characterised 
by having a 'goat face ' and being blessed with much progeny.43 Mahabharata 
3.217.11-12 adds that the goat-faced deity is intimately related to the sixth face 
of Skanda, a deity who, joined with the eight valiant sons of the Matrkas, forms a 
group of nine and who is therefore always venerated by them.44 This goat-faced 
manifestation of Skanda is said to be a protector in battle, surrounded by maidens 

43 MBh 3.215.23: agnir bhutvii naigameya§ chiigavaktro bahuprajaJ:t I ramayiimiisa §ailasthaf!! 
biilaf!! krfrj,anakair ivall23 ll- SPsh l32.19 calls him 'Siva's son' (hariitmaja/:t) ; see n.45 on 
p. 111. 

44 MBh 3.217.11-12: proktaJ:t skandamiitrgm:wdbhavaJ:t I chiigavaktrei:ia sahi-
to navakaJ:t parikfrtyate 1111 I I chiigamayal'[I vaktral'[I skandasyaiveti viddhi tat I 

riijan nityal'[I miitrgai:iiircitam 111211 - Seen. 59 on p. 115. 
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and sons.45 Mahabharata 1.60.23 describes as being born from the 
back of Kumara (Skanda). Simultaneously with him, Sakha and Visakha were 
born, thus giving rise to a 'fourfold body' (caturmurti): Skanda, Sakha, Visakha, 

46 

Though his exact relationship to Skanda thus remains obscure, it is evident that 
the 'ram/goat-headed god' is regarded as a ferocious deity with a protective, i.e. 
deterrent, nature. As such he is found in situ in Tala, where he protects the southern 
side of the entrance to the Devararu Temple (Plate XLIV A). The Mandhal Naiga-

may have had a similar function in the brick temple of BHK-I. 

PLATES XIII & XIV 

PARVATl, MANDHAL 
(Xlllfront, XIV rear) 

Mandhal. Museum of the Dept. of AIH- ture at BHK-1. Lit.: Divakaran 1984, 
CA, University of Nagpur. Red-brown 284; Jamkhedkar 199la, 199, Pl. 80; 
sandstone. 68 x 39 x 21 cm. c. 400 AD. Shastri 1977-78, 147 f. 
Found under the floor of the brick struc-

This well-proportioned figure of a female ascetic combines sturdiness with female 
elegance and no doubt represents the Goddess in her yogic aspect, symbolized by 
her coiffure of matted hair which falls on to her back. A ribbed cord separates the 
hair from the forehead. The body is without ornaments. 

The figure is two-armed; the right upper arm and hand are broken off, leaving 
only part of the right forearm, which is directed towards the front beside her hip, 
similar to the right arm of the Sadasiva image. Under the right wrist a few beads 

45 MBh 3.217.3: sa bhatvil bhagaviln saf!lkhye ehiigamukhas tadil I vrtaf:t kanyilgai:iaif:t 
sarvair iltmanfyais ea putrakaif:t 11 311. SPBh 132 describes how Sukra points out the prominent 
figures in the god's army to Andhaka prior to battle, among whom appears mounted 
on a ram: ilsthilya balaviln biila eva vyavasthitaf:t I iti khyilta 'ndhaka 
hariltmajaf:t I I 19 I I eaturbhir putrais tu drfyate 'surahil vrtaf:t 1. 

46 MBh 1.60.23: agnef:t putraf:t kumilras tu frfmilfi saravai:ialayaf:t 112211 tasya siikho visilkhas ea 
naigamesas ea I· Van Buitenen translates with 'as the last born.' Some MSS 
read, however, and this is also the reading of MBh 9.43.37, where they are said to be 
simultaneous manifestations: tato 'bhavae eaturmiirtif:t bhagaviln prabhuf:t I 
skandaf:t silkho visilkhas ea ea 113711. See also PPL p. 162, vs. 41; p. 212, 
vs. 27. is together with his three brothers (i.e. Skanda, Visiikha and Siikha) called 
the son of Siva in SP8 h 132.20; seen. 45 on p. 111. In SP8 h 132.52 the same quartet appears and 

is mentioned as the 'goat-headed' one (ehiigamukha; cf. SPBh 150.26 ehiigavaktra). 
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of the are still visible. Her left arm is kept straight downwards; the palm 
of the hand is turned to the front and grasps from behind a spherical object which 
may represent the gha.ta or kama1:1-rj,alu . 47 The goddess wears a dress that is wrapped 
around her legs. Folds of the garment, which is held up by a double, twisted braid 
around the hips, fall along her right thigh (rear). Her legs are marked by two vertical 
pleats. A diaphanous upper garment passes over her left shoulder, revealing her full 
breasts. 

With her attributes of asceticism and fertility the Goddess is the female coun-
terpart of the Sadasiva and Mahesvara figures. She represents the daughter of the 
mountain, Uma or ParvatI, whose great tapas persuaded Siva to marry her. A con-
temporary poet described her as follows. 

Firmly resolved she took off her necklace of pearls-the pendulous 
string had wiped off the paste of sandal wood-and put on a garment of 
bark, rose-coloured like the sun at dawn, the fabric of which was tom 
apart by the swelling of her breasts. (8) 

Matted locks, no less than well-decorated tresses of hair, made her 
face shine sweetly; a lotus does not appear beautiful only by swarms 
of bees, but also when weed sticks to it. (9) 

Her skin, where it was used to the cord of a girdle, was turned red when 
for the first time a braid made of three strands of mufija grass was fas-
tened-the braid which she wore for the sake of her observance, and 
which, constantly, made her hair stand on end. (10) 

Her fingers no longer touched her lower lip, from which the red colour 
had disappeared, and they dropped the playing ball, which was red-
dened by the paint of her breasts; she gave her hand the rosary 
mala) as a dear friend, while her fingers were wounded by the picking 
of blades of ku§a grass. (11) 

[ ... ] 

Indefatigable, she herself raised the saplings by the flows from her 
breast that was the water pot (gha.ta); not even Guha (i.e., Skanda) 
would be able to diminish (her) motherly love for them, her first-born 
sons. (14)48 

The Goddess might have occupied a position to the left of the Sadasiva image in the 
BHK-I temple. 

47 Divakaran 1984, 284; Shastri 1977-78, 148. 
48 Kumiirasarpbhava 5.8-11 , 14. 
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Though her face is beautiful in its own way, with almond eyes and arched brows, 
her opened mouth shows fangs , thus expressing her fierce (ugra) character. She 
wears jewelled discs in the elongated pierced ear lobes (ratnakw:uj,ala), a necklace 
of overlapping small discs and simple anklets (niipura) . 

The deity sits in the lalitasana posture. She has wrapped a cloth around her 
waist, pulled up at the loins. On the hips rests a broad waistband (kafibandha) which 
loops at both her sides, returns over the thighs and passes in front of her across the 
throne. 52 The left foot rests upon this band on the pedestal. Above the waist the 
body is naked. The goddess has full round breasts and two arms. The right arm is 
broken off at the elbow, the left arm at the armpit. The left hand is preserved, how-
ever, and rests upon the left thigh, the little finger touching the band. It would seem 
that the right arm held a spear (sakti)-or, less probable, a lance (.Su/a)-for, on 
the right upper arm traces remain of an attribute which rested against it and which 
extended downwards towards the left foot. The shaft of this weapon may have rest-
ed against the fractured surface at the end of the toes. 

By her beauty, pose, ornamentation and braid on the one hand, and by the open 
mouth (karala), horn-like hairdo and the fierce faces of the lions on the other hand, 
the image of this goddess conveys an ambivalent impression. Lack of attributes, 
however, means that it is difficult to determine the precise form of the goddess that 
is intended. The assumed weapon in the right hand, if a .Sala, and the lions on the 
throne seem to point to Durga; the deity, however, does not ride the lion, but only 

as 'a figure of Durga' (op. cit. 90), which identification, on account of what is said here, may be 
reconsidered. Another image of a female deity that may be relevant is the one found in Arambha, 
a minor site 72 km SW of Nagpur in the Wardha District. It is described as a 'mother 
goddess.' 'It has puffy nose and lips with prominent pout. [ . .. ] The braided hair deviced into 
two side buns has incised decoration of latticed diamond pattern, while the hair braided at the 
back has chevron motif. Almost identical heads of mother goddesses have been reported at Pau-
nar and are attributed to the Vakatakas ' (Nath 1991-92, 71, Fig. 4) . For the Paunar figurine see 
Deo & Dhavalikar 1968, 110 (Plate XXV Nos. 1-2): 'The coiffure is curious and interesting and 
resembles a wig (chiln:za-kuntala). The hair is parted in the middle and arranged in two large 
parallel rolls along the parting line on either side. This criss-cross pattern of the hair is indica-
tive of its being secured in a net (jiilikii) . Cf. Gupta 1992, 145 about these findings in Paunar: 
'One piece shows a male head while the second a female one (Fig. 14.1 , 2). Both the sculptures 
are made of sandstone. The hair-styles and the horn-like ornamentation of these pieces show 
stylistic affinities with the sculpture of Durga found in Mii1_19har [i.e. the image at 
issue] . 

52 Compare the Goddess from Alampur illustrated in Divakaran 1984, 283, Pl. 240, 
who wears this type of band. Jarnkhedkar 199la, 211n. 13: 'This characteristics [sic] which has 
an antiquity going back to at least second century A.D. is to be seen prominently in the western 
Indian sculptures.' Harle 1974, 40, describing the Maqka goddesses of Besnagar, notes that, 'A 
scarf(?) appears to have been stretched across the laps of all the figures but only the ends, lying 
on the tops of the thrones, can still be seen.' One wonders whether this band or 'scarf' could not 
be a stylized version of the birth cloth depicted in some Lajja Gaun images (see below p. 134). 
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sits on a lion-throne (sif!lhasana).53 None of the Mandhal images, nor any other 
Vlikataka image for that matter, 54 shows a vahana. The descriptions of Durga in 
contemporaneous literature, depicting her as a martial figure, hardly seem to apply 
to this image. 55 The Durga images that occur in the Gupta period have as charac-
teristic feature that the goddess rides the lion.56 Finally the horn-like rolls which 
form part of her headdress seem to stand in the way of a straightforward identifi-
cation as Durga. The lalitasana and ugra face are, on the other hand, common in 
images of the Maqkas. The of the Mahabhiirata describes how the 
maidens (kanyas) that were born from the impact of lndra's vajra on Skanda sur-
round the latter in battle when he assumes his goat-faced form. 57 The same maid-
ens turn to Skanda and ask him whether they may become the mothers (mataras) 
of the world. Skanda replies: 'Certainly! As such you shall be cif different nature, 
inauspicious and auspicious.' 58 Thereupon these 'world-mothers' adopt Skanda as 
their son (putratva). In addition, seven ofthem-viz., KiikI, Halima, Rudra, Brhali, 
Arya, Palaia, Mitra-become each the mother of a very cruel and strong (vfrya) 
infant (sisu). 59 

The identification of the image at issue as a mother goddess is reinforced by the 
braid which, when it is allowed to fall on the back, indicates that the woman 
is solitary or mourns the absence of her husband see PW s.v.). As such 
it is known from other Maqka images of the Gupta period and in keeping with the 

53 Shastri 1977-78, 148 identifies the image as Durga: 'khlrµsorp ke rilp rnerp bahar nikle hue 
darptorp se durga ki bhayanakta sUcit ki gayI hai I·' 

54 Exceptions are the River Goddess (Ajanta) and the Ganga image of Paunar (Plate XXIX), who 
both stand on the makara. 

55 MBh 4 App.I No. 4(D), 11. 1-51; MBh 6 App. I No. 1, 11. 7-32; HV App. I No. 20, 11. 361-375. 
56 See e.g. Singh 1977, 154 f. ; N. P. Joshi 1972, 70 f.; Williams 1982, 73 f. , Plate 80. However, the 

Bilsac:lh image illustrated in Plate 80 and defined by Williams as 'Durga seated on a lion' carries 
a child on her left thigh. It may be argued that an image of a two-armed, lion-riding goddess 
with a child in her lap represents a Mat:rka figure rather than the 'Athenean' Durgii.. Naturally 
all Mat:fka figures can be seen as manifestations of Durga. 

57 See n. 44 on p. 110 and n. 45 on p. 111. 
58 MBh 3.317.8: so 'bravfd biifiham ity evaf!! prthagvidhaJ:t I asivas ea sivas caiva 

punaf:t punar udaradhf/:t 11 81 I· We take prthagvidhaf:t as a qualification of each mother as such, 
not as referring to different sorts of matrkiis, as is the common interpretation. 

59 MBh 3.217.1-11. Together with Skanda, presumably, these sons are called the 'Octet of Heroes ' 
When the goat-faced form of Skanda is added they are known as ' the Nine' (nava-

ka, see n. 44 on p. 110). These kanyas/mataras were originally different from the .Krttilcas and 
the group of Mothers as a whole (see below n. 61 on p. 116); various groups of mother god-
desses were synthesized inter alia into a group of mother deities that was created by Rudra to 
drink the blood of Andhaka: panartham andhakasrasya so 'srjan mataras tada I mahesvarftatha 
brahmf kaumarrmalinftatha 1191Ietc.(MP179.9-32, see also n.42 on p. 109). The different ori-
gin and background of various groups of mother goddesses account for the great variety in their 
iconography. 
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nature of the matrkiis as women whose husbands are absent. At least two of the 
seven Mat{ka statues that were found in Besnagar (MP) have plaited hair (see Plate 
XLVII B).60 

The above-mentioned (seven) mothers-despite their acquired motherhood 
actually the daughters or manifestations of Skanda-were associated, i.e. replaced 
by or fused with the six wives (Kfttikas) of the seven seers; the latter had divorced 
their wives on the basis of the (false?) accusation that they had mothered Skanda, 
which, however, did not withhold them from asking Skanda to consider them 
as his mothers.61 The ambivalent impression conveyed by the image is actually 
rooted in the complex, synthesized character of the figure of the Mat{ka itself: 
she is a maiden (kanya, kumarl), a mother (matr), the embodiment of virtue 
(dharmayukta), as well as inauspicious (asiva), bloodthirsty (s01;itapriya), and 
feared as the dangerous snatcher, eater, 'grasper' (graha) of infants. 

The Brhatsmphita (58.56) states that the mother goddesses should be sculpted 
in accordance with their respective gods. Applied to the image at issue this would 
connect the deity with the figure of In this respect some images dating 
from the period, preserved in the Archaeological Museum Mathura, may be 
of relevance. 62 It concerns female deities carrying a child and having the head of 
a goat. No matter what their origin may have been,63 the MatsyapurfiJ;la does actu-
ally list a ram-headed goddess among the 'mothers' that were created by Rudra.64 

60 Agrawala 1971 , Fig. 20; cf. R. C. Shanna 1976, 53, Plates 39-42 (Mathura Museum Acc. 
Nos. F.6, 12.186; 17.1324). 

61 MBh 3.219.3-6: vayaf!Z putra parityakta bhartrbhir devasaf!Zmitai/:t I akarai:iad tata 
pw:iyasthaniit paricyutii/:t 1131 I [ ... ] skanda uvaca I mataro hi bhavatyo me suto vo 'ham anin-
ditii/:t I· MBh 3.219 tells the interesting myth how the group of Mothers as a whole (matrgai:ia/:t 
sarva/:t), which may refer to the Mothers mentioned in MBh 3.215.16-22, try to persuade Skan-
da to make them 'Mothers of the World,' instead of the maidens (including the seven mothers, 
Kill etc.) who were just raised by him to that much coveted status. 

62 Sculptures No. 00. E 2, L.D. 55; 00. E 3 (referred to in N. P. Joshi 1972, 55). In a casual remark 
Joshi (op. cit. 121) identifies sculpture 00. E 2 as ' the goat-headed deity an identifica-
tion taken for granted by Harper 1989, 59 f., although arguments for such an identification are 
altogether lacking. Panikkar 1997 [1996], 44f. takes up a suggestion by V. S. Agrawala to iden-
tify these goat-headed Maqkas as the female counterpart of the Jaina deity (see 
Panikkar 1997 [1996], Pls. 9 & 10). Our own interpretation of the image at issue follows a sim-
ilar line of thought, though we take the goat-headed mother goddess as a generic folk deity who 
was associated to the Jaina as well as Hindu pantheons, the present image being an example of 
the latter case. 

63 Joshi 1972, 62 (line drawing 55) remarks: 'In none of the lists the goat-headed goddess seems 
to have found any place, unless we take Siva of Matsya (i.e., MatsyapuriilJa) as one of her syn-
onyms. Her origin seems to be shrouded in the Jain mythology as the female counter-part of the 
goat-headed god It may also not be of the place [sic] to mention that was 
one of the names of Kartikeya.' Cf. N. P. Joshi 1989, 354; Panikkar 1997 [1996], 42-48. 

64 MP 179.24: gokan:iikajamukhika mahagrfva mahamukhll ulkamukhf dhumasikha kampinf 
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Agrawala discusses still another (Medieval) stone panel kept in the State Museum 
at Lucknow, which shows, in addition to a four-armed Siva with matted hair (third 
figure from the left), 'six Mothers, each having a goat's head and carrying a child 
on their lap.' 65 

From the evidence surveyed we conclude that this Mandhal image represents 
a Matrka figure, and as such she may be the counterpart of the goatish 
'rich in offspring.' It cannot be excluded that she carried a child (Skanda?) on her 
missing left arm, though the presence of a child is not a sine qua non for a Matrka 
image. 66 The right arm might have held the weapon particularly associated with 
Skanda and related figures , i.e. , the spear (sakti), similar to the one carried by Nai-

(Mandhal). Her position in the BHK-1 temple may have been related to that 
of the latter image. 

PLATES XVII & XVIII 

BRAHMA, MANDHAL 
(xvnjront, xvm rear) 

Mandhal. Museum of the Dept. of AIH-
CA, University of Nagpur. Red-brown 
sandstone. 79 x 51 x 36 cm. 
c. 400 AD. Found under the floor of the 

brick structure of BHK-I. Lit. : Jamkhed-
kar 199la, 200, Pl. 75; Shastri 1977-78, 
147. 

The four-headed male deity is seated with folded legs on a lotus throne (pankajii-
sana); the feet cross each other rather clumsily in the front. The lotus throne consists 
of overlapping petals, which are plain except for a raised border and a slight central 
declivity. The image was probably two-armed; the left arm has broken off com-
pletely, the right arm just below the armpit. The left hand is preserved, however, 
and holds the ascetic 's water jar (kamm:uf,alu) wllich rests on the left leg. 

parikampinf I I 24 I I· 
65 Agrawala 1971, 82 (cf. Agrawala 1969, 57 pl. XXIII, Fig. 3). The same author discusses pan-

el No. D-250 of the State Museum that is also discussed by Joshi. This panel shows 
according to Joshi (1972, 122; cf. Joshi 1987, 165) 'a lion-headed female deity,' which accord-
ing to Agrawala 1971 , 81 f. is 'a goat-headed Maq-ka.' Thejar next to the Kiirttikeya figure of the 
panel is interpreted by Agrawala as 'a ram-headed jar [which] may represent the suvan:zaku1:u;la 
from which Skanda was born.' For similar panels see also Bautze 1987. 

66 For instance, not all the Maq-ka statues of Besnagar seem to have been carrying a child (Plate 
XL VII). The fracture on the upper arm of the Nanpur figurine (see above n. 51 on p. 113), which 
shows similarities with the image at issue, could point to a child who leaned against his mother 's 
arm. 
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The four heads all seem to have a saumya expression, though the mouth of the 
front face is somewhat damaged and hence distorted. The neck supporting the four 
heads nearly equals the shoulders in width, an aesthetically unfortunate solution. 
The joint ears and matted hairstyle are similar to that of the Mahesvara image (Plates 
I & n).67 The deity is dressed as an ascetic and is without ornaments. A yajfio-
pavfta and the skin of a (black) antelope are worn over the left shoulder. A faint 
outline of what is possibly the head of the antelope can be seen on the left part of 
the breast. 68 The dhoti is held up by a braided belt that is wrapped thrice around 
the waist. Over the dhotf, covering the thighs and falling down at the back-side, is 
a circular skirt, which is marked by two incised concentric circles. Parallels of this 
type of lower, poncho-type, garment are unknown to me. One wonders whether it 
could have anything to do with the (Vedic) sacrifice. 

The statue shows the distinguishing characteristics of the god Brahma: four 
heads (which propound the four Vedas), the kama1pj,alu, and a lotus seat.69 Other 
features of the sculpture, viz. the saumya faces, antelope skin, and matted hair are 
assigned to the image of Brahma in the Vi§1.mdharmottarapurlil;1a. The right hand 
may have held the rosary 

67 Cf. the Brahma image in the collection of the Mathura Museum, Acc. No. 48,34.33 described in 
SiIµha 1982, 119, Pl. 87. 

68 Cf. the image of Brahma in the panel of the temple at Deogarh illustrated 
in Harle 1974, Pl. 103 and Sirpha 1982, 120 (Pl. 90). The antelope (mrga) refers to the sac-
rifice (yajfi.a) with which the figure of Brahma (Prajapati) is closely linked. Sacrifice is said 
to have changed into an antelope when it was chased by Rudra (AitBr 3.33.5; MBh 10.18.13, 
12.274.34 f .). 

69 Brhatsarphitii 58.41: brahmii kamar:u;falukara§ eaturmukhaf:i palikajiisanastha§ ea I· 
70 VDhP 3.44.5-7: brahmiii:ta'!I kiirayed vidviin deva'!I saumyalJ'I eaturmukham I baddha-

padmiisana'!I tathii iniimbaram I I 5 I I )a!iidhara'!I eaturbiihu'!I saptaha'!lse 
rathe sthitam I t viime nyasta'!I karatale* tasyaika'!I doryugalJ'I bhavet t 1161 I ekasmin 

piii:iav tathii §ubhii I kamai:ir;lalur dvitlye ea sarviibharai:iadhiirii:iaf:i 1171 I 
siintarupasya piirthiva I padmapatradaliigriibhaf!l dhyiinaSaf!lmllite-

11811 · * According to the text quoted in Rao 1914 IV, 245: viime nyastetarakaralJ'I, 
which also makes little sense. 
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PLATES XIX & XX 
VASUDEVA, MANDHAL 

(XIXjront, XX rear) 

Mandhal. Museum of the Dept. of AIH-
CA, University of Nagpur. Red-brown 
sandstone. 43 x 39 x 21 cm. 
c.400 AD. Found under the floor of the 

brick structure of BHK-1. Lit. : Bakker 
1993, 305; Jamkhedkar 1987b, 337 f.; 
199la, 200, Pl. 72; Jamkhedkar s.d., 111, 
Pl. III; Shastri 1977-78, 147. 

This powerful bust of a male deity is sadly damaged. In view of the fractures at the 
back of the image, it appears almost certain that the deity had four arms. Only the 
front left upper arm is preserved. The image is broken off just below the middle. 
When whole it must have been a most imposing sculpture of a god who probably 
stood in samabhariga posture, about one meter in height. The bust is adorned by a 
yajnopavfta, and a necklace (ekavali), while jewelled earrings (ratnakw:uj,ala) rest 
on the collar bones. Snail-shell curls (similar to those of the image, 
Plates v & VI) fall on his shoulders. A faint impression of what seems to be a srf-
vatsa mark is visible on the breast.71 

The most conspicuous part of the sculpture, though, is the square 
which has a beautiful flower rosette at the rear. The lateral and front sides are 
adorned with smaller six-petalled rosettes, from the pericarp of which fall broad 
festoons. The four comers of these sides are also embellished with lotus petals 
which are connected by strands of pearls. The edges are lined by jewelled strings.72 

On account of the square muku!a there can be little doubt that the deity repre-
sents In this respect the image invites comparison with the contemporaneous 

image of Cave VI of Udayagiri (to the viewer's right (NW) of the entrance, 
Plate XLV A).73 The four arms lend further support to this identification. The hands 
may have held his standard attributes, the mace (gada) or sword (asi), the cakra, and 
the conch (§ankha), whereas the fourth hand may have shown the varada- or §anti-
damudra, similar to the Udayagiri image, though it is impossible to say whether the 
Mandhal also was accompanied by as in Udayagiri.74 

71 Cf. Shastri 1977-78, 147. 
72 It has been suggested that the mukuta was originally taller (in accordance with those of some 

Gupta images), but this seems to be unlikely in view of the lightly indicated cross-bands con-
necting the comers of the front side. 

73 Compare also the head of Besnagar: Harle 1974, 36, Pls. 18, 19; and the standing 
at Ramgarth Hill: Berkson 1978, 225 f., Fig. 5. 

74 Brhatsarphita 58.31, 32, 34: kiiryo bhagavaf!ls caturbhujo dvibhuja eva va I 
frfvatsankitava!cyatz 1131 I I atasfkusumasyamatz pftambarani-
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We are obviously concerned with the High God of the Bhagavatas, Vasudeva. 
It has been argued above (p. 83) that this sculpture may have been the main idol 
of the temple on the Borp.gi Hu<;lld hillock (BHK-II) and that the deity thereof may 
have been the god who was invoked in the Mandhal Plates of Rudrasena II under 
the name of Mondasvamin (above p. 19), the 'Lord of Mui:ic.Ia' (i.e. of Prabhavafi 
Gupta). We have noted in that context that the description of Mondasvamin as rest-
ing on the coils of Ananta on the ocean during his yogic sleep links the deity to 

but does not necessarily entail that the_iconography of 
the image installed was in conformity with that invocation. The deity may have 
been worshipped by the two Satvata communities that had settled in Mandhal or its 
vicinity. 

PLATES XXI & XXII 

(DHENUKASURAVADHAMURTI), MANDHAL 
(XXIjront, XXII rear) 

Mandhal. Museum of the Dept. of AIH-
CA, University of Nagpur. Red-brown 
sandstone. 40 x 41 x 20 cm. 
c. 400 AD. Found under the floor of the 

brick structure of BHK-1. Lit.: Bakker 
1992c, 17, Plate 6; Jamkhedkar s.d., 
111 f., Pl. VI; Shastri 1977-78, 147. 

The headless figure stands with his right leg slightly bent, which gives the image a 
certain air of prowess. Both legs are broken off below the knees, but the two arms 
are intact. The right arm is bent at the elbow and holds an indistinct attribute that 
is broken off above and below the hand. The left hand rests on the hip, holding an 
animal by its tail. The animal, the hind part of which is preserved, hangs against 
the left thigh. Its right hind leg and shank are clearly visible. Its tail curls around 
the hand. 

The wrists are embellished by bracelets, and part of a necklace (graiveyaka) is 
visible atop the trunk; the latter is also adorned by a yajiiopavi:ta. Below the neck-
lace the vague outline of what could be a fri:vatsa mark is visible. The deity wears 
a dhotf-marked by two incisions just below the knees-which undergirds a big 
belly. 

vasanaf:t prasannamukhaf:t I kui:it;lalakirlfadhiirf pfnagaloraf:tsthalill'flsabhujaf:t 113211 [ ... ] atha 
ea eaturbhujam ieehati santida eko gadadharas eanyaf:t I tv eval'fl vame sankhas 
ea eakral'fl ea I I 34 I I· 
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The reverse of the sculpture is highly significant in that it shows the coils 
(bhoga) of a snake in the form of a horizontal figure eight.75 The upper body of 
the snake, in low relief, rises perpendicularly from the coils along the back of the 
image and probably extended above the head, where its hoods may have formed a 
canopy. 

This snake deity, who is evidently depicted in the act of slaying a demon in 
the form of an animal, can hardly be other than Vasu-

elder brother, who killed Dhenuka in the palmyra grove. The 
Harivarpsa describes this as follows. 

And again the demon, while he turned his head away, kicked the 
unarmed son of Rohir:i.I (i.e. Balarama) with both his hind feet against 
the breast. He took that ass-demon by those feet and, his head and 
shoulders dangling down, threw him on top of the palmyra (tiila) tree. 
The ass fell back to earth, mangled, with fractured neck, shanks and 
breast and his backbone broken, and along with him the tiila fruits 
fell.76 

The animal in the relief, though seized by its tail rather than by its hind feet,77 is 
the ass-demon Dhenuka. The god's right hand may have held the plough (hala, 
liifzgala) , the traditional attribute (later weapon) of Balarama as an agricultural 
deity.78 (also known as Halin, Rama, or Bala(deva), see 
above n. 8 on p. 60), whose serpent nature is one of his hallmarks, is associated with 
the cosmic serpent Ananta or in the Anusasanaparvan of the Mahabharata. 79 

As such he is believed to be the incarnation of the serpent on which Monda-
svarnin is said to rest during his cosmic sleep. The image may therefore have been 
installed in the premises of the temple on top of the BorµgI Hu<;lld hillock along 
with his younger brother Vasudeva. 

75 HV 83.25-26: nlle vasiino vasane pratyagrajaladaprabhe I rariija subhraJ:t .Sa.Siva 
ghanamiilayii 11251 I liingaleniivasaktena bhujagiibhogavartinii I tathii musale-
na ea bhiisvatii I I 26 I I· 

76 Harivarp§a 57.18-20; Entwistle 1987, 35. 
77 Cf. the DevI grabbing the buffalo's tail rather than its hind legs in the image found in Nagardhan 

(Plate XXIX A). 
78 See above n. 75 on p. 121. Brhatsaqihita 58.36: baladevo halapiii:iir madavibhramaloeanas ea 

kartavyaf:t I bibhrat ekaf!I sankhendumri:iatagauratanuJ:t 113611 -
19 MBh 13 App. I No. 16, ll. 105-112: tasya eaiviigrajo bhriitii sitiibhranieayaprabhaf:t I [105] half 

bala iti khyato dharadharaJ:t I trisiras tasya devasya satakaumbhamayo drumaJ:t I 
dhvajas tri:iendro devasya rathiitritaJ:t J siro nagair mahiibhogaiJ:t parikrri:iaf!! 
mahiitmanaJ:t I mahiibiihoJ:t sarvaloke§varasya hi I [ 11 OJ eintitiini 
§astriii:iy astriii:ti eaiva ha I anantas ea sa evokto bhagaviin harir avyayaJ:t I· See Joshi 1979, 
17 ff. 
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PLATES XXIII & XXIV 

A HERO (SAMBA?), MANDHAL 
(XXIII front, XXIV rear) 

Mandhal. Museum of the Dept. of AIH-
CA, University of Nagpur. Red-brown 
sandstone. 60 x 41 x 20 cm. 

c. 400 AD. Found under the floor of the 
brick structure of BHK-I. Lit.: Jamkhed-
kar 199la, Pl. 68. 

The standing, two-armed image, holds the stalk of a double-petalled lotus in its right 
hand. The stalk ends in a whorl of petals on which again rests a lotus bud with petals 
pointing upwards. The left hand has broken off. Judging from the fractured surface, 
it probably rested on the elevated hip holding a (rather short) attribute. The deity 
has highly arched brows. His hair is combed in fine wave-like tresses towards the 
left and right, which may have been thought to reflect the radiance of the sun. Locks 
fall on to the shoulder in a check pattern, as in the figure of (Mandhal). 
Three pleats of the dhotf, which is held up by a kafibandha, fall between the legs; 
the spare cloth is gathered in folds at both sides. The upper part of the body is naked. 
The left leg is broken off at the middle of the thigh, the right leg just above the knee, 
where the rim of the dhotf, marked by two lines, is just visible. The deity is without 
yajnopavfta. Its ornaments are a necklace (graiveyaka), a bracelet, and earrings, 
which, like those of Viisudeva and rest on his collar bones. 

The ornaments and lotus attribute on the one hand, and the absence of matted 
hair, third eye and urdhvaliliga on the other, make this a image rather than 
a Saiva one. To go any further is problematic. Judging by the sign at the pedestal, 
the staff of the Museum identified the image as Siirya. This may be based on the 
lotus in the right hand, an attribute of the sun-god. Two early images in 
the Mathura Museum show a deity with the bud of the lotus flower in the right hand, 
while the left hand holds a dagger. 80 This could have been the attribute in the left 
hand of the Mandhal image also. Eight features of Siirya images of the Gupta period 
are listed by Joshi (1972, 27 f.) , none of which is prominent in the present image. 
The image also does not show any non-Indian elements. It therefore is doubtful 
whether this sculpture really represents the sun-god. 

In an article quoted above (p. 62) J. N. Banerjea has put the case that the 
images ofMathura that are commonly identified as Siirya, actually represent one of 
the Five Heroes (the Paficavira), namely Samba, Viisudeva's elder son. The 
sculpture at issue certainly gives the impression of a forceful, if not haughty deity, 

80 MathuraMuseum Nos. 12.269 and D.46, illustrated in Singh 1977, Pls. 52, 53; cf. R. C. Sharma 
1976, 52, Fig. 38; Joshi 1972, 27 and line drawing 20. See also the Gupta Siirya from Mathura 
in the Ashmolean Museum, Harle 1974, 44, Pl. 51. 
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which would accord well with a hero (vzra). Given the obscurity of the iconography 
of the Paficavira deities other than Vasudeva and it cannot be excluded 
that the image represents Samba's brother Pradyumna or the latter's son Aniruddha, 
who, like Samba, is associated with the sun.81 We simply lack enough compara-
tive material to decide the issue, but the presence in Mandhal of the two principal 

deities, Vasudeva and and of two Satvata communities seems 
to endorse Banerjea's hypothesis. 

PLATE XXV A 

AN UGRA HEAD, MANDHAL 

Mandhal. Museum of the Dept. of AIH- sandstone. 21 x 16 x 18 cm. Last quarter 
CA, University of Nagpur. Red-brown of 4th century AD. 

In addition to the nine images discussed above three loose male heads were found 
in the excavation of BHK-1. From Shastri's publications it cannot be deduced with 
certainty whether these heads were found also 'under the floor of the structure. '82 

The head illustrated here belongs to the Saiva pantheon. It expresses the terri-
fying (ugra) aspect of Mahesvara, in mythology often personified by V-rrabhadra,83 

later also by Bhairava (see above n. 7 on p. 96). In iconographic descriptions a head 
like this is sometimes designated as 'Aghora, ' the ferocious face ( vaktra) among the 
five Brahmans, i.e. of Sadasiva. The head at issue appears to have belonged to an 
anthropomorphic representation of Siva, not to a Unga, hence the designation 'VIra-
bhadra' or 'Bhairava' is preferable. 

The face inspires terror. The mouth is open showing teeth and fangs. On the 
forehead is a horizontal third eye (see above n. 85 on p. 78). Strands of matted hair 
are combed back over the head. As far as we can determine the head is without 
ornaments. Compare, for instance, the description in the original Skandapurlil}a of 
the southern, ferocious form of Siva. 

Then this good-looking woman (i.e. Tilottama) bowed before his 
southern body. Thereupon a fiery head emerged from that Guru of the 

81 Later iconographic descriptions in the Paficaratra Sarµhitas tend to depict these deities in an 
undistinctive fashion. 

82 That this was actually the case has been confirmed by an oral communication to the present 
author. 

83 For Virabhadra see MBh 12 App. 1 No. 28, 11. 69-80: a monstrous figure, personifying Siva's 
wrath, born from his face (vaktra) in order to destroy sacrifice (cf. VaP 30.122-141). 
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Gods, possessed of the colour of a languid cloud laden with water, 
having a ferocious voice, with dreadful teeth shining (in an open 
mouth), and the comers of his eyes bloodshot and glittering. Next 
there issued from (this) southern face a heat more fierce than that of 
the sun and, with all the gods watching, it entered that most beautiful 
of (all) women.84 

PLATE XXV B 

NAGARDHAN, VIEW OF THE RAMAGIRI 

The village Nagardhan. Lit.: Bakker 
1989a; 1989b; 1990; 1991; 1992a; 
1992b; 1993; Hiralal 1908; Jamkhed-

kar 1985a; 1985-6; 1987a; 1987b; 1988; 
199lb; 1992; Mirashi 1959; 1964; 1968; 
Venkataramayya 1963; Williams 1983. 

It is by now commonly accepted that the site of the village Nagardhan and the adja-
cent villages of Harnlapuri and Nandapuri, situated about 6 km south of Ramtek 
Hill (Ramagiri), is the ancient location of the site Nandivardhana. The 
hill is visible in the background. 

PLATE XXVI 
A KAVI, NAGARDHAN 

Nagardhan. Nagpur Central Museum. of 5th century AD. Lit.: Bakker 1993, 
Red sandstone. 27x20x12 cm. First half pl. 20.3; Jamkhedkar 199lb, pl. 9. 

This image is said to have been found in the N agardhan area in 1987. It is hewn out 
of the dark red sandstone peculiar to the Ramtek-N agardhan area. It has in common 
with the Mansar Siva (Plate XXXVII) that it is a sculptured stele. 

The two-armed seated figure, whose right forearm is broken off, holds a book 
in his left hand. We are here clearly concerned with an open pothf-the two folios 

84 SP8 h62.18-20 (reedited on the basis of Nepalese palm-leaf MSS by Y. Yokochi): atha 
sii murtif!! prai:ieme ciirudar§anii I nirjagiima tadii dfptaf!l mukhaf!l suraguros 
tataf:i I I 18 I I viiribhiiriilasiimbhodarucimad bhlmanisvanam I kariilada§anodbhiisi dlpta-
raktiintalocanam I I 191 I atyadityaf!l tatas tejo mukhiin nif:isrtya I drsyamiinaf!! suraif:i 
sarvair vive§a pramadottamiim 11201 I- Cf. above p. 73. 
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are separated by a groove-and not with a slate or writing board as, for instance, in 
the lipisiiliisarridar§ana sculpture of the Peshawar Museum. 85 The fine diaphanous 
drapery is elegantly folded on the left shoulder forming a sort of epaulette. A lower 
garment partly covers his thighs. Though the figure has a slender waist, resembling 
the N arasirµha of Ramtek (Plate XXXIII A), and in this respect deviates significantly 
from the stocky Mandhal images, the type of the face (the nose is mutilated) and 
curly hairstyle are similar to the images found in Mandhal (especially the Vasudeva 
image, Plates XIX & XX), rather than to the Siva of Mansar (Plate XXXVII). With 
the latter sculpture, however, it has a fillet and a string of pearls in common, which 
are braided into the hair and which fall to the left from the crown of the head, which 
is covered by a rosette-like decoration or lotus-cap such as is also known from other 
Vakataka sculptures (see e.g., Plates xv, xxx Band xxxm A). The figure wears a 
simple necklace and earrings, and the upper garment is worn by way of a yajnopa-
vfta. 

He casts a sidelong glance at the book in his hand, which is held open so that 
also the viewer is permitted to read its content, in principle at least. Jamkhedkar 
(1991b) is silent about the characters which are visible on the book and which form 
an as yet undeciphered two-lined inscription.86 

85 Foucher 1905, 322-26; Salomon 1990, 262 ff. 
86 In January 1997 I was finally permitted to inspect the image from close range. It turned out 

that the first line of the inscription contains six, the second line seven They have sol-
id square headmarks of the type known from other inscriptions. The characters are 
turned towards the image, not towards the viewer. I have not yet succeeded in deciphering the 
inscription. Though some of the are clearly legible the text as a whole does not (yet) 
make sense and this may explain Jamkhedkar's silence. It is not even clear whether the text 
refers to the figure portrayed or to the donor. Par acquit de conscience I present a photograph of 
the inscription. 
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The figure is seated in the paryanka pose also called sattvaparyanktisana-the 
legs are not crossed and one foot is placed on the other thigh-a posture that is espe-
cially, but not exclusively, known from (later) South Indian images of saints and 
teachers like e.g. Ramanuja. 87 

A possibly significant difference from the two seated Mandhal images (Plates 
xv and xvn) is that the Nagardhan figure does not sit on any sort of throne. This 
reminds us of a verse found in the 'Discussion of Propriety' (Aucityavicaracarca) 
of that the prolific writer from Kashmir attributes to a '(lost) work' of 
Kfilidasa, the Kuntalesvaradautya ('The Mission to the Lord of Kuntala'), in which 
the poet observes, when the ambassador is refused a seat and is forced to sit on the 
ground, 

Here on earth rests Mount Meru, the crown of the mountains, and also 
the seven oceans have here laid down their heavy mass; this surface 
of the earth shines forth due to its being supported by the hoods of the 
Lord of the Serpents: here alone is a seat for people like us. 88 

The image lacks any distinctive features or attributes that would connect it unmis-
takably with a Hindu or Buddhist deity. The book and flower decoration on the 
head are too general to allow any such identification. On the other hand, the lack 
of la!qm:ias and the fact that the figure sits on the ground in paryanka posture seem 
to point, rather than to a divine, to a 'human' figure such as a seer teacher 
(tictirya) or sage/poet (kavi), exceptional as this may be for a fifth century image.89 

The absence of ascetic characteristics seems to preclude the image representing a 
stidhu, siddha or any other world-renouncer as proposed by Jarnkhedkar. Further-
more it is remarkable that the pothf is held in such a way that it is readable for the 
beholder, and this would exclude the possibility of the image representing a or 
any other sectarian guru, since the wisdom contained in their books is generally 
thought to be only accessible after initiation. The books held by Hindu deities like 
Brahrna90 or SarasvatI,91 or semi-divine human teachers such as Lakulisa or his dis-

87 Mallebrein 1984, 122; Coomaraswamy 1978, 113-115 (calling the posture vfrasana), though 
here the right foot is placed on the left thigh and the sole of the left foot is turned upwards; cf. 
also an image of Lakulifa in the Bharati at Bhubaneswar: Donaldson 1987 III, 1095, 
1320, Fig. 3476. 

88 iha nivasati meruJ:i sekharaJ:i 4madharar:iam iha vinihitabharaJ:i sagaraJ:i sapta canye I idam 
ahipatibhogastambhavibhrajamanaf!! dharar:iitalam ihaiva sthanam asmadvidhanam II· Quot-
ed from Mirashi & Navlekar 1969, 30 f. The S[Iigarapraka§a of king Bhoja seems to suggest 
that the ambassador involved might have been Kfilidiisa himself, sent to the Lord .of Kuntala by 
king Vikramiiditya (ibid. 31). 

89 Apart from the famous images of Mat, an early example of sculptural portraiture of sec-
ular figures is possibly found on a panel of Sagar (Stadner 1982, 132). 

90 See e.g. van Lohuizen-de Leeuw 1964, 130, Fig. 28. 
91 See e.g. the image from Mathura illustrated in Joshi 1972, Fig. 62. 
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ciples,92 are closed and generally held vertically. 
If we accept the hypothesis that the image represents a 'human' figure, the 

assumption that it depicts a kavi seems most plausible. There are two kavis who 
appear to have a special link with the Ramagiri, at the foot of which the image was 
found. The adikavi Valmiki, who describes Rama's perigrinations, and Kalidasa, 
who describes the mountain in his Meghadiita. In the RiimayaJ}a, as we have 
it, the Ramagiri is not mentioned as such, but there are pieces of evidence from 
which one can argue that local tradition in the 4th and 5th centuries nevertheless 
associated the bill with a visit of Rama (see above p. 64 and below p. 136 f.). One 
of these is furnished by Kalidasa's Meghadiita (see above p. 86). Elsewhere we 
have given various arguments for the assumption that Kalidasa maintained good 
relations with the court of the Vaka!akas in Nandivardhana (Bakker 1993). Against 
identification of the image as Vfilmiki speaks the fact that he holds a book in his 
hand, since we would have expected that the RiimayaJ}a would have been sung by 
its author. Kalidasa, on the other hand, possibly did make use of birch bark for 
his compositions. That there existed a tradition of Vfilmiki images may follow 
from a prescription in the Vi$IJUdharmottarapurm:rn to the effect that his image 
should be white, with an awe-inspiring head of matted hair, neither meagre nor 
fat but peaceful, like the image of Dattatreya. 93 Though the image at issue hardly 
conforms to the Purfu).a's description-notably the figure hardly shows marks of 
asceticism-an image of the legendary Valnu1d as the archetype of all kavis would 
a priori be more plausible than one of the historical poet, who lived shortly before 
or contemporaneously with the maker of the image. 94 For the time being no other 
conclusion seems justified than to conceive of the image as that of an unknown 
sage (kavi). 

92 See e.g. an image in the Mathura Museum (No. 45.3211), described by R. C. Sharma (1976, 74) 
and illustrated in Kreisel 1986 (p. 251, Abb. 124) or the images illustrated in Donaldson 1987 
III, 1319ff. (Figs.3471-3486). 

93 VDhP 3.85.64-65: gauras tu karyo viilmfkir jafiima1:ujaladurdr5aJ:t I tapasy abhirataJ:t siinto na 
krfo na ea pfvaraJ:t I I 641 I viilmfkirupaf!I sakala1J1 dattiitreyasya karayet 1-

94 The contemporary spectator, however, may have been reminded of the greatest poet of his time, 
when he saw the image of that much admired predecessor (piirvasuri) 'who had forged the path,' 
if, indeed, the image represents Vfilmiki : athavii krtaviigdviire va1J1fe 'smin piirvasuribhiJ:t I 
matzau vajrasamutkfn:1e siitrasyeviisti me gatiJ:t 11 41 I (Ragbuvarp§a 1.4). 
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PLATE XXVII 

NAGARDHAN 

Nagardhan. Nagpur Central Museum. 339, photograph 32; Jamkhedar s.d. , 109, 
Red sandstone. c. 30 cm (?). First half of Pl. II. 
5thcentury AD. Lit. : Jamkhedkar 1987b, 

This head has been identified as that of Vigm on account of its kirf!amuku!a. The 
fragment, made out of the dark red sandstone which gave Ramagiri its other name, 
viz. Sinduragiri, was found in Nagardhan (Nandapuri). Its facial features deviate 
from the general idiom of the sculptures of the Vfil<.ii!aka's of Nandivardhana. 
Obliquely set eyes, thin nose and delicate lips make quite a contrast, for instance, 
with the Mandhal Vasudeva (Plate XIX), yet are found again in some of the faces 
pictured in the Ajanta caves.95 The cylindrical muku.ta is remarkable. It seems to 
represent a crown that is wrapped by (metal?) strips studded with precious stones. 
The top is edged by a string of pearls. 

PLATE XXVIII 

Nagardhan, in situ. Red sandstone. 130 x Lit. : Jamkhedkar 1991a, 201 , Pl. 81. 
80 x 45 cm. First half of 5th century AD. 

This broken image is found in a little (modem) shed/shrine situated half-way 
between the villages Nagardhan and Hamlapuri. The image has recently been 
'restored ' and coated with a protective layer. The 'restoration' has been far from 
successful and the coating prevents a good view of the subtle modelling of the 
sculpture. 

On account of its style this sculpture may be regarded as belonging to the 
Vfil<.ii!aka age. Its size, unusual for Gai:.iefa images of this period, agrees with the 
Vfil<.ii!aka images of Ramtek Hill (Variiha and Narasirµha). 

The nude two-armed elephant-faced god is sitting in sukhasana pose (cf. 
the Siva of Mansar, Plate XXXVII ) . His trunk has broken off, but presumably 
turned towards his left hand, in which he may have held a bowl with cakes 
(modakabha7:u/.a) . Both hands are missing, making it impossible to determine 

95 Cf. a loose head from Nachna, Williams 1982, Plate 163. 
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which attribute the right hand, which rested on the knee, once held. The knob of 
his tusk is seen to the proper right of the trunk; the same appears to be absent on 
the left side. The deity wears a wreath around the two knobs of his forehead and a 
necklace of beads encircles his neck. The image represents the god Gal).eSa who 
emerged from the background of various traditions in the 4th century. 96 Robert 
Brown, who surveyed the evidence, came to the conclusion that, 

as early as ea. 400 AD images of functioned in a defined and 
sophisticated role within temple worship that involved his functions as 
remover of obstacles, as initiator for further worship, and probably as 
locus of wordly [sic] desire. This is indeed our "real" Gal).efa [ ... ] 
The earliest Gal).eSa images, which tend to be two-armed, do not hold 
a tusk; nor do they appear to have a broken tusk. They hold the sweet 
cakes, usually placed in a bowl, in their left hands, but the attribute in 
their right hands varies considerably. 97 

A comparable image of roughly the same period is found in Udayagiri Cave VI-in 
a niche in the south-eastern side-wall of the verandah (Plate XLIV B)-though here 
Gal).eSa is ithyphallic and sits in lalitiisana; his right hand is also sadly broken off. 
Like the Gal).eSa of the Mathura Museum, the right hand of the Nagardhan 
might have held the matulunga,98 but, in view of the fact that the deity seems to 
have only one tusk, it cannot be excluded that the right hand held the (broken-off 
left) tusk, as does the ofTala (see Bakker 1994, Plate XIX). Like the latter, 
who protects a Siva temple, or the Gal).eSa of Udayagiri Cave VI, the Nagardhan 
Gal).eSa may have been originally a guardian deity of the temple to which also the 

(Plate xxvn) and (Plate XXIX A) images may have belonged 

96 Jamkhedkar 199la, 201 places this image in the 'category ' of the Mandhal images. 
97 Brown (ed.) 1991, 8. An image of Gar_ie§a of brown sandstone (21 x 5 cm), which possibly 

formed a part of a frieze, was found in the excavations in Mandhal . Another fragment (8.5x12.5 
cm) may represent Gar_ie§a in sukhii.sana posture. Both images are reported to have been found in 
BHK-II; they are kept in the Museum of the Department of All-ICA of the University of N agpur. 
A small red sandstone image of Gar_ie§a period), measuring about 8.5 x 5.0 cm, was 
found in the Paunar excavation (Deo & Dhavalikar 1968, 112 f. , Pl. XXX Nos. 1 & 2): 'It has 
two hands of which the right one is missing; the left hand holding a bowl of sweets, is slightly 
raised. [ . . . ] Its two hands and the restrained use of ornaments is betoken of the early stage of 
development of the iconography of the god.' A temple of Gar_ie§a is mentioned in an inscription 
ofMiidhavavarman Janasraya (El XXXVII, 125-130; see above n. 179 on p. 52). 

98 Mathura Museum, No. 792; illustrated in Brown 1991, 206, Fig. 6. The mii.tulunga or bljapara 
(Citrus medica Linn.), the seeds (blja) of which are said to symbolize the atoms out of which the 
(material) world is built (see n. 10 on p. 97). The Mathura Gar.iefa seems to be seated in sukhii.-
sana posture like the Nagardhan image. A vyii.layajfi.opavfta distinguishes him from the image 
at issue. 
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(see above p. 85).99 

PLATE XXIX A 

DEVl NAGARDHAN 

Nagardhan. Nagpur Central Museum. of 5th century AD. Lit. : Bakker 1993b, 
Red sandstone. 40 x 34 cm. First half Pl. 20.1. 

There can be little doubt that this broken image of dark red sandstone represents 
the famous battle between the Goddess, DevI-also referred to in this context as 
KausikI/VindhyavasinI or Car:i<;lika/Ambika (the first two names are used in the 
original Skandapuriil}a, see below; the latter two in the Devimiihatmya)-and the 
demon (asura), who had assumed the form of a buffalo This myth is 
told in Sanskrit literature (as far as preserved) in the Skandapuriil}a that is found 
in early ninth-century Nepalese palm-leaf MSS and for which good reasons exist 
to believe that it represents the original text bearing this name, composed in 
the sixth or seventh century. JOO Textual descriptions are surprisingly late, if we 
realize that images of this fight began to appear in the period. Though the 
Skandapuriil}a is probably a century or so later than the image at issue, it describes 
the conception underlying the image at issue more closely than the Devimiihatmya 
which is probably of still later date. 101 

As soon as the Mistress of Yoga, VindhyavasinI, learned about his 
arrival she went quickly to the place where that meanest of the demons 
was staying. Thereupon this demon, when he saw that Goddess, made 
a firm resolve and came running towards her, his eyes bloodshot with 

99 Brown (ed.) 1991 , 7 notices with respect to the Udayagiri Cave VI: 'It is difficult to know how 
these various images were worshiped; the cave curiously combines both and Saivite 
deities, and its very small size would appear to argue against any extensive movement through 
space by devotees, such as circumambulation that we find used in later Hindu temples. Never-
theless, Gar,ie§a is clearly spatially paired with the mothers, as worshipers would have passed 
these deities first as they progressed toward the inner and most sacred area of the cave. ' 

100 See Adriaensen & Bakker & Isaacson 1994. 
101 The Devimahiitmya-dated by Coburn 1991 , 13 ff. to the 6th century-appears to reflect a lat-

er iconography of this battle, in which the demon in anthropomorphic form is shown as com-
ing forth from the mouth of his animal embodiment when he is struck by Devi's lance. Images 
informed by this feature are beginning to appear in the eighth century, first in Cave XV at Ellora 
(Mitterwallner 1976, 208) and then spread throughout North India (von Stietencron 1983, 134-
36, Abb. 20-27). 
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anger. With raised tail and sharp-pointed horns, his breast swollen and 
his ears stiffly pricked up, he impetuously hurled himself upon the 
Goddess like a dark mountain, as it were, while his eyes were like red 
copper and guggulu. 102 When she saw that enraged buffalo attacking 
her, this son of the lord of the demons, 103 Kausiki became angry, her 
large lovely eyes reddened, while she stood firmly, ready to kill the 
lord of the demons. 
The son of the demon king, intoxicated by his extreme strength, 
assailed that Goddess: he butted his horn, unbendable like Sakra's 
bolt, into her breast, (which made) her necklace quiver. Then, after 
having withstood this blow of his, she took the buffalo by his horn 
with her hand and, after she had vehemently whirled him around, 
she furiously smashed him to the ground, while he was gasping for 
breath. She pulled the enemy of Indra up by his tail, placed her foot on 
his head with force, and taking her trident, she pierced his back, and 
quickly she made the demon give up the ghost. As soon as she had 
killed the buffalo, who had been swollen with pride, whose horn was 
hard like the thunderbolt and who resembled a dark cloud, Kausiki, 
while being strewn from all sides by a shower of various kinds of 
flowers, returned to the mountain, into her own abode. 104 

131 

102 The meaning seems to be that his eyes were bloodshot, i.e., red like copper (tiimra) and with 
great pupils, black like guggulu (the resin of the Commiphora mukul Engl.), i.e., they resembled 
a red copper censer holding black guggulu incense. I owe this interpretation to Dr J. Meulenbeld. 

103 In the Skandapuriil)a myth of the Goddess's fight against several demons the buffalo seems to 
be an afterthought, as it were, and is connected to the main story (the fights against Sunda and 
Nisunda, and Sumbha and Nisumbha) by being called the son of the demon king Sumbha, whom 
she had just slain (SPsh66.18-35). 

104 SPsh68.16--23 (text reedited by Ms Y. Yokochi on the basis of the Nepalese MSS): vijniiya 
tasyiigamanal?l yoge§ii vindhyaviisinf I jagiima tvaritii tatra yatriisau diinaviidhamaJ:t I I 161 I 
atha sa tiil?l devfl?l krodhiid I abhyiijagiima vegena yatnam iisthiiya 
diinavaf:t 11171 I udviiladhis kafhinordhvakari:iaJ:t I abhyiipatad 
guggulutiimranetro javena devfm asitiidrikalpaf:t I I 18 J J tal?l kausikf tadiipatantal?l 
daityendraputral?l I cukrodha tiimriiyataciirunetrii sthitii dharai:iyiim 
asurendrahantrfljl9ll abhyetya tiil?l diinavariijasiinur balena mattaf:t paramei:ia devfml 
abhyiihanad lolahiire srngei:ia fakriiyudhakarkasena 112011 tal?l tasya tadii 
prahiiral?l jagriiha srfige karei:ia I udbhriimya coccaiJ:t paritaf:t nyapiitayad 
bhumitale tvasantam 112111 udgrhya sa vatadhim indrasatrof:t krtva ea padal?l sirasi prasahya I 
trisiilam iidiiya bibheda vyayojayac ciisubhir iisu daityam I I 22 I I kulisakafhinasrngal?l 
nflajfmiitakalpal?l atha nihatya praurj,hadarpal?l tadiinfm I vividhakusumavN_tyii 
sarvataf:t kfryamiii:tii dharai:iidharam agacchat kausikf sval?l niviisam 1123 I I- Cf. Devlmiihatmya 
3.37-39: 'After she had thus spoken, she jumped and, got upon that great demon, she forced 
her foot upon him and struck his neck with the lance. Thereupon, pressed by her foot, he then 
came out of his own [i.e. the buffalo's] mouth, only half-way, checked by the power of the 
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Von Stietencron (1983, 128 ff.) distinguishes five iconographic types of 
mardinfrepresentations. The image at issue best conforms to his type no. 2, which is 
characterized by the Goddess pressing down the head of the buffalo with her (right) 
foot while her (left) hand lifts the hind-part of the animal by grabbing it by its hind-
leg; her right arm drives the lance into the back of the animal. This type, represented 
by the of Udayagiri Cave VI (on the viewer's right of the entrance, 
see Plate XLV B ), had emerged at the beginning of the fifth century during the reign 
of Candragupta II and was further developed in the image at issue. All the exam-
ples of this type presented by von Stietencron (Abb. 8 to 13) show the Goddesss 
with more than two arms, and there are reasons to believe that the goddess of the 
present image also possessed four (or more?) arms, though the sculpture is broken 
off above the waist, leaving only one left hand, by which she holds the tail. 

The N agpur Central Museum possesses still another, smaller, 
image of yellow sandstone, found at the same site, measuring 32 x 13 cm. As far as 
the images can be compared, their iconography is very similar, though the carving 
of the red image is far superior. The yellow sandstone image preserves two arms, 
the left lower hand grabbing the tail of the animal and the lower right hand holding 
a sword upwards. Parallel to the sword, however, the lance (sula) runs downwards, 
piercing the head of the animal. This sula, of which the upper part has broken off, 
must have been held by the rear right hand. Both rear arms, however, have broken 
off at the place where they joined the front upper arms, as fractures indicate. 105 

When we reconstruct the iconography of the red sandstone image with the help 
of the yellow image, we may say that the image at issue conforms to a sub-type 
of type no. 2, in which the four-armed goddess lifts the animal by the tail (not by 
the hind-leg) and the sula or trisula is driven into the head (not into the back). The 
earliest specimen of this sub-type found by von Stietencron is the relief in Badami 
Cave 1, which dates from the last quarter of the 6th century AD (op. cit. Abb. 9). If 
our reconstruction is correct, we can push back the origin of this type of the 
mardinf image by at least one century into the middle of the Gupta/Vaka!aka peri-
od.106 

Goddess. That great demon, only half come forth, continued fighting, (but) cutting off his head 
by her great sword the Goddess struck him down.' 

105 Cf. the found in Ramgarth Hill (von Stietencron type no. 2) described by Berk-
son 1978, 232 (Figs. 12 & 12a): 'In her lower right [hand], she holds a sword, which points 
upwards, and with her upper right she holds the trisula.' 

I 06 There are at least three other images of this sub-type that are older than the Badami one. The 
Mandhal excavations (BHK-II) yielded a fragment of a little image of red sand-
stone (13.5 x 9.5 cm), which, though cruder, resembles the image at issue: the Goddess holds the 
animal by its tail, the §ula pierces the neck. Outside the area, mention should be made 
of a sculpture from Devihal (Sundara 1990, 222 f., Pl. XXVa; a four-armed image very similar 
to the ones) and an image found in Kunjuru (Karnataka) (Divakaran 1984, 287 (Plate 
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The beautifully carved image shows the Goddess with a lower garment which 
stretches around her right lifted leg, flares out behind the 'kneeling' buffalo till 
behind her left ankle and is wrapped around her hips in folds that cross each other 
in the front. Nupuras embellish her ankles. Two long strings of pearls (channavfra) 
rest on her belly. On the head of the buffalo is an amalaka-like decoration; if we 
transpose the iconography of the yellow image to the one at issue, it is here that 
the sula (which has completely disappeared) entered the animal. The top left hand 
might have held a shield (as in the Bhumara relief, von Stietencron op. cit. Abb. 9) 
or a conch (as in the Badami relief, ibid. Abb. 10). The image may have adorned 
the temple in Nagardhan to which also the Gai:iefa and belonged. 

PLATE XXIX B 

LAJJA GAURI, NAGARDHAN 

Nagardhan. Nagpur Central Museum. Fifth century AD. 
Yellowish sandstone. 15 x 16 cm. 

This yellowish sandstone tablet was found in Harnlapuri (together with four similar 
reliefs) in the Nagardhan area. It represents type no. 2 of the so-called Lajja Gauri 
images according to the typology developed by Janssen 1993. 

This type is characterized by the elongation of the torso to include 
breasts, yet the arms remain absent. Here we meet with extra figures 
next to the goddess: a devotee, a linga, a and/or a lion's head 
in various combinations. These images, mostly in stone, date from 
the third century onwards and are predominant in the Vakataka area, 
especially in Vidarbha. 107 

The relief at issue shows the goddess of fecundity with a double-petalled lotus 108 

in the place of her head, flanked by two icons, which are very much damaged, but 
which presumably represent the linga to the proper right of the lotus and a bull 

to the proper left. The goddess wears a graiveyaka, channavfra, mekhala, 
and niipuras. On both sides of her shins, what could be interpreted as two human 
faces adorned by necklaces, are visible. If this interpretation is correct these faces 

252); a two-armed image stylistically different from the Viikataka ones). 
107 Janssen 1993, 464. Cf. Bolon's (1992, 11 , 17 ff.) type II. 
108 Cf. the Vm1i Hero, Plate XXIII . 
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(devotees, or the souls of future births, or peeping Toms?) would add a unique fea-
ture to the Lajja Gaurl iconography (personal communication of Frans Janssen to 
the author). 

Between the knees and the two icons in the upper comers are two discs, which 
in the Indian context may generally be thought to represent lotus rosettes. However, 
it might be appropriate to draw attention once again to the study of Carl Schuster. 
He observes that, 

among traditional designs showing correspondence between the Old 
World and the New, one of the most curious is the motive of a squat-
ting human figure with a pair of disks occupying the spaces between 
the flexed elbows and knees. [ ... ] For in both regions we find, often 
side by side with the motive of disks between the elbows and knees 
of crouching human figures, other representations with disk-like marks 
inscribed upon the elbows and knees, and sometimes upon other joints 
of the body as well. (Schuster 1951, 5) 

This author (op. cit. 12) comes to the conclusion that 'the disks outside the body are 
really displaced joint-marks' (for the conception underlying such joint markings see 
above p. 107). In the sculpture at issue the elbows are substituted by the two icons 
that flank the lotus. 

Research of Bolon (1992) and Janssen (1993) has made it plausible that the 
deity should be conceived as lying on her back with drawn up legs, her feet point-
ing outwards (uttiinapad ), a posture that is congruous with that of women giving 
birth. 109 Some similar plaques show a cloth on the thighs of the goddess, which 
is interpreted by Janssen as a 'special birth cloth (Pili: sotthiya co.la)' which 'cov-
ers the thighs and disappears behind the back.' This cloth is missing in the image at 
issue. The lotus 'replacing' the head is explained by Janssen by tracing the origin of 
these (half) anthropomorphized images back to the pun:iakala§a, as the relief from 
Karlapalem may illustrate. llO The two additional icons of the bull and the liliga 
are consistent with the overall symbolism of this tablet as an image of a goddess of 
fertility, worshipped by women for the sake of offspring. 

109 Bolon 1992, 4: 'The pose of Lajja Gaun is ambiguous, but probably intentionally so since the 
pose of sexual receptivity and the pose of giving birth are the same. The human form and the 
intercourse/birth pose are used as a metaphor for creation. In tum human parturition is used in 
this image as a metaphor for divine creation.' op. cit. p. 6: 'As applied by Krarnrisch the word 
uttiinapad exactly describes this image. In (X.72.4) it is said the Earth sprang from 
the Uttiinapad, the Creative Agency or Productive Power. Uttiinapad in Sanskrit means "one 
whose legs are extended in parturition." It is the "name of a peculiar creative agency." [ ... ] The 
position of the body may be described as uttiina, which means "stretched out, lying on the back, 
sleeping supinely or with face upwards".' 

110 Janssen 1993, pl. 34.4; cf. Divakaran 1984, 283; Bolon 1992, 11 ff. 
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PLATE XXX 

TWO NAGARDHAN 

Nagardhan. Nagpur Central Museum. 5thcentury AD. Lit. : Jamkhedkar 1991a, 
Red sandstone. 40 x 30 cm. First half of 202 f. , photo 88. 

These two delightful sculptures, found in the Nagardhan area, must have formed 
part of a construction that they were meant to support and to guard, hence their des-
ignation as i.e. guardians that carry a burden (bhiira) .111 

The stone, style and quality of craftsmanship suggest that this was the construction 
to which also the GaJ)eSa, Vigm and sculptures may have belonged. 

The corpulent figure of Plate xxx A is squatting while his hands rest on his 
knees for support, conveying the impression of being weighed down by the burden 
carried on the head. The modelling of the flesh resembles that of the Siva of Mansar 
(Plate xxxvn) to such an extent that one is inclined to think that these images came 
from the same workshop (see above p. 78). A twisted band similar to the one of the 
Mansar Siva girds the big belly just above the deep navel. Two large round earrings 
(tii}anka) resting on the shoulders adorn the ears, and the wrists are embellished by 
simple bracelets, not unlike the ornaments worn by the Mansar Siva. The surly face 
is crowned by a wealth of curly hair. 

The figure of Plate xxx B supports his burden by leaning backwards on his left 
arm. The right arm, which has broken off, probably propped up its load, while the 
elbow may have rested on the drawn up right knee. 112 The figure wears a simple 
bracelet and necklace (ekiivali). The yajfiopavlta consists of three twisted strings 
of pearls. Though the face is mutilated, it would seem that only the right ear wore 
an earring. In contrast with the other image, the head is bald, save a flower rosette 
that covers the crown. From behind the crown a string of pearls drops down, loops 
on the left shoulder and disappears behind the left ear. This ornament resembles in 
some respects the ones worn by the Mansar Siva (Plate xxxvn) and the Kavi image 
(Plate XXVI). 

111 This type offigures is generally classified as belonging to the gai:ias, who constitute Siva's jolly 
but powerful host. They are also called 'bhtiraviihaka' or 'atlantes.' 

112 Cf. one of the Tala Bakker 1994, Plate XXII. 
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PLATE XXXI A 

NARASI¥HA (MINIATURE), NAGARDHAN 

Nagardhan. Nagpur Central Museum. 5th century AD. Lit.: Bakker 1991. 
Yellowish-grey sandstone. 21 x 23 cm. 

As far as can be ascertained, there have been found altogether at least nine miniature 
images that can be considered as reduced copies of the large N arasirµha images in 
the Rudra- and Kevala-N arasirµha Temples on Ramagiri, for which see Plate xxxm 
below. Four (or six, two missing?) of them were found in the N agardhan/Hamlapuri 
area and are kept in the Nagpur Central Museum. The one illustrated here is the best 
preserved of this set and represents a rather faithful copy of the temple images. It 
appears that instead of ears the miniature has two lotus caps (or hair-knots?) similar 
to the central one on the crown of the head; it gives the impression of a tri.§ikhii 
(three tufts of hair). 

These miniature images were used on domestic altars and were probably pro-
duced en masse in the Rarnagiri region for devotees to bring home. 

PLATE XXXI B 

NAGARDHAN 

Nagardhan. Private Collection. c. 12 x 12 x 4 cm. 5th century AD. Lit.: 
Yellowish-grey sandstone. Bakker 1991. 

On this tablet of yellowish sandstone a pair of footprints is engraved in bas-relief, 
squared in by what may represent a railing or wall in the centre of a square 'plat-
form,' which is, again, enclosed in an outer square. Above the (viewer's) left foot-
print a gada is engraved, above the right one the .§aftkha, thus making the tablet 
undoubtedly a Vigmpada icon. In between the two footprints an enigmatic symbol 
is engraved. It consists of a vertical axis to which horizontal strokes, slightly turning 
upwards, are attached on both sides, rounded off in the apex, giving the impression 
of a tree. 113 

Elsewhere I have argued (Bakker 1991) that in the early centuries of the Chris-
tian era places on earth began to be considered as able to preserve the footstep of 

113 Cp. Sharma 1990, Plate 39. 
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Trivikrama. The epic references might at first have had hardly more than 
mythological significance, such as the Vigmpada in the Northern (Himalaya) moun-
tains seen by and Arjuna on their way to Siva's abode (MBh 7.57.32), or the 

on Mount Kailasa described by Garucja: 'Here (at Kailasa) is the 
pada placed by the striding when he bestrode the three worlds, 0 Brahrnin, 
situated in the North' (MBh 5.109.19). As the quoted examples show, the 
pada was preferably situated on the top of hills or mountains, and this makes sense, 
since it may have its origin in the idea that the strides of were taken along the 
axis mundi, represented by the primordial hill of Vedic cosmogony or in later Hin-
duism by a mountain in the centre of the inner continent (Jambiidvipa), e.g., Mount 
Meru or Mandara, Mount Kailasa or, for that matter, any mountain (seep. 142). The 
footprint of thus represents the spot from where the second stride through the 
upper world was taken, a stepping-stone so to speak. At the same time these terres-
trial representations footstep may have been thought to share in the nature 
that characterizes especially highest step, viz. that of being the 'source of 
life.' 114 

The idea of Trivikrama leaving a footprint behind on earth was extended 
to in general and to his human incarnations in particular. There is literary 
evidence for the existence of footprint shrines in the age, 
but no such sanctuary has survived. Ramagiri appears to be an example, as may be 
inferred from the evidence presented above (p. 64 f.). 

The considerable number of miniature Narasilµha images that have come to 
light (see above) indicates that it was quite common to have reduced copies of the 
main deities of Ramtek Hill installed in smaller altars for personal devotional pur-
poses. It seems likely that the footprint plaque served a similar aim. The conclusion 
that it represents a miniature version of the central sanctuary of the hill appears nat-
ural. 

Returning to the iconography of the tablet, it may be observed that in the light of 
what has been said above about the symbolism of the striding it would make 
perfect sense to include the symbol of the tree in the iconography. It 
represents the cosmic pillar (skambha), symbolized by the world tree that rose out of 
the primordial hill, along which took his strides to separate heaven and earth 
(see above n. 33 on p. 66). This symbolism would be complete, if our hypothesis is 
correct, and we could assume that this tablet found at the foot of the hill represents 
the central shrine that once crowned the hill. The tradition that connected the hill 
with a visit of Rama naturally saw in it the footprints of Raghupati. 

114 See below n. 132 on p. 143. This seems already implied in )3..V 1.154.4: yrisya trfpunyi. mridhunii 
pad!i.ny svadhriya madanti I ya u tridhfi.tu prthivtm uta dyam eko dadhtira bhuvanani 
v{svii 11 41 1, whose three steps, full of mead and unremittant, rejoice spontaneously, and 
who sustains the threefold world, earth and heaven, and all beings (therein), alone.' 
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PLATE XXXII A 

VARAHA (ENSHRINED) , RAMAGIRI 

Part II 

Ramagiri, Varaha (in situ) . llOf. Jamkhedkar 1987a, 217, Figs. 2 
Basalt stone. 174 x 250 x 96cm. First & 3; 1987b, 339; 1988, 65, Plates 101 & 
quarter of 5th century AD. Lit. : Bakker 102; 199la, 198, 202, Pl. 85; 1992, 160, 
1989b, 88 f.; 1992b; Beglar 1873-74, Figs. 36 & 37. Jamkhedkar s.d., 111. 

A large image of a boar is found in an open, square pavilion (mar;tj,apa) on top of 
Ramtek Hill. The mar;tj,apa is raised on a jagatz and consists of four square pillars 
(rucaka) , connected by architraves that rest on bracket capitals. This part of the 
construction belongs to the Vaka!aka period. The roof has been reconstructed by 
the Archaeological Survey with the help of old materials, such as a cover stone with 
a large lotus medallion (Jamkhedkar 1988, 65). The pavilion is similar to the central 
catu:5k"iofthe garbhagrhas of the Narasirµha Temples. The image of a boar installed 
in an open pavilion (instead of in a closed temple) is also found, for instance, in 
Khajuraho. 115 

The robust, true-to-life image of a boar is without decoration and does not have 
a hump on its neck (as later images usually have). Along the right side of its snout 
part of the bust of a female deity is preserved (height 34 cm). Her left arm clings to 
the tusk of the boar; her breast is bedecked with a graiveyaka. Beneath the animal, 
between his hind and front legs, coils of a serpent are sculpted in the stone of the 
floor. The hood of the serpent probably rose between the two front legs. 116 

The image represents Varaha, i.e., the incarnation of as a boar. The 
female figure clinging to the tusk is the Goddess Earth (PfthivI DevI), who is 
rescued from the ocean or nether regions into which she had sunk. The snake 
beneath the boar is the cosmic serpent who surports the universe and serves 
as a prop for Varaha. 

The connection of the boar with the earth dates back to Vedic times. 117 Early 
Sanskrit literature identifies the cosmic boar with different deities, but the Mahii-
bhiirata lists him among the forms of Various versions of the myth of 

transformation into a boar began to appear in the Mahiibhiirata and Hari-
varpsa.119 The core of the myth is that the earth (prthivl) had sunk down to the 
nether regions (rasiiJala) and that lifted the earth (prthivzdhara) on his (sin-
gle) tusk in order to restore the world order (lokahitartham) . 

115 Zannas 1960, 180, Pl. CXXIV. 
11 6 Cf. Zannas 1960, 180 and Pl. CXXVI. 
117 E.g. TaiSa 7.5.1. Gonda 1954, 136ff. 
11 8 MBh 6.63.13, cf. MBh 12.337.36. 
119 MBh 12.202; MBh 3 App. I No. 16, ll. 68-128 &No.27, ll.42-53; HV App. I No. 42, 11. 97-195. 
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Thereupon (the Lord) turned into a boar (Varaha) of great lustre and 
possessed of one tusk, causing terror, as it were, due to his bloodshot 
eyes. And illuminating the (dark) smoke by his radiance, he expanded 
in that (nether) region. Having taken the earth upon his single shin-
ing tusk, he, the imperishable one, lifted (her) up, 0 hero, a thousand 
yojanas. And while she was being lifted, a trembling began, and all 
the gods were shaken, as well as the seers rich in tapas. The whole 
cosmos burst into lamentation, heaven and earth. Not a single god or 
human being stood firm. 120 

139 

role as Varaha's support does not feature explicitly in the early Sanskrit 
sources. The cosmic serpent, however, is already found in the famous Varaha 
panel in Udayagiri Cave V (Plate XLVI). 121 Later iconographic texts prescribe the 
presence of 122 

In contrast with other early representations of Varaha, 123 the image at issue is 
completely theriomorphic and as such may be the earliest of its kind; the theriomor-
phic Varaha of Eran dates from at least half a century later. 

It has long been recognized that the symbolism of the Varaha figure can serve 
well as a metaphor of royal glory. 124 When the next of kin of I erected 
this sanctuary on the Ramagiri for the sake of his merit, they may have envisaged a 
similar symbolism. 125 If this hypothesis is correct, the Varaha image can be dated 
around AD 400. 

120 MBh 3 App. I No. 16, ll. 91-99. 
121 Harle 1974, 35; Mitra 1963, 99; Patil 1948, 28. Apparently also in the Variiha panel in Badoh, 

where is accompanied by his wife (Berkson 1978, 225). 
122 VDhP 3.79.2; MP 260.30. 
123 MathuraMuseum Ace.No. 65.15 (in R. C. Sharma 1976, Fig. 44); Los Angeles County Museum 

M.72.53.8 (in Pal 1986, 198); Udayagiri Cave V (Plate XLVI); Ramgarth Hill (in Berkson 1978, 
216 ff., Fig. 4). 

124 Asher 1983, 55 ff. See above p. 22. The Udayagiri Variiha may refer to Candragupta II's con-
solidation of the Gupta empire and the reverential position of the serpent in it may have 
meant to the contemporaneous beholder the subordinate status of the Niigas, the Serpent kings 
of PadmiivatI and Vidisii. Likewise the Variiha ofEran 'serves as a visual metaphor and Variiha's 
act as an allegory for Toramfu:ia's usurpation of authority in Eran' (Asher 1983, 58). 

125 Above p. 22; Bakker 1992b. 
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PLATE XXXII B 

VARAHA (LOOSE FIND), RAMAGIRI 

Ramagiri. Nagpur Central Museum. 
Brown-red sandstone. 48 x 60 x 28 cm. 

First half of 5th century AD. Lit.: Bakker 
1991, 30. 

Part II 

A much smaller version of the Varaha image that was discussed above is reported to 
have been found in front of the Rudra-Narasirµha Temple on Ramagiri. The sculp-
ture is severly mutilated and only traces of the figure of Pfthivi are preserved. The 
divine animal wears an ekavali, which is not a feature of the large Varaha image. 

PLATE XXXIII 

NARASI1\1HA , RAMAGIRI 
(A front, B rear (detail), C right side (detail)) 

Rarnagiri, Kevala-Narasiiµh a Temple (in 1985- 86; 1987a, Fig. 5; 1987b; 1988, 
situ) . Basalt stone. 200 x 204 x 102 cm. 66 f.; 199la, 198, 202, Pl. 84; 1992; Jam-
e. 450 AD. Lit. : Bakker 1989b (colour khedkar s.d., 111 ; Soundara Rajan 1980, 
photograph) ; 1992a; 1992b; Jarnkhedkar 180, Fig. 25 . 

A large image of man-lion incarnation, a human body with the head of a 
lion, occupies the garbhagrha of the so-called Kevala-Narasirµha Temple on Rama-
giri. An almost identical, but somewhat smaller image (measuring 198 x 198 x 
62 cm) is found in the adjacent Rudra-Narasirr.ha Temple (not illustrated). These 
temples have been restored by the Archaeological Survey and are described in detail 
in Jamkhedkar 1988, 66-68. 

The god is seated in maharajalflasana (::::::: sukhasana) , the relaxed, gentle but 
sovereign pose of a king, his right knee pulled up, supporting lightly the right arm 
that holds the cakra (Plate xxxm c), the symbol of royal power, dignity and sover-
eignty and as such the emblem of the Vakaraka kings who confessed the Bhagavata 
faith. The lion face of the image, its mane falling on to the back, expresses a serenity 
that every devotee would wish his king or god to have. The well-shaped body with 
broad shoulders and slender waist is naked, but for a necklace, bracelets, a belly-
band, and a dhotf, pulled up between the legs and held by a belt (Plate XXXIII B). 
On the crown of the head the deity wears a lotus-cap. Small fangs are visible in the 
comers of his mouth. 
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The present name of the temple assigns an iconographic appellation to the deity 
that became current only centuries after the carving of the image, but which never-
theless is appropriate to some extent, viz. that of Kevala-Narasilllha (also named 
Girija Narasirµha) , which represents the man-lion god alone (kevala) without his 
demonic adversary Hirar:i.yakasipu. The Kevala form is said in the Vaikhanasagama 
(quoted in Rao 1914 I.2 App. C, p. 33) to represent Narasirµha as seated on a lotus 
with two or four arms; his hands may hold the gada and/or cakra, whereas the oth-
er hand(s) rest(s) on the knee(s) . A well-known early example of this iconographic 
type, though at least half a century later than the Ramagiri specimen, is found in a 
caitya window of the Dasavatara Temple at Deogarh. Although the physiognomy 
of the latter image is very different from the Ramagiri Narasirµha, his sitting pos-
ture is the same. The Deogarh image has four arms, however, holding the gada and 
§ankha in his rear hands (see Fig. 67 in Desai 1973). Another image of 
this type of about the same period or somewhat later was found in Garhdhanora (see 
above p. 54).126 

Like Varaha, the lion form features in the early lists of manifestations 
(e.g., MBh 12.337.36). The myth of descent as a man-lion in order to slay 
the demon Hirar:iyakasipu first appears in the Mahabharata and Harivarp.sa. 127 

There are indications that a lion-like deity had been worshipped in 'folk' reli-
gion before this deity was adopted by Bhagavatism and was turned into the man-
lion. In one of the earliest lists of manifestations he is said to have adopt-
ed the 'lion' (sif!lha) form rather than that of the 'man-lion ' (MBh 6.63.13), and 
in one of his earliest representations in art he is depicted in full animal form. 128 As 
has been argued by, inter alias, Eschmann, in addition to the theriomor-
phic boar deity, has been the figure par excellence to accommodate non-Sanskritic, 
so-called 'tribal' deities within the pantheon of the 'Great Tradition. ' 129 

We are fortunate in having a lengthy inscription which was found in the wall 
of the Temple.130 If the inscription belongs originally to this 

126 Jarnkhedkar s.d., 111 gives some intriguing information concerning Narasirµha images that I 
have been unable to verify: 'More representations of life size from Gogaon (sic) (Gadchiroli 
District) [formerly part of Chandrapur District] and some from Bhatala in the vicinity Warora 
(Chandrapur district) are all of Vakataka period. Those from Gaogaon (sic) are probably on the 
site of a temple and those from Bhatala are by the side of a pond and part of a miniature shrine 
carved in live rock'(sic). 

127 MBh 3 App. I No. 27, II. 54--63; HY App. I No. 42A. See Hacker 1960, 25 ff. 
128 The image found in Kondamotu, Guntur District (AP), described in Khan 1964. The only human 

part of this lion figure are his two rear hands (attached to the neck) holding gadti and cakra. 
Compare also the image of a squatting lion in the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (Pal 1986, 
192). 

129 Eschmann 1978, 106 f.; Bakker 1992a, 89 ff. 
130 See Appendix I and Bakker & Isaacson 1993. The temple also contains two grafitti dating rough-

ly from the same period-featuring the names of Srimadanalobha and Bharaka(ta?)natha-and 
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temple (see above n. 94 on p. 30), the deity was called Prabhavafisvfunin, Lord of 
the World (Lokanatha), and installed in the sixties of the fifth century by Prabha-
vatI's daughter AtibhavatI (?) for the sake of transferring merit to her mother. 

PLATE XXXIV 

TRIVIKRAMA, RAMAGIRI 
(A front, Blower part front (detail)) 

Riimagiri, in situ. Red sandstone. 178 x 
119 cm. Third quarter of the 5th century 
AD. Lit.: Bakker 1989b; 1992b; Beglar 
1873-74, 112; Cousens 1905, 42; Jam-
khedkar 1985-86, Fig.1 & 2; 1988, Plates 

104-109; 1991a, 198, 201 ; Jamkhedkar 
s.d., 113, Pl. VII; Mirashi 1963, Ix, Plate 
A; Soundara Rajan 1980, 181, Fig. 27; 
Williams 1983, 225 f., Plates 10-12, 15. 

This severely damaged image of striding through the universe stands in the 
open air a few metres to the east of the partly preserved ma!Jf/,apa of a temple that is 
situated over 200 m to the north-east of the Varaha sanctuary. The temple, or what 
remains of it, has been described in detail in Jamkhedkar 1988, 65 f. The image 
faces west and probably still stands in its original location. 

striding through the universe in three steps (trivikrama) is this god's 
most characteristic deed in the in which this is described as follows. 

strode through this (universe); he placed down his foot in a 
threefold way. It (i.e., the universe) is collected in his dusty [footstep]. 
Three strides he strode, the invulnerable protector; thence he 
established the laws (of the universe). 131 

Kuiper gives the following cosmogonic interpretation of these three steps. 

In the beginning there was the undifferentiated primeval world consist-
ing of the waters and the beginning of the primordial hill, which the 
cosmogonical boar had dug up out of the waters. Heaven still lay on 
the earth. By slaying Vrtra, Indra rivets the hill, opens it, and 'props up' 
(stabh-) the sky: thereby the dual organisation of the cosmos is creat-
ed. But at the same moment 'strides out: ' his first step corre-
sponds to the nether world (which includes the earth), his second step 

two short inscriptions from AD 1240 (see Bakker 1989a). 
131 B.V 1.22.17-18: iddl'J'l tredlzd n{ dadhe padtil'J'l I samufhamasyapiil'J'lSUre 111711 

trfr,ii padA vc cakrame gopa Mabhyaf:t I ato dhtirmar,ii dMrtiyan 111s11. 
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to the upper world, but his third step is a mystery, not perceptible to 
the human eye, for it corresponds to the totality of the opposed moi-
eties, just as the thirteenth month stands for the totality of the preceding 
twelve months. 132 

143 

act of striding through the universe became associated with the mythology 
of his dwarf (viimana) incarnation. This descent was provoked by the arrogance of 
the mighty asura Bali. The Mahiibharata has the story. 

After the Lord had slain in this way the king of the Daityas, who was a 
killer of enemies, the lotus-eyed God (assumed) again another (form) 
for the benefit of the world, (viz. that of) Kasyapa's illustrious issue 
carried in Aditi 's womb. After (a pregnancy) of a full millennium, she 
gave birth to a superior infant: he resembled a rain-cloud (in colour), 
had luminescent eyes, and the stature of a dwarf. 
Then the illustrious Lord, having the body of a child, went to the sacri-
ficial field of the king of the Danavas, carrying a staff and a water pot, 
with matted hair and wearing the sacred thread, while the frfvatsa mark 
adorned his breast; accompanied by Brhaspati he joined the sacrifice of 
Bali. 
When Bali saw that dwarf-like figure, he said cheerfully: 'I am glad 
to see you, 0 brahrnin; tell me, what can I offer you?' Thus addressed 
by Bali the dwarf responded; having saluted him by saying 'Hail, ' the 
God spoke to Bali while he smiled: 'O lord of the Danavas, give me the 
earth that (is measured by) three steps of mine. ' Bali gave (it) happily 
to the brahrnin of infinite might. 
Thereupon the striding Hari (assumed) his most wonderful divine form 
and by three steps he, imperturbed, took at once possession of the earth. 
And the eternal God gave the earth (back) to Sakra (i.e. lndra). 133 

The image at issue is not the earliest of its kind. Comparison is invited with the 
Gupta image in the Mathura Museum, 134 and the eight-armed image on a lintel of 
Pawaya. 135 The iconography of the Ramagiri Trivikrama has been described by 
Mirashi. 

132 Kuiper 1983, 53. In addition it may be noted, that highest footstep also represents the 
ultimate place in heaven, where the 'honey well ' is, the sweet stream of which quickens the 
world: pade parame mtidhva utsaf:z 1.154.5; cf. B.V 2.24.4). Von Stietencron 1972, 
65 f.; see also above p. 137. 

133 MBh 3 App. I No. 27, 11. 63-80. 
134 Mathura Museum 70.58, published in IAR 1970-71, Plate LXXVillc. 
135 Williams 1982, 53 ff. , Plate 50. 
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The god has a crown on his head, with a halo round his face. He wears 
the kw:ujalas on his ears and a pearl-necklace with a large pendant 
round his neck. His vaijayantf garland is shown falling on both his 
legs. He wears an udarabandha. His lower garment, which is fastened 
at the waist with a girdle, hangs down in folds in front. His arms are 
now broken on both the sides, but their jewelled aTigadas (armlets) 
can still be seen. His left foot is planted on the ground, while the 
right foot, which was raised to measure the sky, is now broken at the 
knee. The pose shows his determination to rescue the three worlds 
from the demon king Bali. The latter is standing in the tribhaTiga pose 
at the god's feet in an attitude of reverence. The image of his queen 
who was standing by his side is now very mutilated. In its original 
condition this panel must undoubtedly have been reckoned among the 
best products of the age. 136 

Part II 

The deity had eight arms, all sadly broken off. He wears the double muktiiyajfio-
pavfta which we have come across in the Rudra of Mandhal (Plates IX & X). 137 

The figure of Bali (c. 74 cm in height), 'surpassed' by Vigm's stride, also wears 
a mukufa and aTigadas. Of the smaller figure to his proper left (his wife?), who 
may have leaned against left leg, only one foot, ankle and shin seem to 
remain (at least we were not able to descry more). To the right of king Bali anoth-
er scene must have been depicted, which has, however, been completely obliterat-
ed.138 According to the Brhatsarphita, the eight-armed image of Lord should 
hold in his right hands a sword, mace, arrow, and the fourth hand should show the 
santida- (= varada-) mudra; in his left hands he should hold a bow, shield, discus, 
and conch. 139 This description does not fit the Pawaya Trivikrama (Williams 1982, 
53), and whether it conforms to the image at issue is impossible to know. A signif-
icant feature of the Ramagiri Trivikrama is the 'pleated' sirascakra that encircles 
his head. Harle 1987 traces the origin of this type of adornment to the fan-shaped 
tufts at the end of the band holding the crown (mukufa) . The Ramagiri specimen 
could be among the earliest images showing this type of halo. 

Like the sanctuaries ofVaraha and the Trivikrama Temple may have 

136 Mirashi 1963 (= CII V), Ix. 
137 These six strings of pearls have been almost completely erased at the front side of the image, 

but are still clearly visible at the rear (see Jamkhedkar 1988, Plate 109). Compare the Siva of 
Mansar (Plate XXXVII) . 

138 Cf. the lintel from Pawaya, in which the Yamana myth is depicted in several panels (Williams 
1982, Plate 50). The right half of this sculpture was missing, but has been recovered recently. 
Its publication is foreseen by Rekha Morris. 

139 Brhatsmphita 58.33: khatjgagadii§arapai:iir siintidas eaturthakara/:i I ea 
kiirmukakhefakaeakriii:zi sankhas ea I I 33 I I· 
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been built for the spiritual benefit of a member of the Vakataka dynasty. In view 
of the solar connotations of Trivikrama, 140 it has been conjectured that this 
shrine was erected for the sake of the merit of the eldest son of Rudrasena II and 
Prabhavati, Divakarasena, who died before he had ascended the Vakataka throne 
(Bakker 1992b). The Kevala-Narasirp.ha Temple Inscription opens with a verse in 
praise of 

He is victorious, whose (colour resembles) the depths of a water-laden 
rain-cloud, (who) [ ... ] (in the assembly of the gods), the beauty of 
whose body expanded at the occasion of (Bali's) sacrifice, and who is 
looked at with gazes that tremble with fright (by the wives of Diti 's 
sons (i.e. the demons)).141 

If-though I consider this unlikely (see above n. 94 on p. 30)-this inscription 
belonged originally to the Trivikrama Temple, the image at issue should be consid-
ered as that of Prabhavatisviimin. In either case it may date from the sixth decade 
of the fifth century. 

PLATE XXXV A 

RAMA GIRi 

Ramagiri. Nagpur Central Museum. khedkar 1988, 70, Plate 128; 199la, 198, 
Basalt stone. 82 x 50 x 30cm (exclusive photo 99; 1992, 161 , Fig. 45; Jamkhedkar 
pedestal). Second half of the 5th century s.d., 111. 
AD (?). Lit. : Bakker 1989b, 93; Jam-

This well-proportioned image, which is carved in the round, stands on a pedestal 
(10 x 50 x 30 cm), underneath which is a rectangular block of stone meant to fit into 
a socket. The image is reported to have been recovered from the debris in front of 
the little rock-cut temple of Kapatarama (Jamkhedkar 1988, 70), which is possibly 
identical to the Guptarama Temple mentioned in the (13th-century) Ramtek Stone 
Inscription of the time ofRamachandra. 142 No socket that matches the image could 
be detected in the temple, but the possibility cannot be ruled out that this is covered 
by the pedestal of the 18th century linga that is found in it today. However, it seems 
questionable whether the image at issue ever belonged to this temple. At least its 

140 Gonda 1954, 60. Cf. Kuiper 1983, 41 n. 1. 
141 Translation based on the revised edition, Appendix I vs. 1 (cf. Bakker & Isaacson 1993, 55). 
142 Bakker 1989a, 494 (vs. 101)); see also the Mahanubhli.va text SthiinapothI p. 5. 
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style does not tally with the other sculptures found on Ramagiri and in 
the N agardhan area. 

The head and arms of the image are missing; the fractures at the left shoulder, 
however, seem to indicate that the deity was four-armed; it stands in samabhanga 
posture. On account of these features the image has been identified as that of 
by Jamkhedkar (1991a, 198), which appears to be the most plausible interpretation. 
The deity wears a simple necklace and waist-belt. The lower left hand may have 
held the sash-like dhotf, the spare cloth of which is beautifully draped alongside 
both legs. 

PLATE XXXV B 

A DIKPALA (?), RAMAGIRI 

Ramagiri. Nagpur Central Museum. Red Jamkhedkar 1988, 67, Plate 123; 199la, 
sandstone. 107 x 50 cm. First quarter of 202, photo 87. 
5th century AD. Lit.: Bakker 1989b, 86; 

This is one of the two fragments of life-size images that were recovered from the 
debris around the Rudra-Narasirµha Temple on Ramagiri (Jamkhedkar 1988, 67). 
The present image is broken above the waist (the other one, not illustrated, is broken 
above the ankles). The figure rests on its left leg, while the right leg is slightly bent 

Down along the right leg runs a long string reaching to under the 
right knee (pralambahiirl), not unlike the one worn by the Paunar Ganga (see Plate 
XXXIX B ). Folds of the dhotffall between the legs. Along his left leg the deity holds 
a long sword (khafj,ga) .143 

The plan of the temple where the image was found is without parallel. Along 
its sides are 'ten projections: two at each of the four comers and one to either side, 
almost in the middle of each lateral wall. [ ... ] Corresponding to eight of these 
projections, there are eight cisterns below the platform. The purpose of these and 
whether they formed part of the original plan is difficult to determine' (Jamkhed-
kar 1988, 67). Earlier we have conjectured that these 'projections' are pedestals 
on which images once stood (Bakker 1989b, 86). If this conjecture is correct, the 
image at issue may have been a protective (pratihiiraldikpiila) god, who belonged 
to the group of deities encircling the main image of Narasirµha (pariviiradevatii). 
The long sword points to an apotropaic function. 

143 Jamkhedkar 1988, qualifies this attribute as a 'staff,' Jamkhedkar 1991a, 202 as a 'sword.' 
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PLATE XXXV C 

MAKARA, RAMAGIRI 

Riimagiri, Bhogariima Temple (in situ). 5th century AD. Lit. : Jamkhedkar 1985-
Red sandstone. 30 x 15 cm. Middle of 86, Plate 5; 1988, 70, Plate 126. 

This frieze of an imaginary aquatic monster, usually denoted as makara and some-
times equated with the crocodile, which animal might have served as one of its pro-
totypes, is found in a dado (antarapa_tfa) that forms part of the basal wall-mouldings 
(vedfbandha) of the Bhogariima Temple on Riimagiri. It is fitted vertically (head 
downwards) at the end of the dado into the wall that separates the left (southern) 
garbhagrha from the vestibule (antariila). A similar, more worn image is found 
near the other cella. The frieze is edged by strings of alternating lozenges and ellip-
tical forms, probably representing jewels, which are found throughout on Vakataka 
monuments (Williams 1983, 220, 226). These strings of jewels border a vertical 
row of flower rosettes 

The makara resembles the terracotta relief kept in the Ashmolean Museum 
(Harle 1974, Plate 148). Around its neck it wears a kind of necklace, which is 
partly hidden by a flying mane. As is typical for this type of mythic animal, its tail 
ends in foliage. 

The motif of the makara, which is ubiquitous in South- and South-East Asian 
art, is usually thought to express auspiciousness, symbolizing the primal source of 
life.144 

PLATE XXXVI 

RAMAGIRI 
(A a Gar:ia, B a Nidhi) 

Riimagiri, Kevala-Narasirµha Temple (in 218, Fig. 6; 1988, 67, Plate 116; 199la, 
situ). Red sandstone. 35 x 24 cm. Mid- 201, photo 82; Williams 1983, 226, Plate 
dle of 5th century AD. Lit. : Bakker 14. 
1989b, 85, Fig. 7; Jamkhedkar 1987a, 

144 Viennot 1958, 290; Coomaraswamy 1928 II, 47 ff. According to Darian 1976, 34, the symbol-
ism of the makara has a darker side as well, representing 'the forces of envelopment, or reab-
sorption into the undifferentiate state.' 
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Two jambs of red sandstone containing each four dwarf-like figures set in rectan-
gular niches one above the other flank the entrance of the Kevala-Narasirµha Tem-
ple. There is a symmetry between the four figures on both jambs. The two bottom 
figures both shower coins, the two highest figures carry weapons, the northern one 
a mace, the southern a sword. The attributes of the two pairs of figures in between 
cannot be determined. Similar figures are found on the Trivikrama, Bhogarlima and 
Rudra-Narasirµha Temples on Rlimagiri Hill. The images illustrated represent the 
bottom one (XXXVI B) and the third from the bottom (XXXVI A) of the southern 
jamb (viewer's right). 

The short-legged figures have fleshy bodies, not unlike those of the two Bhara-
(Plate xxx). Both arms of the third-from-bottom figure (XXXVI A) are 

broken off near the elbow, but the left hand seems to have held a sash, which appears 
under the right upper arm and crosses the body obliquely; the pleated end of the sash 
falls to the ground parallel to the left leg. Corkscrew curls cascade on to his left 
shoulder. It would seem that only the left ear wears a large earring (tiifafzka), rest-
ing on the shoulder, similar to the ear-ornament of the Mansar Siva (Plate XXXVII) 
and the (Plate xxx B ). The only other ornament visible is a simple 
necklace of beads. Around the big belly the deity wears a braided band (udara-
bandha). 

The dwarfish stature of these figures, along with their place next to the temple 
entrance, makes them ga1;as or yak:jas who function as guardians (of wealth). As 
such they are sometimes also denoted as nidhis, i.e. treasure(r)s. The latter designa-
tion applies in to the bottom figure (XXXVI B ). He carries a money bag on 
his left shoulder, held by his left hand, which passes behind his back while his right 
hand holds its nozzle, from which coins are showered-a peculiar feature in view 
of the almost total absence of Vakataka coinage. 145 Around the bag are two straps 
set with lozenges (diamonds). A thick bundle of coiled snail-shell curls stands out 
from the right side of his head (p°ar.SVamauli). The figure also wears only an earring 
in his right ear; he is decorated by a necklace with pendant, bracelets and is clad in 
a dhotf, the edge of which is visible on the right thigh; the spare cloth hangs down 
along his left side. 

145 See above p. 90. 
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PLATE XXXVII 

SIVA, MANSAR 

Mansar. National Museum, New Delhi 
(Acc. No. L-77 /2). Red sandstone. 84 x 
65 x 37 cm. First half of the 5th centu-
ry AD. Lit.: Deo 1975-76; JAR (1972-
73), 59, Plate XLll; In the Image of Man, 

p. 69 (colour photograph); Jamkhedkar 
199la, 203, Pl. 89; 199lb; Joshi 1984; 
Sarma 1992; Schastok 1981 ; Sivarama-
murti 1976, Frontispiece; 1984; Williams 
1983. 

This splendid image was found (1972) among the debris of a brick temple that 
once crowned the so-called Hi<;limba Tekc;iI, a hillock to the east of the Village of 
Mansar, 5 km west of Ramtek (Ramagiri), which we tentatively identified with the 
site of the Pravaresvaradevakulasthana; the deity may therefore be assumed to be 
the Pravaresvara that was installed by king Pravarasena II in the second quarter of 
the fifth century (see above p. 87). 

Two contrasting aspects of Siva seem to inform the iconography of this image. 
This may appear, for instance, from the fact that the right elongated pierced ear lobe 
only contains a tiny ringlet such as worn by ascetics, 146 while the left ear is orna-
mented by a large earring (tii._talika). 147 The hair is wrapped by spiring strands of 
matted hair into a ja!{zmukufa-resembling a turban in some respects-
from the centre of which curls cascade to the right side, bound by a fillet and a 
string of pearls, similar to the hair-ornament of the Kavi image from Nagardhan 
(Plate xxvl). The left side of the head is adorned by the symbol of death, the skull 
(kapiila). On top of the skull is a small lotus-flower rosette and the hind-part is 
adorned by festoons of pearls which fall from the pericarps of three tiny lotus flow-
ers. Skull and mukufa are separated by a flower ornament; 148 the crescent, attached 
to the coils, shines above in the middle. The headband (bhiilapaffa) is rimmed by 
a string of beads (jewels). 

The right upper hand holds the yogic attribute of the rosary ), while the 
left upper hand holds the stalk of a (lotus) flower. The lower left hand is clenched in 

146 Kreisel 1986, 126, Fig. 24; Lorenzen 1991, 2 f. 
147 According to Sivaramamurti 1984, 190 this is 'proclaiming his eternal hermaphroditic form,' . 

although there are no other signs offemininity to be found in the image. Cf. Kreisel 1986, 126 f. 
Though this distinction could be one of the symbolic layers underlying the image, the in our view 
main ambiguity of the image is not provoked by the male versus the female aspect of Siva, but 
by his life-granting form versus his world-renouncing form. A similar asymmetry we find in the 
GaQa and Nidhi figures on the doorjamb of the Kevala-Narasiiµha Temple (Plate xxxv1), which 
may also express their ambiguous nature: auspicious, protective etc., and fearsome, violent etc. 

148 According to Sarma 1992, 220 the 'eight favoured flowers Cf. Sivaramamurti 
1976, 113 and 1984, 190. 
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a fist (mu1!i) and rests on the left, drawn up knee. The 'fist of the teacher' (iiciirya-
mu1fi) is an old Indian symbol, known from the Buddhist tradition, referring to the 
doctrine known by the preceptor, which he teaches only to his most advanced stu-
dents.149 Kfilidasa in Raghuvmpsa 15.21, on the other hand, speaks of the 'fist of 
death' (krtiintasya mu1!irri), which could also be the meaning in the present image, 
viz. a symbol of the god's (destructive) power. In contrast, it seems that the right 
lower hand offers a precious thing to the (general) devotee. According to Sarma 
(1992, 220) this hand 'exhibits in the palm a laced ornament held up by the middle 
two fingers. [ . . . ] The way the yajfiopavlta is shown flowing over the right hand [i.e. 
forearm, H.T.B.] and shoulder, indicates that the god is in the act of performing a 
diina ceremony and the object is a precious ornament as shown in the palm which is 
in varadamudrii.' It would seem to me, however, that the hand shows an afijali of 
(lotus) flowers-similar to some of the flowers contained in the head ornament-by 
which the god offers life to his devotees. ISO 

The two rear wrists wear bracelets with an ornamented clasp, the front wrists 
two simple bangles of beads. The deity wears an ornamented necklace, a twisted 
belly-band (udarabandha) and the double muktiiyajfiopavfta of the sniitaka or grha-
stha, i.e. six strings of pearls-twisted 'with subtle irregularity' (Williams 1983, 
228)-which are 'clasped by an ornamental leonine or gajavyiila head at the right 
and left sides very symmetrically arranged' (Sarma 1992, 220). While the anklet of 
the right foot is similar to the bangles, the left ankle is encircled by a niiganupura. 

The deity is naked but for a lower garment which passes between the legs over 
the front of the seat. He sits in the easy pose of sukhiisana, the back supported by a 
bolster on which his elbows rest. IS! Like the Kavi of Nagardhan (Plate XXVI) the 
image is a sculptured stele. 

Though the third eye is absent-in the Mandhal images it also exclusively fea-
tures as a characteristic of the ugra aspect (above n. 6 on p. 96)-there can be little 
doubt that the figure represents Siva and not Kubera as was suggested by Schastok 
(1981, 108) and with whom he is compared by Williams (1983, viz. the Kayanpur 
Kubera). The mysterious smile raises the god above iconographic stereotypes; the 
combination of attributes defies the identification of the image as one specific form 
of Siva. 1s2 

149 Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Grammar and Dictionary, s.v. For acariyamu.t.thi in the Pfili sources 
see Critical Pali Dictionary, s.v. 

lSO Possibly the see Pathak 1961, 17 f. Schastok 1981, 108 identifies it as a 'citron or 
fruit. ' 

!Sl The terms sukhiisana and (maha)rajalllasana are mostly used indiscriminately, but we reserve 
the latter term for those figures who show more regalia on them. 

1S2 Williams 1983, 227 n. 3: 'I have not found an exact parallel for this figure in iconography and 
thus cannot identify the specific form of Siva.' 
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As has been noted above, the image rather comprises the two main aspects of the 
God of the Mahesvaras: the God of devotion (bhakti) , who creates and sustains the 
universe (symbolized by the lotus and ornaments) and who by his grace safeguards 
the one who worships him (symbolized by the offered anjali), and the God who 
destroys all that belongs to the realm of space and time (symbolized by the skull and 
the snakes), who points the way out of the circle of birth and death only to him who 
shakes off his ignorance (symbolized by the fist?) by choosing the path of asceticism 
and mortification of the flesh (symbolized by the rosary and matted locks). 

PLATE XXXVIII A 

AJANTA 

Ajanta Cave 19, in situ. 7th-8th decades with the Ajanta caves. Mirashi in CIT V, 
of the 5th century AD. Lit. : The fa9ade of lxxiii f. , Plate N; Weiner 1977, 53, plates 
Cave 19 has been described and depicted 19, 23; Williams 1983, 226ff., Plate 19. 
in many of the books and articles that deal 

This large statue is found at the viewer's right of the caitya window in the fa<;ade of 
Cave 19. A similar figure adorns the opposite side of the window. The two figures 
evidently form a pair. This caitya hall (i.e. Ajanta Cave 19) was, together with the 
adjacent Cave 17, commissioned by a feudatory of the Vakataka king of the Vatsa-
gulma Branch, 'the moon among kings' (see above p. 35 ff.). 

The resemblance of the figure at issue with the gm:ia of the Kevala-Narasirµha 
Temple on Ramagiri (Plate XXXVI A) and the Siva of Mansar (Plate xxxvn) was 
first fully realized by Joanna Williams (1983, 226). 

The guardians of Ajanta Cave 19 are yet closer to the Manasar figure 
in the general quality of their carving. For example, the top of the 
chest shows the same small fold on either side below the armpit [ cf. 
Plate xxx, H.T.B.], although such modelling is not apparent in the 
limbs, perhaps because of the guardian's greater stature. In general 
the Ajanta figure shows a similar richness of detail in head-dress and 
ornament, while it does not follow the unique style of coiled locks 
from which the Manasar figure's curls descend. The pearled band or 
yajnopav!ta in both twists with subtle irregularity, as do many of the 
swags of pearls in the Ajanta paintings. Allowing for differences of 
iconography and position here, I find the two carvings similar in spirit, 
although the Ajanta carver did not show the extraordinarily inventive 
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handling of detail that distinguishes the Manasar artist. (Williams 
1983, 228) 

Part II 

There can be little doubt that the gat;a of the Kevala-Narasirµha Temple and the 
present image not only have stylistic and iconographic features in common, but also 
their function, viz. that of guardian (of wealth). 

The Ajanta deity is more richly bedecked by ornaments. He wears a small mai:ii-
kui:ifl,ala in the (right) ear that is visible, an ekavali, graiveyaka, angadas, valayas 
and a double muktayajiiopavfta. The latter loops around the udarabandha. From 
his girdle a string of pearls drops on the right thigh. Folds of his dhotf fall between 
the legs, whereas the left hand holds the end of the cloth similar to the sash held 
by the Ramagiri gai:ia. The corkscrew curls cascade onto the left shoulder. The 
head is surrounded by a halo (sirascakra). The right hand holds what might be 
either a diamond (vajra) or the pointed end of a wand which, though it is without 
curved prongs, may also represent the vajra. 153 The right hand of the corresponding 
guardian figure on the left of the window shows the ka.takamudra, which indicates 
that he holds the lotus (padma), of which, possibly, the lowest part of the stem is 
preserved between the thumb and forefinger. 154 To the respective right and left of 
both guardians stand little devout figures (gai:ia), the (viewer's) right one carrying 
a garland. 

Identification of the image at issue should show a coherence between the sculp-
tures on either side of the window. Both belong to the class of protective deities 

which were incorporated into popular Buddhism.155 Their symmetry and 
resemblance may point to a complementary relationship. The richness of their orna-
mentation indicate that they are connected with wealth and treasures. In view of 
the attributes, the padma of the left, the vajra of the right figure, one may desig-
nate them Padmapal)i and both well-known figures. 156 The figure 

153 The ambiguity of the term vajra, signifying diamond and thunderbolt, matches, as it were, the 
indistinctness of the attribute in its present state of preservation, of which only the 'adamantine' 
core remains. 

154 Cf. the of Amin (Coomaraswamy 1928 I, 39, Plate 7). 
155 Coomaraswamy 1928 I, 37: Certainly ' the concept has played an important part in the 

development of Indian mythology, and even more certainly, the early iconography has 
formed the foundation of later Hindu and Buddhist iconography.' 

156 Coomaraswamy 1928 I, 30f.; Misra 1981 , 120, 124. Similar considerations could lead, alter-
natively, to the two brothers who likewise play a significant role within Buddhism, viz. 
Purr,iabhadra and Mlll)ibhadra. That the latter was important to the excavators of the Aja-
nta caves follows from a depiction of this in Cave 17 'at the left of the verandah,' below 
which a painted epigraph is found reading mtif_libhadra}_t (Ajanta ill (1946), 97). Both 
were the tutelary deities of merchant guilds and seem to have had a cult of their own (Misra 
1981, 80-87). No doubt merchant guilds played a prominent role in the realization of the Ajanta 
project. Our knowledge of the iconography of is, however, too poor to be more precise. 
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illustrated here represents the Vajrapfu).i. 157 

The Buddhistic context of the present image finds expression in 'the introduc-
tion of a Buddha image in the crest of the headdress of the dvarapala to the left of 
the arch and what seems to be a stapa in the crest of the figure at the right' as noticed 
by Weiner (1977, 53). This author continues, 

Functionally, the dvarapalas are descendants of the guardian 
that are found on torm:ias and rails at older stupa sites or caitya halls. 
[ .. . ] These dvarapala figures guard the stupa in the same way that 
caurf (fly whisk) bearers or Bodhisattva figures flank Buddha images. 
In fact, on the fa;:ade of the Visvakarman caitya hall at Ellora, their 
position on the gallery is occupied by Padmapfu).i and Vajrapfu).i. 

Surprisingly, Weiner is silent about the attributes of both images, which, after all, 
suggest that we are here concerned with the same two Buddhistic acolytes. The 
stupa in the crest of the right figure (illustrated here) reinforces our identification as 
VajrapaJ:.li. 158 

PLATE XXXVIII B 

A NIDHI , AJANTA 

Ajanta Cave 21 , in situ. 7th-8th decade of the 5th century AD. 

The bottom of the right doorjamb of the entrance of Cave 21 contains a panel in 
which a dwarf-like figure showers coins from a bag held on his right shoulder, sim-
ilar to the figure in the panel on the doorjamb of the Kevala-Narasirµha Temple 

Finally, one traditional feature of Mru.llbhadra may be mentioned which might have some rel-
evance: he is known as the one whose head-dress is to one side (parsvamauli, Ram. 7.15.10). 
Mirashi in CIT V, lxxiii identifies the two figures as 'Paiichika on the left and PiirJ:iabhadra on 
the right. ' 

157 Coomaraswamy 1928 I, 31 : 'Thus there was actually a Vajraprup, not identical with lndra, 
but having an independent, pre-Buddhist cult; this became the Buddha's guardian angel 
and attendant, and finally came to be called the Bodhisattva Vajrapai:ti , who sometimes appears 
in Buddha triads, and is sometimes the object of separate worship.' The early iconography 
of Vajraprup is beset with difficulties (Huntington 1989, 88 f.). On account of the presence of 
his counterpart Padmapiil)i (i.e. Avalokitesvara) figures have been identified as Vajrapiil)i, even 
when they apparently do not hold the vajra. 

158 Vajraprup appears as a dvarapala in Aurangabad Cave 6, having a stupa as emblem in his head-
dress (Berkson 1986, 179, 182 f., 185). However, the little crest-stapa was to become the 
hallmark of the bodhisattva Maitreya (Bhattacharya 1980, 100 ff.). Mainly on account of this 
Malandra (1993, 99 ff.) argues that several supposedly Vajraprup figures in Ellora, being the 
counterparts of Avalokitesvara figures, should actually be identified as Maitreya. 
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(above Plate xxxv1 B). The sculpture, though apparently inspired by the Ramagiri 
example, is clearly less subtle and detailed. The deity holds the nozzle of the bag 
with both hands. He does not have the one-sided coiffure of the Ramagiri Nidhi. 
The only ornament that can be distinguished is a necklace. 

PLATE XXXIX A 

RIVER GODDESS , AJANTA 

Ajanta Cave 16, in situ. 7th-8th decade Lit. : Mirashi 1963, lxvi; Spink 1975, 
of the 5th century AD. Fig.4; Viennot 1964, 13-19, Pl. 2a. 

This image of the goddess rests on the capital of a pilaster to the (viewer's) left of 
the main doorway of the porch of Ajanta Cave 16. It is mirrored by a similar image 
to the right of the doorway. Visually these two images support the lintel above the 
door as two caryatids. In early Indian architecture this function is often performed 
by vegetation nymphs denoted as salabhafijikiis (i.e. 'bending a branch of 
the sala tree ' ). On the one hand, the branch of a (flowering) tree, which surrounds 
the head of the goddess as a kind of nimbus, is reminiscent of this prototype-part 
of the trunk seems to run in the corner of the niche behind the right arm; on the 
other hand, the fact that the figure stands on the aquatic makara, which has become 
very conspicuous, seems to mark her more specifically as a river deity (nadz devatii, 
Viennot 1964, 11). Ph. Vogel, followed by Coomaraswamy and Viennot, rightly 
has questioned, whether twin goddesses, both supported by makaras, who serve as 
architrave brackets (as in this instance), justify an identification as the individual 
goddesses Ganga and Yamuna.159 

The goddess stands graciously on the makara, her right leg bent before her left 
(padasvastika?) , while her right arm leans on the vertically turned tail of the ani-
mal. Her left forearm has broken off, but may have held a flower or fruit picked 
from the tree (Viennot 1964, 14 ). The sole of her right foot touches the trunk of the 

159 Vogel 1925, 399: 'Evidemment Jes sculpteurs qui omaient Jes caves d' et d'Udayagiri 
ont imite le motif de la makara qu' ils trouvaient sur Jes anciens monuments du boud-
dhisme. Peut-etre n'ont-ils pas eu !'intention de representer autre chose que des Bien-
tot la presence du makara, !'animal aquatique par excellence, doit avoir suggere aux croyants 
l'idee que c'etaient des deesses ftuviales et, puisqu'elles apparaissaient toujours en couple, on 
aura vite fait d'y reconnaitre le fteuve sanctissirne, la Ganga, avec sa sreur jumelle, la Yamuna. 
Cf. Fergusson & Burgess 1880, 304 where these deities are described as 'female figures standing 
on the heads of makaras.' 
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makara which is curled upwards. The goddess is naked, her girdle (mekhala) expos-
ing the mons Veneris. The ornaments that can be distinguished are a jewelled hair-
ribbon (ke§abandha), earrings (kU1:uj,alas), a necklace (hara), a channavfra, arm-
and bracelets (keyura and kafzkana) and anklets (nupura). On the sculpture remains 
of painting are preserved. 

The excavation of Cave 16 was commissioned by Varahadeva (probably the 
son of Hastibhoja), minister (saciva) of the Vakataka king of the Vatsa-
gulma Branch, as appears from an inscription 'incised on the left-side wall at the 
extreme end outside the verandah ' (CIT V, 103). In it the cave is described as an 
abode (layana) in/on the mountain 'adorned with windows, doors, and pictures of 
celestial nymphs in beautiful galleries and on ledges, and so on, and ... with beauti-
ful pillars and steps and a (Buddha) sanctuary built inside.' 160 Its architect (sutra-
dhiira) was named Yugadhara. 161 

PLATE XXXIX B 

GANGA,PAUNAR 

Paunar,AshramofVinobiiBhiive. Basalt 206f., Pl.100, 101; 199lb, 92, Fig. 13; 
stone. 166 x 65 x 31 cm. Early 6th cen- Mirashi 1963, lxxii , Plate D (I); Soundara 
tury AD. Lit. : Deo & Dhavalikar 1968, Rajan 1980, 181 , Fig. 29; Williams 1983, 
Plate I; Gupta 1992, 148, Fig. 21; Jam- 230, Plate 23. 
khedkar 1985b, Plate 117-118; 199la, 

This image of the river goddess was discovered 'while digging in the courtyard of 
VinobajI's iiframa' (Mirashi in CIT V, lxii). It is now installed in a niche within the 
Ashram. An inscription, reading 'gafzgii bhagavati' found beside her right knee, 
confirms the identification as Ganga. The goddess stands on her traditional viihana, 
the makara. 

The two arms of the deity are broken off, 162 the right one above, the left one 
just below the bent elbow. A fractured surface at the left upper arm indicates that 
something must have rested against it that was held in the raised left hand. Another 
fracture next to the right upper leg may point to the place where her right hand may 

160 CII V, 109 vs. 24: [iJ mano-
harastambhavibhanga - - - [ni]vefitiibhyantaracaityamandiram [i J24J IJ. Alternatively the first 
compound may be interpreted (as is usually done) as' . .. with windows, doors , beautiful picture-
galleries, ledges and images of girls of Indra's (paradise), and so on . .. '. 

161 According to an inscription on the right wall of Cave 16; see Dhavalikar 1968, 152. 
162 Mirashi 1963, lxii thinks the image had originally four arms. 
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have been positioned. Apart from this conjectured position of the hand, however, 
there are no other indications that point to a small figure (gm:za) standing at the side 
of the goddess. 

The curls of hair fall to both sides; a string of pearls forms the parting, run-
ning over the crown of the head and ending in a pendant on her forehead. The 
goddess wore large earrings of which only a part remains (see Jamkhedkar 1991a, 
Pl. 100). Around her neck she wears an ekiivali, graiveyaka, and 
a long string reaching to under her right knee (pralambahiirl) . The arms are orna-
mented by keyuras and kaTikanas. A very fine diaphanous garment falling to the 
shins is pulled up between the legs, wrapped around the waist, and held up by an 
exquisite mekhalii consisting of strings of jewels and pearls. Nupuras adorn her 
ankles. 

Stylistically the image clearly belongs to the other Paunar figures with their 
slender elongated bodies. Joanna Williams compares the image with the Siva of 
Mansar (Plate XXXVII) and Ajanta examples, but concludes 'for all these connec-
tions with the rest of Vakataka and with Gupta art, Pavnar Ganga has a puzzling 
South Indian ftavor,' though exact South-Indian counterparts cannot be adduced. 163 

The discovery of this image came too late to be included in the chef-d'oeuvre of 
Odette Viennot. If we try to accomodate this sculpture to the framework developed 
by this scholar, it could be compared with the images described in the second part of 
the volume under the heading 'Maharashtra et A' (Viennot 1964, 120-123). 
Like these, the Paunar Ganga does not convey the impression of having formed part 
of a doorframe construction; she may have been fixed to the wall at some distance 
from the entrance of the temple that was decorated by the panels discussed below. 164 

In particular, the Paunar Ganga may be compared with the river goddess outside 
the Ramesvara cave temple (No. 21) in Ellora (Viennot 1964, Pl. 63a), despite dif-
ferences such as that the latter is heavier (the 'South-Indian flavour' is absent) and 
stands on a lotus cushion on the back of the makara, which cushion is absent in 
the Paunar example. This absence may corroborate the relatively early date of the 
Paunar Ganga. 

163 Williams 1983, 231. See above p. 91. Cf. Jamkhedkar 199la, 206: 'The very elongation of the 
figure with slender torso and very prominent breasts, a rather oval face but not very wide lips 
remind one of similar slender but elongated figures of Amaravati.' 

164 Cf. Viennot 1964, 120: 'Ganga et Yarnuna de grandeur nature, l 'une sur le makara et l 'autre sur 
la tortue, se font pendant, contre lemur de part et d' autre a quelque distance du passage. Elles 
se presentent de face, jarnbes paralleles; le corps, tres souplement tlechi, est en appui sur une 
jarnbe. Une dhoti de mousseline impalpable, retenue sur Jes hanches par une large ceinture a 
double pendentif anse, voile leurs jarnbes., 
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PLATE XL A 
BALARAMA (DHENUKASURAVADHAMURTI), PAUNAR 

Paunar, Ashram of Vinobli Bhlive. Basalt Plate 120; 199la, 206, Pl. 97; Mirashi 
stone. 156 x 90 cm. Early 6th century 1954; 1963, lx-lxii, Plate C; Williams 
AD. Lit. : Gupta 1992; Jamkhedkar 1985, 1983, 229, Plate 19. 

In addition to quite a number of loose sculptures and parts thereof (for one of them 
see above Plate XXXIX B ), eight panels were found in Paunar 'while digging in 
the fields round Sn VinobajI's a§rama on the left bank of the river Dham' (Mirashi 
1963, lx). These panels are now placed in niches along a wall of the Ashram. 

The scene on the panel at issue, described as 'killing of Vali' by Mirashi, was 
again interpreted by Jarnkhedkar (1985, 83), who describes it as follows. 

On the background of a palm-tree and two friendly male witnesses 
is shown Balarama in pratyalztj,ha posture, his left arm resting on his 
thigh. His right hand grabs the hindlegs of Dhenukasura. Balarama is 
about to fling the demon on to the ta.la tree. On the palm-tree proper is 
shown the donkey-demon leaning over one of the branches. A human 
is shown fallen against the foot of the tree, his right hand on the head 
and left arm resting on the thigh, as though in swoon. 

No doubt Jarnkhedkar's identification of the main figure as Balarama is correct. 
He is adorned by a necklace and belly-band and wears a loin-cloth. The tall fig-
ure behind him to his proper right has placed his right hand on his hip and the other 
on the shoulder of the smaller (male) figure to his left. The tall (right) figure in the 
background, who wears a necklace, may be K_rg1a, the second smaller figure could 
be one of the cow-herds (gopa) who, according to the Harivarpsa, lived in the tala 
wood, but were terrorized by the donkey and his mates (HV 57.25). Jarnkhedkar 
(1985, 83) and Gupta (1992, 147) distinguish 'the forepart of an ass ' on the leaves 
of one of the tala trees. If this is the case (the present writer fails to see it) it would 
imply that the panel illustrates more than just one moment in the myth. 

First we see Balarama grabbing the donkey's hind legs; secondly, the donkey is 
hurled on to the tala tree; the third moment may be represented by the human figure 
sitting on the ground behind Balarama's left leg. Differently from the myth as told 
in the Harivarpsa 57, Vigmpuri4J.a 5.8, and Bhagavatapuri4J.a 10.15.20-40, it would 
seem that the panel tells us that the donkey, the cruel demon named Dhenuka who 
had the body of an ass, 165 fallen back to earth and fatally wounded, assumed his 

165 HV 57.12ab: difrw:w dhenuko niima daityo gardabharilpaviin I· 
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anthropomorphic form, just as the buffalo demon, when slain by the Dev!, assumed 
a 'human' form. 166 This interpretation is reinforced by the myth as told in Bhasa's 
Balacarita. Though here it is (Damodara) who kills the donkey, the latter 
is said to have changed back into his proper diinava (= anthropomorphic?) form 
before he breathed his last. 167 

PLATE XL B 

(PLAYING WITH THE MOON), PAUNAR 

Paunar, Ashram ofVinobii Bhiive. Basalt 1985, Plate 122; Mirashi 1954, Fig. II; 
stone. 146 x 122 cm. Firsthalfof6thcen- Williams 1983, 229, Plate 17. 
tury AD. Lit. : Gupta 1992; Jamkhedkar 

This panel was interpreted by Mirashi (1954, 4) as 'the birth of Rama. The 
prominent male figure is Dasaratha who has taken the baby in his hands and is 
looking affectionately at him.' Though he casts doubts on Mirashi's interpretation, 
Jamkhedkar (1985, 84) does not propose an alternative. Joanna Williams (1983, 
229) surmises that it 'may represent Vasudeva transporting the baby to Gokul.' In 
our view the probably correct identification has been proposed by Chandrashekhar 
Gupta, who describes the panel as follows. 

The main figure standing in the centre facing right (head mutilated) is 
shown carrying a child. Two persons are standing on his either [sic] 
side and a female attendant is seated in the Garu<j,akrama posture, 
holding an oval object in her hands in the lower right comer. One of 
the male figures is an attendant holding the staff of an umbrella and 
the other is some elderly person in the varadamudrii. The scene is 
described [by Mirashi] as Dasaratha receiving Rama, brought to him 
by the female attendant, after the birth. The child does not appear 
to be a newly born one. On the other hand he looks like a 2-3 years 
old boy. It can be identified with the story of Kfish!Ja's obstinacy for 
getting the moon. The oval object in the hands of the female attendant 

166 See Devimi'ihiitmya 3.38-39. As we have seen above (n. 104 on p. 131), this appearance of the 
demon in anthropomorphic form at the moment he is killed is a comparatively late feature in the 

iconography. Williams 1983, 229 interprets this sitting figure as a 'spectator,' 
which is quite unlikely. Jamkhedkar and Gupta do not give an interpretation. 

167 Biilacarita III, 11. 86--89: tatra tiilavane dhenuko niima diinavo grhftviigata/:i I 
tatas tarn api jfiiitvii bhartrdiimodarei:ia tasya viimapiida'!l piititiini tiilaphaliini I 
so 'pi diinavo bhiitvii tata eva mrta/:i 11 . 
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can be identified as a mirror or a pot filled with water to reflect the 
image of the moon to satisfy l{rishr:ia. (Gupta 1992, 146f.) 

159 

This theme is known from the devotional poetry of the Alvars.168 It became 
widespread in North India through the poetry of the Sii.rasagara (Sabha 809). 

Again and again, Yafoda coaxes: 
'Come, Moon! Moon, my little one's calling you! 
He's going to eat honey and fruit and nuts and sweets, 

and he might give you some too! 
He '11 play with you in his hand, and he won't 

even drop you once; 
Just come down and live in this bowl of water 

I've got here in my hand ... ' 
She set the bowl upon the ground, and took him 

and showed him the moon; 
And Sur's Lord laughed and dipped his two hands 

again and again and again. 169 

I have been unable to trace this theme in early Sanskrit literature.170 At variance 
with Surdas' description, the infant in the Paunar relief is held by Nanda, 
while Yafoda kneels in front of him to hold the mirror. The two male bystanders in 
the background may be inhabitants of Gokula. 

The apparent unfamiliarity of the classical Northern tradition with the theme 
and its (later) occurrence in the devotional poetry of the South endorses our argu-
ment that the art of Paunar owed its origin to the southern dynasty of the 
kur:i<;lins which succeeded the Vakatakas of Nandivardhana; the latter had been ori-
entated towards the culture of the (Gupta) North throughout, as our essay may have 
demonstrated. 

168 Notably from the poetry of PeriyiiJ.viir (9th century); the theme became formalized in the 
pif.laitamij (Hardy 1983, 406). 

169 Translation Bryant 1978, 170. 
bara-biira jasumati suta bodhati, iiu caf!!da tohif!! liila bulavai I 
madhu-meva-pakavana-mifhtil, apuna khaihai, tohif!l khavavai I 
htithahif!l para tohif!l lfnhe khelai, naiku nahff!l dharanf baifhtivai I 
jala-basana kara lai ju ufhtivati, yahf maif!! tii tana dhari avai I 
jalapufa ani dharani para rtikhyau, gahi anyau vaha Caf!lda dikhtivai I 
suradasa prabhu haf!!si musakyane, bara-bara doa kara navaif!l I· 

170 A literary image that comes close to what seems to be expressed in the panel at issue was found 
in Liliisuka Bilvamailgala's K[$Qakan;iiimfta, Additional Verses (ed. by Frances Wilson, p. 227): 

pratima§asalikaf!l vilokya navanftabuddhya I adatum antar nihitagrahastaf:i 
piiyat tadapraptisamiikulo naf:i 11- Lilasuka probably also hailed from South India. 
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APPENDIX I 

The Kevala-Narasirpha Temple Inscription 
(second revised edition) 

( ) reading uncertain 
( ) editorial addition 
<1 vowel part of syllable 
<> consonant part of syllable 
v, - and -"-: metrical quantity of illegible syllables 

1 (saja)(ya)ti sajalambudodara(bha)(s), 
(su)(rasa)miti <>rasarajya - na - -"- I 

(ba)(l)(i)(ma)khasamayaidhitanga(fo)(bho), 
(ditijavadhu) 111 I I 

(dii)(re)i:ia 
-"._v __ vv_v_-"., 

.... __ ..,..,_ .... _ 

[one verse possibly lost] 

2 
(pra)(bha)(dh)rti(spha)la(na) - iici - <>r -"- I 

yasyottamarigair bbalayo kriyant(e), 
(pa)de (sa)cii9funal).ibhir or(piii:ifun) 11311 

ta(s)yodadhipranta v 1<1 v - -"- , 

-"._v __ vv_v_-". I 

[one verse possibly lost] 

1. Metre 
ld. Conjecture ditijavadhu proposed by Ms Y. Yokochi. 
2-20. Metre Upajati. 
4a. Possibly paliiyamiiniim to be construed with hypothetical seniim in the following padas. 

163 
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3 (ya d)(e)vateva pratipujya(man)(a), 
pitur gr(hlta) I 

(kanya yay)au vrd(dhi)ka(rµ) (sana)lasya, 
prajyajyasiktasya sikheva (suddha) I 151 I 

tarµ - v nabhyunnata - v - "- ' 

."-_v __ vv_v_."- I 
!:::'.._..., __ ...,...,_ .... _ !:::'.. 

[one verse possibly lost] 

4 tayob kramad 
I 

y(aviya)sI candra(ma)saQ. (p)ra(bh)(eva), 
(sa) tana(ya) (ba)(bhuva) 1171 I 

"- - v (lekha)mi v _ v _ "- , 

."-_v __ vv_v_ "-I 

[one verse possibly lost] 

5 sadaiva devas trisamudranathas, 
sa CANDRAGUP(T)A(J;I paripu)np;ia(v)(r)ttal_i I 

(dadau praja)nam adhi(pa)s su(tarµ ta)rµ, 
srl(RU)(DRA)SENAYA (g)(u)i;ia(karaya) 1191 I 

(ve) - v _(IT) v v _ v _ "-, 

."-_v __ vv_v_ ."-I 
!:::'.._ .... __ ...,...,_...,_ !:::'.. 

[one verse possibly lost] 

6 sudurvvaharµ rajyadhurarµ samagrarµ, 
dhurandharasy(e)(va) supungavasya I 

(prajadhipa)(sya) v v _ v _ "-, 

(GHA)TO(TKA)co nama suto (babhuva) 111111 
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!C m ail.ganapa v v _ v _ !C , 
!e_v __ vv _ v_!C I 

::=,._ .... __ .... ...,_ .... _ ::=.. 

[one verse possibly lost] 

7 tarn bhagineyim atha rajarajo, 
- - v v I 

!e_ v -- v v - v - (d)y<J(<>), 
( u) pasya paQigrahal).arµ cakara I I 13 I I 

devendra(dha)n- v v - v - <>(ya)m, 
ama(tya)- _ v v _ v _ !C I 

[one verse possibly lost] 

8 §uddhair vvacobhir man(a)(rµ)(si), 
(pr)I(nati I 

!C _ v __ v v _ v _ !C (s), 
sadhiin dhanaughair yyafasa ea lokan I I 15 I I 

(sa) - v - - v v - (ma)hlpa, 
!e_v __ vv _ v_!C I 

[one verse possibly lost] 

9 tasmin kadacit kamaniyariipe, 
!C - v - - v purandareQa I 

(t<J) - v (y<J) - v v - (s sa)manarµ, 
bhrata balat svarµ ITTham a(ni)naya I I 171 I 

v v I __ ..., __ .... v _v __ 

[one verse possibly lost] 

165 
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10 tatraiva yan yan manujendrapu(t)rI, 
(yatnan sva)dha(rmapra)savan I 

- (I).a v v bhagam etarµ I I 191 I 

,!:::'.._..., __ ...,...,_ ..... _ .!:::'.. 

[one verse possibly lost] 

11 PRABHAVATISVAMINA¥ ea, lokana(tha)m a(th)a(la)(ye) I 
pm;iyam uddisya, (a)k(a)raya(t) 1121 I I 

jagadut(pa)(tti)na v I 
112211 
I 

' v - v I I 23 I I 

[one verse possibly lost] 

12 sudarsanarµ ta9agarµ ea, deva(fi) eaiva sudar(sana)m I 
kadalivatakagrame, karayit(v).An(BHA)VATi 112411 

- (pl)takesa, puIJ.yam u(ddisya)- v I 
(pa) v - v 11251 I 

I 
v - v 11261 I 

[one verse possibly lost] 

13 arddharµ brahmarppa(Qarµ) pul).yarµ, <>r IJ.a(sfili)nI I 
matapitfbhy(am arddharµ ea), <>kr(i)yodbhavam II 271 I 
jagatas I 

112811 

21-34. Metre Sloka. 
21d. Possibly miituf:z subham akiirayat or miituf:z svayam akiirayat. 
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I 
v - v 11291 I 

[one verse possibly lost] 

14 prasactarµ ctayi - - tur, vvicintya tarn asasvatarn I 
matur eva samuddi(sya), (pu)i:iyaugham aghavarjjita 113011 

sil(a) <>Csi)lasan(k)asarµ, (ci)ra(ya) v v - v 1 

113111 

I 
v - v 113211 

[one verse possibly lost] 

15 filokasthayini(fi ce)man, kirttim I 
taya (pari)ITThl(te)na, tadajfianuvidha(yin)a 113311 

kavya(rµ ma)haj jay( a) (darµ), v gena (ea) I 
v - v 11341 I 

[one or two verses possibly lost] 

30a. dayitiidhiitur conjectured in Bakker & Isaacson 1993, 54. 
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APPENDIX II 
Genealogy 

\ Bharasivas \ [ J Guptas J 

Gha\otkaca 

VATSAGULMA I (sarriraj) NAN DIVARDHANA Bhavanaga KumaradevI (putrika) = Candragupta I 

I I I 
Sarvasena I (?) (?) GautamTputra = putrika (?) 

I I 
Vindhyasakti II Rudrasena I /-deva (dauhitra) DattadevI = Samudragupta (dauhitra) 

I I I 
Pra v arasena II Prthi l Kuberanaga = Candragupta II = DhruvadevI 

I I 
I 

I 
Sarvasena II Rudrasena II = PrabhavatI Gupta Kumaragupta = AnantadevI 

I I 
Devasena Di viikarasena Damodarasena AtibhavatI (?) (bhagineyi) = Gha\otkaca Skandagupta Piirugupta = CandradevI 

Ajiliikabha!!iirika = Prava'rasena II J Kuntalacthipati J 

I 
Narasil)lhagupta = MitradevI 

I 
Narendrasena = Ajjhitabha!!filika 

I J Uccakalpas J J ] 
Kumaragupta 

<7l I I I 
Vyaghradeva = AjjhitadevI II Vakatakamahadev! = M adhavavarman II Janasraya Budhagupta 

I I 
Jayanatha Vikramendravarman I 
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Outline of Vakataka Chronology* 

AD 275-335 Rule of Pravarasena I in Kaficana(ka) (Bundelkhand). 

AD 335-360 Rule ofRudrasena I. 

AD 350 I 360 Samudragupta vanquishes alliance of Nagas and Vakatakas. 
Migration of Vakatakas to Vidarbha; settlement in Vatsa-
gulma and Nandivardhana. 

AD 360-395 Rule of I in Nandivardhana. 

AD 360-400 Rule of Vindhyasakti II in Vatsagulma. 

AD 376--415 Rule of Candragupta II in Aryavarta. 

c. 388 Wedding of Rudrasena II and Prabhavafi Gupta. 

AD 395-405 Rule of Rudrasena II in Nandivardhana. 

AD 400-450 Rule of Pravarasena II and Sarvasena II in Vatsagulma (sub-
ordinate to Nandivardhana). 

AD 405-419 Prabhavafi Gupta acting monarch of the Vakatakas of N andi-
vardhana. 

AD 415 I 419 Wedding of Prabhavafi Gupta's daughter (Atibhavatl?) with 
uncle Ghatotkaca. 

AD 415-454 Ghatotkaca Gupta viceroy in Vidisa. 

AD 415-454 Rule of Kumaragupta in Aryavarta. 

AD 419-422 Rule of Damodarasena in Nandivardhana. 

* With only a few certain (absolute) dates to go by, presenting a chronology is a very hazardous 
affair. The following dates are therefore to be considered to be merely conjectural and are to be 
qualified by 'about'-s and question marks, which have been omitted only not to encumber the 
schedule too much. In cases where I found it particularly bold to pin down an event in a certain 
year I have prefixed a circa (c.). The following dates are inferred from a reasoned reconstruction 
of the sequence of events that makes up history. 

169 
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AD 422-457 Rule of Pravarasena II in Nandivardhana/Pravarapura. 

c. AD 443 Death of PrabhavatI Gupta. 

AD 445 First intrusion of Pravarasena II into Gupta territory (TripurI). 

AD 450-460 Rule of Devasena in Vatsagulma. 

AD 454-455 Succession war in the Gupta kingdom between Ghatotkaca 
and Skandagupta, resulting in death of Ghatotkaca and 
accession of Skandagupta in AD 455. 
Pravarasena intervenes in Gupta civil war, marches on 
Malwa (Vidisa) and brings his sister (AtibhavatI) back to 
N andi vardhana. 

AD 455-469 Rule of Skandagupta in Aryavarta. 

AD 456/457 Building of the Kevala-Narasirµha Temple on the Ramagiri 
and a storage reservoir Sudarsana in Kadalivataka. 

AD 457-461 Independent rule ofNarendrasena in Nandivardhana. 

AD 457-470 Drain of officials and craftsmen from Nandivardhana to Vatsa-
gulma. 

Saka 380 =AD 457/8 Building of storage reservoir Sudarfana in Hisse-Borala 
near Vatsagulma. 

AD 460-478 Rule of in Vatsagulma. 

c. AD 461-462 subjects Asmaka, Aniipa and Nandivardhana. 

AD 461-475 Narendrasena rules in Nandivardhana, subordinate to Vatsa-
gulma. 

c. AD 462 Beginning of the excavation of Ajanta Cave XVI. 

c. AD 465 Beginning of the excavation of Ajanta Caves XVII and XIX. 

AD 470-490 Rule of Uccakalpa king Vyaghradeva in Kancana(ka) (Nach-
na). 

AD 470-518 Rule of king Madhavavarman II Janasraya. 

c. AD 475 II succeeds Narendrasena in Nandivardhana. 
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AD 478-480 Asmaka subdues Vatsagulma; Anupa and Nandivardhana 
assert independence. 

AD 478-495 Independent rule of II in Nandivardhana. 

c. AD 493 War between II and Nala king Bhavadattavarman. 
king Madhavavarman II Janasraya comes to the 

help of the Vak:atakas. 

AD 495-518 king Madhavavarman II Janasraya rules over 
Vak:ataka estate (Vidarbha). 

AD 518/19 Nala king Arthapati Bhagaraka, grandson of Bhavadattavar-
man, conquers Nandivardhana. 
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AitareyabrahmaIJ.a 
Archaeological Survey oflndia 
Archaeologial Survey of Western India 
The Age of the Vfil<atakas (Shastri 1992) 
Bhagavadgita 
Bhaga vatapuriil}a 
Brhatsmphita (Varaharnihira) 
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 
Corpus Inscriptionum lndicarum 
Epigraphia lndica 
Encyclopaedia of Indian Temple Architecture 
Harivaip.sa 
Indian Archaeological Review 
Indian Historical Quarterly 
Indo-lranian Journal 
lndological Research Papers (Mirashi 1982) 
Journal of the American Oriental Society 
Journal of the Epigraphical Society of India 
Journal oflndian History 
Journal of the Indian Society of Oriental Art 
Journal of the Numismatic Society oflndia 
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 
Kiirmapuriil}a 
Lmgapuriil}a 
Mahabharata, Critical Edition 
Matsyapuriil}a 
PuriiI}apaiicalak$aIJ.a 
Sanskrit Worterbuch. St Petersburg 1855-1875. 7 Bde 
RamayaIJ.a, Critical Edition 
Reappraising Gupta History (Chhabra et alii 1992) 

SatapathabrahmaIJ.a 
Select Inscriptions (Sircar 1942) 
Studies in lndology (Mirashi 1960-62) 
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SiP 
SP 
SPBh 
SSP 
TaiA 
TaiBr 
Tai Sa 
VaP 
VDhP 
VmP 
WZKSA 

Sivapuriil}a 
Skandapuriil}a (original text of that name, see SPBh) 
SkandapuriiIJa, edit. by K. P. Bhattarm 
Somasambhupaddhati (Brunner-Lachaux 1963) 
Tai ttiri yiir81}yaka 
Tai ttiri yabriihmaIJa 
Taittiriyasarphitii 
Vii yupuriil}a 

Viimanapuriil}a 
Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde Siidasiens 
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Buddhabhadra, 41 
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53, 54,59, 62-66,78, 83-88, 
108, 124, 127, 128, 136-149, 
151, 152, 154 

Ramtek Hill, 11 , 12, 14, 25, 26, 29, 
84, 124, 128, 137, 138 

Ramtekri, 85 
Sinduragiri, 128 

Ramagiristhana, 51 , 65, 86-88 
Ramagirisviimin,24,65,86 
Ramagupta, 27 
Ramalirigasvamin, 52 
Ramanuja, 126 
Ramayar;ia, ---+ Valmiki 
Ramesvara Cave Temple, 156 
Ramgarth Hill, 99, 119, 132, 139 
Ramtek, 25, 85, 124, 125, 149 

Stone Inscription, 145 
Ramtek Hill, ---+ Ramagiri 

15, 41, 91 
ratnaku!J4ala, ---+ ku!J4ala 
ratnavalaya, ---+ valaya 
Ravi, 36 
Ravisamba, 36, 38 
Reva, ---+ Nannada 
RevatI, 109 
riktha, 9 
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River Goddess, ---+ Goddess 
rosary, ---+ 

37 
rucaka,43 , 138 
Rudra, 68-72,75, 77, 96, 98, 107-110, 

115, 116, 118, 144 
Rudra, 115 
Rudradeva, 11 

---+ 
Rudra-Narasirpha Temple, 22, 30, 42, 

43, 86, 136, 138, 140, 144, 
146, 148 

Rudrasena I, 9-11, 13, 14, 18, 20, 96 
Rudrasena II, 14-19, 21 , 22, 30, 31, 34, 

52,53, 60, 83, 120, 145 
Rukmii:iI, 24 
Russek Collection, 96, 104 

Sadasiva, 70, 74, 75, 77, 81, 83, 95, 
101-108, 111, 112, 123 

Sadyojata, 70, 97 
Sagar, 126 
Sagaradatta, 40 
Sahya Mountain, 36 
Saivala, 64 
Saiva Siddhanta, 70, 103 
Saka Era, 32, 46 
sakala, 96, 103 
Siiketa, 9 
Siikha, 111 
Sakra, ---+ lndra 
§akti, 72, 110, 114, 117 

spear, 72, 110, 114, 117 
siilabhafijikii, 154 
samabhanga, 119, 146 
Samba,20, 36,59,60,62,83, 122, 123 
Sambhu,23, 25, 104 
Sarnbuka, 64 
saf!!hilramurti, 109 

72, 73, 109 
20, 30, 59-64, 83, 

120-121, 123 
Saqtlchya, 61,67, 69 
samriij, 10, 14 
Samudragupta,9-12, 14, 15,27, 39, 47 
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Samudrapura, 53 
siindhiira, 42, 49 
Sank:arpur, 48 
§ankha, ___, conch 
Sankhasvamin, 29 
Sankhika, 20 
siintidamudrii, 119, 144 
sapif!-tf.a, 17, 40 

84 
Sarabha, 29 
Sarabhapur, 29 
Sarabhapurlya,29,40,54,55 
Saragramaka, 20 
Sarasvat:l, 126 
Sarvanatha, 48 
Sarvasena I, 10, 14 
Sarvasena II, 17, 31 , 33 

116 
Satara District, 52 
Satarudrlya, 71 , 107 
Satavahana, 14, 18 
Satpura Range, 14, 38, 85 
Satrughnaraja, 24 
Satvata, 20, 21, 25, 31 , 59-64, 123 
saumya, 74, 118 
Saurisamba, 36 
Sayai:ia Madhava, 67, 68 
Selluddraha, 20 
seniipati, 33 
Seoni Plateau, 23 
serpent, 19, 72, 106, 121 , 126, 138, 139 

coils, ___, bhoga 
snake, 72, 100, 106, 138, 151 
121 , 138, 139 

___, 
Ananta, 18, 120, 121 

shell script, 87 
shield, 133, 144 
Siddhanatha Cave, 42, 86 
Sidhi District, 48 
sikhandaka, 113 
sirriha, ___, lion 

31 
Sinduragiri, ___, Ramagiri 

___, muf!-tf.a 

Index 

sirafcakra, 144, 152 
Sita, 21 , 85 
Siva, 116 
Siva,20,23, 25,46,58, 67-70, 72-79, 

81 , 85,87,88,96-98, 
100-106, 108-112, 117, 123, 
129, 135, 137, 149-151 

Andhakasurasarpharamilrti, ___, 
Andhaka 

Hara, 44 
Kfilarimilrti, 109 
Kamantakamurti, 109 
Mahadeva, 75, 77-79,97, 108 
Para Siva, 103 
Sthiil)u, 71 , 73 
Tripurantakamurti, 109 

Sivadharma, 69 
Sivamegha, 13 
Siwani, 23 
skambha, 66, 137 

axis mundi, 137 
cosmic pillar, 66, 137 

Skanda, 72, 77, 104, 110-112, 116, 117 
Guha, 112 
Karttikeya, 101 , 104, 116, 117 
Kumara, 101 , 111 , 113 

Skandagupta, 25- 31, 4 7, 64 
Skandapuriil)a 

original, 7 4, 130, 131 
Skandavarman, 55 
skull, ___, kapiila 
snake, ___, serpent 
sniitaka, 108, 150 
So9asa, 60 
Soma, 36 
Son river, 48 
spear, ___, §akti 
friiddha , 40 
Srikai:itha, 67, 68 
Srimadanalobha, 141 
Sriparvata, 46 
Sriparvatasvamin, 46 
Sn§aila Hills, 91 
frfvatsa, 119, 120, 143 
staff, ___, daf!-tf.a 
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Sthalakanagara, ----) Thalner 
Sthfu:)u, ----) Siva 
stupa, 18, 87, 91 , 153 
Subandhu,39,50 
Sudarsana, 30-33 
Suketuvarman, 32 
sukhasana, 128, 129, 140, 150 

(maha)rajalflasana, 22, 140, 150 
Sukra, Ill 
sula,25, 72, 77,97,98, 108, 109, 114, 

132, 133 
ayaftiula, 108 . 
lance,25, 72, 76, 97,98, 108, 109, 

114, 130-132 
Sumbha, 131 
Sunda, 131 
Sura, 31 
Siirabala, 29 
Surasmicandra, 47 
Siirdas, 159 

Siirasagara, 159 
Siirya, 62, 122 
Suryasvamin, 88 

109 
sutradhara, 155 
Svamideva (Gautama gotra), 32 
Svamideva (Vatsa gotra), 32 
Svamilladeva, 32, 33 
Svetasvatara, 70 
sword, 18,62, 100, 119, 132, 144, 146, 

148 
asi, 119 
khatjga, 146 

Tala, 105-107, 109-111 , 129, 135 
DevaranI Temple, 105, 107, 111 
JithanI Temple, 109 

tala, 121, 157 
tapas, 64, 70, 112, 139 
Tapi river, 34, 38 
tafalika, 135, 148, 149 

70, 97 
tejas, 74 
Tewar, 25 
Thalner, 33, 34, 37, 39 

Sthfilakanagara, 34 
third eye, ----) 
tiger-skin, ----) vyaghracarman 
Tilottama, 73, 74, 123 
Tuthayatraparvan, ----) Mahabhiirata 
Toramfu:)a, 139 
torai:ia, 153 
TraikiitaJ<:as, 32 
tree, 66, 121, 136, 137, 154, 157 
tribal, 107, 141 
tribhaliga, 144 
Trikii!a, 34, 35, 55 
Triple City, 72 
Tripun, 25 
Tripunvasaka, 25, 56, 88 
tri§ikha, 136 
trisula, 68, 99, 108, 109, 132 

trident, 99, 108, 109, 131 
Trivikrama, 30, 63, 64, 66, 108, 137, 

142-145, ----) 
Temple, 30, 86, 144, 145, 148 

74, 96 
third eye, 78, 98, 104, 108, 122, 

123, 150 
three eyes, 71 

Tumain, 26 
tusk, 129, 138, 139 

Uccakalpa, 13, 48 
dynasty, 47 

Uchahara, 48 
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udarabandha, 106, 108, 144, 148, 150, 
152 

Udayagiri, 19, 22, 84, 85, 119, 129, 130, 
132, 139, 154 

ugra, 71, 74, 77, 78,96, 104, 113-115, 
123, 150 

head, 76, 77, 123-124 
Ujjain, 45 

UjjayinI, 68 
Uma, 67,68, 73,96, 112 

Umavaktra, 75 
Upamanyu,71, 72, 107, 108 
Uparnitavirnala, 68 
Uparnitesvara, 68 
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upavua,96, 100, 101 , 108 
muktayajfiopavfta, 108, 144, 150, 

152 
upavftin, 71 
vyalayajfiopavfta, 72, 129 
yajfiopavua,72,98, 100, 108, 110, 

118-120, 122, 125, 135, 150, 
151 

Upendragupta, 38 
ilrdhvaliliga, 96, --+ liliga 

105, 106, 149 
71,95,96, 102, 103 

uttanapad, 134 

vahana, 87, 98, 115, 155 
vaijayantf, 144 
vaijayika dharmasthana, 88 

156 
'Vaikhiinasagarna, 141 
Vaisravai;ia, 40 
vajra, 115, 152, 153 
VajrapaQ.i, 108, 151-153 
valaya, 108, 110, 152 

ratnavalaya, 101 
Vall, 157 
Valkha, 19, 28, 39 
Vallabhi, 50 
Valmiki, 127 

Riinlaya.Qa,63--65, 91,98, 127, 153 
Vamadeva, 70 
Vamana,30, 63,64, 143, 144 
vamana,71, 78, 107 
Varµsagiri , 65 
Varµfastbapura, 65 
VanavasI, 15 
varadamudra, 72, 119, 144, 150, 158 
Varliha, 19,22,30,43,63, 85, 86, 128, 

138-142 
boar, 138, 139, 141 , 142 
Temple, 22, 86, 144 

Varlihadeva, 15, 34,36,38,42,45, 155 
Varlihamihira 

Brhatsarphita, 116, 118, 119, 121 , 
144 

Varhac;IT Talao, 82 

Yarman dynasty, 48 
vasaka, 56, 88 
Vasantabhanu, 37 
Vasudeva, 60, 158 

Index 

Vasudeva, 19,20,30, 59-63,78,83, 
119-123, 125, 128 

Vasundhara, 40 
vafaka, 88 
Vatsa gotra, --+ gotra 
Vatsagulma, 11 , 14, 20, 21 , 28, 31-35, 

42, 44, 50, 51 , 58, 59 
Basim, 14, 32 
Branch, 10, 15, 17, 31-33, 40, 151 , 

155 
Vatsaraja, 29 
vedfbandha, 14 7 
Velpuru, 52 
Vembaravasaka,56 

115 
115 

113 
vetra, 98 
Vidarbha, 14, 15, 41 , 44, 45, 55-57, 90, 

91 , 133 
Vidisa, --+ Besnagar 
vihara, 38, 43, 46, 89 
vikrama, 100 
Vikrarnaditya, 126 
Vikrarnendravarman I, 46 
Vikrarnendravarman II, 32, 46 
Vrmalasuri 

Paiimacariya, 64 
Vinayaka, --+ Gai;iefa 
Vindhya, 11-13, 15, 16 
Vindhyasakti I, 10, 12, 13, 33, 40 
Vindhyasakti II, 10, 58 

Vindhyasena, 10, 11, 14, 15, 31 
VindhyavasinI, 130 
Vinoba Bhave Ashram, 90--92, 155, 157 
VIrabhadra, 101, 123 
vfrasana, 126 

115 
Visakha, 111 

146 
13, 18-22, 30,31, 54, 56,58, 
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62-66,78,83-87,91,99, 109, 
119-121, 128, 129, 133, 135, 
137, 138, 140-146 

19, 118 
Anantafayana, 19, 92 

Bhagavat, 52, 58, 61, 65, 66 
Cakrapar,ti, 20 
Hari, 60 

37, 46, 51, 54-57, 90-92, 
. 159 

66, 85, 136-137 
31 

Visruta, 37 
Visvakarman, 153 
Vratyas, 71 

71,98, 133 
bull, 71 , 72, 82, 87, 90, 98, 133, 

134 
13, 76, 77 

20, 59, 60, 62, 123 
Hero,82,83, 122-123, 133 
Paficavira,59, 122, 123 

Vftra, 142 
vyaghracarman, 108 

tiger-skin, 72, 108, 109 
Vyaghradeva, 13,47-52 
vyala, 72 
vylilayajfiopavfta, ---+ upavfta 
Vyasa, 72 
vyuha,62, 102, 106 

caturvyaha, 102, 103 
vyuptakeia, ---+ mul}{i.a 

Waghora river, 42, 89 
Wainganga, 14, 17, 18, 23,53,56,85,88 

BeJ.11?.ii, 14 
Wardha District, 53, 89, 114 
Wardha river, 23 
Warora, 141 

Yadava, 59, 60 
Yadava dynasty, 64, 65, 82 
yajfia, 118 
yajfiopavfta, ---+ upavfta 

78,85, 148, 152, 153 

154 
154 

Yama, 97 
Yamuna,47, 154, 156 
Yafoda, 159 
Yaudheya 

coins, 101, 104 
Yoga, 67,69 
yoga,67,69, 73,96 

yogin, 68, 76, 79, 96,98, 100, 
102-104 

yoni, 82 
14, 44 

Yugadhara, 155 
yuvaraja, 10, 16, 17,30 
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Plates 

Mandhal: male head medallion 



PLATE I 

Mandhal: Mahdvara, front 



PLATE II 

Mandhal: Mahesvara, rear 



PLATE III 

Mandhal: Nanclrsvara (?), front 



PLATE IV 

Mandhal: Nandisvara (?), rear 



PLATE V 

Mandhal: a .fi"ont 



PLATE VI 

Mandhal: a rear 



PLATE VII 

Mandhal: Sadasiva, ftont 



PLATE V III 

Mandhal: A, Sadasiva, rear B, Sadasiva, right side 



PLATE IX 

Mandhal: Rudra Andhakasurasarpharamfuti, front 



PLATE X 

Mandhal: Rudra Andhakasurasarpharamurti, rear 



PLATE XIII 

Mandhal: ParvatI, front 



PLATE XIV 

Mandhal: Parvati, rear 



PLATE XV 

Mandhal: fiont 



PLATE XVI 

Mandhal: Matrka, rear 



PLATE XVI! 

Mandhal: Brahma, front 



PLATE XVIII 

Mandhal: Brahma, rear 



P LATE XI X 

Mandhal: Vasudeva, front 



PLATE XX 

Mandhal: Vasudeva, rear 



PLATE XXI 

Mandhal: Dhenukasuravadhamurti, .fi"ont 



PLATE XXII 

Mandhal: Dhenukasuravadhamurti, rear 



PLATE XXIII 

Mandhal: a H ero (Samba?), fi"ont 



PLATE XXIV 

Mandhal: a Hero (Samba?), rear 



PLATE XXV 

A , Mandhal: an Ugra H ead 

B , agardhan, view of the Ramagiri 





PLATE XXVII 

Nagardhan: 



PLATE XXVIII 

N agardhan: Gai:ie§a 



PLAT E XXIX 

Nagarclhan: A, D evi 

Nagardhan: B, Lajja Gaurr 



Nagardhan: A, a Nagardhan: B, a 
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PLATE XXXI 

Nagardhan: A, Narasirµha (miniature) 

Nagardhan: B, 



PLATE XXXII 



PLATE XXXIII 

Ramagiri: A, N ftont 

B, (bottom), rear 
(detail) 

c , (cakra), right side 
(detail) 



PLAT E XXX IV 



Ramagiri: A, R am agiri: B, a Dikpala (?) Ramagiri: c, Makara 
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PLATE XXXVII 

Mansar: Siva 



(left) Ajanta (Cave lg): A, Vajrapar:ii 
(below) Ajanta (Cave 21): B, a Nidhi 
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PLATE X XX I X 



Paunar: A , Balarama Dhenukasuravadhamlirti Paunar: B , playing with the moon 
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PLATE XLI 

Mathura: A , Mahe§a, front B, Mahesa, rear 



PLATE XLII 

Tala: a Gar:ia 



TE XL III PLA 



PLATE XLIV 



PLATE XLV 



PLATE XLVI 



TE XLVII PLA 
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Ramtek Hill/Ramagiri 

1 Ramacandra T emple (Yadava) 
2 T emple (Yadava) 
3 Varaha T emple 

4 Bhogarama T emple 
5 Rudra-Narasirµh a T emple 
6 Kevala-Narasirµh a T emple 

scale 1:611 ! 

7 T rivikrama T emple 
8 Kapata/Gupta-Rama T emple 
9 Siddhanatha Cave 


